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Abstract

In this thesis the decoherence properties, gate performance, control of solid-state quantum
bits (qubits), and novel design proposals for solid-state qubits analogous to quantum optics
are investigated. The qubits are realized as superconducting nanocircuits or quantum dot
systems. The thesis elucidates both very appealing basic questions, like the generation and
detection of deeply nonclassical states of the electromagnetic field, i.e., single photon Fock
states, in the solid-state, but also presents a broad range of different strategies to improve
the scalability and decoherence properties of solid-state qubit setups.

Solid-state qubits are promising candidates for the realization of quantum computing.
They are potentially scalable to a quantum processor, the building block of a quantum
computer. However, decoherence due to the many degrees of freedom of a solid-state envi-
ronment usually considerably impairs their behavior. Thus, in order to develop a working
quantum computer it is of crucial importance to analyze the different decoherence sources
that affect the qubit. Additionally, most solid-state qubits are pseudo-spin qubits, where
the qubit levels are separated from the other energy levels in the much larger complete
system Hilbert space by an energy gap. The population of these leakage levels of the system
Hilbert space is particularly important for quantum computation.

We are specifically interested to identify the most important decoherence mechanisms
in these solid-state qubit systems to then propose possible improvements in the design
and operation of experimentally available devices, which are operated at low cryogenic
temperatures T ≈ 10 mK smaller than the qubit energy scale, which is typically Eq/h ≈ 10
GHz, corresponding to Tq ≈ 0.5 K. Yet, temperature effects play an important role in the
solid-state qubits.

The decoherence of a single qubit has already been intensely studied. In two coupled
qubits, entanglement can be realized and a far more involved decoherence model appears.
From the detailed analysis of multiple qubits, possible improvements in the design and
operation of experimentally available devices are proposed. The decoherence of systems
of coupled qubits is studied from the master equation that describes the time evolution
of the qubit system including the effects of the coupling to the hostile environment. The
symmetries of the qubit-environment coupling help to understand decoherence in these
systems, and the admissible degree of symmetry breaking in experiments is determined.

Once the main decoherence sources and their effects are understood, it is important
to develop strategies to minimize or even avoid the impact of decoherence. Here, a De-
coherence Free Subspace (DFS) encoding for coupled superconducting qubits is presented



xvi Abstract

and its performance with respect to different error sources is evaluated. A DFS encoding
for capacitively coupled flux qubits is given, which completely decouples the logical qubits
from the noise originating in the coupling elements and collective flux noise. This is due to
the encoding and a restricted phase space of the logical qubits. Optimum control theory
is used as a tool to find pulse shapes that drastically reduce the overall time needed for a
quantum gate operation and dramatically improve the performance of the quantum gate
operation at given decoherence. Further on, no harmful leakage to other states of the
pseudo-spin system is introduced.

Finally, quantum optics concepts will be applied to qubits in the solid-state domain.
A scheme to generate and detect single microwave photons is presented. This analysis is
complemented by the calculation of the properties of a flux qubit inside a single mode
microstrip resonator, i.e. a cavity. This setup also effectively decouples the qubit from the
most important environmental sources of relaxation. The readout of the flux qubit can be
performed directly via a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement of the cavity field.



Outline

The content of this thesis is divided into three major parts. In the first part of the thesis, a
basic general introduction to quantum computation, the different realizations of solid-state
qubits, and the description of the electromagnetic field in quantum optics is given. The
second, main part, of the thesis is divided into several studies,

(i) Decoherence and gate performance of systems of multiple solid-state qubits,

(ii) Design of coupling elements for superconducting flux qubits,

(iii) DFS encoding of superconducting qubits,

(iv) Optimum control of superconducting qubits,

(v) Generation, decoherence and tomography of maximally entangled Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen pairs in superconducting charge qubits

(v) Circuit-QED for superconducting qubits and the deterministic generation and detec-
tion of single microwave photons in superconducting solid-state circuits.

For each of these studies, an introduction is given and then the corresponding preprint
or paper is attached at the end of the chapter. In the third part, the appendix, several
calculations and technical details are summarized that have been of relevance to this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Denn es ist ausgezeichneter Menschen unwürdig, gleich Sklaven Stunden zu
verlieren mit Berechnungen. 1

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, 1865

Basic calculating machines for the processing of information have already been en-
visoned by Leonardo da Vinci. But the first sophisticated mechanical calculators were
invented in the 17th century, the Pascaline by Blaise Pascal, and the Stepped Reckoner by
Leibniz. These machines, as well as current computers, store classical information. The
classical information is normally desired to be in exactly one out of two well defined states
“off” and “on” or “0” and “1”. This classical information for example can be stored and
processed by classical transistors, which are present in modern microprocessors.

The processing of the classical information itself is controlled by other information,
which is named a program. For these computations, Turing provided the important basic
model [1], which was motivated by results of Gödel [2]. The so-called Turing machine,
which is a mathematical model for a computing machine, has been shown to be able to
solve any mathematical problem that can be solved by a certain given algorithm. Later
von Neumann and others [3, 4] developed the notion that the computer programs are also
only data or information, and that they can be manipulated by machines under the control
of other programs. The quantum Turing machine was first introduced by Benioff [5] and
further developed by Deutsch [6] and Yao [7]. A modern definition with connection to
algorithmic complexity is given in Ref. [8]. Also a quantum circuit model of computations
was introduced [9] and it was shown [7] that the quantum circuit model of computation is
equivalent to the quantum Turing machine model.

Underlining the close connection between computer science and physics, Feynman pro-
posed [10] already in 1982 to use a computer that not only obeys the laws of quantum
mechanics but also operates in a regime where quantum effects are relevant and most im-
portantly, the information is fundamentally of quantum nature. His idea was to efficiently
simulate the behaviour of quantum systems with the help of another quantum system, i.e.,

1“For it is unworthy of excellent men to lose hours like slaves in the labour of calculation [which would
safely be relegated to anyone else if machines were used].”
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a computer working in the quantum regime. However, quantum information processing has
gained great interest only recently because of the promise of up to an exponential speedup
for certain algorithmic problems, e.g., the factorization of large numbers into primes [11],
which is of central importance for secure communication. Moreover, several other quan-
tum algorithms with moderate speedups were discovered [12, 13] and in recent years the
completely new and interdisciplinary field of quantum information processing emerged.

In comparison to classical digital technology, quantum information is stored in arbitrary
superpositions of quantum mechanical states described by a wavefunction |ψ〉 = α |0〉+β |1〉
(|0〉 and |1〉 are orthonormal basis states of a Hilbert space on C), which roughly speaking
resembles an analog instrument, in contrast to the classical digital information. It is
this superposition of computational states that finally leads to an exponential speedup
for certain algorithms on a quantum computer. The basic building blocks of a quantum
computer are quantum bits, i.e., (pseudo) spin-1/2 systems. However, also three level
systems, the so-called qutrits [14], or d-dimensional bi-partite systems named qudits [14–
17], or even continuous variable multi-level systems named qunats [18, 19] could be used
for efficient quantum computation and quantum cryptography [20].

Operations on a quantum computer are described by unitary operations that can be
defined via the time evolution of a Hamiltonian Ĥ(t) describing the system evolution, Û =
T̂ exp(i

∫ t

t0
Ĥ(t′) dt′), where T̂ is the time ordering operator2. Ideally, quantum computation

is reversible because of the unitary time evolution and thus it is, just like ideal classical
reversible computation, also non-dissipative. However, in reality the coherent unitary
time evolution that is required for quantum information processing is always impeded by
decoherence. (Also in the classical case of reversible computation dissipation can not be
avoided because of Gödel friction.3) The decoherence, i.e. energy relaxation and dephasing,
is due to the coupling of the quantum bit (qubit) to the surrounding environmental degrees
of freedom.

Solid-state quantum computers, such as semiconductor quantum dot (QD) or supercon-
ducting systems are potentially scalable. However, especially the solid-state environment
posseses many environmental degrees of freedom and usually solid-state systems suffer from
strong decoherence. Decoherence can be caused by many different mechanisms depending
on the material properties and the design of the experiment. It is one of the main goals
of this work to analyze the decoherence properties of different solid-state qubit systems
and develop design requirements which allow to reduce the amount of decoherence in these
systems. This research is at the core of condensed matter physics and includes the detailed
investigation of many body phenomena such as correlation effects, e.g., in quantum dot
qubit structures and superconducting qubits.

2The time ordering operator reorders the times of an arbitrary product of operators,
T̂ (Ôn(tn) · · · Ô1(t1)) = Ôin

(tin
) · · · Ôi1

(ti1), where the causal order of the relabled times on the rhs is
such that tin

> tin−1
> · · · > ti1 [21, 22].

3Gödel friction refers to the dissipation of energy due to the logical incompleteness of formal mathe-
matical systems given by Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, see Refs. [2, 23].
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1.1 Quantum computation

Quantum bits (qubits) can be described by spin-1/2 systems, the state of a qubit is gen-
erally expressed as a linear combination, i.e., a superposition of states

|ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 , |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, (1.1)

with α, β ∈ C. The states |0〉 and |1〉 are taken as eigenstates of, e.g., the Pauli spin
operator σ̂z and are called computational basis.

For a system of more than one qubit, another important ingredient of quantum compu-
tation emerges, entangled qubit states. Entangled states are states that are not separable
into single qubit states |ψ1〉 , . . . , |ψN〉, such that |ψ〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψN〉. These two ba-
sic properties of quantum bits, to be able to perform computations on a superposition of
states and the notion of entanglement4 are the basic properties leading to the speed-up of
quantum computers.

Quantum information science emerged after the discovery of algorithms that provide
a substantial (up to exponential) speed-up in comparison with classical computers. The
most important one (both regarding the funding perspectives and the speed-up that is
gained) of these algorithms is certainly Peter Shor’s factoring algorithm [11] based on the
quantum Fourier transform. Other examples are Grover’s database search algorithm [13],
the Deutsch-Josza algorithm [12] or the quantum random walk algorithm [25–27], which
has been shown to hit exponentially faster than the classical random walk. Another well
established application is quantum cryptography [28–30].

1.2 Hardware requirements

Quantum algorithms can only be performed reliably on quantum hardware that provides
a well defined and scalable Hilbert space with control over the system evolution in the
Hilbert space, the ability to prepare a well defined initial state, a sufficiently low amount
of decoherence, and state-specific quantum measurements [31, 32]. These requirements
provide a good starting point for analyzing possible qubit candidates, however, these re-
quirements are not very strict. For example, in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) the
initialization of the nuclear spins in a well defined state is not possible. Moreover, there
is no local experimental control or read-out available for individual spins. On the other
hand, the NMR quantum computers show very long decoherence times and the ensemble of
spins is easily manipulated. This illustrates that the very good decoherence properties of
the NMR quantum computer make workarounds possible, i.e., they can (roughly speaking)
compensate for the lack of compliance with another criteria. This is reflected in the great
experimental success of NMR quantum computation [33, 34], even performing advanced
algorithms on a small number of qubits [35].

From the analysis of Quantum Error Correction Codes (QECCs) [36] a threshold for the
fidelity, which is the deviation of the propagator of a physical system from the ideal unitary

4There are several different measures to characterize entanglement, an introduction is given in Ref. [24].
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propagator Û , can be derived. Originally, it has been found that for quantum operations
to be useful for quantum information processing, the fidelity has to meet the threshold
criterion to be closer to unity than F = 1− 10−4 [37], which corresponds to approximately
104 operations within the decoherence time. More recent work for stabilizer codes [38]
gives F = 1 − 10−3 and when huge resource requirements are acceptable in the specific
qubit setup, the criterion can be softened even more to up to approximately F = 10−2

[39]. Also, fault tolerant quantum error correcting codes in non Markovian environments
have been investigated lately [40, 41]. For an excellent summary and review of this topic
see Ref. [42].

1.3 Qubit realizations

Currently, many efforts to realize quantum bits in different ways are pursued. Among
the most important ones are optical photon quantum computers, optical cavity quantum
electrodynamics (cQED), ion traps, nuclear magnetic resonance and solid-state implemen-
tations. These proposals for a quantum computer will be briefly reviewed here.

In an optical quantum computer, the qubits are defined by the photon being located in
different modes of the light field or by the polarization of the photons. Beamsplitters and
phase shifters give the arbitrary transforms and nonlinear media can be used for two-qubit
operations. These two-qubit operations are also hard to realize. Initial preparation of
single photon states is usually done by strongly attenuating a coherent light source. The
noise properties of the photon quantum computer are good because the photons hardly
interact. It is also possible to realize an optical photon quantum computer based only
on linear optics and photodectors, however, this approach has the disadvantage that the
quantum gates are postselected, which introduces significant computational overhead [43].

The optical cQED [44, 45] quantum computer is very closely related to the photon
quantum computer. In typical cQED experiments, neutral atoms fall through the cavity
and interact during a finite cavity transit time with the light field inside the cavity. An
important difference to the photon quantum computer is that the two-qubit operations,
i.e., the interactions between the individual photons, are mediated by the atoms that are
passing through an optical cavity. This way, the light field, i.e., the photons, interact
with the atom. The theme of cQED will be discussed again in chapter 5, where a basic
introduction to quantum optics and circuit-QED (cQED in the solid-state domain) is given,
and in chapter 12 for microwave photons travelling inside a superconducting cavity. Also
optical photons have been used to demonstrate a decoherence free subspace (DFS) encoding
experimentally. Specifically, two logical qubits that were encoded into four physical qubits
(photons) have been encoded into a DFS immune to collective dephasing. Then, the
photons were transmitted through a noisy (artifical noise) channel and the DFS encoding
has been shown to work [46]. Decoherence free subspaces will be discussed in more detail
in chapter 9 of this thesis.

From the point of view of scalabilty and stability, ion trap quantum computers are very
promising. Because these two ingredients are at the heart of quantum computation the ion
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a linear ion trap
setup. The ion trap itself consists of elon-
gated electrodes. The trap shown here is
loaded with three ions which can be con-
fined with electromagnetic fields to the
center of the trap, aligned along the trap
axis. Picture courtesy of the Blatt group,
University of Innsbruck, Austria.

Figure 1.2: Picture of the ion trap that
was used for the quantum teleportation
experiment realized by the Blatt group
[48]. Picture courtesy of the Blatt group,
University of Innsbruck, Austria.

trap quantum computers are believed to be among the most promising qubit candidates
[47]. A typical ion trap quantum computer consists of a linear Paul trap where a chain of
several ions is trapped. The qubit itself is defined by the nuclear spin state or the phonon
modes of an atom. By applying an oscillating electromagnetic field to two of the four
electrodes of the trap, a confining potential for the atoms is generated, and laser cooling
techniques prepare the atoms in their vibrational ground states. The individual atoms can
then be manipulated by laser pulses and the measurement is performed by photodetectors,
i.e., by laser induced fluorescence techniques that provide a selective detection of the state
of the ions with an readout efficiency close to unity. The interaction between different
atoms is mediated by a common phonon mode. Quantum gate operations with a single
ion [49] and also two-ion, and four-ion entangled states have been demonstrated [50, 51].
One problem of the ion trap quantum computer is that for strong ion-ion coupling the ions
are spatially close, which makes it hard to address individual ions. However, this problem
can be overcome by moving the atoms inside the trap [52] or by dark state schemes [48].
Especially scalable ion trap designs, the so-called segmented multizone traps, have been
fabricated with multiple trapping regions where the ions are shuttled between the different
parts of the trap [53, 54]. Recently, also ion trap devices on a chip have been developed [55].
Pictures 1.1 and 1.2 show a sketch of a typical ion trap setup for quantum computation
and a picture of an experimental setup that was used to perform successful teleportation
of the quantum state of an ion. A potential drawback of the ion trap quantum computer
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of a setup for an optical cavity
QED experiment taken from the excellent review in
Ref. [44]. In this experiment, the atoms are released
from a magneto-optical trap and then fall into a Fabry-
Perot type of cavity. Inside the cavity, the atom and
the light field interact [45].

Figure 1.4: Molecule used
for the implementation of
the five qubit NMR quan-
tum computer presented in
Ref. [56].

is that the preparation of the ions in their motional ground states is hard to achieve [14].
The interaction of single atoms with a light field (or even single photons) inside a resonator
is also the subject of the aforementioned cQED experiments [44, 45].

Although the experimental realizations of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) quan-
tum computers are the most advanced in terms of the manipulation and number of qubits,
which can be manipulated nowadays, and also for the problem of state purification a
promising solution has been found [57], the major problem of scalability remains. The evo-
lution from the initial proposal [58] for an NMR quantum computer to the factorization of
the number 15, see Ref. [35], was very fast, however, the major drawback is the scalability
to many qubits which means that very complex molecules have to be synthesized [56]. One
problem with the macroscopic samples for NMR quantum computation is that even when
very large magnetic fields are applied, the net polarization of the spins in the sample is
very small (around one part in a million) [59]. Thus, the initialization of the NMR qubits
in a well defined state is impossible. But, it has been shown that it is not necessary to
perform quantum computation with true pure states. Rather, a pseudo-pure state scheme
has been first proposed in Ref. [57]. The idea of the pseudo-pure states is that quantum
computation can be performed on a state described by the density matrix

ρ̂ = (1 − ε)1̂/N + ε |0〉 〈0| , (1.2)

which will evolve (if the quantum computer is otherwise error-free) to a state

ρ̂′ = (1 − ε)1̂/N + ε |ψ〉 〈ψ| (1.3)
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after the computation, where the initial state |0〉 should, after an ideal quantum gate
operation, end up in the desired state |ψ〉. For a regular quantum computer prepared
in this mixed state, a random answer would be expected with probability 1 − ε and the
correct answer would be expected to be returned with probability ε. Now, it is important
to note that it is possible to determine the desired answer by repeating the computation
or to use an ensemble of qubits and take the ensemble averaged result. The ensemble
averaged result is exactly what is used for NMR quantum computation [59]. After initial
criticism on the pseudo-pure state method, the method has been clarified in Refs. [60, 61].
However, even the requirement to obtain pseudo-pure states for quantum computation
is not strict for all algorithms, e.g., it is not necessary for computing the Deutsch-Josza
algorithm [62]. Moreover, NMR quantum computation on highly polarized spin states (not
thermal states) is another possibility. In NMR quantum computation, the molecules are
subjected to strong magnetic fields which are used to manipulate the state of the spins.
These controls allow to steer the unitary evolution of the quantum system.

In the following chapters, this thesis will focus on solid-state implementations of quan-
tum computers. These are especially scalable and relatively easily fabricated with present
day technology. However, due to the requirement that thermal effects should be small
in order to observe quantum behaviour, they need to be cooled down to cryogenic tem-
peratures. The main challenge is to understand and describe decoherence in these qubit
systems. The outline of the next chapters of this introduction is as follows.

First, in chapter 2, a detailed introduction to solid-state quantum computation, focused
on superconducting and semiconductor qubits, will be given. Then the important deco-
herence mechanisms, i.e., energy relaxation and dephasing, for QD and superconducting
flux and charge qubits will be described and methods to analyze decoherence in solid-state
qubits will be introduced. Namely, a general introduction to decoherence is given in chapter
4, including the treatment of decoherence and the derivation of a set of master equations
in the so-called Bloch-Redfield formalism.
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Chapter 2

Solid-state quantum computation

Already in the preceding chapter it could be recognized that there exists a rich diversity of
different proposals for devices that could potentially be used as qubits, the basic building
blocks of a much larger quantum computer. However, also in the solid-state domain qubits
can be realized in many different ways. Lately, great progress has been made with qubits
in superconducting structures. These are based on the charge degree of freedom or on the
phase that is associated with the Cooper pair condensates in two pieces of superconductor
separated by a Josephson junction. The Josephson tunnel junction is the main element of
the superconducting qubits that are discussed in this thesis; it will be discussed in detail
in the next section. The manipulation and readout of these superconducting qubits will
be presented in more detail in the next chapter.

Among other promising realizations of solid-state qubits are semiconductor qubits,
and especially Quantum Dot (QD) qubits. Quantum dots are devices in which a two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG), located around 100 nm below the surface, is confined
via gate electrodes. Also for these devices, several different designs have been proposed,
including using the spin of an electron [63, 64] and charge states in double quantum dots.

QDs are easily tunable via gate voltages, which can be applied to gate electrodes on
top of the substrate. This tunability makes the QDs ideal devices for experimental studies.
Because the QDs have small spatial dimensions, they exhibit a quantized level structure.
A quantum dot is mainly characterized by its charging energy, which can be fabricated to
be very large (up to 1.5 meV ' 15 K as presented in Ref. [65]), therefore these charging
effects are of relevance below temperatures T ∼ 15 K. QDs show charge quantization and
(taking into account possible orbital excitations) energy quantization, and are thus also
called artificial atoms.

Most generally, it is necessary in order to be able to observe quantum mechanical effects
in small devices that the temperature scale is well below the typical energies of the two-
state system. This holds for the solid-state devices investigated here. However, note that
in these solid-state devices the overall energy scales (typically on the order of 10 GHz,
which corresponds to T ≈ 1/2 K) are much smaller compared to, e.g., experiments in the
optical domain.
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2.1 Superconducting qubits

Superconducting qubits fulfill the basic criteria for quantum bits. They can in principle
be scaled up to systems of many qubits, can be controlled by electromagnetic fields, can
be read-out via standard detectors, e.g., voltmeters and oscilloscopes, and due to the
superconducting gap, quasiparticle excitations are suppressed. On the other hand, because
of to the many degrees of freedom in a solid-state system, decoherence remains a major
issue and needs to be carefully investigated and avoided as much as possible. Here, we
focus on qubits in superconducting structures that are based on the charge or phase (flux)
degree of freedom associated with the Cooper pair condensate on a superconducting island
or in a superconducting loop.

The Josephson junction is a tunnel barrier between two superconductors, i.e., an insu-
lating layer in between two superconductors. The basic schematic of a Josephson junction
is depicted in Fig. 2.1. It shows two superconductors (electrodes) which are interrupted
by a piece of insulating material, e.g., an oxide barrier. The Josephson junction itself is
usually labelled by a cross (×). B.D. Josephson derived [66, 67] that even if no voltage
bias is applied, a finite supercurrent will flow between the two superconductors,

Is = Ic sin ∆φ, (2.1)

where ∆φ is the phase difference between the Cooper-pair wavefunctions in the two su-
perconducting electrodes. The critical current Ic is the maximum supercurrent that the
junction can support; it also defines the so-called Josephson energy EJ = ~Ic/2e. For a
finite voltage bias of the junction, Josephson found that an alternating supercurrent of
amplitude Ic and frequency ν = 2eV/h will develop according to

d(∆φ)

dt
= 2eV/~. (2.2)

In the presence of a gauge potential and in terms of the gauge invariant phase difference

γ = ∆φ− (2π/Φ0)

∫
A · ds, (2.3)

with the flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e. The free energy which is stored in the junction is [68]

F = const.− EJ cos γ. (2.4)

An easy description of the properties of the Josephson junction is given by the so-called
resistively and capacitively shunted junction (RCSJ) model. In this model one takes into
account the capacitance of the Josephson junction and a normal resistance of the junction,
which is associated with the resistive dissipative quasiparticle channel. The capacitance
depends quantitatively on the geometry of the Josephson tunnel junction between the two
superconducting electrodes. Thus, a Josephson junction in principle behaves like a parallel
circuit of the junction itself and a capacitance C and resistor R. The resistance R will be
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Figure 2.1: Part a) is the
equivalent circuit of the re-
sistively and capacitively
shunted junction model.
Part b) is a sketch of a ba-
sic Josephson junction.
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy (2.6) of a Josephson junc-
tion modeled via the RCSJ model for different magni-
tudes of the junction bias current I. This potential is
the so-called tilted-washboard potential. The dynamics
of the phase in the potential is indicated in the plot.

close to the normal state resistance Rn for superconductor-insulator-superconductor (S-I-S)
junctions near Tc, whereas at lower temperatures it rises approximately as Rnexp(∆/kBT )
for V < 2∆/e, where ∆ is the superconductor energy gap. For different kinds of junctions,
like superconductor-normal conductor-superconductor (S-N-S) junctions the behaviour is
generally different [68]. In the RCSJ model it is possible to derive a differential equation
for the time dependence of the phase, namely

d2γ

dτ 2
+

1

ωpRC

dγ

dτ
+ sin γ =

I

Ic0
, (2.5)

where ωp = (2eIc0/~C)1/2 is the plasma frequency of the junction and the damping parame-
ter βc = (ωpRC)2 was first introduced by Stewart and McCumber [69, 70]. The differential
equation (2.5) is written down in analogy to the equation of motion of a particle with
mass (~/2e)2C moving along the axis given by the gauge invariant phase difference γ in
an effective potential given by

U(γ)

EJ

= − cos γ − I

Ic0
γ, (2.6)

which is shown in Fig. 2.2. Moreover, the particle is subjected to a drag force given by a
term proportional to the effective velocity of the particle and the energy scale is given by
EJ = (~/2e)Ic0 [68]. The Josephson tunnel junctions as described here, are used as basic
building blocks of both superconducting charge and flux qubits.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic circuit di-
agram of the rf-SQUID. The rf-
SQUID is formed by a supercon-
ducting loop that is interrupted by
a single Josephson tunnel junction
[72].
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Figure 2.4: Plot of the wavefunctions and eigener-
gies that correspond to the lowest three eigenstates
of the rf SQUID Hamiltonian obtained from nu-
merical simulations. The wavefunctions |ψ1〉 and
|ψ2〉 are localized in one of the wells and the wave-
function associated with |ψ3〉 is delocalized over the
double-well. The parameters for the simulations
are Ic0 = 1.4 µA, CJ = 0.13 pF, L = 270 pH, and
Φx = 0.499Φ0, see also chapter 12.

One of the simplest qubit designs in these structures are single junction phase qubits
(where the qubit degree of freedom is the superconducting phase across a Josephson tunnel
junction [71]) and the so-called rf-SQUID, which we will investigate in more detail in section
2.1.2. The rf-SQUID is a superconducting ring that is interrupted by a single Josephson
tunnel junction, see Fig. 2.3.

In the following section, these different types of superconducting qubits will be intro-
duced.

2.1.1 Superconducting charge qubits

In Figure 2.5 a charge qubit circuit is schematically drawn in two different variations, where
the setup presented in the right picture allows for the manipulation of the tunnel matrix
element of the qubit via an external flux. In the superconducting charge qubit the qubit
states |0〉 and |1〉 are defined as zero or one additional Cooper pair on a superconducting
island. The superconducting island itself is connected via Josephson tunnel junctions to
a superconducting reservoir, see the illustrations in Fig. 2.5. Compared to other types of
Josephson junctions that have been investigated and used in practice [72, 73], the tunnel
junction leads to a small damping term. The Hamiltonian of a superconducting charge
qubit can be derived by writing down the total energy of the system, as the sum of the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of a charge qubit. The left circuit shows a superconducting
island connected to a gate electrode via a capacitor Cg and a reservoir via a Josephson
junction. The right circuit is a superconducting charge qubit in a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) geometry. Here, the single junction of the left circuit is split
into two junctions. By applying an external flux through the SQUID loop, the tunnel
matrix element of the qubit can be tuned [74].

free energy Eqn. (2.4), the work W done by the voltage source, which is connected to the
charge qubit (see Fig. 2.5), and the electrostatic energy U ,

E = F + U −W = −EJ cos ∆φ+
(Q+ CgVg)

2

2(Cg + CJ)
+
CgV

2
g (CJ − Cg)

2(Cg + CJ)
. (2.7)

In this system the two conjugate variables are the charge degree of freedom Q and the
phase ∆φ across the Josephson junction. Here, the last term in Eqn. (2.7) just gives
a constant energy offset (it is independent of Q) and can be ignored when deriving the
Hamiltonian of a single charge qubit. The charging energy of the Cooper pair box is defined
as Ec = e2/2(Cg + CJ). For low temperatures such that kBT < Ec < ∆, where ∆ is the
energy gap of the superconductor, the excess charge enters the island as Cooper pairs, i.e.,
Q = 2ne. Therefore, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as

H = 4Ec(n− ng)
2 − EJ cos γ, (2.8)

where ng = −VgCg/2e is the gate charge. This Hamiltonian can be described in either the
charge basis or the phase basis; where the charge and phase are conjugate variables [n, γ] =
i~. If the charging energy Ec is larger than the Josephson energy EJ , the Hamiltonian (2.8)
is conveniently expressed in the charge basis, where the charge states are characterized
by the number of additional Cooper pairs on the superconducting island. By using the
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relations for the displacement exp(±iγ) |n〉 = |n± 1〉, the Hamiltonian (2.8) reads

H =
∑

n

(
4Ec(n− ng)

2 |n〉 〈n| − EJ

2
(|n〉 〈n+ 1| + |n+ 1〉 〈n|)

)
. (2.9)

When the gate voltage Vg is manipulated such that ng ≈ 1/2 (note that the potential is pe-
riodic in the gate voltage) and at low temperatures the two states |0〉 and |1〉 corresponding
to zero or one additional charge on the superconducting island are degenerate. Exactly at
the degneracy point there is an anticrossing of the eigenenergies of the qubit and the level
splitting is given by the Josephson energy term in Eqn. (2.9). Near the degeneracy point,
the Hamiltonian is truncated to two states

H ≈ 4Ec(n
2
g |0〉 〈0| + (1 − ng)

2 |1〉 〈1|) − (1/2)(|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|). (2.10)

Now, by introducing |1〉 = (0, 1)T and |0〉 = (1, 0)T as basis states and writing down the
Hamiltonian in this basis one obtains

H = 2Ec(2ng − 1)σ̂z + 2Ec(2n
2
g − 2ng + 1)1̂ +

EJ

2
σ̂x, (2.11)

where the Pauli spin matrices in standard representation have been used and 1̂ denotes
the identity matrix. The second constant term just gives a global energy offset and can be
neglected. In accordance with experiments with natural spin-1/2 systems, where electro-
magnetic fields are used to steer the dynamics of the spin, the parameters Bz = 4Ec(1−2ng)
and Bx = EJ are introduced. In the same way, arbitrary single-qubit operations can be
performed on a superconducting charge qubit with manipulation of Bz and possibly Bx

by an external gate voltage or (if the charge qubit is fabricated in SQUID geometry) by
an external flux, respectively. When the charge qubit is fabricated in SQUID geometry,
as shown in the right circuit of Fig. (2.5), the tunnel matrix element of the qubit can be
tuned via the externally applied magnetic flux which is threading the SQUID loop. Then,
effectively the parameter Bx is replaced by Bx(Φx) = 2EJ cos(πΦx/Φ0), where Φx denotes
the externally applied flux.

2.1.2 Superconducting flux qubits

The so-called superconducting flux qubits [74] are based either on rf-SQUID loops [75] (a
superconducting loop interrupted by a single Josephson junction, cf. Fig. 2.3) or on SQUID
loops with three Josephson junctions [76]. Here, the state of the qubit is defined by clock-
wise or counter-clockwise circulating currents in the SQUID loop. At degeneracy, the qubit
state corresponds to an equal macroscopic superposition of clockwise and counter-clockwise
circulating currents, cf. Fig. 2.8. In this picture, the energetically higher lying states cor-
respond to circulating currents with much smaller current. The first implementation, an
rf-SQUID, is a superconducting ring, which is interrupted by a single Josephson junction.
It has been shown in experiment [75] that superpositions of truly macroscopic currents,
i.e. currents that consist of ≈ 1011 Cooper pairs, can be formed in the rf-SQUID devices.
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The phase differences across the junctions in a SQUID device and the flux enclosed by
the superconducting loop are related by the fluxoid quantization [77, 78]

∑

i

γi = 2π
Φ

Φ0

+ 2πn, n ∈ N. (2.12)

For a rf-SQUID loop with only a single Josephson tunnel junction and thus only a single
phase γ, the total flux through the loop and the phase can be used equivalently. The
Hamiltonian that describes this system consists of parts describing the different circuit
elements

• The Josephson energy term

The free energy of a Josephson junction is F = const. − EJ cos γ in the presence
of an electromagnetic gauge potential.

• Self-inductance L of the loop

There is also a term due to the self-inductance of the qubit loop, generated by the
screening current in the superconductor. Namely, the total flux equals the sum of
the screening flux and the externally applied flux, Φ = Φs + Φx. Thus, the term in
the Hamiltonian reads

LI2
s

2
=

Φ2
s

2L
=

(Φ − Φx)
2

2L
. (2.13)

• The charging energy

The charging energy associated with the capacitance of the junction enters the Hamil-
tonian via Q2/2CJ .

Therefore, the overall Hamiltonian can be expressed as

H =
Q2

2CJ

− EJ cos

(
2π

Φ

Φ0

)
+

(Φ − Φx)
2

2L
, (2.14)

where the last two terms determine the potential energy

U(Φ) = U0

[
1

2

(
2π(Φ − Φx)

Φ0

)2

− βL cos

(
2π

Φ

Φ0

)]
, (2.15)

where U0 = Φ2
0/(4π

2L) and βL = EJ/U0. Here, Q = −i~∂/∂Φ ↔ Φ are canonically
conjugate variables [Q,Φ] = i~, just like coordinate X and momentum P . (Note that here
the notation from Ref. [79] will be adopted mostly, i.e., X̂ =

√
mω/~X, P̂ = 1/

√
m~ωP

and correspondingly H = ~ωĤ.)
In Fig. 2.6. the plot of the potential close to Φ0/2 for different Φx and βL is shown. It

is found that for βL > 1 a double well structure develops close to a frustration of f = 1/2
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Figure 2.6: Plot of the potential energy Eqn. (2.15) of a rf-SQUID. The left plot depicts
the potential for different values of βL = EJ/U0, i.e., the increase of the barrier height with
increasing Josephson energy EJ and the right plot shows the evolution of the asymmetry
between the two wells due to a different external bias flux Φx.

corresponding to Φ = Φ0/2. This is because when EJ � EC then the Josephson energy of
the fully frustrated loop has two equivalent minima that correspond to states with currents
circulating in opposite directions. The tunneling between these minima is given by a sum
over all tunneling paths that connect both classical minima. The tunneling leads to a
splitting ∆ between these two levels, which is given by the charges qi (in units of 2e) that
are induced on the islands [80]

∆ = ∆0|1 + e2πiq1 + e2πi(q1+q2) + . . .+ e2πi(q1+···+qN−1)|. (2.16)

The level splitting ∆ depends strongly on the interference pattern between these different
tunneling paths. Note that when the flux trough the loop is exactly half a flux quantum,
the loop is invariant under flips that change the direction of the current [80]. In general,
for the case when the Josephson energy is much larger than the charging energy, the only
constraint on the potential is that the double degeneracy of the total Josephson energy as
a function of the phases has to hold.

For low temperatures only the lowest state within each well is relevant. In this case
two states |ψL〉 and |ψR〉 that are localized in the left and the right well are found. The
Hamiltonian can then be truncated into the basis of the two states |ψL〉 and |ψR〉

H ≈
(

〈ψL|H|ψL〉 〈ψL|H|ψR〉
〈ψR|H|ψL〉 〈ψR|H|ψR〉

)
=

(
εL ∆
∆ εR

)
= εσ̂z + ∆σ̂x, (2.17)

where ε = (εL − εR)/2 and the constant offset (εL + εR)/2 has been neglected.
Often, this Hamiltonian is conveniently parametrized by two perpendicular electromag-

netic fields Bz(Φx) = 4π
√

6(βL − 1)EJ(Φx/Φ0−1/2) and Bx, which depends on the barrier
height and thus on the Josephson energy EJ [74]. The tunneling amplitude term Bx can
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Figure 2.7: Effective potential of the rf-
SQUID qubit as a two-state system. Here,
the terms in the Hamiltonian Eqn. (2.18)
are visualized; ∆ is the tunneling ampli-
tude and ε is the asymmetry, which can be
tuned by the external flux Φx, between the
two wells.
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Figure 2.8: Plot of the eigenenergies of a
two-state system. At the degeneracy point,
ε = 0 the splitting between the energy lev-
els is ∆ and the eigenstates are symmetric
and antisymmetric superpositions of the
basis states, i.e., the clockwise/counter-
clockwise rotating currents. Here, we set
∆ = 0.1 and vary the energy bias ε.
This corresponds effectively to changing
the magnetic flux through the SQUID loop
of an rf-SQUID qubit or a flux qubit.

be calculated with the WKB method [76] or the aformentioned summation of different
tunneling paths [80]. Thus, the effective two-state system is expressed in terms of the
Pauli-matrices as

H = −1

2
Bzσ̂z −

1

2
Bxσ̂x. (2.18)

Although the system that is investigated here in general is a multi-level system, for
an appropriate parameter regime a two-level system is obtained at low energies. It is
separated by a significant gap from higher excitations. Thus, these kinds of qubits are
called pseudo-spin systems because the system Hamiltonian can be expressed in the same
form as “real” spin-1/2 systems [14].

In Fig. 2.7 the different terms in the two-state approximation of the rf-SQUID are
depicted. The tunneling between the two-wells is determined by the tunneling amplitude
∆ and the energy bias between the wells is given by ε. The energy bias can be tuned by
varying the external flux through the qubit loop.

Although the aforementioned macroscopic superposition of currents has been shown in
this type of rf-SQUID qubits [75], the drawback of qubits based on rf-SQUID devices is
that βL > 1 implies that the product of the critical current of the Josephson junction and
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Figure 2.9: SEM picture of a small
self-inductance three Josephson junction
flux qubit [81]. The superconducting
aluminium loop is interrupted by three
Josephson junctions, with one of the junc-
tions slightly smaller, cf. Fig. 2.10. The
Josephson junctions are fabricated as thin
insulating oxide layers in between the su-
perconducting electrodes.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic circuit diagram
of a superconducting flux qubit. The su-
perconducting islands are interrupted by
three Josephson junctions, where one of
the junctions is a factor α smaller than
the other junctions. In order to form an
effective two-level potential for low tem-
peratures, α ≈ 0.7 − 0.8 [76]. The loop is
threaded by the total flux Φ and the qubit
states are clockwise or counter-clockwise
rotating currents, cf. Fig. 2.8.

its self-inductance is very large. This leads to two major drawbacks

1. Large critical currents require a large junction area; this leads to a large capacitance
and due to the large capacitance quantum fluctuations of the phase and consequently
tunneling between the lowest energy eigenstates, i.e., the qubit states, is suppressed.
Therefore in practice only a narrow parameter range is useful.

2. A large self-inductance of the rf-SQUID can only be achieved in large loops. Thus,
because of the system dimensions the qubit is very susceptible to noise.

Due to these drawbacks that considerably hinder the development of qubits based on
these SQUID devices, Mooij [82] and Feigel’man [83, 84] put forward a proposal to use a
much smaller superconducting loop (smaller self-inductance) with more Josephson junc-
tions embedded into the loop to still be able to design the double-well potential sufficiently.
A picture of this so-called flux qubit design that is for example used at TU Delft [81, 85],
MIT [86, 87], NTT [88] or IPHT Jena [89] is shown in Fig. 2.9 and an equivalent circuit is
schematically drawn in Fig. 2.10. The flux qubit is a small superconducting SQUID loop
made from aluminium or niobium interrupted by three Josephson tunnel junctions, which
are thin isolating oxide layers in between the superconducting electrodes. The eigenstates
of the qubit are again clockwise and counter-clockwise rotating persistent currents, the
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Figure 2.11: Plot of the potential energy U/EJ , Eqn. (2.20), for the 3 Josephson junction
(3jj) qubit in a unit cell of the potential versus the phases. The isolines correspond to
half-integer values of the potential energy (-1.0, 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0), starting at -1.0 for
the contour in the center of the plot.

difference in flux between these two states is 2IpL = 10−3Φ0 for typical qubit parameters
Ip ≈ 200 nA and L ≈ 5 pH [90]. Thus, the two basis states are very close to each other and
the coupling to external decoherence sources can be made small. However, this small dif-
ference between the two basis states translates into a truly macroscopic magnetic moment
on the order of 104 − 105µB [74], where µB is the Bohr magneton.

Important characteristic features of a flux qubit are the small self-inductance of the
superconducting SQUID loop and the fact that several Josephson junctions are used to
form the potential landscape. However, the main ingredient for the appearance of a double
well potential is again the frustration of the qubit loop. Because of the small self-inductance
of the loop, the flux Φ through the loop is close to the externally applied flux Φ = Φx+LIs ≈
Φx, where L is the self-inductance of the qubit and Is is the screening current, often also
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Figure 2.12: Plot of the potential energy term in Eqn. (2.21) for the 3 Josephson junction
(3jj) qubit. The isolines correspond to the following values of the potential energy, starting
from the bottom of the potential well (1.30, 1.35, 1.40, 1.45, 1.50, 1.55, 1.60). The double-
well potential is chosen slightly asymmetric by setting f = 0.499.

called circulating current. Therefore fluxoid quantization Eqn. (2.12) leads to

φ1 + φ2 + φ3 = 2π
Φx

Φ0

(2.19)

where the φi, i = 1, . . . , 3 are the gauge invariant phases for a three junction loop. There-
fore, only φ1 and φ2 are the independent dynamical variables. For this three junction loop
the potential energy is given by

U(φ1, φ2) = −EJ cosφ1 − EJ cosφ2 − ẼJ cos(2πΦx/Φ0 − φ1 − φ2), (2.20)

where one of the Josephson junctions has been taken slightly smaller than the other two
junctions, i.e., ẼJ = αEJ with α = 0.7 [76, 82]. Note that one of junctions is chosen
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Figure 2.13: Plot of the wavefunctions of the 3jj flux qubit. The left plot depicts the eigen-
wavefunction ψ1 of the lowest energy level and the right plot shows the eigen-wavefunction
ψ2 associated with the second energy level in a unit cell. These wavefunctions are obtained
from numerical determination of the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for
the 3jj flux qubit, given in Eqn. (2.21). The wavefunctions are calculated for a typical set
of parameters given in Ref. [76] and are seen to agree very well with the solutions from a
tight-binding model presented in the aforementioned work. In more detail, the parameters
used for the numerical calculations are γ = 0.02, α = 0.8, EJ/EC ≈ 80, L ≈ 10 pH, and
I0 ≈ 400 nA. Note that the values of the coordinates φ′

p and φ′
m are given in a unit cell,

which is discretized on a 40x40 lattice, cf. Fig. 2.12.

slightly smaller in order to suppress interference from different tunneling paths in the
potential [76, 80, 91].

For ẼJ/EJ > 0.5 and a frustration close to half a flux quantum a double well potential
is formed, see Fig. 2.11. Then, for low temperatures again only the two lowest states in each
well contribute and the system effectively behaves as a two level system, see Eqn. (2.18).
The full Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of new coordinates φp = (φ1 + φ2)/2 and
φm = (φ1 − φ2)/2, and becomes [76]

Ĥ =
1

2

P 2
p

Mp

+
1

2

P 2
m

Mm

+ EJ(2 + α− 2 cosφp cosφm − α cos(2πΦx/Φ0 + 2φm)), (2.21)

where the conjugate momenta are defined via Pj = −i~∂/∂φj, the mass terms are Mp =
(Φ0/2π)22C(1 + γ) and Mm = (Φ0/2π)22C(1 + 2α+ γ) and γ is defined via Cg = γC. The
potential is plotted in terms of these new coordinates in Fig. 2.12. In this rotated basis,
the eigenenergies and wavefunctions for the Hamiltonian Eqn. (2.21) can be, e.g., obtained
numerically. Eigenenergies and wavefunctions that were obtained numerically from the
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Hamiltonian are presented in Fig. 2.13.

Experiments with superconducting qubits have been very successful: macroscopic su-
perpositions of states [81, 90] and macroscopic quantum coherence [85] have been demon-
strated. Recently, also coupled qubits have been successfully realized [92]. The qubits were
coupled via a direct inductive Ising-type coupling that can not be switched; the qubits were
fabricated in a chain, which to first order leads to nearest neighbour interaction between
the qubits. This type of flux (or current-current) coupling gives a σ̂

(i)
z ⊗ σ̂

(j)
z -type of cou-

pling in the Hamiltonian. However, flux qubit devices can for example also be coupled
capacitively by connecting one of the superconducting islands of each qubit via a capacitor
to each other, as will be discussed in chapter 9.

This introduction to superconducting qubits has so far only been focused on the most
common charge and flux qubit designs, but of course there exist several other approaches.
Namely, the Saclay group introduced an effective hybrid-design, where the qubit is based on
a superconducting Cooper pair box and can be effectively decoupled from the measurement
circuit during operation of the qubit. This is achieved by operating the qubit either in the
charge or phase regime for manipulation and read-out [93]. In these experiments the qubit
is operated at the “sweet spot” with respect to decoherence and therefore shows a large
number of coherent Rabi oscillations within the decoherence time. Another elaborate read-
out scheme for flux qubit devices has been realized by the Jena group [89]. It is based on
coupling the flux qubit to a tank circuit, i.e., a low frequency resonator. The read-out
is then performed by monitoring the change in the properties of the resonator due to the
qubit, i.e., in the resonance frequency of the resonator and the amplitude of the response
of the resonator to a high-frequency (HF) signal.

2.2 Semiconductor qubits

Currently, the most important semiconductor qubits are Quantum Dot (QD) or donor
based qubits. The Quantum Dot (QD) qubits are mostly based on either self-assembled
or lateral semiconductor heterostructures (typically GaAs/AlGaAs). The self-assembled
QDs are grown epitaxially on lattice-mismatched crystalline materials. These are for ex-
ample InAs or GaAs on Ge or Si, with a lattice mismatch between around 5-10% [96].
The self-assembled QDs form zero dimensional semiconductor nanostructures and their
formation is steered by mechanical strain, or more generally by the growth conditions like
the temperature and substrate properties. Typical sizes of these self-assembled QDs are
around approximately 10 nm, thus the dots have a discrete level structure and electrons
and holes are strongly confined in the QDs. Therefore, these systems can also be termed
artificial atoms or even molecules [96–99]. The self-assembled QDs are manipulated with
electromagnetic radiation in the optical domain and many studies regarding their prop-
erties and manipulation have been pursued [100–107]. Applications for the QDs are for
example the realization of lasers or qubits. The qubits can be defined via charge or spin ex-
citations in the QDs. From the quantum computation point of view, these devices possess
long coherence times and are only weakly coupled to the evironmental degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2.14: Lateral double quantum dot
structure that was used for the realiza-
tion of a charge qubit, the readout of
the charge qubit is done by a bias volt-
age pulse, which transforms the system
to a molecular state. Finally, a finite cur-
rent depending on the state of the qubit
is measured [94]. Note that the QD struc-
tures presented in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 can
in principle be used to realize both types
of QD qubits.

Figure 2.15: Lateral quantum dot struc-
ture used for the experimental realization
of a QD spin qubit, the readout of the
spin qubit is done via spin to charge con-
version using the second dot of the dou-
ble dot system. The spin state in the left
dot (qubit spin) is transferred in a spin-
dependent charge state in the right dot,
which is then detected by the Quantum
Point Contact (QPC) [95].

However, on the other hand, the fabrication of the QD structures is not yet fully deter-
ministic and the coupling of several qubits is hard to control. Two qubits in self-assembled
QDs can be coupled via their Coulomb (dipol-dipol) interaction or via a single mode of
the electromagnetic field inside a cavity.

In contrast to self-assembled QDs, the system parameters of QDs formed in a two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in lateral semiconductor heterostructures are easily tun-
able. In these structures the 2DEG forms approximately a few hundered nanometers below
the surface, near the interface of the two semiconducting materials. The 2DEG is confined
by the gates on top of the substrate and the QD is defined. The gate voltages allow to
precisely control the tunnel barriers between the QD and the reservoirs, i.e., the source
and drain leads, the coupling between the QDs in a double-dot system, and the shape of
the QD (the electro-chemical potential inside the dot). For transport measurements with
lateral QDs, a finite voltage is applied across the QD via leads connected to the quantum
dot and thus a current is flowing through the QD.

In these QD structures, all electrons are bound and there is only a small number of
additional free electrons (ranging from 0 to around 1000) [108]. Therefore, qubits based
both on the charge degree of freedom [109–111] and the spin of individual electrons in a
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Figure 2.16: Sketch of an array of QD spin qubits, taken from Ref. [64]. The qubits are
defined by the spin states of a single electron in a QD.

QD [64, 112] have been envisioned.

Up to now, in QD charge qubits, where the state of the qubit is defined by the position of
an additional charge in a double-QD system, coherent oscillations have been demonstrated
[94]. QD charge qubits are supposed to be hindered by strong decoherence due to phonons,
1/f -noise due to background charges, electronic baths and co-tunneling, for a quantitative
analysis see Ref. [113]. However, recently substantial experimental progress regarding the
coherence times has been made [114].

In the QD spin qubit, the qubit is defined by the spin state of an electron in a single QD
[112]. It is considered to be more stable with respect to decoherence due to the stability of
the electron spin in the QD. On the other hand, the electron spin is also much harder to
manipulate and to read out. The most important decoherence sources in QD spin qubits
are expected to be hyperfine interactions between the electron spin and the nuclear spins
in the bulk material [115] and spin-phonon or spin-orbit phonon coupling [116]. It has
been shown that it is possible to fabricate QDs with just one electron in the dot [117] and
also the readout of QD spin qubits has been demonstrated via spin-charge conversion and
readout with a quantum point contact (QPC) [95]. In Fig. 2.16 an array of several coupled
QD spin qubits for quantum computation is sketched.

A schematic view of a single lateral QD with several top gates for manipulation of the
QD is shown in Fig. 2.17. The source-drain voltage corresponds to the difference in the
electrochemical potentials µS and µD, cf. Fig. 2.18. In figure 2.18 a more detailed picture
of the energy levels of a single lateral quantum dot is depicted. The chemical potentials
of source and drain are denoted by µS and µD, respectively. The charge states inside the
quantum dot are indicated by black lines, the grey line is an orbital excited state. The
electrochemical potential of the quantum dot with N electrons is µ(N). It is defined as
the energy that is required to add an electron to the dot. Without loss of generality, the
local electron level (or electrochemical potential) is given for the difference between N − 1
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Figure 2.17: Schematic drawing of a sin-
gle lateral quantum dot. The 2DEG
that forms approximately 100 nm below
the surface, constricted by the gate elec-
trodes, is indicated by the grey circle. The
gate voltage can be used to displace the
charge levels inside the quantum dot, cf.
Fig. 2.19. Moreover, it is also possible to
manipulate the barrier heights ΓL and ΓR

externally.
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Figure 2.18: Energy levels inside a sin-
gle lateral quantum dot. Depending on
the source-drain voltage VSD, transport
through the quantum dot is possible. The
charge levels are given by black lines and
the orbital excited levels are drawn in
grey. A gate voltage can be used to
shift the energy levels upwards through
the transport window given by VSD. The
Coulomb peaks in the transport current
appear when the charge levels are inside
the transport window, cf. Fig. 2.19. Pic-
ture taken from [113].

and N electrons [108, 118]

µ(N) ≡ U(N) − U(N − 1)

=

(
N −N0 −

1

2

)
EC − EC

|e| (CSVSD + CgVg) + EN , (2.22)

where EC = e2/C is the charging energy of the dot and C is the capacitance given by
the network of capacitances connected to the dot. The source-drain voltage VSD and the
gate voltage Vg are used to manipulate the local electron level according to Eqn. (2.22).
Moreover, N0 is the number of electrons in the QD without applying a gate voltage and
the Ci are the corresponding capacitances. The discrete levels in the QD are separated by
the addition energy Eadd(N), which is given by [108, 118]

Eadd(N) = µ(N + 1) − µ(N) = EC + ∆E, (2.23)

where ∆E is the level spacing between two discrete quantum states, indicated in Fig. 2.18.
Note that this energy ∆E is zero when two electrons are added to the same spin-degenerate
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Figure 2.19: Transport through a QD. The left plot depicts the Coulomb peaks in the
linear-response regime. The right plot shows the Coulomb diamonds in the differential
conductance dI/dVSD, where VSD is the source-drain or bias voltage. The edges of the
diamond-shaped regions (marked black) correspond to the onset of current. The grey lines
indicate the onset of transport through excited states. Pictures are taken from Ref. [118].

level and the first term in the expressions for the addition energy, the charging energy EC ,
is purely electrostatic.

In transport experiments with QDs, a finite source-drain voltage is applied across the
quantum dot and when one of the charge levels is tuned by the gate voltage into the
transport window, the so-called Coulomb peaks appear. Thus, in a single quantum dot
there are charge ground states, however, there also exist elementary excitations just like
in real atoms, which lead to orbital excited states.

There also exist other proposals for qubits in semiconductors. The most important ones
are based on phosphorus donors in silicon. Again, a distinction between donor charge and
spin qubits is made, the charge qubit states are given by lowest states of an electron which
is localized in the potential generated by two P+ ions. The donor spin qubit is based on
the nuclear spin of a positively charged donor in a semiconductor [119], the qubit can be
manipulated by controlling the resonance frequency of the nuclear spins and the coupling
between spins with external gates. Then ac electromagnetic fields are used at resonance
to alter the state of the nuclear spin. The measurement of this type of qubit could be
performed by spin-charge conversion [120, 121].



Chapter 3

Quantum gate operations and
readout

A quantum gate operation in solid-state devices can be performed using electromagnetic
fields, i.e., by means of gate voltages and magnetic fields. The simplest experiment, yet
the most important one to begin with, is to demonstrate coherent Rabi oscillations in a
driven qubit circuit. These have been shown first in superconducting charge qubits [122]
and later also for superconducting flux qubits [85].

Typically, in superconducting charge qubits quantum gate operations are performed via
application of DC pulses, i.e., short rectangular pulses. The individual pulses to complete
a more complex quantum gate, for example a cnot gate can be viewed as different single-
qubit or two-qubit gates given by quantum mechanical propagators U = exp(−(i/~)H∆t),
where the length of the pulse is denoted by ∆t and the time evolution is generated by a
static Hamiltonian H. Recently, also manipulation schemes that are inspired by protocols
from NMR quantum computation [123] have been presented [124]. In chapter 10, another
method to manipulate superconducting charge qubits will be presented. There, a short
pulse-trajectory of rather soft (small Fourier bandwith compared to the time and frequency
scale that is set by the pulse duration) pulses will be presented that drastically improves
the gate performance of a charge qubit system and it is also feasible from the point of view
of experiments. Superconducting flux qubits can also be manipulated with DC pulses. This
is done by rapidly switching the two fields Bz and Bx that determine the energy bias and
the tunnel matrix element of the qubit, respectively. Usually, the tunnel matrix element
Bx is set fixed. However, it is possible to replace one of the junctions in a rf-SQUID or 3jj
flux qubit by another SQUID loop with two Josephson junctions. Then, the tunnel matrix
element Bx(Φx) of the qubit can be tuned by adjusting the flux through the addtional
SQUID loop. Note that the requirement to steer two fluxes that act spatially very close
is hard to achieve and flux crosstalk then will certainly degrade the performance of these
types of qubits. Moreover, also an additional noise source is introduced to the system.
With this control over Bx and Bz the elementary single-qubit gates could be performed.

However, flux qubits are most conveniently addressed by AC fields and resonant pulses.
This is done in the following way. In these systems first a coherent flux driving of the type
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Figure 3.1: SEM image of a flux qubit with a
readout DC-SQUID, which is surrounding the
qubit loop. The qubit state can be measured
using the current biased DC-SQUID, which
will switch into the finite voltage state for dif-
ferent values of the bias current IB depending
on the state of the qubit. Image courtesy of
TU Delft.

Figure 3.2: SEM image of a flux
qubit and attached readout SQUID.
In experiments performed with this
kind of qubit coherent Rabi oscilla-
tions have been demonstrated. Be-
low the image of the qubit circuit, an
equivalent circuit diagram and the
pulse sequence used for demonstra-
tion of Rabi oscillations are shown.
Image courtesy of TU Delft.

Hd = δε cos(ωt) is applied. The oscillatory driving field can be applied at the resonance
frequency of the qubit like in NMR experiments [76]. Then the manipulation pulses are
convoluted with the driving [125]. The effective manipulation of the qubit is then described
best in the reference frame that rotates with the driving frequency. Two-qubit operations
can be performed with the same technique, for example in a two-qubit system the level
splitting of one qubit depends on the state of the other qubit. Therefore, the transition of
the first qubit, will be conditionally shifted depending on the state of the first qubit, e.g.,
when the second qubit is in the |1〉 state. A pulse can only be resonant with the transition of
the first qubit when the state of the second qubit (the control qubit) is correct. Obviously,
the timescale of the irreducible two-qubit operations is determined by the coupling strength
between the qubits.

Another possibility for qubit manipulation is the adiabatic quantum computation [126,
127]. This refers to a composite quantum system of qubits that is always kept in its
ground state, where the Hamiltonian of the system is different for different quantum gates
or algorithms and varied slowly. Here, it is important to note that the speed-up of the
adiabatic quantum computer is due to an energy gap between ground state and excited
states. Adiabatic quantum computation has been shown to be equivalent to standard quan-
tum computation [128]. Qubit setups with flux qubits have been proposed for adiabatic
quantum computation [129].
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However, prior to the demonstration of single-qubit or two-qubit operations, the basic
experiment is the aformentioned demonstration of coherent Rabi oscillations, where the
frequency of the oscillations should vary linearly with the amplitude of the driving field,
and Ramsey fringe experiments, where the coherent evolution in the σ̂x-component of the
qubit is probed. The latter is done by two π/2 pulses, before the coherent evolution and
in the end to readout the pseudo-spin. Both of these experiments indicate whether the
qubit system can really be manipulated quantum coherently. From these experiments the
so-called quality factor of quantum coherence Qϕ = πνqT2 [93] can be extracted, where νq

is the transition frequency of the qubit and T2 is the coherence time of a superposition
of qubit states. It follows from the threshold theorem for QECCs, cf. section 1.2, that
a Qϕ > 104νqtop is required for quantum computation. Here, top is the duration of an
elementary operation [130]. For superconducting phase qubits, the quality factor can be
as large as Qϕ ≈ 25000. For comparison, the QD qubits exhibit a much smaller quality
factor, namely Qϕ ≈ 7 [94], Qϕ ≈ 3 [131], and Qϕ ≈ 6 [114], as summarized in [113].
However, not only the number of coherent oscillations within the decoherence time is an
important benchmark for the qubit system but also the amplitude (“visibility”) of the
coherent oscillations [132, 133]. Many experiments have observed [71, 93, 122, 134] and
analyzed [135, 136] this loss of oscillation amplitude of the coherent oscillations. Thus,
additionally to the exponential decay of the coherent oscillations due to decoherence the
oscillations do not extrapolate back to the full expected amplitude at time t = 0, which is
an indication for non-Markovian effects due to the environment [132, 137].

The readout of a flux qubit can be done by fabricating the flux qubit loop inside a
DC-SQUID, which is then used for readout of the qubit state. For readout, the DC-
SQUID is biased by a current IB, which is increased until the DC-SQUID switches to
the finite voltage state (where it also becomes dissipative, i.e., it is not superconducting
anymore). The point where the DC-SQUID switches to a finite voltage depends on the
flux that is threading the DC-SQUID loop and therefore on the state of the qubit. Due to
a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is smaller than unity and the statistical nature of this
measurement, a huge number of experiments have to be performed. However, there are
many more readout schemes for flux qubits, which in the best cases even provide single-
shot resolution, or are quantum-non-demolition (QND) measurements, as in the case of a
flux qubit inside a cavity, which will be presented later.

In general, the ideal readout process should work as follows [138]. As long as the detec-
tor is switched off, the qubit should not experience any backaction from the detector, i.e.,
dephasing and relaxation due to the detector circuit need to be avoided during the initial-
ization and manipulation of the qubit. But when the detector is switched on to detect the
state of the qubit, the qubit has to be dephased quickly by the detector in order to project
the qubit state onto one of the basis states. Thus, for a fast measurement, the detector
has to be coupled strongly to the qubit. During the readout process energy relaxation,
which leads to mixing, should be suppressed, though. The relaxation of the qubit is also
due to the coupling between the meter and the qubit, as long as the measurement is not
a quantum non-demolition measurement (QND) for which the qubit and qubit-detector
coupling terms in the Hamiltonian commute [138]. Note that the coupling strength of the
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readout device, the meter, and the qubit during the measurement also determines the basis
in which the qubit is read out. However, also measurements that do not lead to a complete
collapse of the wavefunction can be performed repeatedly in order to obtain information
about the system [139]. This is for example the case for the readout of superconducting
flux qubits with a DC-SQUID [76, 81, 90].

In summary, the requirements that determine the quality of a readout switch are sum-
marized as follows [140]

• The energy relaxation time of the qubit has to be sufficiently long when the detector
is switched on.

• The dephasing time of the qubit has to be sufficiently long when the detector is
turned off.

• The measurement time (the time taken by the measuring device to determine the
state of the qubit with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1), which describes the sen-
sitivity of the switch, has to be sufficiently small.

• The dead time that is needed to reset the measuring device and the qubit after
a measurement has to be sufficently small. (These are determined by the energy
expenditure associated with producing a signal strong enough for external detection.)

It is very hard to optimize all of these parameters at the same time [75, 87, 90, 141, 142].
However, it is of central importance to improve the readout fidelity and speed of the read-
out, and significant progress has been made with the dispersive readout of superconducting
charge qubits inside a cavity, which is also a QND measurement [136]. In the aforemen-
tioned experiments, long coherence times of the superconducting charge qubit system on
the order of ≈ 500 ns and a visibility close to unity have been demonstrated with the cavity
readout scheme [136, 143].



Chapter 4

Decoherence

Physicists learned to realize that whether they like a theory or they don’t like a
theory is not the essential question. Rather, it’s whether or not the theory gives
predictions that agree with experiment.

Richard Feynman, 1985

An expert is someone who knows some of the worst mistakes that can be made
in his subject and who manages to avoid them.

Werner Heisenberg, Physics and beyond, 1971

A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making
them see the light, but rather because its opponents die, and a new generation
grows up that is familiar with it.

Max Planck, Wissenschaftliche Selbstbiographie, 1945

Decoherence denotes the influence of an environment, which can be a heat bath or
reservoir, on a much smaller quantum system. However, in most cases one is not interested
in the overall dynamics of the full system, including the reservoir and the quantum system
(in the following called system, e.g., a particle or an atom or qubit), but rather in the
evolution of the smaller quantum system taking into account the influence of the reservoir
due to their mutual coupling. Of course, also in classical physics examples exist, where
one is concerned with the evolution of only a part of the system, e.g., in Brownian motion
processes. In these Brownian motion processes, particles exhibit a stochastic thermal
movement, with collisions between the particles that broaden (and shift) the distribution
function [144]. The Brownian motion of particles can be described by a Langevin equation,
with friction forces that describe the effects of the collisions and damping, and a Langevin
force that takes into account for fluctuations. A different tool is the Fokker Planck equation
that can be used to describe the evolution of the statistical distribution function, e.g., of
the particles. In Quantum Brownian motion [145] stochastic relations for the quantum
mechanical operators or states are utilized and an additional uncertainty due to quantum
fluctuations even in the initial state completes the theory.
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Returning to the description of the quantum system and the environment, the concept
is that the particle (or quantum system) interacts with a very large reservoir with many
degrees of freedom such that no macroscopic change of the reservoir is observed due to
the coupling to the small system. In general, there are two relevant time scales, the time
scale of fluctuations in the reservoir that perturbs the system, and a longer time scale
that characterizes the dynamics of the system itself. This approach can also be adopted
to the case when the system is an ensemble of particles, e.g., an atom, a molecule, or
(several) qubits, and the reservoir is a radiation field. In this particular case, the reservoir
has an infinite number of degrees of freedom that correspond to an infinite number of
modes of the electromagnetic field [146]. (The properties of a qubit (or atom) coupled
to a single mode electromagnetic field are discussed in more detail in the chapters 5 and
12.) It is important to note that the correlation functions of the electromagnetic fields give
the information about the dynamics of the fluctuations of the electromagnetic fields [146].
When the smaller system is just a single atom or qubit, then it is quite evident that the
reservoir dynamics will only be affected very little by the atom-reservoir coupling. In many
situations, the radiation field can be viewed as a perturbation, which changes fast on the
atomic time scale. In summary, the effects of the system and reservoir dynamics can be
interpreted as the system and reservoir fluctuating and polarizing each other. Returning
to the notion of decoherence in the beginning of this section, in the case of a quantum
system the aforementioned effects are called decoherence.

Decoherence includes both (energy) relaxation and dephasing. Dephasing leads to
entropy production and the following long time behaviour [74] of the system density matrix

〈ρ±(t)〉 = 〈ρ±(0)〉 e∓iEt e−t/τϕ , (4.1)

where the density matrix is written in the system eigenbasis, E is the level spacing of the
qubit, ρ± = (1/2)(ρx ± iρy), and τϕ is the dephasing time. Additionally, the diagonal
entries of the density matrix tend towards their thermal equilibrium values given by the
Boltzmann factors due to relaxation with energy exchange, characterized by

〈ρz(t)〉 = ρz(∞) + [ρz(0) − ρz(∞)] e−t/τR , (4.2)

where ρz(∞) are the thermal equilibrium values and τR is the relaxation time. In other
words, the relaxation time is the timescale on which the diagonal elements of the reduced
density matrix (in the preferred eigenbasis), i.e., the density matrix of the system where
the environmental degrees of freedom have been traced out, tend towards the Boltzmann
factors. The dephasing time is the timescale on which the off-diagonal elements of the
reduced density matrix, i.e., the coherences, vanish. Thus, entropy production and energy
exchange, which is irreversible, lead to dephasing and relaxation.

Decoherence can also be viewed as stemming from an asymmetry of dissipative systems
under time-reversal. In other words as was already discussed before, the time-evolution of
a dissipative system is not unitary.

When the coupling between the system and the reservoir has little effect during the
correlation time of fluctuations of the reservoir, a master equation can be derived that
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gives the coarse-grained rate of variation of the system density operator while treating the
effects of the reservoir perturbatively [146–148]. The derivation of the master equation
will be elucidated in section 4.3. This case is reminiscent of the weak-collision regime
in Brownian motion. The condition that the coupling between reservoir and the system
has a weak effect during the correlation time of the reservoir is known as the so-called
motional narrowing condition. In more detail, let the dimensionless parameter α describe
the coupling strength between the system and the reservoir. This parameter characterizes
also the dispersion of the values for the interaction Ĥint =

∑
j Ŝj ⊗ B̂j, where the Ŝj are

system operators and the B̂j are bath operators. In other words, if the broadening of the
spectral lines of the system produced by the coupling to the reservoir is not homogeneous,
then the width of the spectral lines is large. However, because the interaction between the
system and the bath fluctuates rapidly, the inhomogeneous width is reduced by a factor
that is proportional to the correlation time of the reservoir, therefore the name motional
narrowing evolved.

4.1 Linear response and the fluctuation dissipation

theorem

For a macroscopic environment, the coupling of the quantum system to each distinct sin-
gle mode of the reservoir can be considered very weak. Therefore one can assume that
the system-reservoir coupling is linear in the bath coordinates for the large environment.
Overall, the influence of the environment on the system can be large, though, because the
influence of all the bath modes adds up and it is possible that there are many different
modes in the environment [148]. The notion of this linear coordinate-coordinate coupling
between the system and the reservoir coordinates is called linear response theory. The
linear response theory clearly has the fluctuation-dissipation theorem at its heart [149],
which says that the irreversible processes in weak non-equlibrium are necessarily related
to thermal fluctuations in equilibrium. Namely, for an external perturbation coupling to a
system quantity [150], i.e.,

ρ(t) ≈ ρ(0) − i

~

∫ t

t0

dt′ [V (t′), ρ(0)], (4.3)

where V (t′) denotes the coupling of the external perturbation to a physical quantity of
the system. From this one can evaluate the expectation value of a physical observable
O(r, t) and the expectation value of the deviation δO(r, t) from its unperturbed value. For
t0 → −∞, where QI is an observable in the interaction picture [150],

〈δO(r, t)〉 =
i

~

t∫

t0→−∞

dt′
∫
dr′tr [ρ̂0[OI(r, t), QI(r

′, t′)]]F (r′, t), (4.4)
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which defines the generalized susceptibility or linear response function

〈δO(r, t)〉 =

∞∫

−∞

dt′
∫
dr′χ(r, t, r′, t′)F (r′, t), (4.5)

where from comparison of Eqns. (4.4) and (4.5) it is directly found that

χ(r, t, r′, t′) =
i

~
tr [ρ̂0[OI(r, t), QI(r

′, t′)]] θ(t− t′), (4.6)

which is the so-called Kubo formula. In the case when the system is translation invari-
ant, Fourier transformation gives 〈δO(k, ω)〉 = χ(k, ω)F (k, ω). Next, we split up the
generalized susceptibility into real and imaginary part χ(ω) = χ′(ω) + iχ′′(ω), where
χ′(ω) = χ(−ω) and χ′′(ω) = −χ′′(ω). In quantum mechanics the correlation function
is defined via the symmetrized form

〈δQ(t)δQ(t′) + δQ(t′)δQ(t)〉 =
1

2
tr (ρ0[δQ(t)δQ(t′) + δQ(t′)δQ(t)]) . (4.7)

The calculation of the Fourier transform of this expression and comparison with the Fourier
transformed Kubo formula gives the fluctuation dissipation theorem [151, 152]

〈δQδQ〉ω = coth (β~ω/2) ~χ′′(ω). (4.8)

Note that χ′′ describes the change of energy and therefore the dissipation. The Kramers-
Kronig relations are [150]

Reχ(ω) = χ′(ω) =
1

π
P
∫
dω′ χ

′′(ω)

ω′ − ω
(4.9)

Imχ(ω) = χ′′(ω) = − 1

π
P
∫
dω′ χ

′(ω)

ω′ − ω
, (4.10)

where P denotes the principal value of the integral expression. With the Kramers-Kronig
relations it is possible to calculate the imaginary part of the response function if the real
part is known and vice versa. The real part χ′ of the generalized susceptibility χ determines
the classical dissipation and thus the relaxation time T1, whereas the imaginary part χ′′

gives the quantum fluctuations characterized by the dephasing time T2. As was reasoned
before, the linear response theory has a broad range of applicability and it shows that
the oscillator-bath models, as presented in the next section, are universal within linear
response.

4.2 The Spin-Boson model

Often, a physical system in contact with a dissipative environment can be described by a
heat bath, which is sensitive to the position of the qubit or two-state system [153–155]. One
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particular example is the following kind of interaction between the qubit and the collective
bath mode as discussed in the last section

ĤI =
∑

j

Ŝj ⊗ B̂j = σ̂z ⊗ X̂(t), (4.11)

where Sj are system observables, the Bj are bath (reservoir) observables, as introduced in

the last section. Here, X̂(t) is a collective bath observable, which can be understood as the
coordinate of the harmonic oscillator that is coupled to the system and jiggles the system.
The collective bath mode can be expressed in terms of all modes xi of the reservoir [148]

X̂(t) =
x0

2

N∑

i=1

cixi(t). (4.12)

The heat bath acts like a fluctuating force on the system and causes decoherence in the
system. In the case of Gaussian statistics, the heat bath can be modeled by a bath of
harmonic oscillators, i.e., bosons. This leads to the following “Spin-Boson” Hamiltonian
in second quantization

HSB = Hq −
1

2
σ̂z

N∑

i=1

~λi(ai + a†i ) +
N∑

i=1

~ωia
†
iai, (4.13)

where a† and a are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators, Hq is the Hamiltonian
of the qubit. Next, the environmental effects can be cast into the spectral density, which
characterizes the coupling and relates the ci and λi [148],

J(ω) =
N∑

i=1

λ2
i δ(ω − ωi) =

π

2

N∑

i=1

c2i
miωi

δ(ω − ωi). (4.14)

A realistic assumption, e.g., for electromagnetic noise due to the wiring [81] are Ohmic
spectral densities with a Drude-cutoff. This leads to integrals in the Bloch-Redfield rate
expressions Eqn. (4.24) that are tractable by the residue theorem [156]. The cutoff fre-
quency ωc for the spectral functions of the two qubits is then chosen to be the largest
frequency in the problem. Namely,

J(ω) =
α~ω

1 + ω2

ω2
c

, (4.15)

where the dimensionless parameter α describes the strength of the dissipative effects that
enter the Hamiltonian via the coupling to the environment. Note that in order for the
Bloch-Redfield formalism, which is presented in section 4.3, to be valid, it is necessary to
assume α � 1. The reason for this restriction is that the Golden Rule rate expressions
involve a Born approximation in the system-bath coupling. This corresponds to a descrip-
tion of the evolution of the system density matrix in the interaction picture in the linear
response regime.
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4.3 Bloch-Redfield formalism

In order to describe decoherence in the weak damping limit, the Bloch-Redfield-Formalism
[147, 148, 157] can be used to derive a set of master equations for the system dynamics.
Starting from the Liouville equation of motion for the density operator of the whole system

d

dt
Ŵ (t) = − i

~
[Ĥ, Ŵ (t)], (4.16)

where the Hamiltonian Ĥ and the corresponding Liouvillian L can be decomposed in the
form

Ĥ(t) = ĤS(t) + ĤB + ĤI and L = LS + LB + LI . (4.17)

Here, ĤS(t) is the system part of the Hamiltonian, ĤB describes the bath, and HI is the
system-bath interaction term. Next, one extracts the reduced system part of the whole
system Ŵ (t) describing the dynamics of the relevant macroscopic observables. This can
be done by defining a projector P̂ , where ρ(t) = trB(Ŵ (t)) is the so-called reduced density
matrix and P̂ 2 = P̂ holds such that the full density matrix can be split into two parts

Ŵ (t) = P̂ Ŵ (t) + (1̂ − P̂ )Ŵ (t). (4.18)

The second part of this expression describes the environmental degrees of freedom and
correlations between system and environment. Note that the normalization trBρβ = 1 has

to be fulfilled [158]. Here, the action of the projector P̂ is to effectively trace out the
environmental (bath) degrees of freedom, i.e., P̂ Ŵ (t) = ρ(t). The thermal equilibrium
density matrix is given by

ρβ =
[
trB exp(−ĤBβ(T ))

]−1

exp(−ĤBβ(T )), (4.19)

where β(T ) = (kBT )−1, T is the temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Next, the
expression for Ŵ (t) from Eqn. (4.18) is inserted into Eqn. (4.16) and two coupled equations
for the relevant and irrelevant parts are found. Integration of the latter one and substitution
of this result into the equation for the relevant part finally gives the exact generalized master
equation for the reduced density matrix, the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation [159, 160]

ρ̇(t) = P̂Lρ(t)+
t∫

0

dt′ P̂Lexp[(1− P̂ )Lt′](1− P̂ )Lρ(t−t′)+ P̂Lexp[(1− P̂ )Lt](1− P̂ )Ŵ (0),

(4.20)
where the system and bath density matrix were assumed to factorize at the initial time.
Now, one uses a projection operator such that the irrelevant part (1̂ − P̂ )Ŵ (0) can be
disregarded, which puts the condition on the noise that it is not biased. Moreover, if P̂
commutes with Ls, considering the kernel only in second order in LI and disregarding
retardation effects, the master equation in Born approximation

ρ̇(t) = P̂ (Ls + LI)ρ(t) +

t∫

0

dt′ P̂LI e
(1−P̂ )(Ls+LR)t′(1 − P̂ )LIρ(t) (4.21)
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is obtained. Here, the Born approximation is made in the coupling strength to the envi-
ronment. Here, also a Markov approximation can be made. It refers to the assumption
of a memoryless reservoir [148]. In the master equation (4.21) a Markov assumption can
be made by letting the integration bound t → ∞ in the integral term. The Born approx-
imation is valid for weak coupling of the system to the environment, whereas the Markov
assumption, which means that memory effects are negligible, can straightforwardly be
lifted. This derivation of the master equation provides a systematic way of finding a set of
coupled master equations, which describes the dynamics of the reduced (i.e. the reservoir
coordinates are traced out) density matrix for a given system in contact with a dissipative
environment. It has recently been shown to be numerically equivalent to a path-integral
approach [158].

The Hamiltonian of our two qubit system in contact with a dissipative environment,
Eqn. (4.17) is of the generic system-bath form. In the aforementioned Born approximation
and when the system is only weakly coupled to the environment, Bloch-Redfield theory
provides the following set of equations for the reduced density matrix ρ describing the
dynamics of the system in the system eigenbasis [147, 148]

ρ̇nm(t) = −iωnmρnm(t) −
∑

k`

Rnmk`ρk`(t), (4.22)

where ωnm = (En−Em)/~. The Redfield relaxation tensor Rnmk` comprises the dissipative
effects of the coupling of the system to the environment. The elements of the Redfield
tensor are given by Golden Rule expressions [148]

Rnmk` = δ`m
∑

r

Γ
(+)
nrrk + δnk

∑

r

Γ
(−)
`rrm − Γ

(+)
`mnk − Γ

(−)
`mnk, (4.23)

and the Golden Rule rates are

Γ
(+)
`mnk = ~

−2

∞∫

0

dt e−iωnkt〈H̃I,`m(t)H̃I,nk(0)〉β, (4.24)

Γ
(−)
`mnk = ~

−2

∞∫

0

dt e−iω`mt〈H̃I,`m(0)H̃I,nk(t)〉β. (4.25)

Note, that H̃I(t) = exp(iĤBt/~)ĤIexp(−iĤBt/~) is the interaction part of the Hamiltonian
in the interaction picture with respect to the bath and 〈·〉β denotes thermal averaging over
the bath degrees of freeedom. These rate expressions can also be derived from lowest order
diagrams in the Keldysh technique, see Ref. [74]. The two-time averages in the master
equation are related to two categories of statistical functions, the symmetric correlation
functions that describe the dynamics of the fluctuations of the observables of the system
and the reservoir, and the linear susceptibilities that describe the linear response of each
system to an external perturbation [146]. In more detail, the correlation functions that
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enter the Redfield tensor elements describe the bath correlations. The general two-time
correlation function for the bath observables

G(t′, t′′) = trB

(
ρβB̂(t′)B̂(t′′)

)
(4.26)

can be split into real and imaginary parts. The real part of this function is the symmetric
correlation function that describes the dynamics of the fluctuations of the bath observable
X̂(t) in the state ρβ, whereas the imaginary part is related to a linear susceptibility [146].
In other words, the real part describes the classical fluctuations, whereas the imaginary
part specifies the quantum part of the noise.

When the reservoir is in a stationary state and the interaction between the system and
the bath is taken to be of bilinear form ĤI =

∑
i Ŝi⊗B̂i of the coupling between the system

Ŝi and bath operators B̂i,then G(t′, t′′) depends only on the time difference τ = t′ − t′′

G(τ) = trB(ρBB̂(τ)B̂(0)). (4.27)

The symmetric correlation function and the linear susceptibility function can be used to
characterize the effects of the bath (reservoir) on the system. In the most general situation
both the small system and the reservoir fluctuate and can polarize each other. There exist
both processes, where the system dynamics evolves unperturbed but affects (polarizes) the
reservoir, which then also modifies the evolution of the system, and phenomena in which
the fluctuations of the bath strongly influence the dynamics and properties of the system.
Note also that the coarse-grained rate of variation of the system density operator in the
Bloch-Redfield master equations corresponds to an intrinsic time averaging introduced
in the Bloch-Redfield formalism over a timescale determined by the motional narrowing
condition.

Using the secular approximation, it is possible to define decoherence rates, i.e., de-
phasing and relaxation rates from the Redfield tensor Eqn. (4.23). The overall relaxation
rate of a system of qubits is defined as the sum of the eigenvalues (or the trace) of the

relaxation part of the Redfield tensor [161], i.e., of the matrix R̃ with matrix elements

R̃nm = Rn,n,m,m. Therefore, the relaxation and dephasing rates are defined as

ΓR = tr(R̃), and Γϕnm
= Rn,m,n,m. (4.28)

Note that these rate expressions are derived in secular approximation (they are not obtained
from the full Redfield tensor) for

• non-degenerate levels max
n,m,k,`

|Re(Rnmk`)| < min
n 6=m

|ωnm| [161],

• and in the absence of Liouvillian degeneracy |ωnm − ωk`| > |Rabcd|, where a, b, c, d ∈
{k, `,m, n} [162].

The corresponding relaxation and dephasing times of a single qubit are given by T1 = TR =
1/ΓR and T2 = Tϕ; for a larger system, the dephasing times are defined via Tϕij

= 1/Γϕij
.
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The system frequencies ωnm are renormalized by the imaginary part of the Redfield tensor
[161] via ωnm → ω′

nm = ωnm − Im Rn,m,n,m. At small temperatures these renormalization
effects do not depend on temperature. The renormalization effects diverge logarithmically
with the cutoff frequency ωc [163].

It is interesting to note that the Lindblad operators [164] derived from the Bloch-
Redfield formalism for the corresponding Lindblad equation preserve complete positivity
only in the pure dephasing case [165], i.e., when [ĤS, ĤI ] = 0 is fulfilled, or at high
temperatures. Then the Markovian approximations are of Lindblad type and the nice
mathematical form of the Lindblad equation is recovered [165].

For a numerical solution of the set of Redfield equations Eqn. (4.22), which are a set
of coupled differential equations, it is convenient to collapse ρ into a vector. Then, in
general the Redfield equations without driving, i.e., without explicit time dependence in
the Redfield tensor Rnmk` and for a static Hamiltonian, are solved by an ansatz of the
type ρ(t) = B exp(R̃′)B−1ρ(0), where R̃′ is a diagonal matrix. Possible computational
drawbacks of this ansatz are discussed in Refs. [166, 167]. (See appendix E for numerical
computations of a more general scenario including driven qubit dynamics.) The entries
of this diagonal matrix are the eigenvalues of the Redfield tensor, written in matrix form,
including the dominating coherent term iωnm, cf. Eqn. (4.22). Here, the reduced density
matrix ρ = (ρ11, . . . , ρ44)

T is written in vector form and the matrix B describes the basis

change to the eigenbasis of R̃, in which R̃′ has diagonal form.
Note that for 1/f -noise that is well approximated as Markovian and Gaussian, the ef-

fects of 1/f -noise on the qubit system can be taken into account within the presented theory
of a Spin-Boson model with the set of Bloch-Redfield master equations. This is done by set-
ting the zero frequency component of the spectral function J1/f (0) to an experimentally or
theoretically determined value for the magnitude of the 1/f -noise. However, in many cases
the noise turns out to be non-Markovian and/or non-Gaussian, leading to non-exponential
decay, which can neither be treated by Bloch-Redfield theory nor parameterized by a single
rate. The 1/f -noise due to hopping background charges or general quantum bistable fluc-
tuators in superconducting qubits has been intensively studied [168–171]. Recently, there
have been several investigations of 1/f -noise caused by a single moving background charge
[172] or several background charges [173] treated in an impurity model.
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Chapter 5

Quantum optics in the solid-state

In this chapter a small overview of several ingredients from the field of quantum optics [174,
175], which will be required for describing circuit-Quantum Electrodynamics (cQED) [176]
experiments in the solid-state, will be given. First, we start from the general Hamiltonian
of the electromagnetic (photon) field [174]

Ĥ =
1

2

∫
(ε0E

2 + µ0H
2) dr =

∑

k

~ωk

(
a†kak +

1

2

)
, (5.1)

where the last equality holds in second quantization for mode functions that form a com-
plete orthonormal set and satisfy the transversality condition [174] and a†k, ak are the
bosonic creation and annihilation operators. The bosonic operators obey the usual bosonic
commutation relations [ai, aj] = [a†i , a

†
j] = 0 and [ai, a

†
j] = δij. There are two different kinds

of field states that will be most important for further considerations, the so-called Fock
states or number states and the so-called coherent states. The Fock states are the eigen-
states |nk〉 of the Hamiltonian Eqn. (5.1) with eigenvalues ~ωk(nk+(1/2)) (nk = 0, 1, 2, . . .),
i.e., they are eigenstates of the number operator n̂k = a†kak with eigenvalue nk. The fol-
lowing relations hold for the state of the field mode

ak |0〉 = 0, 〈0|Ĥ|0〉 =
1

2

∑

k

~ωk, (5.2)

ak |nk〉 = n
1/2
k |nk − 1〉 , a†k |nk〉 = (nk + 1)1/2 |nk + 1〉 , (5.3)

〈nk|mk〉 = δmn,
∞∑

nk=0

|nk〉 〈nk| = 1. (5.4)

The state vector for higher lying excited states is obtained from the vacuum state |0〉 by
repeated application of the bosonic creation operators, Eqn. (5.3),

|nk〉 =
(a†k)

nk

√
nk!

|0〉 , nk = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (5.5)
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Thus, the Fock states have a well defined number of photons in each state, however, on the
other hand the coherent states can have an indefinite number of photons in a state with a
well defined phase. This is because the product of the uncertainty in amplitude and phase
has to fulfill the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. In summary, the coherent states can be
expressed in terms of the number states

|α〉 = e−|α|2/2
∑

n

αn

√
n!

|n〉 . (5.6)

The coherent states can be generated by application of the displacement operator

D(α) = exp(αa† − α∗a) = e−|α|2/2eαa†

e−α∗a (5.7)

to the vacuum state |α〉 = D(α) |0〉. The photons in a coherent state follow a Poissonian
distribution

P (n) = | 〈n|α〉 |2 = |α|2ne−|α|2/n! . (5.8)

One more class of states are the squeezed states, these have less noise in one quadrature
than the coherent states, while the noise in the other quadrature is larger than in a coherent
state due to the requirement that the state has to fulfill the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
[174]. This leads to sub-Poissonian and super-Poissonian statistics in the two quadratures.

After introduction of these basic properties of the electromagnetic field, now the proper-
ties of the light field inside a cavity and the interaction of the light field with an (artificial)
atom, i.e. a qubit, inside the cavity are discussed. The Hamiltonian of a qubit interacting
with a single field mode inside the cavity is the so-called Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
[177] obtained in the electric dipole and rotating wave approximations

H = HS +HC +HI = ~ωσ̂z + ~ωra
†a+ ~g(aσ̂+ + a†σ̂−), (5.9)

where HS is the Hamiltonian of the qubit, HC is the free energy of the cavity field and HI

describes the interaction between the qubit and the cavity field. The rapidly oscillating
terms in the qubit-cavity interaction Hamiltonian, which were neglected in the derivation,
do not conserve energy and would correspond for example to the excitation of an atom
together with the emission of a photon. The spin operators in the last term are defined as
σ̂+ = (σ̂x + iσ̂y)/2 and σ̂− = (σ̂x − iσ̂y)/2. Here, without loss of generality the qubit-field
coupling strength g was taken to be a real number. See chapter 12 and appendix F for a
derivation of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian for a flux qubit inside a cavity.

In Fig. 5.1 the level structure for the uncoupled (g = 0) and coupled qubit-cavity system
described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian at resonance ω = ωr is illustrated. Here,
damping is neglected. In the case of a non-zero coupling strength g, the degeneracy of
the qubit and resonator energy levels is lifted and the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
would yield the so-called dressed states [143, 174]. The mean number of photons inside the
cavity at resonance and for the qubit initially prepared in the excited state, is depicted in
Fig. 5.3. Nicely, the vacuum Rabi oscillations, i.e., the periodic exchange of energy between
the qubit and the cavity is observed.
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Figure 5.1: Energy level structure for the
Jaynes Cummings Hamiltonian. The left
part depicts the degenerate energy levels for
the uncoupled (g = 0) qubit-cavity Hamil-
tonian. The right part shows the level struc-
ture for finite coupling between the qubit
and the cavity. In this case, the degeneracy
of the energy levels is lifted by the qubit-
cavity coupling [162, 174].
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Figure 5.2: Mean number of photons for
the resonant Jaynes-Cummings Hamilto-
nian without an external driving and with-
out taking into account the qubit or cavity
decay. Here, the qubit and the cavity are
exactly on resonance and the qubit is ini-
tially prepared in the excited state. Clearly,
coherent oscillations in the mean number
of photons are observed due the periodic
energy exchange between qubit and cavity.
Here, ω = ωr = g, and η = 0.

In recent experiments with superconducting qubits inside a cavity [143, 178], the basic
concepts of quantum optics haven been demonstrated in the domain of microwave photon
fields. The qubit (the artificial atom) is fabricated inside a coplanar resonator, which
provides the cavity, whereas the coupling between the qubit and the cavity is due to a
capacitive coupling of the single Cooper pair box or charge qubit to the electric field inside
the resonator. For manipulation and readout of the qubit, an external coherent driving
field is applied to the cavity either at a frequency given by the qubit splitting or at the
cavity resonance frequency. This corresponds to a classical antenna driving the cavity
mode and is known as the so-called driven Jaynes-Cummings model [179] described by the
Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ~ωσ̂z + ~ωra
†a+ ~g(aσ̂+ + a†σ̂−) + ~η(aeiωmwt + a†e−iωmwt), (5.10)

where η is the amplitude of the driving field and ωmw is the frequency of the classical
coherent microwave source. A classical field, which is not quantized, has no free energy
Hamiltonian. It is given by inexhaustible external sources. Thus, the time-dependence
stems only from the plane wave expressions. Note that the (phase) stability of a regular
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Figure 5.3: Mean number of photons for the
resonantly driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamil-
tonian, but without taking into account the
qubit or cavity decay (thus the mean num-
ber of photons steadily increases). Here,
the qubit, cavity and the coherent driving
are exactly on resonance and the qubit is
initially prepared in the excited state. A
steady increase of the photon number inside
the cavity with additional coherent oscilla-
tions in the mean number of photons are
observed. Here, ω = ωr = g, and η = 0.15g.
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Figure 5.4: Photon number distribution for
the driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian.
The qubit is initially prepared in the ex-
cited state, and coherent oscillations are ob-
served. With increasing time higher num-
ber states are populated. Here, N = 20
number states were taken into account, ω =
ωr = g, and η = 0.15g.

continuous wave (cw) microwave source is better than the stability of a laser [180]. Figure
5.3 shows the mean number of photons inside the cavity for the driven Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian without damping, i.e., the number of photons inside the cavity increases
steadily. Compared to the case without driving, the coherent oscillations are still visible.
In Fig. 5.4, the photon number distribution for the driven Jaynes-Cummings model, which
was obtained from numerical simulations of the time evolution is shown. The simulations
were obtained from a numerical simulation of the Hamiltonian evolution for consideration of
20 number states. In these simulations both the cavity and qubit decay were disregarded.
Without the external classical driving, which corresponds to η = 0 in the (classically)
driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian Eqn. (5.10), and in the case where the qubit and
the cavity are resonant, the system shows vacuum Rabi oscillations due to constantly
exchanging energy between the oscillator (resonator) and the qubit, when the qubit is
prepared in the excited state. For finite driving and in the case where the qubit, cavity
and the classical driving are resonant, it is nicely observed that in the course of time the
occupation of the number states varies and increases and is peaked at around 2 photons
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for an appropriately chosen mild driving strength. As was mentioned before, neither qubit
decay nor cavity leakage was taken into account here. Note that the cavity decay rate, i.e.,
the cavity leakage rate needs to be of appreciable magnitude in order to be able to measure
the photon field (and thus also infer the state of the qubit). Interestingly, the quality factor
Q is very large in microwave cavities, thus the photon inside the cavity essentially never
leaks, it rather leaks in transverse direction of the cavity mirrors. Thus it is impossible
to measure the output field. However, in the scheme that will be presented in chapter 12,
the quality factor of the cavity is chosen such that the cavity leakage rate is approximately
κ ≈ 1 MHz, which leads to a sufficient signal strength such that the output field can be
measured.

Now, the statistics of the light field inside the cavity will be investigated in more detail.
For the pioneering experiments [178], the strength η of the classical driving is such that the
average number of photons in the cavity is approximately one, i.e., the cavity decay rate
κ equals the magnitude of the photon flux into the cavity. At this point it is interesting to
note the differences in the statistics of the photon distribution. Clearly, a classical antenna
that is driving a quantized mode generates coherent states with Poissonian statistics. On
the other hand, a pure Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian can generate Fock states [174] and
has also been proposed to be used in charge qubit setups [181]. However, the classically
driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in the discussed experiments can not lead to a Fock
state, even if the mean number of photons in the field is equal to one. Simulations show
that a quasi-coherent state, i.e., a mixture of many number states, develops inside the
cavity.

In summary, in this section the basic properties of the electromagnetic field that in-
teracts with a single atom or qubit inside a cavity, were introduced and applied to the
particular case of a superconducting qubit inside a cavity, where the cavity is driven by a
cw microwave source, which models current experiments [178].
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Chapter 6

Decoherence and gate performance of
coupled solid-state qubits

6.1 Introduction

For superconducting flux or charge qubits, one of the most important noise sources is noise
from the electronics (Nyquist noise) in the flux or the gate voltages. This noise can be
modeled by a linear coupling of the pseudo-spin system to the collective coordinate of a
bath of harmonic oscillators determining the environmental influence on the qubit system,
see section 4.2. This Spin-Boson model, which is characterized by its power spectrum, has
been successfully applied [74, 161, 163].

In the following papers, the decoherence properties of a two-qubit system coupled via
an Ising-type zz-interaction are evaluated. For a system of two qubits there are two general
cases of different mutually uncorrelated bath couplings. Both qubits could be coupled to
a single bosonic bath or each qubit to one of two different baths. From the evaluation
of the dynamics of the reduced density matrix within the Bloch-Redfield formalism it is
found that in general these two cases cause nearly identical decoherence properties. Here,
the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of the dissipative dynamics is determined by
the symmetry properties of the spin part of the interaction Hamiltonian and the system
Hamiltonian. When the commutator [ĤI , Ĥs] = 0 vanishes, i.e., in the case when the
coupling to the bath and the qubit system Hamiltonian do commute (or in other words,
the Hamiltonians are parallel), only pure dephasing processes contribute to the overall
decoherence. It is worth noting that the pure dephasing rates will vanish in the case of
an Ohmic spectrum for T → 0. (Moreover, for a super-Ohmic spectral function the pure
dephasing will always vanish, cf. chapter 9.) However, as soon as the coupling to the bath
and the system Hamiltonian are not completely parallel anymore, there will be a significant
noise level even for T → 0, the noise saturates.

It is not only important to investigate the decoherence rates, but also the effects of
decoherence on the ability of the system to perform quantum gate operations. Therefore,
the so-called gate quality factors are investigated. These quantify how good the system
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2
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Figure 6.1: Circuit diagram for the cnot gate, decomposed into the elementary Hadamard
single qubit gate on the second qubit and a controlled-phase operation, cf. Refs. [14]
and [163].

can perform a given quantum gate operation under the influence of the environment. The
gate quality factors [182] are the purity P , which is a measure for the decoherence effects,
the fidelity F , which is the overlap between the propagator for the ideal quantum gate
operation and the gate operation with decoherence, and two measures for the non-local
nature of the qubit states after performing the gate operation. The latter two are the
quantum degree Q and the entanglement capability C [183]. The entanglement capability
has been shown to be closely related to the negativity EN of a state, which is a non-entropic
entanglement monotone and corresponds to the well-known concurrence [24], cf. chapter 11.

The effect of the variation of the bath coupling operator can be investigated by allowing
the spin operator that couples to the environment to lie arbitrarily in the x-z plane on
the Bloch sphere. Then it is found that the best gate performance for a gate depends
on whether the coupling to the bath mimics the composition of the system Hamiltonian
during the gate sequence. For example, the cnot operation in superconducting qubits (as
given in Fig. 6.1), which are coupled via an Ising-type of zz-interaction, can be realized
just by two Hadamard gates

U
(2)
H = exp

(
i
π

2

(
1̂ ⊗ σ̂z + 1̂ ⊗ σ̂x√

2

))
, (6.1)

the two-qubit coupling operation, and three additional z-type single qubit gates. Inter-
estingly, when the coupling to the bath resembles this small admixture of σ̂x, the gate
performance of the two-qubit system is best.

In experiment, a fabricational spread of qubit parameters can not be avoided. Thus, it
is important to analyze the influence of asymmetric qubit parameters on the decoherence
properties of the qubit system. Again, decoherence is very sensitive to the direction of
the spin coupling to the bath. In the case of a perpendicular system Hamiltonian and
bath coupling, the decoherence rates increase exponentially when increasing one of the
qubit energies in the system, which corresponds to increasing the asymmetry between
the qubits. In this case, the largest energy scale in the system naturally determines the
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magnitude of the decoherence.
Recently, the finding that for low temperatures the relaxation of the qubit system,

which is prepared in an excited state, into the ground state occurs via the population
of intermediate states, has been verified by experiments [184]. In these experiments the
cryogenic temperature is about T ≈ 10 mK. However, the microwave lines that are fed
through the cryostat to the sample, which are needed for the qubit spectroscopy and
manipulation of the qubits, are not as well thermally decoupled. Therefore, the microwave
lines introduce a new higher effective (noise) temperature, which can leave the qubit system
in an excited state. The noise from the flux and microwave lines has been associated in
experiments with two environmental heat baths with different bath temperature that are
coupled to both qubits in the same correlated manner. This scenario is closely connected
to the situation that is analyzed in the papers in this chapter.

In another experiment proposed by Zorin [185, 186] for a charge-phase qubit with
radio frequency readout, the coupling to the decoherence due to voltage fluctuations in
the charge control line is exactly of the form ĤI = (σ̂x sin θ + σ̂z cos θ)X̂ as evaluated
in the third paper in this chapter, see Ref. [187]. Especially the decoherence properties
of quantum logic gates with coupled superconducting phase qubits [188] for which the
aforementioned variable noise coupling is anticipated, are modeled in detail in the third
paper in this chapter.

Thus, obviously several of the properties of the two-qubit systems that were predicted
in the following papers have been verified by measurements [184]. The theoretical pa-
pers presented in this chapter model precisely the properties of experimental setups that
are currently under investigation [186], albeit allowing for general statements about the
influence of (dynamical) symmetries on the noise level of the qubit system.

Recently, other theoretical works on the dynamics of the dissipative two-qubit system
[189, 190] verified the importance of symmetries in the coupling between the qubit and the
bath and extended the analysis to non-Markovian environments, i.e. environments with a
memory.

The aforementioned findings are derived and presented in great detail in the following
papers.
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Solid-state quantum bits are promising candidates for the realization of a scalable quantum computer.

However, they are usually strongly limited by decoherence due to the many extra degrees of freedom of a

solid-state system. We investigate a system of two solid-state qubits that are coupled via sz
(i)

^ sz
( j) type of

coupling. This kind of setup is typical for pseudospin solid-state quantum bits such as charge or flux systems.

We evaluate decoherence properties and gate quality factors in the presence of a common and two uncorrelated

baths coupling to sz , respectively. We show that at low temperatures, uncorrelated baths do degrade the gate

quality more severely. In particular, we show that in the case of a common bath, optimum gate performance of

a controlled-PHASE gate can be reached at very low temperatures, because our type of coupling commutes with

the coupling to the decoherence, which makes this type of coupling interesting as compared to previously

studied proposals with sy
(i)

^ sy
( j) coupling. Although less pronounced, this advantage also applies to the

controlled-NOT gate.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.042319 PACS number~s!: 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Yz, 05.40.2a, 85.25.2j

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computation has been shown to perform certain
tasks much faster than classical computers @1–3#. Presently,
very mature physical realizations of this idea originate in
atomic physics, optics, and nuclear magnetic resonance.
These systems are phase coherent in abundance, however,
scaling up the existing few-qubit systems is not straightfor-
ward. Solid-state quantum computers have the potential ad-
vantage of being arbitrarily scalable to large systems of
many qubits @4–6#. Their most important drawback is the
coupling to the many degrees of freedom of a solid-state
system. Even though recently, there has been fast progress in
improving the decoherence properties of experimentally re-
alized solid-state quantum bits @7–11#, this remains a formi-
dable task.

Quite a lot is known about decoherence properties of
single solid-state qubits, see, e.g., Refs. @12–14#, but much
less is known about systems of two or more coupled qubits
@15–17#. However, only for systems of at least two qubits,
the central issue of entanglement can be studied. The physi-
cally available types of qubit coupling can be classified as
Heisenberg-type exchange that is typical for real spin-1/2
systems, and Ising-type coupling, which is characteristic for
pseudospin setups, where the computational degrees of free-
dom are not real spins. In the latter, the different spin com-
ponents typically correspond to distinct variables, such as
charge and flux @10,18# whose couplings can and have to be
engineered on completely different footing. Previous work
@16,17# presented the properties of a system of two coupled

solid-state qubits that are coupled via sy
(i)

^ sy
( j) type cou-

pling as proposed in Ref. @14# as the current-current coupling
of superconducting charge quantum bits.

On the other hand, many systems such as inductively
coupled flux qubits @6#, capacitively coupled charge qubits
@7,8#, and other pseudospin systems @19# are described by a

sz
(i)

^ sz
( j) Ising-type coupling. This indicates that the com-

putational basis states are coupled, which, i.e., in the case of
flux qubits are magnetic fluxes, whereas sx/y are electric
charges. The sz observable is a natural way of coupling,
because it is typically easy to couple to. We will study a two
qubit-system coupled this way that is exposed to Gaussian
noise coupling to sz , the ‘‘natural’’ observable. This ex-
ample accounts for the crucial effect of electromagnetic
noise in superconducting qubits. We will compare both the
cases of noise that affects both qubits in a correlated way and
the case of uncorrelated single-qubit errors. We determine
the decoherence properties of the system by application of
the well-known Bloch-Redfield formalism and determine
quality factors of a controlled-NOT ~CNOT! gate for both
types of errors and feasible parameters of the system.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

We model the Hamiltonian of a system of two qubits,
coupled via Ising-type coupling. Each of the two qubits is a
two-state system that is described in pseudospin notation by
the single-qubit Hamiltonian @13#

Hsq52

1

2
eŝz2

1

2
Dŝx , ~1!

where e is the energy bias and D the tunnel matrix element.
The coupling between the qubits is determined by an extra

term in the Hamiltonian Hqq52(K/2)ŝz
(1)

^ ŝz
(2) that repre-

sents e.g., inductive interaction ~directly or via flux trans-
former! in the case of flux qubits @6,20#. Thus, the complete
two-qubit Hamiltonian in the absence of a dissipative envi-
ronment reads

H2qb5 (
i51,2

S 2

1

2
e iŝz

(i)
2

1

2
D iŝx

(i)D2

1

2
Kŝz

(1)ŝz
(2) . ~2!

The dissipative ~bosonic! environment is conveniently mod-
eled as either a common bath or two distinct baths of har-*Electronic address: storcz@theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de
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monic oscillators, coupling to the sz components of the two
qubits. This approach universally models baths which pro-
duce Gaussian fluctuations, such as the noise from linear
electrical circuits. An example for a situation described by a
common bath is long correlation length electromagnetic
noise from the experimental environment or noise generated
or picked up by coupling elements such as flux transformers
@6#. Short correlation length radiation or local readout and
control electronics coupling to individual qubits @13# might
be described as coupling to two uncorrelated baths of har-
monic oscillators.

One should note that if the number of qubits is increased
to more than two, there might also occur dissipative effects
that neither affect all qubits nor only a single qubit, but rather
a cluster of qubits, thus, enhancing the complexity of our
considerations @21#.

In the case of two uncorrelated baths, the full Hamiltonian
reads

H2qb
2b

5 (
i51,2

S 2

1

2
e iŝz

(i)
2

1

2
D iŝx

(i)
1

1

2
ŝz

(i)X̂ (i)D
2

1

2
Kŝz

(1)ŝz
(2)

1HB1
1HB2

, ~3!

where each qubit couples to its own, distinct harmonic oscil-

lator bath HB i
, i51,2, via the coupling term ŝz

(i)X̂ (i), i

51,2, that bilinearly couples a qubit to the collective bath

coordinate X̂ (i)
5z(nlnxn . We again sum over the two qu-

bits. In the case of two qubits coupled to one common bath,
we model our two-qubit system with the Hamiltonian

H2qb
1b

52

1

2 (
i51,2

~e iŝz
(i)

1D iŝx
(i)!2

1

2
Kŝz

(1)ŝz
(2)

1

1

2
~ ŝz

(1)
1ŝz

(2)!X̂1HB , ~4!

where HB denotes one common bath of harmonic oscillators.
The appropriate starting point for our further analysis is

the singlet/triplet basis, consisting of u↑↑&ª(1,0,0,0)T,

(1/A2)(u↑↓&1u↓↑&)ª(0,1,0,0)T, u↓↓&ª(0,0,1,0)T, and the

singlet state (1/A2)(u↑↓&2u↓↑&)ª(0,0,0,1)T. In the case of
flux qubits, the ↑ and ↓ states correspond to clockwise and
counterclockwise currents respectively.

In this basis, the undamped Hamiltonian H2qb , Eq. ~2!, of
the two-qubit system assumes the matrix form

H2qb52

1

2 S e1K h 0 2Dh

h 2K h De

0 h K2e Dh

2Dh De Dh 2K

D , ~5!

with e5e11e2 , h5(D11D2)/A2, Dh5(D12D2)/A2,
and De5e12e2. From now on, for simplicity, we concen-
trate on the case of equal parameter settings, D15D2 and
e15e2.

If we now also express the coupling to the dissipative
environment in this basis, we find in the case of coupling to
two uncorrelated distinct baths that

H2qb
2b

52

1

2 S e2s1K h 0 0

h 2K h 2Ds

0 h K2e1s 0

0 2Ds 0 2K

D , ~6!

with s5X11X2 and Ds5X12X2. Here, the bath mediates
transitions between the singlet and triplet states, the singlet is
not a protected subspace.

In the case of two qubits with equal parameters that are
coupled to one common bath, we obtain the matrix

H2qb
1b

52

1

2 S e2s1K h 0 0

h 2K h 0

0 h K2e1s 0

0 0 0 2K

D , ~7!

where s52X and Ds50. One directly recognizes that com-
pared to Eq. ~6! in this case, thermalization to the singlet
state is impeded, because Eq. ~7! is block diagonal in the
singlet and triplet subspaces. The singlet and triplet are com-
pletely decoupled from each other, and in the case of one
common bath the singlet is also completely decoupled from
the bath and thus, protected from dissipative effects. There-
fore, a system in contact with one common bath that is pre-
pared in the singlet state will never experience any decoher-
ence effects. The singlet state is a decoherence free subspace
~DFS! @22#, although a trivial, one-dimensional one.

III. EIGENENERGIES AND EIGENSTATES

OF THE TWO-QUBIT HAMILTONIAN

We calculate exact analytical eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of the unperturbed two-qubit system Hamiltonian in the
aforementioned symmetric case of Eq. ~5!, which reads

H2qb52

1

2 S e1K h 0 0

h 2K h 0

0 h K2e 0

0 0 0 2K

D . ~8!

This Hamiltonian is block diagonal and the largest block, the
triplet, is three dimensional, i.e., it can be diagonalized using
Cardano’s formula. Details of that calculation are given in
Ref. @23#. The case of nonidentical qubits is more easily
handled numerically.

In the following, uE1& , uE2& , uE3& , and uE4& denote the
eigenstates of the two-qubit system. The eigenenergies of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian ~8! depend on the three parameters
K, e , and h . Fig. 1 displays the eigenenergies in more detail
for typical experimentally accessible values. The values that
are chosen for the parameters e , h , and K in Fig. 1 corre-
spond to what can be reached in flux qubits. They typically
assume values of a few GHz resembling the parameters
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of known single- and two-qubit experiments in Delft @13#
and at MIT @24#. Therefore, we will use a characteristic en-
ergy scale Es , which is typically Es51 GHz. The corre-
sponding scales are ts51 ns, vs52p31 GHz, and Ts

5ns(h/kB)54.831022 K. Panel ~1! shows that for large
values of e , two of the eigenenergies are degenerate ~namely,
for e@h ,K the states uE1& and uE4& equal the states

(1/A2)(u↑↓&2u↓↑&) and (1/A2)(u↑↓&1u↓↑&), hence the
eigenenergies are degenerate! while near zero energy bias
~magnetic frustation f 51/2) all four eigenenergies might be
distinguished. Note also that, therefore, at zero energy bias,
the transition frequency v1452v41 has a local maximum,
which, as will be shown below, can only be accessed via
nonsymmetric driving.

If K is set to a big positive value corresponding to large
ferromagnetic coupling @Fig. 1, panel ~2!, K510Es], the
Hamiltonian ~8! is nearly diagonal and, hence, the eigen-
states in good approximation are equal to the singlet/triplet
basis states. In this case, uE3& equals the triplet state

(1/A2)(u↑↓&1u↓↑&), uE2& and uE4& equal u↑↑& and u↓↓& ,
respectively, for positive values of e . For large negative val-
ues of e , the two states uE2& and uE4& become equal u↓↓&
and u↑↑& with a pseudo-spin-flip between clockwise and
counterclockwise rotating currents at e50 when going from
positive to negative e . In the case of large ferromagnetic
coupling, the ground state tends towards the superposition

(1/A2)(u↑↑&1u↓↓&). Panel ~2! shows that only for e equal
to zero, both uE2&5u↑↑& (uE2&5u↓↓&, for negative e) and
uE4&5u↓↓& (uE4&5u↑↑& , for negative e) have the same en-

ergies ~which one would expect if the 2(1/2)Ksz
(1)sz

(2) term

in the Hamiltonian dominates!, because if e is increased, the

e iŝz
(i) (i51,2) terms in the Hamiltonian change the energy.

For large antiferromagnetic coupling, u2Ku@e ,D the

states u↑↓& and u↓↑& are favorable. In this limit, the ground

state tends towards (1/A2)(u↑↓&1u↓↑&) and the energy

splitting between (1/A2)(u↑↓&1u↓↑&) and (1/A2)(u↑↓&
2u↓↑&) vanishes asymptotically, leaving the ground state

nearly degenerate.

From Fig. 1, panel ~3!, one directly recognizes that the

singlet eigenenergy crosses the triplet spectrum, which is a

consequence of the fact that the singlet does not interact with

any triplet states. At zero energy bias ~magnetic frustration
f 51/2, for a flux qubit!, none of the eigenstates equal one of
the triplet basis states ~e.g., as observed for a large energy
bias e), they are rather nontrivial superpositions. This is elu-
cidated further in the following paragraph. The inset of panel
~2! depicts the level anticrossing between the eigenenergies
of the two states uE2& and uE4& due to quantum tunneling.

In general, the eigenstates are a superposition of singlet/
triplet states. Figure 2 shows how singlet/triplet states com-
bine into eigenstates for different qubit parameters. The first

eigenstate uE1& equals (1/A2)(u↑↓&2u↓↑&) for all times
while the other eigenstates uE2& , uE3&, and uE4& are in gen-
eral superpositions of the singlet/triplet basis states. For large
values of ueu, the eigenstates approach the singlet/triplet! ba-
sis states. In particular, at typical working points, where e
'5D @13#, the eigenstates already nearly equal the singlet/
triplet basis states. Hence, although the anticrossing de-
scribed above corresponds to the anticrossing used in Refs.
@9,25# to demonstrate Schrödinger’s cat states, entanglement

is prevalent away from the degeneracy point. For an experi-
mental proof, one still would have to show that one has
successfully prepared coherent couplings by spectroscopi-
cally tracing the energy spectrum. Note that, for clarity, in

FIG. 1. Plot of the eigenenergies of the eigenstates uE1&, uE2&, uE3&, and uE4&. From upper left to lower right: ~1! K5h5Es and e is

varied, ~2! K510Es , h5Es , and e is varied; the inset resolves the avoided level crossing due to the finite transmission amplitude h; ~3!

h5e5Es and K is varied; ~4! K5e5Es and h is varied.
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Fig. 2, the interqubit coupling strength K is fixed to a rather
large value of Es that also sets the width of the anticrossing,
which potentially can be very narrow.

Spectroscopy

As a first technological step towards demonstrating coher-
ent manipulation of qubits, usually the transition frequencies
between certain energy levels are probed @9,25#, i.e., the en-
ergy differences between the levels. Figures 3 and 4 depict
the transition frequencies between the four eigenstates. The
transition frequencies are defined as vnm5(En2Em)/\ and

vnm52vmn . The transitions between the singlet state uE1&
and the triplet states are forbidden in the case of one com-
mon bath, due to the special symmetries of the Hamiltonian
~4!, if the system is driven collectively through a time-
dependent energy bias e1(t)5e2(t). However, in the case of
two distinct baths, the environment can mediate transitions
between the singlet and the triplet states.

Not all transition frequencies have local minima at e
50. The frequencies v41 and v34 have local maxima at zero
energy bias e . This can already be inferred from Fig. 1, panel
~1!, the energy of the eigenstate uE4& has a local minimum at
e50. Similarily, the substructure of v34 can be understood
from Fig. 1: the frequency v34 has a local maximum at e

FIG. 2. Plot of the amplitude of the different singlet ~triplet! states of which the eigenstates denoted by uE1&, uE2&, uE3&, and uE4& are

composed for the four eigenstates. In all plots e is varied, and K and h are fixed to Es .

FIG. 3. Plot of the absolute value of the transition frequencies

v32 , v42 , and v31 . In the left column K5h50.2Es and e is var-

ied. In the right column, K50.2Es , e5Es , and h is varied.

FIG. 4. Plot of the transition frequencies v21 , v41 , and v34 . In

the left column, K5h50.2Es and e is varied. In the right column,

K50.2Es , e5Es , and h is varied.
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50, because of the local minimum of the eigenenergy of the
state uE4&. First, if e is increased, the level spacing of uE4&
and uE3& decreases. Then, for larger values of e , the level
spacing of uE4& and uE3& increases again. Thus, the structure
observed for v34 around e50 emerges in Fig. 4.

IV. BLOCH-REDFIELD FORMALISM

In order to describe decoherence in the weak damping
limit, we use the Bloch-Redfield Formalism @26#. It provides
a systematic way of finding a set of coupled master equations
which describes the dynamics of the reduced ~i.e., the reser-
voir coordinates are traced out! density matrix for a given
system in contact with a dissipative environment and has
recently been shown to be numerically equivalent to the
more elaborate path-integral scheme @27#. The Hamiltonian
of our two-qubit system in contact with a dissipative envi-
ronment, Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, has the generic ‘‘system1bath’’
form

Hop~ t !5H2qb1HB1Hint , ~9!

where HB is a bath of harmonic oscillators and Hint inherits
the coupling to a dissipative environment. In our case, the
effects of driving are not investigated. In Born approxima-
tion and when the system is only weakly coupled to the
environment, Bloch-Redfield theory provides the following
set of equations for the reduced density matrix r describing
the dynamics of the system @28,29#:

ṙnm~ t !52ivnmrnm~ t !2(
kl

Rnmk,rk,~ t !, ~10!

where vnm5(En2Em)/\ , and maxn,m,k,,uRe(Rnmk,)u
,minnÞmuvnmu must hold. The Redfield relaxation tensor
Rnmk, comprises the dissipative effects of the coupling of the
system to the environment. The elements of the Redfield
relaxation tensor are given through golden rule rates @28#

Rnmk,5d,m(
r

Gnrrk
(1)

1dnk(
r

G
,rrm
(2)

2G
,mnk
(1)

2G
,mnk
(2) . ~11!

A. Two qubits coupled to two distinct baths

We now evaluate the Golden rule expressions in Eq. ~11!
in the case of two qubits, each coupled to a distinct harmonic

oscillator bath. Here, H̃ I(t)5exp(iHBt/\)HIexp(2iHBt/\) de-
notes the coupling between system and bath in the interac-
tion picture, and the bracket denotes thermal average of the
bath degrees of freedom. Writing down all contributions
gives

G
,mnk
(1)

5\22E
0

`

dte2ivnkt^e [i(HB1
1HB2

)t/\]

3~sz ,,m
(1)

^ X̂ (1)
1sz ,,m

(2)
^ X̂ (2)!e [2i(HB1

1HB2
)t/\]

3~sz ,nk
(1)

^ X̂ (1)
1sz ,nk

(2)
^ X̂ (2)!& , ~12!

where sz ,nm
(i) (i51,2) are the matrix elements of ŝz

(i) with

respect to the eigenbasis of the unperturbed Hamiltonian ~8!

and likewise for G
,mnk
(2) .

We assume Ohmic spectral densities with a Drude cutoff.
This is a realistic assumption, i.e., for electromagnetic noise
@13# and leads to integrals in the rates which are tractable by
the residue theorem. The cutoff frequency vc for the spectral
functions of the two qubits is typically assumed to be the
largest frequency in the problem, this is discussed further in
Sec. IV E,

J1~v !5

a1\v

11

v2

vc
2

and J2~v !5

a2\v

11

v2

vc
2

. ~13!

The dimensionless parameter a describes the strength of the
dissipative effects that enter the Hamiltonian via the coupling
to the environment, described by s and Ds . In order for the
Bloch-Redfield formalism, which involves a Born approxi-
mation in the system-bath coupling, to be valid, we have to
assume a1/2!1. After tracing out over the bath degrees of
freedom, the rates read

G
,mnk
(1)

5

1

8\
@L1J1~vnk!1L2J2~vnk!#@coth~b\vnk/2!21#

1

i

4p\
@L2M 2~vnk,2!1L1M 2~vnk,1!# ~14!

with L1
5L

,mnk
1

5sz ,,m
(1) sz ,nk

(1) , L2
5L

,mnk
2

5sz ,,m
(2) sz ,nk

(2) , and

M 6~V ,i !5PE
0

`

dv
J i~v !

v2
2V2

@coth~b\v/2!V6v# ,

~15!

here P denotes the principal value. Likewise,

G
,mnk
(2)

5

1

8\
@L1J1~v,m!1L2J2~v,m!#@coth~b\v,m/2!11#

1

i

4p\
@L2M 1~v,m,2!1L1M 1~v,m,1!# . ~16!

The rates G
,mnk
(1) and G

,mnk
(2) might be inserted into Eq. ~11! to

build the Redfield tensor. Note, here, that for vnk→0, and
v,m→0 respectively, the real part of the rates ~which is re-

sponsible for relaxation and dephasing! is of value G
,mnk
(1)

5G
,mnk
(2)

5(1/4b\)@sz ,,m
(1) sz ,nk

(1) a11sz ,lm
(2) sz ,nk

(2) a2# .

To solve the set of differential equations ~10!, it is conve-
nient to collapse r into a vector. In general, the Redfield
equations ~10! without driving are solved by an ansatz of the

type r(t)5Bexp(R̃t)B21r(0), where R̃ is a diagonal matrix.
The entries of this diagonal matrix are the eigenvalues of the
Redfield tensor ~11!, written in matrix form, including the
dominating term ivnm @cf. Eq. ~10!#. Here, the reduced den-
sity matrix r5(r11 , . . . ,r44)

T is written as a vector. The
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60 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

matrix B describes the basis change to the eigenbasis of R̃ , in

which R̃ has diagonal form.

B. Two qubits coupled to one common bath

For the case of two qubits coupled to one common bath,
we perform the same calculation as in the preceding section,
which leads to expressions for the rates analogous to Eqs.
~16!

G
,mnk
(1)

5

1

8\
LJ~vnk!@coth~b\vnk/2!21#1

iL

4p\

3PE
0

`

dv
J~v !

v2
2vnk

2
@coth~b\v/2!vnk2v# ,

~17!

with L5L,mnk5sz ,,m
(1) sz ,nk

(1)
1sz ,,m

(1) sz ,nk
(2)

1sz ,,m
(2) sz ,nk

(1)

1sz ,,m
(2) sz ,nk

(2) and

G
,mnk
(2)

5

1

8\
LJ~v,m!@coth~b\v,m/2!11#1

iL

4p\

3PE
0

`

dv
J~v !

v2
2v

,m
2

@coth~b\v/2!v,m1v# .

~18!

The difference between the rates for the case of two distinct

baths ~14! and ~16! are the two extra terms sz ,,m
(1) sz ,nk

(2) and

sz ,,m
(2) sz ,nk

(1) . They originate when tracing out the bath degrees

of freedom. In the case of one common bath, there is only

one spectral function, which we also assume to be Ohmic

J(v)5(a\v)/(11v2/vc
2). For vnk→0, and v,m→0, re-

spectively, the real part of the rates is of the value G
,mnk
(1)

5G
,mnk
(2)

5(a/4b\)L , for v,m ,vnk→0.

C. Dynamics of coupled flux qubits with dissipation

The dissipative effects affecting the two-qubit system lead

to decoherence, which manifests itself in two ways. The sys-

tem experiences energy relaxation on a time scale tR5GR
21

(GR is the sum of the relaxation rates of the four diagonal

elements of the reduced density matrix; GR52(nQn and

Qn are the eigenvalues of the matrix that consists of the

tensor elements Rn ,m ,n ,m , n ,m51, . . . ,4!, called relaxation

time, into a thermal mixture of the system’s energy eigen-

states. Therefore, the diagonal elements of the reduced den-

sity matrix decay to the value given by the
Boltzmann factors. The quantum coherent dynamics of the
system are superimposed on the relaxation and decay on a

usually shorter time scale tw i j
5Gw i j

21 (i , j51, . . . ,4;iÞ j and

Gwnm
52ReRn ,m ,n ,m

1b ,2b ) termed dephasing time. Thus, dephas-

ing causes the off-diagonal terms ~coherences! of the reduced
density matrix to tend towards zero.

First, we investigate the incoherent relaxation of the two-
qubit system out of an eigenstate. At long times, the system
is expected to reach thermal equilibrium, req5(1/Z)e2bH.
Special cases are T50, where req equals the projector on

FIG. 5. Plot of the occupation

probability of the four eigenstates

uE1&, uE2&, uE3&, and uE4& for

initially starting in one of the

eigenstates uE1& ~first row!, uE2&
~second row!, or uE3& ~third row!

at T50. The left column illus-

trates the case of two qubits cou-

pling to one common bath and the

right column the case of two qu-

bits coupling to two distinct baths.

The energies K, e , and h are all

fixed to Es . The characteristic

time scale ts is ts51/ns .
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the ground state and T→` , where all eigenstates are occu-

pied with the same probability, i.e., req5(1/4)1̂. Figures 5

and 6 illustrate the relaxation of the system prepared in one
of the four eigenstates for temperatures T50 and T

521Ts respectively. The qubit energies K, e , and h are all
set to Es and a is set to a51023. From Fig. 1, one recog-
nizes relaxation into the eigenstate uE2&, the ground state for
this set of parameters.

At low temperatures (T50), we observe that for the case
of two distinct uncorrelated baths, a system prepared in one
of the four eigenstates always relaxes into the ground state.
In the case of two qubits coupling to one common bath, this
is not always the case, as can be seen in the upper left panels
of Figs. 5 and 6. This can be explained through our previous
observation, that the singlet is a protected subspace: Neither
the free nor, unlike in the case of distinct baths, the bath-
mediated dynamics couple the singlet to the triplet space.
Moreover, we can observe that relaxation to the ground state
happens by populating intermediate eigenstates with a lower
energy than the initial state the system was prepared in at t

50 ~cf. Fig. 1!.
For high temperatures (T.21Ts), the system thermalizes

into thermal equilibrium, where all eigenstates have equal
occupation probabilities. Again, in the case of one common
bath, thermalization of the singlet state is impeded and the
three eigenstates uE2& , uE3& and uE4& have equal occupation
probabilites of 1/3 after the relaxation time.

If the system is prepared in a superposition of eigenstates,
e.g., uE3& and uE4& as in Fig. 7, which are not in a protected
subspace, we observe coherent oscillations between the
eigenstates that are damped due to dephasing and after the
decoherence time, the occupation probability of the eigen-
states is given by the Boltzmann factors. This behavior is
depicted in Fig. 7. Here, for a51023, the cases of T50 and
T52.1Ts are compared. When the temperature is low
enough, the system will relax into the ground state uE2&, as
illustrated by the right column of Fig. 7. Thus, the occupa-

tion probability of the state (1/A2)(uE3&1uE4&) goes to
zero. Here, in the case of zero temperature, the decoherence

times for the case of one common or two distinct baths are of

the same order of magnitude. The left column illustrates the

behavior when the temperature is increased. At T52.1Ts ,

the system relaxes into an equally populated state on times

much shorter than for T50. For low temperatures, the char-

acteristic time scale for dephasing and relaxation is some-

what shorter for the case of one common bath (t1b/t2b

'0.9, for a51023). This can be explained by observing the

temperature dependence of the rates shown in Fig. 8. Though

for the case of one common bath, two of the dephasing rates

are zero at T50, the remaining rates are always slightly

bigger for the case of one common bath compared to the case

of two distinct baths. If the system is prepared in a general

superposition, here uE3& and uE4& , nearly all rates become

important thus compensating the effect of the two rates that
are approximately zero at zero temperature and leading to
faster decoherence.

If a and, therefore, the strength of the dissipative effects
is increased from a51023 to a51022, the observed coher-
ent motion is significantly damped. Variation of a leads to a
phase shift of the coherent oscillations, due to renormaliza-
tion of the frequencies @16#. However, in our case, the effects
of renormalization are very small, as discussed in Sec. IV E,
and cannot be observed in our plots.

D. Temperature dependence of the rates

Figure 8 displays the dependence of typical dephasing
rates and the relaxation rate GR on temperature. These deco-
herence rates are the inverse decoherence times. The rates
are of the same magnitude for the cases of one common bath
and two distinct baths. As a notable exception, in the case of
one common bath, the dephasing rates Gw21

5Gw12
go to zero

when the temperature is decreased, while all other rates satu-
rate for T→0. This phenomenon is explained later on. If the
temperature is increased from Ts5(h/kB)ns54.831022 K,
the increase of the dephasing and relaxation rates follows a
power-law dependence. It is linear in temperature T with a
slope given by the prefactors of the expression in the Red-

FIG. 6. Plot of the occupation

probability of the four eigenstates

uE1&, uE2&, uE3&, and uE4& for

initially starting in one of the

eigenstates uE1& ~upper row! or

uE2& ~lower row! at T521Ts .

The left column illustrates the

case of two qubits coupling to one

common bath and the right col-

umn the case of two qubits cou-

pling to two distinct baths. The

energies K, e, and h are all fixed

to Es . The characteristic time

scale ts is ts51/ns .
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62 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

FIG. 7. Plot of the occupation probability P (1/A2)(uE3&1uE4&)(t) when starting in the initial state (1/A2)(uE3&1uE4&), which is a super-

position of eigenstates uE3& and uE4&. The first row shows the behavior for two qubits coupling to two uncorrelated baths. The lower row

shows the behavior for two qubits coupled to one common bath. The qubit parameters e , h , and K are set to Es and a is set to a
51023. The inset resolves the time scale of the coherent oscillations.

FIG. 8. Log-log plot of the

temperature dependence of the

sum of the four relaxation rates

and selected dephasing rates. Qu-

bit parameters K, e , and h are all

set to Es and a51023. The upper

panel shows the case of one com-

mon bath and the lower panel the

case of two distinct baths. At the

characteristic temperature of ap-

proximately 0.1Ts , the rates in-

crease very steeply.
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field rates that depends on temperature. At temperature T

'0.1Ts , the rates show a sharp increase for both cases. This
roll-off point is set by the characteristic energy scale of the
problem, which in turn is set by the energy bias e , the trans-
mission matrix element h , and the coupling strength K. For
the choice of parameters in Fig. 8, the characteristic energy
scale expressed in temperature is T'0.1Ts .

Note that there is also dephasing between the singlet and
the triplet states. When the system is prepared ~by applica-
tion of a suitable interaction! in a coherent superposition of
singlet and triplet states, the phase evolves coherently. Then
two possible decoherence mechanisms can destroy phase co-
herence. First, ‘‘flipless’’ dephasing processes, where ^E& re-
mains unchanged. These flipless dephasing processes are de-
scribed by the terms for v,m ,vnk→0 in the rates, Eqs. ~16!
and ~18!. Obviously, these terms vanish for T→0, as the
low-frequency component of Ohmic Gaussian noise is
strictly thermal. Second, relaxation due to emission of a bo-
son to the bath is also accompanied by a loss of phase co-
herence. This process in general has a finite rate at T50.
This explains the T dependence of the rates in the single-bath
case: uE1& alone is protected from the environment. As there
are incoherent transitions between the triplet eigenstates even
at T50, the relative phase of a coherent oscillation betweeen
uE1& and any of those is randomized, and the decoherence
rates Gw3/4,1

are finite even at T50. As a notable exception,

uE2&, the lowest-energy state in the triplet subspace, can
only be flipped through absorption of energy, which implies
that the dephasing rate Gw21

also vanishes at low temperature.

The described behavior can be observed in Fig. 8.
If the parameters e and h are tuned to zero, thus K being

the only nonvanishing parameter in the Hamiltonian, all
dephasing and relaxation rates will vanish for T50 in the

case of one common bath. This behavior is depicted in Fig.

9. It originates from the special symmetries of the Hamil-

tonian in this case and the fact that for this particular two-

qubit operation, the system Hamiltonian and the coupling to

the bath are diagonal in the same basis. This special case is

of crucial importance for the quantum gate operation as de-

scribed in Sec. V and affects the gate quality factors.

E. Renormalization effects

Next to causing decoherence, the interaction with the bath

also renormalizes the qubit frequencies. This is mostly due to

the fast bath modes, and can be understood analogous to the

Franck-Condon effect, the Lamb shift, or the adiabatic renor-

malization @30#. Renormalization of the oscillation frequen-

cies vnm is controlled by the imaginary part of the Redfield
tensor @16#

vnm→ṽnmªvnm2ImRnmnm . ~19!

Note that ImRnmnm52ImRmnmn due to the fact that the cor-
relators in the Golden Rule expressions have the same parity.
The imaginary part of the Redfield tensor is given by

ImG
,mnk
(1)

5C
,mnk
1b,2b

1

p\
PE

0

`

dv J~v !S 1

v2
2vnk

2 D
3@coth~b\v/2!vnk2v# ~20!

and

FIG. 9. Plot of the temperature

dependence of the sum of the four

relaxation rates and selected

dephasing rates. Qubit parameters

e and h are set to 0, K is set to

Es , and a51023 corresponding

to the choice of parameters used

for the UXOR operation. The upper

panel shows the case of one com-

mon bath and the lower panel the

case of two distinct baths. In the

case of one common bath the sys-

tem will experience no dissipative

effects at T50.
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64 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

ImG
,mnk
(2)

5C
,mnk
1b,2b

1

p\
PE

0

`

dv J~v !S 1

v2
2v

,m
2 D

3@coth~b\v/2!v,m1v# , ~21!

where P denotes the principal value, and C
,mnk
1b,2b are prefac-

tors defined, in the case of two distinct baths, according to

C
,mnk
2b

5
1
4 @sz ,,m

(1) sz ,nk
(1)

1sz ,,m
(2) sz ,nk

(2) # and in the case of one

common bath C
,mnk
1b

5
1
4 L . Here, for simplicity, we assumed

a15a25a and thus, J1(v)5J2(v)5J(v). Evaluation of

the integral leads to the following expression for G
,mnk
(1) :

ImG
,mnk
(1)

5C
,mnk
1b,2b

avc
2vnk

2p~vc
2
1vnk

2 !
Fc~11c2!1c~c2!

22Re@c~ ic1!#2p
vc

vnk
G , ~22!

with c1ª(b\vnk)/(2p) and c2ª(b\vc)/(2p). In the

case of G
,mnk
(2) , the expression is

ImG
,mnk
(2)

5C
,mnk
1b,2b

avc
2v,m

2p~vc
2
1v

,m
2 !

Fc~11c2!1c~c2!

22Re@c~ ic1!#1p
vc

v,m
G , ~23!

with c1ª(v,mb\)/(2p). The terms in Eqs. ~22! and ~23!
which are linear in vc give no net contribution to the imagi-
nary part of the Redfield tensor @16#. To illustrate the size of
the renormalization effects, the ratio of the renormalization
effects to the frequencies which are renormalized is depicted
in Fig. 10.

If c1 and c2 are large, and the digamma functions can be
approximated by a logarithm, the resulting expression for the
renormalization effects will be independent of temperature.

The temperature dependence of Eqs. ~22! and ~23! at higher
temperatures, where c1 and c2 are small and the renormal-
ization effects are very weak, is shown in Fig. 10. The rates
~22! and ~23! diverge logarithmically with vc in analogy to
the well-known ultraviolet-divergence of the spin boson
model @30#. When comparing the left (T50) and right (T

52.1Ts) panel, one recognizes that for the first case, one
common bath gives somewhat smaller renormalization ef-
fects than two distinct baths, while in the second case for T

52.1Ts , the renormalization effects deviate only slightly
~see the behavior for v23) and the renormalization effects are
smaller for the case of two distinct baths. The effects of
renormalization are always very small @ uIm(Rn ,m ,n ,m)/vnmu
below 1% for our choice of parameters# and are therefore,
neglected in our calculations. However, having calculated
Eqs. ~22! and ~23!, these are easily incorporated in our nu-
merical calculations. The case of large renormalization ef-
fects is discussed in Ref. @31#.

We only plotted the size of the renormalization effects for
v12 , v14 , and v34 , because in general, all values of vnk are
of the same magnitude and give similar plots. The size of the
renormalization effects diverges linearly with a , the dimen-
sionless parameter that describes the strength of the dissipa-
tive effects.

For flux qubits, the cutoff frequency vc is given by the
circuit properties. For a typical first order low-pass LR filter
@32# in a qubit circuit @13#, one can insert R550 V ~typical
impedance of coaxial cables! and L'1 nH ~depends on the
length of the circuit lines! into vLR5R/L , and gets that
vLR'531010 Hz. vLR is the largest frequency in the prob-
lem ~see again Ref. @13#, Chap. 4.5! and vc@vLR should
hold. Then vc'1013 Hz (5104Es) as cutoff frequency is a
reasonable assumption.

V. GATE QUALITY FACTORS

In Sec. IV, we evaluated the dephasing and relaxation
rates of the two-qubit system that is affected by a dissipative

FIG. 10. The left plot depicts the ratio of the renormalization effects and the corresponding transition frequencies. Parameters: a
51023, T50, and vc /vs is varied between 102 and 105 for several frequencies (v12 , v14 , and v23) for the case of two baths and in the

case of v23 also for the case of one common bath. The parameters for the right plot are a51023, T52.1Ts , and vc /vs is varied between

103 and 105. The inset of the left plot shows a log-log plot of the temperature dependence of the renormalization effects. Here a51023 and

vc51013. Note that for small temperatures the renormalization effects do not depend on temperature. ~This is elucidated further in Sec.

IV E.! The plots are scaled logarithmically to emphasize the logarithmic divergence of the renormalization effects with vc .
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environment. Furthermore, we visualized the dynamics of
the two-qubit system. This does not yet allow a full assess-
ment of the performance as a quantum logic element. These
should perform unitary gate operations and based on the
rates alone, one can not judge how well quantum gate opera-
tions might be performed with the two-qubit system. There-
fore, to get a quantitative measure of how our setup behaves
when performing a quantum logic gate operation, one can
evaluate gate quality factors @33#. The performance of a two-
qubit gate is characterized by four quantities: the fidelity,
purity, quantum degree, and entanglement capability. The fi-
delity is defined as

F5

1

16 (
j51

16

^C in
j uUG

1rG
j UGuC in

j &, ~24!

where UG is the unitary matrix describing the desired ideal
gate and the density matrix obtained from attempting a quan-

tum gate operation in a hostile environment is rG
j

5r(tG),

which is evaluated for all initial conditions r(0)

5uC in
j &^C in

j u . The fidelity is a measure of how well a quan-

tum logic operation was performed. Without dissipation, the

reduced density matrix rG
j after performing the quantum gate

operation, applying UG and the inverse UG
1 would equal

r(0). Therefore, the fidelity for the ideal quantum gate op-
eration should be 1.

The second quantifier is the purity

P5

1

16 (
j51

16

tr„~rG
j !2…, ~25!

which should be 1 without dissipation and 1/4 in a fully
mixed state. The purity characterizes the effects of decoher-
ence.

The third quantifier, the quantum degree, is defined as the
maximum overlap of the resulting density matrix after the
quantum gate operation with the maximally entangled states,
the Bell states

Q5max
j ,k

^Cme
k urG

j uCme
k & , ~26!

where the Bell states Cme
k are defined according to

uCme
00

5

u↓↓&1u↑↑&

A2
, uCme

01
5

u↓↑&1u↑↓&

A2
, ~27!

uCme
10

5

u↓↓&2u↑↑&

A2
, uCme

11
5

u↓↑&2u↑↓&

A2
. ~28!

For an ideal entangling operation, e.g., the controlled-NOT

gate, the quantum degree should be one. The quantum degree
characterizes nonlocality. It has been shown @34# that all den-
sity operators that have an overlap with a maximally en-
tangled state that is larger than the value 0.78 @17# violate the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality and are thus nonlo-
cal.

The fourth quantifier, the entanglement capability C, is the
smallest eigenvalue of the partially transposed density matrix

for all possible unentangled input states uC in
j & . ~see below!.

It has been shown @35# to be negative for an entangled state.
This quantifier should be 20.5, e.g., for the ideal UXOR , thus
characterizing a maximally entangled final state. Two of the
gate quality factors, namely, the fidelity and purity might
also be calculated for single-qubit gates @12#. However, en-
tanglement can only be observed in a system of at least two
qubits. Therefore, the quantum degree and entanglement ca-
pability cannot be evaluated for single-qubit gates.

To form all possible initial density matrices, needed to
calculate the gate quality factors, we use the 16 unentangled

product states uC in
j & , j51, . . . ,16 defined @17# according to

uCa&1uCb&2 (a ,b51, . . . ,4), with uC1&5u↓& , uC2&5u↑& ,

uC3&5(1/A2)(u↓&1u↑&), and uC4&5(1/A2)(u↓&1iu↑&).
They form one possible basis set for the superoperator nG

with r(tG)5nGr(0) @17,33#. The states are chosen to be
unentangled for being compatible with the definition of C.

A. Implementation of two-qubit operations

1. Controlled phase-shift gate

To perform the controlled-NOT operation, it is necessary
to be able to apply the controlled phase-shift operation to-
gether with arbitrary single-qubit gates. In the computational
basis (u00&,u01&,u10&,u11&), the controlled phase-shift opera-
tion is given by

UCZ~w !5S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 e iw

D , ~29!

and for w5p , up to a global phase factor,

UCZ5expS i
p

4
sz

(1)D expS i
p

4
sz

(2)D expS i
p

4
sz

(1)sz
(2)D .

~30!

Note that in Eq. ~30! only sz operations, which commute
with the coupling to the bath, are needed. The controlled
phase-shift operation together with two Hadamard gates and
a single-qubit phase-shift operation then gives the controlled-
NOT gate.

2. Controlled-NOT gate

Due to the fact that the set consisting of the UXOR ~or
controlled-NOT! gate and the one-qubit rotations, is complete
for quantum computation @36#, the UXOR gate is a highly
important two-qubit gate operation. Therefore we further in-
vestigate the behavior of the four gate quality factors in this
case. The UXOR operation switches the second bit, depending
on the value of the first bit of a two bit system. In the com-
putational basis, this operation has the following matrix
form:
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66 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

UXOR5S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

D . ~31!

Up to a phase factor, the two-qubit UXOR ~or CNOT! operation
can be realized by a sequence of five single-qubit and one
two-qubit quantum logic operations. Each of these six opera-
tions corresponds to an appropriate Hamiltonian undergoing
free unitary time evolution exp@2(i/\)Hopt# . The single-
qubit operations are handled with Bloch-Redfield formalism,
like the two-qubit operations. We assume dc pulses ~instan-
taneous on and off switching of the Hamiltonian with zero
rise time of the signal! or rectangular pulses

UXOR5expF2i
p

2 S sx
(2)

1sz
(2)

A2
D GUCZ~p !

3expS i
p

2
sz

(1)D expF2i
p

2 S sx
(2)

1sz
(2)

A2
D G ,

~32!

where UCZ(p) is given by Eq. ~30!. This generic implemen-
tation has been chosen in order to demonstrate the compari-
son to other coupling schemes @17# as well as for computa-
tional convenience, it is not necessarily the optimum scheme
for application under cryogenic conditions, where slow rise-
time ac pulses are preferred. Table I shows the parameters we
inserted into the one- and two-qubit Hamiltonian to receive
the UXOR operation. In our case, we assumed j5Es . How-
ever, there is no restriction in the use of other values for j .
For a typical energy scale of 1 GHz, the resulting times from
Table I are in the nanosecond range.

To better visualize the pulse sequence needed to perform
the quantum UXOR operation, which was already given in

Table I, Fig. 11 depicts the values of the elements of the
Hamiltonians. Interestingly enough, we find that for the only
two-qubit operation included in the UXOR operation, e and h
are zero. Thus, K is the only nonzero parameter and H2qb

assumes diagonal form. For flux qubits, implementing the
pulse sequence Fig. 11 involves negative and positive values
tuning the magnetic frustration through the qubit loop below
or above f 51/2. Note that, e.g., for realistic models of in-
ductively coupled flux qubits, it is very difficult to turn on
the interaction Hamiltonian between the two qubits without
the individual sz terms in the Hamiltonian. However, for the
pulse sequence given in Eq. ~32!, we might simply perform
the third, fourth, and fifth operations of Eq. ~32! at once
using only the Hamiltonian with both the individual sz terms
and the interqubit coupling.

To obtain the final reduced density matrix after perform-
ing the six unitary operations ~32!, we iteratively determine
the density matrix after each operation with Bloch-Redfield
theory and insert the attained resulting density matrix as ini-
tial density matrix into the next operation. This procedure is
repeated for all possible unentangled initial states given in
the preceding section. We inserted no additional time inter-
vals between the operations. This is usually needed, if one
applies Bloch-Redfield formalism, because it is known to
violate complete positivity on short time scales. However,
we circumvent this problem in our calculations by dropping
the memory after each operation, when we iteratively calcu-
late the reduced density matrix. This procedure may lead to
small inaccuracies as compared to using QUAPPI @17#, which,
however, should not affect our main conclusions.

B. Temperature dependence

1. Controlled phase-shift gate

We have analyzed the gate quality factors in the cases of
a common and of two distinct baths, respectively. In Fig. 12,
the temperature dependence of the deviations of the four gate
quality factors from their ideal values are depicted as a log-
log plot. At temperatures below T52.531022 K'0.5Ts ,
the purity and fidelity are clearly higher for the case of one
common bath, but if temperature is increased above this
characteristic threshold, fidelity and purity are slightly higher
for the case of two baths.

In the case of one common bath the fidelity, purity, and
entanglement capability are approaching their ideal value 1,

TABLE I. Parameters of the Hamiltonians which are needed to

perform the UXOR gate operation; only the nonzero parameters are

listed: j5Es in our case.

No. Operation Parameters (Es) Time ~s!

1 expF2i
p

2 Ssx
2
1sz

2

A2
D G e252j , D252j t15

A2

2j

2 expSi p

2
sz

1D e15j t25

1

2j

3 expSi p

4
sz

1sz
2D K5j t35

1

4j

4 expSi p

4
sz

2D e25j t45

1

4j

5 expSi p

4
sz

1D e15j t55

1

4j

6 expF2i
p

2 Ssx
2
1sz

2

A2
D G e252j , D252j t65

A2

2j

FIG. 11. Pulse sequence needed to perform the quantum UXOR

operation. Here, the elements of the unperturbed single- and two-

qubit Hamiltonian needed to perform a certain operation undergo-

ing free unitary time evolution are shown. The dotted horizontal

lines denote j50, and the horizontal lines are spaced by uju5Es .

The durations of each pulse are not equal in general t jÞt i , i , j

51, . . . ,6 ~cf. Table I!.
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when temperature goes to zero. This is related to the fact that
in the case of one common bath all relaxation and dephasing
rates vanish during the two-qubit step of the controlled
phase-shift gate due to the special symmetries of the Hamil-
tonian, when temperature goes to zero as depicted in Fig. 9.

The controlled phase-shift operation creates entangle-
ment. The creation of entanglement is impeded by decoher-
ence effects that vanish when temperature approaches zero.
Therefore, the entanglement capability exhibits the same be-
havior as the fidelity and purity. For zero dissipation (a
50), the quantum degree has the value 0.5 but the entangle-
ment capability is 20.5 thus, characterizing a maximum en-
tangled state. The reason is that the Bell-states, which are
generated by the controlled phase-shift gate from the input
states, result in a basis that is different from the used basis,
but can be transformed using only local transformations.

Furthermore, for finite dissipation, Fig. 9 shows that also
for the case of two distinct baths, there are only three non-
vanishing rates for T→0. The system, being prepared in one
of the 16 initial states, might relax into one of the eigenstates
that is an entangled state.

We observe the saturation of the deviation for the case of
two baths and can directly recognize the effects of the sym-
metries of the controlled phase-shift operation. For given a ,
the fidelity and purity cannot be increased anymore by low-
ering the temperature in the case of two distinct baths. Inter-
estingly enough, we find that for two qubits coupling to one
common bath, the situation is different for temperatures be-
low 0.5Ts . Above a temperature of Ts54.831022 K, the
decrease of the gate quality factors shows a linear depen-
dence on temperature for both cases of one common or two
distinct heat baths before it again saturates at about 102 K
'23103Ts . Finite decoherence effects in the fidelity, purity
and entanglement capability at T50 for the case of two dis-
tinct baths are resulting from the coupling of the system to
the environment of harmonic oscillators, which ~at T50) are

all in their ground states and can be excited through sponta-
neous emission. But for the case of one common bath, the
deviation from the ideal fidelity goes to zero, when tempera-
ture goes to zero. This is due to the special symmetries (K is
the only nonvanishing parameter in the two-qubit operation!
of the Hamiltonian, which rules out spontaneous emission.
These symmetries are also reflected in the temperature de-
pendence of the rates, Fig. 9. There, for one common bath,
all rates vanish for T→0. Note that these rates only describe
the two-qubit part of the operation. However, the single-
qubit part behaves similarly, because the terms in the single-
qubit Hamiltonian are also }sz .

2. Controlled-NOT gate

Different to the preceding section, we now add two
single-qubit operations ~Hadamard gates! to the controlled
phase-shift operation that do not commute with the coupling
to the bath. In Fig. 13, the deviations of the gate quality
factors from their ideal values are depicted as a log-log plot.
Again, at temperatures below T52.531022 K'0.5Ts , the
purity and fidelity are higher for the case of one common
bath, but if temperature is increased above this characteristic
threshold, fidelity and purity are higher for the case of two
baths. Note that, we have chosen a rather large a , this value
can substantially be improved by means of engineering @13#.
The fidelity and purity are clearly higher for the case of one
common bath, when temperature is decreased below 0.5Ts .
This is related to the fact that in the case of one common
bath, all relaxation and dephasing rates vanish during the
two-qubit-step of the UXOR , due to the special symmetries of
the Hamiltonian, when temperature goes to zero as discussed
in the preceding paragraph. However, the quantum degree
and the entanglement capability tend towards the same value
for both the case of one common and two distinct baths. This
is due to the fact that both quantum degree and entanglement
capability are, different than fidelity and purity, not defined

FIG. 12. Log-log plot of the

temperature dependence of the de-

viations of the four gate quantifi-

ers from their ideal values after

performing the controlled phase-

shift ~CPHASE! gate operation. In

all cases, a5a15a251023. The

full curves are provided as guides

to the eye.
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68 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

as mean values but rather characterize the ‘‘best’’ possible
case of all given input states. This results in the same value
for both cases.

In the recent work by Thorwart and Hänggi @17#, the

UXOR gate was investigated for a sy
(i)

^ sy
( j) coupling scheme

and one common bath. They find a pronounced degradation
of the gate performance, in particular, the gate quality factors
only weakly depend on temperature. They set the strength of
the dissipative effects to a51024. Their choice of param-
eters was e'10Es , D'1Es , and K'0.5Es which is on the
same order of magnitude as the values given in Table I. As
can be seen in Fig. 13, we also observe only a weak decrease
of the gate quality factors for both the cases of one common
bath and two distinct baths in the same temperature range
discussed by Thorwart and Hänggi, both for a51023 and
a51024 and overall substantially better values. This is due

to the fact that for sy
(i)

^ sy
( j) coupling, the Hamiltonian does

not commute with the coupling to the bath during the two-
qubit steps of the UXOR pulse sequence.

We observe the saturation of the deviation for both the
cases of two baths and one common bath. For given a , the
fidelity and purity can not be increased anymore by lowering
the temperature, different from the behavior for the con-
trolled phase-shift gate that was discussed in the preceding
section. This is due to the application of the Hadamard gate
whose Hamiltonian does not commute with the coupling to
the bath. Above a temperature of Ts , the decrease of the gate
quality factors shows a linear dependence on temperature for
both cases. Here, different from the controlled phase-shift
gate, we observe finite decoherence effects in all four gate
quantifiers also at T50, both for the case of one common or
two distinct heat baths. These decoherence effects are result-
ing from the coupling of the system to the environment of
harmonic oscillators, which ~at T50) are all in their ground
states and can be excited through spontaneous emission as
already described above.

The dotted line in Fig. 13 shows that the temperature has
to be less than about T521Ts51 K in order to obtain values
of the quantum degree being larger than Q'0.78. Only then,
the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality is violated and
nonlocal correlations between the qubits occur as described
in Ref. @17#.

C. Dependence on the dissipation strength

The deviations from the ideal values of the gate quantifi-
ers possess a linear dependence on a as expected. Generally
~if no special symmetries of the Hamiltonian are present!,
there are always finite decoherence effects also at T50.
Therefore, we can not improve the gate quality factors below
a certain saturation value, when lowering the temperature
@17#, as was also discussed in the preceding section. By bet-
ter isolating the system from the environment and by care-
fully engineering the environment @13#, one can decrease the
strength of the dissipative effects characterized by a . In or-
der to obtain the desired value of 0.999 99 for F, P, and Q

@17#, a needs to be below 1026 at T50.21Ts510 mK.

D. Time resolved controlled-NOT operation

To investigate the anatomy of the UXOR quantum logic
operation, we calculated the occupation probabilities of the
singlet/triplet states after each of the six operations, of which
the UXOR consists. This time resolved picture of the dynam-
ics of the two-qubit system, when performing a gate opera-
tion, gives insight into details of our implementation of the
UXOR operation and the dissipative effects that occur during
the operation. Thus, we are able to characterize the physical
process, which maps the input density matrix r0 to rout in an
open quantum system @33#. When the system is prepared in
the state u↓↓&5u00&, the UXOR operation ~31! does not alter
the initial state and after performing the UXOR operation, the
final state should equal the initial state u↓↓&5u00&. This can

FIG. 13. Log-log plot of the

temperature dependence of the de-

viations of the four gate quantifi-

ers from their ideal values after

performing the UXOR gate opera-

tion. In all cases, a5a15a2

51023. The dotted line indicates

the upper bound set by the

Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt in-

equality. The full curves are pro-

vided as guides to the eye.
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clearly be observed in Fig. 14. During the UXOR operation,
occupation probabilities of the four states change according
to the individual operations given in Eq. ~32!. At T521Ts ,
the case of two baths differs significantly from the case of
one common bath. After the third operation ~the two-qubit
operation; only there the distinction between one common or
two distinct baths makes sense!, occupation probabilities are
different for both environments resulting in a less ideal result
for the case of two baths.

In Fig. 14, the resulting state after performing the UXOR

operation always deviates more from the ideal value ~for a
50, i.e., no dissipation! for the case of two distinct baths, if
all other parameters are fixed and set to the same values for
both cases. The state P u00& is less close to the ideal occupa-
tion probability one and the other singlet/triplet states are

also less close to their ideal value for the case of two distinct

baths. The case of two distinct baths also shows bigger de-

viations from the ideal case (a50) during the UXOR opera-

tion ~see Fig. 14!. But, if the system is initially prepared in

the state u↑↑&5u11&, the case of two distinct baths shows
bigger deviations from the ideal case during the UXOR opera-
tion, while the resulting state is closer to the ideal case for
two distinct baths compared to one common bath.

In Figs. 14 and 15, it looks like there would be no deco-
herence effects ~or at least much weaker decoherence effects!
after performing the ~first two! single-qubit operations. How-
ever, not all input states are affected by the decoherence
effects the same way. And when we regard all possible input
states, there are finite decoherence effects. This can be ex-
plained with Fig. 16. Figure 16 depicts the time resolved

FIG. 14. Time resolved UXOR

operation. The system is initially

prepared in the state u00&. Occu-

pation probabilities of the singlet/

triplet states are shown after

completion of a time step t i (i

51, . . . ,6). For a5a15a2

51022 and T521Ts51 K clear

deviations from the ideal case can

be observed. Qubit parameters are

set according to Table I. The lines

are provided as guides to the eye.

FIG. 15. Time resolved UXOR

operation. The system is initially

prepared in the state u11&. Occu-

pation probabilities of the singlet/

triplet states are shown after

completion of a time step t i (i

51, . . . ,6). For a5a15a2

51022 and T521Ts51 K, de-

viations from the ideal case can be

observed. Qubit parameters are set

according to Table I. The lines are

provided as guides to the eye.
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70 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

purity when performing the UXOR operation. We clearly ob-
serve that there are finite decoherence effects for the first
single-qubit operations in Eq. ~32! as well. The difference
between the single-qubit and two-qubit operations is the
steeper decrease of the purity due to stronger decoherence in
the case of the two-qubit operation. The upper panel in Fig.
16 depicts the behavior of the purity for T→0. Decoherence
due to the sz terms in the Hamiltonian will vanish for T

→0 in the case of one common bath.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a full analysis of the dynamics and decoher-
ence properties of two solid-state qubits coupled to each
other via a generic type of Ising coupling and coupled, more-
over, either to a common bath, or two independent baths.

We calculated the dynamics of the system and evaluated
decoherence times. From the temperature dependence of the
decoherence rates ~Fig. 8!, we conclude that both types of
environments show a similar behavior; however, in the case
of one common bath, two of the decoherence rates are zero,
and the remaining ones are slightly larger than in the case of
two distinct baths. This temperature dependence is also re-
flected in the characteristics of the gate quality factors from
quantum information theory, which are introduced as robust

measures of the quality of a quantum logic operation. We
illustrate that the gate quality factors depend linearly on a ,
as expected. The time resolved UXOR operation ~Figs. 14 and
15! again illustrates the difference between one common and
two distinct baths, and moreover, we observe that single-
qubit decoherence effects }sz during the UXOR operation are
weak. The time scales of the dynamics of the coupled two
qubit system are comparable to the time scales, which were
already observed in experiments and discussed in the litera-
ture @13#.

The question, whether one common bath or two distinct
baths are less destructive regarding quantum coherence can
not be clearly answered. For low enough temperatures, cou-
pling to one common bath yields better results. However,
when the temperature is increased, two distinct baths do bet-
ter; in both temperature regimes, though, the gate quantifiers
are only slightly different for both cases.

Compared to the work of Thorwart @17#, the interaction
part of our model Hamiltonian possesses symmetries ~the
Hamiltonian of the two-qubit operation and the errors com-
mute! that lead to better gate quality factors. Furthermore,
analysis of the symmetries and error sources of our model
system can lead to improved coupling schemes for solid-
state qubits. Milburn and co-workers on the other hand fo-
cused on comparison of classical and quantum mechanical
dynamics @15# and estimated the decoherence properties of
two coupled two-state systems.

Governale @16# determined the decoherence properties of
two coupled charge qubits whose Hamiltonian differs from

Eq. ~2! by the type of interqubit coupling, namely, sy
(1)

^ sy
(2) coupling. However, introducing the quality factors

gives a measure to judge how certain qubit designs perform
quantum gate operations.

As a next step, one should consider driving, to be able to
observe and discuss Rabi oscillations in systems of two
coupled qubits. It should be investigated, how the decoher-
ence properties are modified, if one adds more qubits to the
system.
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Abstract. On the way to solid-state quantum computing, overcoming decoherence
is the central issue. In this contribution, we discuss the modeling of decoherence of
a superonducting flux qubit coupled to dissipative electronic circuitry. We discuss
its impact on single qubit decoherence rates and on the performance of two-qubit
gates. These results can be used for designing decoherence-optimal setups.

1 Introduction

Quantum computation is one of the central interdisciplinary research themes
in present-day physics [1]. It promises a detailed understanding of the often
counterintuitive predictions of basic quantum mechanics as well as a quali-
tative speedup of certain hard computational problems. A generic, although
not necessarily exclusive, set of criteria for building quantum computers has
been put forward by DiVincenzo [2]. The experimental realization of quan-
tum bits has been pioneered in atomic physics, optics and NMR. There, the
approach is taken to use microscopic degrees of freedom which are well iso-
lated and can be kept quantum coherent over long times. Efficient controls
are attached to these degrees of freedom. Even though these approaches are
immensely succesful demonstrating elementary operations, it is not evident
how they can be scaled up to macroscopic computers.

Solid-state systems on the other hand have proven to be scalable in
present-day classical computers. Several proposals for solid-state based quan-

tum computers have been put forward, many of them in the context of su-
perconductors [3]. As solid-state systems contain a macroscopic number of
degrees of freedom, they are very sensitive to decoherence. Mastering and
optimizing this decoherence is a formidable task and requires deep under-
standing of the physical system under investigation. Recent experimental
success [4,5] suggests that this task can in principle be performed.

In this contribution, we are going to study decoherence of superconducting
qubits coupled to an electromagnetic environment which produces Johnson-
Nyquist noise. We show, how the decoherence properties can be engineered

B. Kramer (Ed.): Adv. in Solid State Phys. 43, pp. 763–778, 2003.
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by carefully designing the environmental impedance. We will discuss how the
decoherence affects the performance of a CNOT operation.

2 Superconducting Flux Qubits

Superconducting qubits [3,4,5,6] are very well suited for the task of solid-
state quantum computation, because two of the most obvious decoherence
sources in solid-state systems are supressed: Quasiparticle excitations experi-
ence an energy gap and phonons are frozen out at low temperatures [7]. The
computational Hilbert space is engineered using Josephson tunnel junctions
that are characterized by two competing energy scales: The Josephson cou-
pling of a junction with critical current Ic, EJ = IcΦ0/2π, and the charging
energy Ech = 2e2/CJ of a single Cooper pair on the geometric capacitance
CJ of the junction. Here Φ0 = h/2e is the superconducting flux quantum.
There is a variety of qubit proposals classified by the ratio of this ener-
gies. Whereas another contribution in this volume [8] focuses on the case
of charge qubits, Ech > EJ, this contribution is motivated by flux qubit
physics, EJ > Ech. However, most of the discussion has its counterpart in
other superconducting setups as well. Specifically, we discuss a three junction
qubit [6,9], a micrometer-sized low-inductance superconducting loop contain-
ing three Josephson tunnel junctions (Fig. 1). By applying an external flux
Φq a persistent supercurrent can be induced in the loop. For values where Φq
is close to a half-integer number of flux quanta, two states with persistent
currents of opposite sign are nearly degenerate but separated by an energy
barrier. We will assume here that the system is operated near Φq = 1

2Φ0. The

bias current control current

microwave current

Z
s
h (ω

)

a

b

c

qubit

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for measurements on a flux qubit. The qubit (center)
is a superconducting loop that contains three Josephson junctions. It is induc-
tively coupled to a DC-SQUID (a), and superconducting control lines for applying
magnetic fields at microwave frequencies (b) and static magnetic fields (c). The
DC-SQUID is realized with an on-chip shunt circuit with impedance Z(ω). The
circuits a)-c) are connected to filtering and electronics (not drawn)
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persistent currents in the classically stable states have here a magnitude Ip.
Tunneling through the barrier causes a coupling between the two states, and
at low energies the loop can be described by a Hamiltonian of a two state
system [6,9],

Ĥq =
ε

2
σ̂z +

∆

2
σ̂x, (1)

where σ̂z and σ̂x are Pauli matrices. The two eigenvectors of σ̂z correspond
to states that have a left or a right circulating current and will be denoted as
|L〉 and |R〉. The energy bias ε = 2Ip(Φq− 1

2Φ0) is controlled by the externally
applied field Φq. We follow [10] and define ∆ as the tunnel splitting at Φq =
1
2Φ0, such that ∆ = 2W with W the tunnel coupling between the persistent-

current states. This system has two energy eigen values ± 1
2

√
∆2 + ε2, such

that the level separation ν gives ν =
√
∆2 + ε2. In general ∆ is a function

of ε. However, it varies on the scale of the single junction plasma frequency,
which is much above the typical energy range at which the qubit is operated,
such that we can assume ∆ to be constant for the purpose of this paper.

In the experiments Φq can be controlled by applying a magnetic field
with a superconducting coil at a distance from the qubit and for local control
one can apply currents to superconducting lines, fabricated on-chip in the
vicinity of the qubit. The qubit’s quantum dynamics will be controlled with
resonant microwave pulses (i. e. by Rabi oscillations). In recent experiments
the qubits were operated at ε ≈ 5∆ or ε ≈ 0 [4,9]. The numerical values given
in this paper will concentrate on the former case. At this point, there is a
good trade-off between a system with significant tunneling, and a system with
σ̂z-like eigenstates that can be used for qubit-qubit couplings and measuring
qubit states [6]. The qubit has a magnetic dipole moment as a result of the
clockwise or counter-clockwise persistent current The corresponding flux in
the loop is much smaller than the applied flux Φq, but large enough to be
detected with a SQUID. This will be used for measuring the qubit states. For
our two-level system Eq. (1), this means that both manipulation and readout
couple to σ̂z . Consequently, the Nyquist noise produced by the necessary
external circuitry will couple in as flux noise and hence couple to σ̂z , giving
ε a small, stochastically time-dependent part δε(t).

Operation at ε ≈ 0 has the advantage that the flux noise leads to less
variation of ν. In the first experiments [4] this has turned out to be crucial
for observing time-resolved quantum dynamics. Here, the qubit states can be
measured by incorporating the qubit inside the DC-SQUID loop. While not
working that out in detail, the methods that we present can also be applied
for the analysis of this approach. This also applies to the analysis of the
impact of electric dipole moments, represented by σ̂x. With Ech � EJ , these
couple much less to the circuitry and will hence not be discussed here.

As the internal baths are well suppressed, the coupling to the electromag-
netic environment (circuitry, radiation noise) becomes a dominant source of
decoherence. This is a subtle issue: It is not possible to couple the circuitry
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arbitrarily weakly or seal the experimental setup, because it has to remain
possible to control the system. One rather has to engineer the electromagnetic
environment to combine good control with low unwanted back-action.

Any linear electromagnetic environment can be described by an effective
impedance Zeff . If the circuit contains Josephson junctions below their crit-
ical current, they can be included through their kinetic inductance Lkin =
Φ0/(2πIc cos φ̄), where φ̄ is the average phase drop across the junction. The
circuitry disturbs the qubit through its Johnson-Nyquist noise, which has
Gaussian statistics and can thus be described by an effective Spin-Boson
model [11]. In this model, the properties of the oscillator bath which forms
the environment are characterized through a spectral function J(ω), which
can be derived from the external impedance. Note, that other nonlinear ele-
ments such as tunnel junctions which can produce non-Gaussian shot noise
are generically not covered by oscillator bath models.

As explained above, the flux noise from an external circuit leads to ε =
ε0 + δε(t) in Eq. (1). We parametrize the noise δε(t) by its power spectrum

〈{δε(t), δε(0)}〉ω = h̄2J(ω) coth(h̄ω/2kBT ). (2)

Thus, from the noise properties calculated by other means one can find J(ω)
as was explained in Detail in [12]. In this contribution, we would like to out-
line an alternative approach pioneered by Leggett [13], where J(ω) is derived
from the classical friction induced by the environment. In reality, the com-
bined system of SQUID and qubit will experience fluctuations arising from
additional circuit elements at different temperatures, which can be treated
in a rather straightforward manner.

3 Decoherence from the Electromagnetic Environment

3.1 Characterizing the Environment from Classical Friction

We study a DC-SQUID in an electrical circuit as shown in Fig. 1. It contains
two Josephson junctions with phase drops denoted by γ1/2. We start by
looking at the average phase γex = (γ1 + γ2)/2 across the read-out SQUID.
Analyzing the circuit with Kirchhoff rules, we find the equation of motion

2CJ
Φ0

2π
γ̈ex = −2Ic,0 cos(γi) sin γex + Ibias −

Φ0

2π

∫
dt′γ̇ex(t

′)Y (t− t′). (3)

Here, γin = (γ1 − γ2)/2 is the dynamical variable describing the circulating
current in the loop which is controlled by the flux, Ibias is the bias current
imposed by the source, Y (ω) = Z−1(ω) is the admittance in parallel to the
whole SQUID and Y (τ) its Fourier transform. The SQUID is described by
the junction critical currents Ic,0 which are assumed to be equal, and their
capacitances CJ. We now proceed by finding a static solution which sets the
operation point γin/ex,0 and small fluctuations around them, δγin/ex. The
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static solution reads Ibias = Ic,eff sin γex,0 where Ic,eff = 2Ic,0 cos γin,0 is the
effective critical current of the SQUID. Linearizing Eq. 3 around this solution
and Fourier-transforming, we find that

δγex(ω) =
2πIb tan γin,0Zeff(ω)

iωΦ0
δγi(ω) (4)

where Zeff(ω) =
(
Z(ω)−1 + 2iωCJ + (iωLkin)−1

)−1
is the effective

impedance of the parallel circuit consisting of the Z(ω), the kinetic in-
ductance of the SQUID and the capacitance of its junctions. Neglecting
self-inductance of the SQUID and the (high-frequency) internal plasma
mode, we can straightforwardly substitute γin = πΦ/Φ0 and split it into
γin,0 = πΦx,S/Φ0 set by the externally applied flux Φx,S through the SQUID
loop and δγi = πMSQIQ/Φ0 where MSQ is the mutual inductance between
qubit and the SQUID and IQ(ϕ) is the circulating current in the qubit as a
function of the junction phases, which assumes values ±Ip in the classically
stable states.

In order to analyze the backaction of the SQUID onto the qubit in the
two-state approximation, Eq. (1), we have to get back to its full, continuous
description, starting from the classical dynamcis. These are equivalent to a
particle, whose coordinates are the two independent junction phases in the
three-junction loop, in a two-dimensional potential

C(Φ0/2π)2ϕ̈ = −∇U(ϕ, Φx,q + ISMSQ). (5)

The details of this equation are explained in [6]. C is the capacitance matrix
describing the charging of the Josephson junctions in the loop, U(ϕ) con-
tains the Josephson energies of the junctions as a function of the junction
phases and IS. is the ciculating current in the SQUID loop. The applied flux
through the qubit Φq is split into the flux from the external coil Φx,q and the
contribution form the SQUID. Using the above relations we find

ISMSQ = δΦcl − 2π2M2
SQI2B tan2 γin,0

Zeff

iωΦ2
0

IQ (6)

where δΦcl � MSQIc,0 cos γex,0 sin γin,0 is the non-fluctuating back-action
from the SQUID.

From the two-dimensional problem, we can now restrict ourselves to the
one-dimensional subspace defined by the preferred tunneling direction [6],
which is described by an effective phase ϕ. The potential restricted on this
direction, U1D(ϕ) has the form of a double well [11,14] with stable minima
situated at ±ϕ0. In this way, we can expand U1D(ϕ,Φq) � U(ϕ,Φq, x) +
IQ(ϕ)IQMSQ. Approximating the phase-dependence of the circulating current
as IQ(ϕ) ≈ Ipϕ/ϕ0 where Ip the circulating current in one of the stable
minima of ϕ, we end up with the classical equation of motion of the qubit
including the backaction and the friction induced from the SQUID
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[
−Ceff

(
Φ0

2π

)2

ω2 + 2π2M2
SQI2bias tan2 γin,0

ZeffI
2
p

iϕ0ωΦ2
0

]
ϕ

= −∂ϕU1D(ϕ,Φx,q + δΦcl). (7)

From this form, encoded as D(ω)ϕ(ω) = −∂U/∂ϕ we can use the prescription
given in [13] and identify the spectral function for the continuous, classical
model as Jcont = ImD(ω). From there, we can do the two-state approximation
for the particle in a double well [14] and find J(ω) in analogy to [12]

J(ω) =
(2π)

2

h̄ω

(
MSQIp

Φ0

)2

I2bias tan2
(
πΦ

Φ0

)
Re{Zeff(ω)}. (8)

3.2 Qubit Dynamics under the Influence of Decoherence

From J(ω), we can analyze the dynamics of the system by studying the
reduced density matrix, i.e. the density matrix of the full system where the
details of the environment have been integrated out, by a number of different
methods. The low damping limit, J(ω)/ω � 1 for all frequencies, is most
desirable for quantum computation. Thus, the energy-eigenstates of the qubit
Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), are the appropriate starting point of our discussion. In
this case, the relaxation rate Γr (and relaxation time τr) are determined
by the environmental spectral function J(ω) at the frequency of the level
separation ν of the qubit

Γr = τ−1
r =

1

2

(
∆

ν

)2

J
(ν

h̄

)
coth

(
ν

2kBT

)
, (9)

where T is the temperature of the bath. The dephasing rate Γφ (and dephas-
ing time τφ) is

Γφ = τ−1
φ =

Γr
2

+ 2πα
( ε

ν

)2 kBT

h̄
(10)

with α = limω→0 J(ω)/(2πω). These expressions have been derived in the
context of NMR [15] and recently been confirmed by a full path-integral
analysis [10]. In this paper, all rates are calculated for this regime.

For performing efficient measurement, one can afford to go to the strong
damping regime. A well-known approach to this problem, the noninteracting
blip approximation (NIBA) has been derived in [13]. This approximation
gives good predictions at degeneracy, ε = 0. At low |ε| > 0 it contains an
artifact predicting incoherent dynamics even at weak damping. At high bias,
ε  ∆ and at strong damping, it becomes asymptotically correct again. We
will not detail this approach here more, as it has been extensively covered in
[11,14].
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If J(ω) is not smooth but contains strong peaks the situation becomes
more involved: At some frequencies, J(ω) may fall in the weak and at others
in the strong damping limit. In some cases, whern J(ω) � ω holds at least
for ω ≤ Ω with some Ω  ν/h̄, this can be treated approximately: one can
first renormalize ∆eff through the high-frequency contributions [11] and then
perform a weak-damping approximation from the fixed-point Hamiltonian.
This is detailed in [16]. In the general case, more involved methods such as
flow equation renormalization [17] have to be used.

4 Engineering the Measurement Apparatus

From Eq. (8) we see that engineering the decoherence induced by the mea-
surement apparatus essentially means engineering Zeff . This includes also
the contributions due to the measurement apparatus. In this section, we are
going to outline and compare several options suggested in literature. We as-
sume a perfect current source that ramps the bias current Ibias through the
SQUID. The fact that the current source is non-ideal, and that the wiring to
the SQUID chip has an impedance is all modeled by the impedance Z(ω).
The wiring can be engineered such that for a very wide frequency range
the impedance Z(ω) is on the order of the vacuum impedance, and can be
modeled by its real part Rl. It typically has a value of 100 Ω.

4.1 R-Shunt

It has been suggested [18] to overdamp the SQUID by making the shunt cir-
cuit a simple resistor Z(ω) = RS with RS �

√
Lkin/2CJ. This is inspired by

an analogous setup for charge qubits, [3]. Following the parameters given in
[12], a SQUID with Ic,0 = 200nA at Φ/Φ0 � 0.75 biased at Ibias = 120nA, we
find Lkin � 2 · 10−9H . Together with CJ � 1fF, this means that the SQUID
is overdamped if R � Rmax = 1.4kΩ. Using Eq. 8, we find that this provides
an Ohmic environment with Drude-cutoff, J(ω) = αω/(1 + ω2/ω2

LR) where

ωLR = R/Lkin and α = (2π)2/h̄ (MSQIq/Φ0)
2 I2bias tan2(πΦ/Φ0)L

2
kin/RS. Us-

ing the parameters from [12], MSQIq/Φ0 = 0.002, we find αR = 0.08Ω and
ωLR/R = 8.3GHz/Ω. Thus, for our range of parameters (which essentially
correspond to weak coupling between SQUID and qubit), one still has low

damping of the qubit from the (internally overdamped) environment at rea-
sonable shunt resistances down to tens of Ohms. For such a setup, one can
apply the continuous weak measurement theory as it is outlined e.g. in [18].
This way, one can readily describe the readout through measurement of Zeff

which leaves the system on the superconducting branch. If one desires to read
out the state by monitoring the voltage at bias currents above the Ic,eff , our
analysis only describes the pre-measurement phase and at least shows that
the system is hardly disturbed when the current is ramped.
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4.2 Capacitive Shunt

Next, we consider a large superconducting capacitive shunt (Fig. 2a, as imple-
mented in [4,9]). The C shunt only makes the effective mass of the SQUID’s
external phase γex very heavy. The total impedance Zeff(ω) and J(ω) are
modeled as before, see Fig. 3. As limiting values, we find

Re{Zeff(ω)} ≈






ω2L2

J

Rl
, for ω � ωLC

Rl, for ω = ωLC
1

ω2C2

sh
Rl

, for ω  ωLC

(11)

We can observe that this circuit is a weakly damped LC-oscillator and
it is clear from (9) and (8) that one should keep its resonance frequency
ωLC = 1/

√
LJCsh, where Re{Zeff(ω)} has a maximum, away from the qubit’s

resonance ωres = ν/h̄. This is usually done by chosing ωLC � ωres. For a
C-shunted circuit with ωLC � ωres, this yields for J(ω ≈ ωLC)

J(ω) ≈ (2π)
2

h̄ω3

(
MIp
Φ0

)2

I2bias tan2
(
πΦ

Φ0

)
1

C2
shRl

(12)

The factor 1/ω3 indicates a natural cut-off for J(ω), which prevents the
ultraviolet divergence [11,10] and which in much of the theoretical litera-
ture is introduced by hand. Using Eq. (9), we can directly analyze mix-
ing times τr vs ωres for typical sample parameters (here calculated with the

Z
l(

ω
)≈

R
l

I
bias

C
sh

L
J

R
sh

δV

Z
l(

ω
)≈

R
l

I
bias

C
sh L

J δV

a

b

Fig. 2. Circuit models for the C-shunted DC-SQUID (a) and the RC-shunted DC-
SQUID (b). The SQUID is modeled as an inductance LJ . A shunt circuit, the
superconducting capacitor Csh or the Rsh-Csh series, is fabricated on chip very
close to the SQUID. The noise that couples to the qubit results from Johnson-
Nyquist voltage noise δV from the circuit’s total impedance Zeff . Zeff is formed by
a parallel combination of the impedances of the leads Zl, the shunt and the SQUID,
such that Z−1

eff = 1/Zl + 1/(Rsh + 1/iωCsh) + 1/iωLJ , with Rsh = 0 for circuit (a)
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Fig. 3. A typical Re{Zt(ω)} for the C-shunted SQUID (a) and the RC-shunted
SQUID (b), and corresponding J(ω) in (c) and (d) respectively. For comparison,
the dashed line in (c) shows a simple Ohmic spectrum, J(ω) = αω with exponential
cut off ωc/2π = 0.5 GHz and α = 0.00062. The parameters used here are Ip = 500
nA and T = 30 mK. The SQUID with 2Ico = 200 nA is operated at f = 0.75 π and
current biased at 120 nA, a typical value for switching of the C-shunted circuit (the
RC-shunted circuit switches at higher current values). The mutual inductance M
= 8 pH (i. e. MIp/Φ0 = 0.002). The shunt is Csh = 30 pF and for the RC shunt
Rsh = 10 Ω. The leads are modeled by Rl = 100 Ω

non-approximated version of Re{Zt(ω)}), see [12] for details. The mixing

rate is then Γr ≈ (2π∆/h̄)2 ω−5
res (MIp/Φ0)

2 I2bias tan2(πΦ/Φ0)(2h̄C
2
shRl)

−1

coth (h̄ωres/2kBT ). With the C-shunted circuit it seems possible to get τr
values that are very long. They are compatible with the ramp times of the
SQUID, but too slow for fast repetition rates. For the parameters used here
they are in the range of 15 µs. While this value is close to the desired order
of magnitude, one has to be aware of the fact that at these high switching
current values the linearization of the junction as a kinetic inductor may un-
derestimate the actual noise. In that regime, phase diffusion between different
minima of the washboard potential also becomes relevant and changes the
noise properties [19,20].

4.3 RC-Shunt

As an alternative we will consider a shunt that is a series combination of a
capacitor and a resistor (Fig. 2b) (RC-shunted SQUID). The RC shunt also
adds damping at the plasma frequency of the SQUID, which is needed for
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realizing a high resolution of the SQUID readout (i. e. for narrow switching-
current histograms) [19]. The total impedance Zt(ω) of the two measurement
circuits are modeled as in Fig. 2. For the circuit with the RC shunt

Re{Zt(ω)} ≈






ω2L2

J

Rl

, for ω � ωLC
≤ Rl, for ω = ωLC � 1

RshCsh

Rl//Rsh, for ω = ωLC  1
RshCsh

Rl//Rsh, for ω  ωLC

. (13)

The difference mainly concerns frequencies ω > ωLC , where the C-shunted
circuit has a stronger cutoff in Re{Zeff(ω)}, and thereby a relaxation rate,
that is several orders lower than for the RC-shunted circuit. Given the values
of J(ω) from Fig. 3 one can directly see from the values of that an RC-
shunted circuit with otherwise similar parameters yields at ωres/2π = 10
GHz relaxation times that are about four orders of magnitude shorter.

5 Coupled Qubits

So far, we have applied our modeling only to single qubits. In order to study
entanglement in a controlled way and to eventually perform quantum algo-
rithms, this has to be extended to coupled qubits.

5.1 Hamiltonian

There is a number of ways how to couple two solid-state qubits in a way which
permits universal quantum compuation. If the qubit states are given through
real spins, one typically obtains a Heisenberg-type exchange coupling. For
other qubits, the three components of the pseudo-spin typically correspond
to physically completely distinct variables. In our case, σ̂z corresponds to the
flux through the loop whereas σ̂x/y are charges. Consequently, one usually

finds Ising-type couplings. The case of σ̂
(1)
y ⊗ σ̂

(2)
y coupling, i.e. coupling by

a component which is orthogonal to all possible single-qubit Hamiltonians,
has been extensively studied [21,22], because this type is straightforwardly
realized as a tunable coupling of charge qubits [3]. We study the generic case
of coupling the “natural” variables of the pseudospin to each other, which
can be realized in flux qubits using a switchable superconducting transformer
[6,23], but has also been experimentally utilized for coupling charge qubits
by fixed capacitive interaction [24].

We model the Hamiltonian of a system of two qubits, coupled via Ising-
type coupling. Each of the two qubits is described by the Hamiltonian Eq.

(1). The coupling between the qubits is described by Ĥqq = −(K/2)σ̂
(1)
z ⊗

σ̂
(2)
z that represents e.g. inductive interaction. Thus, the complete two-qubit

Hamiltonian in the absence of a dissipative environment reads

Ĥ2qb = −1

2

∑

i=1,2

(
εiσ̂

(i)
z + ∆iσ̂

(i)
x

)
− 1

2
Kσ̂(1)z σ̂(2)z . (14)
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For two qubits, there are several ways to couple to the environment: Both
qubits may couple to a common bath such as picked up by coupling elements
[6]. Local readout and control electronics coupling to individual qubits [6]
can be described as coupling to two uncorrelated baths. In analogy to the
procedure described above, one can determine the spectral functions of these
baths by investigating the corresponding impedances.

In the case of two uncorrelated baths, the full Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ2b
2qb = Ĥ2qb +

∑

i=1,2

1

2
σ̂(i)z X̂(i) + ĤB1

+ ĤB2
, (15)

X̂(i) = ζ
∑
ν λνxν are collective coordinates of the bath. In the case of two

qubits coupling to one common bath we model our two qubit system in a
similar way with the Hamiltonian

Ĥ1b
2qb = Ĥ2qb +

1

2

(
σ̂(1)z + σ̂(2)z

)
X̂ + ĤB , (16)

where X̂ is a collective bath coordinate similar to above.

5.2 Rates

We can derive formulae for relaxation and dephasing rates similar to Eqs. (9)
and (10). Our Hilbert space is now four-dimensional. We label the eigenstates
as |E1〉 . . . |E4〉. We chose |E1〉 to be the singlet state (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) /

√
2, which

is always an eigenstate [25] whereas |E2〉 . . . |E4〉 are the energy eigenstates

in the triplet subspace, which are typically not the eigenstates of σ̂
(1)
z + σ̂

(2)
z .

As we have 4 levels, we have 6 independent possible quantum coherent os-
cillations, each of which has its own dephasing rate, as well as 4 relaxation
channels, one of which has a vanishing rate indicating the existence of a stable
thermal equilibrium point. The expressions for the rates, although of simi-
lar form as in Eqs. (9) and (10) are rather involved and are shown in [25].
Figure 4 displays the dependence of typical dephasing rates and the sum of
all relaxation rates ΓR on temperature for the case ∆ = ε = K = hνS with
νS = 1GHz. The rates are of the same magnitude for the case of one common
bath and two distinct baths. If the temperature is increased above the roll
off point set by the intrinsic energy scales, Ts = (h/kB)νs = 4.8 · 10−2 K,
where Es = 1GHz, the increase of the dephasing and relaxation rates follows
a linear dependence, indicating that the environmental fluctuations are pre-
dominantly thermal. As a notable exception, in the case of one common bath
the dephasing rates Γϕ21

= Γϕ12
go to zero when the temperature is decreased

while all other rates saturate for T → 0. This can be understood as follows:
the singlet state |E1〉 is left invariant by the Hamiltonian of coupled qubits
in a common bath, Eq. (16), i.e. it is an energy eigenstate left unaffected
by the environment. Superpositions of the singlet with another eigenstate
are usually still unstable, because the other eigenstate generally suffers from
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Fig. 4. Log-log plot of the temperature dependence of the sum of the four relaxation
rates and selected dephasing rates. Qubit parameters K, ε and η are all set to Es and
the bath is assumed to be Ohmic α = 10−3. The upper panel shows the case of one
common bath, the lower panel the case of two distinct baths. At the characteristic
temperature of approximately 0.1 · Ts the rates increase very steeply

decoherence. However, the lowest-energy state of the triplet subspace |E2〉
cannot decay by spontaneous emission and flip-less dephasing vanishes at
T = 0, hence the dephasing rate between eigenstates |E1〉 and |E2〉 vanishes
at low temperatures, see Fig. 4. As shown in [25], there can be more “pro-
tected” transitions of this kind if the qubit parameters are adjusted such that
the symmetry between the unperturbed qubit and the coupling to the bath
is even higher, e.g. at the working point for a CPHASE operation.

5.3 Gate Performance

The rates derived in the previous section are numerous and do strongly de-
pendend on the tunable parameters of the qubit. Thus, they do not yet allow
a full assesment of the performance as a quantum logic element. A quan-
titative measure of how well a two-qubit setup performs a quantum logic
gate operation are the gate quality factors introduced in [26]: the fidelity,
purity, quantum degree and entanglement capability. These factors charac-
terize the density matrices obtained after attempting to perform the gate
operation in a hostile environment, starting from all possible initial condi-
tions ρ(0) = |Ψ jin〉 〈Ψ

j
in|. To form all possible initial density matrices needed to

calculate the gate quality factors, we use the 16 unentangled product states
|Ψ jin〉, j = 1, . . . , 16 defined [22] according to |Ψa〉1 |Ψb〉2, (a, b = 1, . . . , 4), with

|Ψ1〉 = |0〉, |Ψ2〉 = |1〉, |Ψ3〉 = (1/
√

2)(|0〉+ |1〉), and |Ψ4〉 = (1/
√

2)(|0〉+i |1〉).
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They form one possible basis set for the superoperator νG which describes the
open system dynamics such that ρ(tG) = νGρ(0) [22,26]. The CNOT gate is
implemented using rectangular DC pulses and describing dissipation through
the Bloch-Redfield equation as described in [3,25].

The fidelity is defined as F = (1/16)
∑16
j=1 〈Ψ

j
in|U+

GρjGUG |Ψ jin〉. The fi-
delity is a measure of how well a quantum logic operation was performed.
Clearly, the fidelity for the ideal quantum gate operation is equal to 1. The

second quantifier is the purity P = (1/16)
∑16
j=1 tr

[
(ρjG)2

]
, which should be

1 in a pure and 1/4 in a fully mixed state. The purity characterizes the effects
of decoherence. The quantum degree measures nonlocality. It is defined as the
maximum overlap of the resulting density matrix after the quantum gate op-
eration with the maximally entangled Bell-states Q = maxj,k 〈Ψkme| ρjG |Ψkme〉.
For an ideal entangling operation, e.g. the CNOT gate, the quantum degree
should be 1. It has been shown [27] that all density operators that have an
overlap with a maximally entangled state that is larger than the value 0.78
[22] violate the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality and are thus
non-local. The entanglement capability C is the smallest eigenvalue of the
partially transposed density matrix for all possible unentangled input states
|Ψ jin〉. (see below). It has been shown [28] to be negative for an entangled state.
This quantifier should be -0.5, e.g. for the ideal CNOT, thus characterizing
a maximally entangled final state.

In Fig. 5, the deviations due to decoherence of the gate quality factors
from their ideal values are shown. Similar to most of the rates, all gate quality
factors saturate at temperatures below a threshold set by the qubit energy
scales. The deviations grow linearily at higher temperatures until they reach
their theoretical maximum. Comparing the different coupling scenarios, we
see that at low temperatures, the purity and fidelity are higher for the case
of one common bath, but if temperature is increased above this threshold,
fidelity and purity are approximately equal for both the case of one common
and two distinct baths. This is related to the fact that in the case of one
common bath all relaxation and dephasing rates vanish during the two-qubit-
step of the CNOT (see [25] for details), due to the special symmetries of
the Hamiltonian, when temperature goes to zero as discussed above. Still,
the quantum degree and the entanglement capability tend towards the same
value for both the case of one common and two distinct baths. This is due to
the fact that both quantum degree and entanglement capability are, different
than fidelity and purity, not defined as mean values but rather characterize
the “best” possible case of all given input states.

In the recent work by Thorwart and Hänggi [22], the CNOT gate was

investigated for a σ̂
(i)
y ⊗ σ̂

(j)
y coupling scheme and one common bath. They

find a pronounced degradation of the gate performance with gate quality fac-
tors only weakly depending on temperature. If we set the dissipation and the
intrinsic energy scale to the same values as in their work, we also observe
only a weak decrease of the gate quality factors for both the case of one com-
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Fig. 5. Log-log plot of the temperature dependence of the deviations of the four
gate quantifiers from their ideal values. Here the temperature is varied from ≈ 0 to
2 ·Es. In all cases α = α1 = α2 = 10−3. The dotted line indicates the upper bound
set by the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality

mon bath and two distinct baths in the same temperature range discussed
by Thorwart and Hänggi. However, see Fig. 5, overall we find substantially
better values. This is due to the fact that for σ̂y ⊗ σ̂y coupling, the Hamilto-
nian does not commute with the coupling to the bath during the two-qubit
steps of the pulse sequence, i.e. the symmetries of the coupling to the bath
and the inter-qubit coupling are not compatible. The dotted line in Fig. 5
shows that already at comparedly high temperature, about 20 qubit ener-
gies, a quantum degree larger than Q ≈ 0.78 can be achieved. Only then, the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality is violated and non-local correlations
between the qubits occur as described in [22]. Thus, even under rather mod-
est requirements on the experimental setup which seem to be feasible with
present day technology, it appears to be possible to demonstrate nonlocality
and entanglement between superconducting flux qubits.

6 Summary

It has been outlined, how one can model the decoherence of an electromag-
netic environment inductively coupled to a superconducting flux qubit. We
have exemplified a procedure based on analyzing the classical friction induced
by the environment for the specific case of the read-out SQUID. It is shown
that the SQUID can be effectively decoupled from the qubit if no bias cur-
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rent is applied. The effect of the decoherence on relaxation and dephasing
rates of single qubits has been discussed as well as the gate performance of
coupled qubits. We have shown that by carefully engineering the impedance
and the symmetry of the coupling, one can reach excellent gate quality which
complies with the demands of quantum computation.
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The decoherence of an asymmetric two-qubit system that is coupled via a variable interaction term to a

common bath or two individual baths of harmonic oscillators is examined. The dissipative dynamics are

evaluated using the Bloch-Redfield formalism. It is shown that the behavior of the decoherence effects is

affected mostly by the symmetries between the qubit operator that is coupled to the environment and the

temperature, whereas the differences between the two bath configurations are very small. Moreover, it is

elaborated that small imperfections of the qubit parameters do not necessarily lead to a drastic enhancement of

the decoherence rates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.72.052314 PACS number�s�: 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Yz, 05.40.�a, 85.25.�j

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computation provides a substantial speedup for
several important computational tasks �1–4�. A general quan-
tum bit �qubit� consists of a two level quantum system with
a controllable Hamiltonian of sufficient generality to imple-
ment a universal set of quantum logic gates �5�. From such a
set, an arbitrary quantum algorithm can be implemented to
any desired accuracy limited only by decoherence. A univer-
sal two qubit system requires just single-qubit rotations and
one additional entangling two qubit gate. One important ex-
ample for an entangling two qubit gate is the controlled-NOT
�CNOT� gate that switches the state of the second qubit de-
pending on the state of the first qubit.

Superconducting Josephson charge and persistent current
�flux� qubits have been shown to possess the necessary prop-
erties �4� to act as quantum bits. They have been manipulated
coherently and coherence times in the �s range have been
demonstrated experimentally �6–12� with a corresponding
quality factor of quantum coherence of up to Q��104 �10�.
In a two qubit system, where the coupling was achieved
using a shared Josephson junction, coherent Rabi oscillations
between states of a coupled qubit system were observed
�13,14� and in a two charge qubit system a conditional gate
operation was performed �12�. All of these experiments suf-
fer from material imperfections which lead to nonideal time
evolutions of the quantum states due to a parameter spread in
the characteristic energies of the system Hamiltonian. Thus,
it is of general importance to theoretically model these asym-
metric qubit systems and their decoherence properties to op-
timize the decoherence in experimental setups. In this paper,
the dependence of the decoherence rates and gate quality
factors on the parameter spread of the qubits will be elabo-
rated theoretically. In perspective, this is of crucial impor-
tance for connecting the experimental status and prospects to
these central concepts in quantum information science:
which degree of parameter uniformity do experiments have
to achieve for symmetry-based protection schemes to

work—do these schemes have to be extended in order to
accomodate experimental restrictions?

On the other hand, for high symmetry of the qubit param-
eters, the qubit coherence can be intrinsically strongly pro-
tected. This extends from the protection of the singlet in a
symmetric qubit setup �15� to the general concept of
decoherence-free subspaces �DFS’s� �16,17�. General consid-
erations on the stability of such DFS’s can be found in Ref.
�18�. In this paper the experimental conditions for these in-
trinsic protection mechanisms are investigated and direct
conclusions for the decoherence of a two qubit system are
given.

Also, variable bath couplings to the decohering environ-
ment have already been identified as a novel parameter for
engineering decoherence, e.g., in Ref. �19�. It is exactly these
decoherence properties of a qubit bath interaction operator
that lies in the xz plane on the Bloch sphere that will be
investigated in this work.

In Sec. II, we will introduce the global model of two
qubits with a general bath coupling operator and how coher-
ence can be protected by symmetry. In Sec. III, we specify
how decoherence is parameterized and handled using the
Bloch-Redfield approach, which helps to compute the gate
quality factors introduced in Sec. IV. Results are summarized
in the two subsequent sections: Section V shows how deco-
herence and gate quality depends on the coupling angle
whereas Sec. VI discusses the experimentally important case
of asymmetrically fabricated qubits.

II. THE MODEL

The Hamiltonian of a typical pseudo-spin system can be
expressed in terms of the Pauli matrices as

Hq = −
1

2
���̂z + ��̂x� , �1�

where � is the energy bias and � is the tunneling amplitude.
In a two qubit system, an additional interaction term is re-
quired to implement the universal two qubit gate. In super-
conducting implementations �6,8–11,20,21� this coupling*Email address: storcz@theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de
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term is typically proportional to �̂
z

�1�
�̂

z

�2�
. Here, the super-

scripts are the qubit indices. In particular, inductively
coupled flux qubits �15,22� and capacitively coupled charge
qubits �23� are coupled this way. Thus, the two qubit Hamil-
tonian is

H2q = −
1

2
�
i=1

2

���i��̂z
�i� + ��i��̂x

�i�� −
�

2
�̂z

�1��̂z
�2�. �2�

In the singlet/triplet basis, �1,0 ,0 ,0�T= �↑ ↑ �, �0,1 ,0 ,0�T

= ��↑ ↓ �+ �↓ ↑ �� /	2, �0,0 ,1 ,0�T= �↓ ↓ �, �0,0 ,0 ,1�T= ��↑ ↓ �
− �↓ ↑ �� /	2 that exhibits the symmetry properties of the cou-
pling most clearly, this Hamiltonian takes the following ex-
plicit matrix form:

H2q = −
1

2

� � � − ��

� − � � − ��

� � − � ��

− �� − �� �� �
� , �3�

with �=��1�+��2�, ��=��1�−��2� and �= ���1�+��2�� /	2, ��
= ���1�−��2�� /	2. Using this Hamiltonian the CNOT gate can

be implemented through a sequence of elementary quantum
gates �15,24�

UCNOT = UH
�2� exp�− i

	

4
�̂z

�1�exp�− i
	

4
�̂z

�2�

 exp�− i

	

4
�̂z

�1��z
�2�exp�− i

	

2
�̂z

�1�UH
�2�, �4�

where UH
�2�

denotes the Hadamard gate operation performed
on the second qubit. It involves one two-qubit operation at
step three only. For our numerical calculations we applied
the characteristic energies that were used in Ref. �15� as a
viable example for superconducting solid-state flux or charge
qubits. Following this approach also gate sequences opti-
mized with respect to decoherence have been studied �25�.
Disregarding the Hadamard gates, the gate operation Eq. �4�
forms a controlled-phase �CPHASE� gate

UCPHASE =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 ei�
� , �5�

with �=	.

III. DECOHERENCE

In experimental realizations of this model, additional ef-
fects always impair the capability of the system to operate as
a qubit. In condensed matter implementations, the most pro-
nounced is the coupling to environmental degrees of free-
dom. This leads to relaxation, i.e., classical thermalization of
the states as well as, on a much shorter time scale, to dephas-
ing. Decoherence causes the system to act similar to a clas-
sical ensemble eliminating all potential computational ben-
efits of quantum algorithms. For a wide range �e.g, Refs.

�15,23,26�� of solid state implementations the dominant de-
coherence effects caused by coupling to linear environments
such as electric circuits obey Gaussian statistics and can be
effectively modeled with a bath of harmonic oscillators. It is
assumed here that there is only one decoherence source in
the dominating order of magnitude in the coupling parameter
and possible weaker noise sources are ignored. To model this
source each qubit is either coupled to an individual or to a
common bath of harmonic oscillators. The system Hamil-
tonian then takes the form

H2qB
2B = H2q +

1

2
��̂s

�1�
X̂�1� + �̂s

�2�
X̂�2�� + HB

�1� + HB
�2� �6�

or

H2qB
1B = H2q +

1

2
��̂s

�1� + �̂s
�2��X̂ + HB, �7�

where �̂s is the spin representation of the qubit operator talk-
ing to the environment that depends on the specific imple-
mentation of the qubit. For the special case of superconduct-
ing flux qubits, which only experience flux noise, and
superconducting charge qubits which are only subject to

charge noise, this would correspond to �̂s= �̂z. Here, X̂ is the
collective coordinate of the harmonic oscillator bath and the
superscript distinguishes between the single bath and the two
bath case. The general form is

�̂s = �c� · �� � = 	2�cx�̂x + cy�̂y� + cz�̂z, �8�

where the factor 	2 in front of cx and cy was chosen for
convenience in the singlet/triplet basis in which the qubit-
bath interaction becomes

Hint =
1

2

czX̂ c−X̂ 0 − c−�X̂

c+X̂ 0 c−X̂ cz�X̂

0 c+X̂ − czX̂ c+�X̂

− c+�X̂ cz�X̂ c−�X̂ 0
� , �9�

with c±=cx± icy, X̂= X̂�1�+ X̂�2�. Here, �X̂= X̂�1�− X̂�2� for the

case of two baths and �X̂=0 for one common bath.
In the following we will, without loss of generality, char-

acterize the results by the angle � between the �̂x and �̂z

component of the coupling

�̂sX̂ = ��̂x sin � + �̂z cos ��X̂ . �10�

This is completely analogous to the bath coupling that is
encountered in proposed experimental qubit realizations,
e.g., for charge qubits �19�. The bath coupling angle � is
defined for �� �0,	 /2�.
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Following the lines of Refs. �15,26�, the Bloch-Redfield
formalism is applied to calculate the effects of decoherence.
The Bloch-Redfield equations and decoherence rates are
given analytically. However, in comparsion to a fully ana-
lytic evaluation of the dynamics of the two-qubit system
�27�, with this method the time evolution of the reduced
density matrix can also be determined numerically for a wide
range of system Hamiltonians.

The environment, i.e., the bath of harmonic oscillators, is
characterized by its spectral density. The strength of the dis-
sipative effects is given by the dimensionless parameter .
The bath spectral function is assumed to be linear in fre-
quency up to a cutoff frequency �c. Thus, J���=�� / �1
+ �� /�c�2�, i.e., we employ an Ohmic spectrum with a Drude

cutoff. The cutoff frequency is chosen two orders of magni-
tude above the largest frequency which is typical for a flux
qubit system, �c=1013 Hz �7�.

We choose a rather large coupling strength to the environ-
ment of =10−3, which is still in the weak coupling regime,
to be able to observe pronounced decoherence effects. The
Bloch-Redfield equations describe the evolution of the den-
sity matrix in the eigenbasis of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
�28,29�

�̇nm = − i�nm�nm − �
kl

Rnmkl�kl, �11�

where the Redfield tensor Rnmkl is given by

Rnmkl = �lm�
r

�nrrk
�+� + �nk�

r

�lrrm
�−� − �lmnk

�−� − �lmnk
�+� , �12�

and the rates � are given by the Golden Rule expressions

�lmnk
�+� = �−2�

0

�

dte−i�nkt�H̃I,lm�t�H̃I,nk�0���, �13�

�lmnk
�−� = �−2�

0

�

dte−i�lmt�H̃I,lm�0�H̃I,nk�t���, �14�

where H̃I,ij�t� is the matrix element of the bath/system cou-

pling part of the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture. Here,
� indicates averaging over the degrees of freedom of the
thermal bath. In the following �=1/kBT, where T is the tem-
perature of the bath. Evaluating this, we find according to
Ref. �15� for one common bath the rates

�lmnk
�±� =

1

8�
�J��ab��coth����ab/2� � 1� +

i�

4	�


 P�
0

�

d�
J���

�2 − �ab
2 �coth����/2��ab � �� ,

�15�

where ab=nk for the plus rate and ab= lm for the minus rate

and �=�lmnk= �̂
s,lm
�1�

�̂
s,nk

�1�
+ �̂

s,lm
�1�

�̂
s,nk

�2�
+ �̂

s,lm
�2�

�̂
s,nk

�1�
+ �̂

s,lm
�2�

�̂
s,nk

�2�
.

For two distinct baths one finds analogously

�lmnk
�±� =

1

8�
��1J1��ab� + �2J2��ab���coth����ab/2� � 1�

+
i

4	�
��2M2

±��ab� + �1M1
±��ab�� , �16�

with �1=�lmnk
1 = �̂

s,lm
�1�

�̂
s,nk

�1�
, �2=�lmnk

2 = �̂
s,lm
�2�

�̂
s,nk

�2�
and

Mi
±��� = P�

0

�

d�
Ji���

�2 − �2 �coth����/2�� � �� , �17�

where P denotes the principal value. The limit of �ab tending
towards zero can be evaluated separately

�lmnk
�+� = �lmnk

�−� =


4��
��̂s,lm

�1� �̂s,nk
�1� + �̂s,lm

�1� �̂s,nk
�2� + �̂s,lm

�2� �̂s,nk
�1�

+ �̂s,lm
�2� �̂s,nk

�2� � �18�

for one bath, and

�lmnk
�+� = �lmnk

�−� =
1

4��
�1�̂s,lm

�1� �̂s,nk
�1� + 2�̂s,lm

�2� �̂s,nk
�2� � �19�

for two baths. All calculations were performed in the same
parameter regime as in Ref. �15�, thus renormalization ef-
fects of the frequencies are weak and will be neglected. This
structure of the rates nicely shows the relation to symmetry
and DFS: The matrix elements of the �̂s in the eigenbasis
determine the simultaneous symmetry properties of the qubit
Hamiltonian and the system bath coupling. The energy split-
tings �ab determine the relevant segment of environmental
phase space and depend on symmetry much more weakly.

IV. GATE QUALITY FACTORS

The ability of a realistic device, or in our case a more
realistic model of a device, to operate a quantum gate is
characterized by the four gate quality factors introduced in
Ref. �30�. Those are the fidelity F, purity P, quantum degree
Q, and entanglement capability C. The quantum degree and
entanglement capability characterize entangling operations.
They are unique to multiqubit gates. We will collectively
refer to these as nonlocal gate quality factors �GQFs� as op-
posed to fidelity and purity, which are both well defined for
an arbitrary number of qubits, in particular also for a single
qubit, and will be referred to as the local gate quality factors.

The fidelity can be evaluated, following Ref. �24�, as fol-
lows:

F = ��in�U
†�̂outU��in� . �20�

The overline indicates the average over a discrete set of un-
entangled input states ��in� that can serve as a basis for all
possible input density matrices. The propagator U is the ideal
unitary evolution of the desired gate, and �̂out is the density
matrix after applying the realistic gate to ��in�. Thus a per-
fect gate reaches a fidelity of unity and the deviation from
unity characterizes the deviation from the ideal process. The
purity P is indicative of the decoherence effects
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P = tr��̂out
2 � . �21�

Again, the overbar indicates the input state average. A pure
output state leads to P=1, whereas as the state becomes
increasingly mixed, the square of the weight of the contribu-
tions no longer sums up to unity and goes down to a mini-
mum of one divided by the dimension of the Hilbert space of
the system, 1/4 in our case.

Whereas the preceding two factors can be defined for any
number of qubits, the following two are particular to the
higher-dimensional case:

Q = max
�out,��me�

��me��out��me� . �22�

Here, the �out are the density operators after the gate opera-
tion relating to unentangled input states, whereas the ��me�
are the maximally entangled states, also known as Bell
states. Therefore, this measures the ability of the gate to cre-
ate quantum entanglement.

Finally, the entanglement capability C is the smallest ei-
genvalue of the density matrix resulting from transposing the
density matrix of one qubit. As shown in Ref. �31�, the non-
negativity of this smallest eigenvalue is a necessary condi-
tion for the separability of the density matrix into two unen-
tangled systems. After separation, the partially transposed
density matrix is a valid density matrix as well, with non-
negative eigenvalues. The negativity of the smallest eigen-
value thus indicates that the states are not separable and
therefore nonlocal. It approaches −0.5 for the ideal CNOT

gate. The dynamics of entanglement in a two-qubit system
has been studied in Ref. �32�. The entanglement capability is
closely related to the negativity EN of a state �33�, which is a
nonentropic entanglement monotone �34�.

V. COMBINATION OF �̂x AND �̂z ERRORS

Now, the spin-boson model with a variable coupling op-
erator to the harmonic oscillator baths, Eq. �10�, is studied in
more detail. We start with the CPHASE gate, which is entan-
gling and forms the core part of the CNOT operation. The

quantum degree for the CPHASE gate is always smaller than
the ideal value because the CPHASE gate cannot create en-
tangled Bell states in this particular basis. Thus, we did not
consider the quantum degree for the CPHASE gate. The dif-
ferent error coupling configurations achieve the best gate
quality factors for different coupling operators to the envi-
ronmental baths. The scenarios are summarized in Table I.

Two qualitatively different temperature regimes are
found, separated by a smooth crossover. Temperatures are
measured in units of Ts, where ES /h= �kB /h�TS is the char-

acteristic energy scale, which corresponds to the typical qu-
bit energy scale during the quantum gate operation and is
typically of the order of a few GHz. For low temperatures
T�TS, spontaneous emission processes dominate. When TS

is approached, thermal effects become important and for T

�TS temperature is the dominating energy scale as will be
discussed in more detail below.

The CPHASE gate, for pure �̂z coupling, is protected by
symmetry because the gate operation and the coupling to the
bath commute. As was shown previously, all disturbances
vanish here in the limit of low temperatures. In this case,

FIG. 1. Dependence of the gate quality factors

on the bath coupling angle � defined in Eq. �10�
for the CNOT and CPHASE operation at T�0�TS.

Here, the behavior of the gate quality factors for

both the single bath and two bath case is shown.

The characteristic energy scale for the gate opera-

tion is ES /h=1 GHz �15�. The lines are provided

as guides to the eye.

TABLE I. Maxima of the gate quality factors for the CNOT and

the CPHASE gate operation. Here T indicates the temperature and

TS=ES /kB is the characteristic temperature scale, which corre-

sponds to the qubit energy scale during the gate operation. Both the

preferred bath configuration and qubit operator coupling to the bath

are given.

CNOT local GQFs nonlocal GQFs preferred case

T�TS close to �̂z close to �̂z 1 bath

T�TS close to �̂z at �̂x 1 bath

CPHASE local GQFs nonlocal GQFs preferred case

T�TS at �̂z at �̂z —a

T�TS at �̂z at �̂x 2 baths

aThere is no clear tendency observed in this case, see Fig. 1. Close

to pure �̂z coupling two baths are preferred, and close to �̂x one

bath.
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94 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

spontaneous emission processes are the dominating decoher-
ence mechanism because absorption and excitation processes
are effectively suppressed due to the bath coupling �i.e., ma-
trix elements for theses processes are restricted due to sym-
metries of the bath coupling operators� and the temperature.
In this case, the low-temperature regime can be referred to as
the emission limited regime.

The additional �̂x operation in the CNOT gate Eq. �4� dur-
ing the single qubit Hadamard operations leads to nonvan-
ishing decoherence rates even in the low-temperature limit.
The reason is again the competition of pure dephasing with
emission and absorption processes which show a different
dependence on the coupling angle �.

However, the Hadamard part of the CNOT operation is
short compared to the overall length of the gate operation
�4�. Thus, it is found that for low temperatures the best val-
ues for the GQFs are obtained very close to pure �̂z coupling
as depicted in Fig. 1. This implies that the overall decoher-
ence effects are smallest if the bath coupling angle �
throughout the gate is adjusted to the distribution of gate
operations, which are characterized by different directions on
the Bloch sphere.

For the CNOT gate better results are observed for the
single bath case throughout the low-temperature regime, see
Fig. 1. For the single bath configuration, close to pure �̂x

coupling to the bath, the difference becomes quite significant
and for the nonlocal GQFs actually approaches a factor of 2,
but reduces again as pure �̂x coupling is reached. The
CPHASE gate �see Fig. 1� prefers a two bath configuration
unless the coupling is �̂x dominated. Again, the nonlocal
GQFs are affected most.

For the pure �̂z case ��=0 or correspondingly cx=cy =0
and cz=1� little difference between the two bath and the
single bath behavior is found in the CNOT case and none at
all for the CPHASE. It is observed that the single bath con-
figuration is certainly preferred as soon as there is a signifi-

cant �̂x contribution in the gate operation. This means that
the additional protection from the one-dimensional decoher-
ence free subspace �15,16� involved is mainly beneficial if
the commutator of the qubit operator, which couples to the
bath and the qubit Hamiltonian �the Hamiltonian that is
needed to perform the individual parts of the gate operation�
has appropriate matrix elements, i.e., if there is a significant
noncommuting part in the bath coupling and the gate opera-
tions. However, in a �̂z dominated case the individual cou-
pling is preferred as it does not induce any additional indirect
couplings between the qubits. It is natural that the two qubit
GQFs should notice this more strongly than the single qubit
GQFs for which the differences never become more than
about one fifth of the individual deviations.

For the high-temperature regime, drastically different be-
havior in the nonlocal GQFs is found, see Fig. 2. Both Q and
C now achieve their best values at a pure �̂x coupling for
both gates, the local GQFs achieve their maximum at a pure
�̂z value. The protection that the CPHASE gate enjoyed in the
low temperature regime breaks down here. The high-
temperature case is essentially scale free, i.e., high tempera-
tures symmetrize the system. In this case the system eigen-
basis is given by the qubit operator which couples to the
bath. This can be nicely shown when considering the single
qubit dephasing rates within the spin-boson model �21�

�� =
1

T2

=
�2

2E2S�0� +
�2

2E2S�E� , �23�

where E is the single qubit energy splitting and S�E� denotes

the power spectrum of the noise. The expression Eq. �23�
becomes ���2	kBT /� for T�E and does not depend on
the ratio � /�.

Thermalization is determined by the off-diagonal bath
couplings in the basis of the corresponding system Hamil-
tonian which is required for a certain gate operation. It will

FIG. 2. Dependence of the

gate quality factors on the bath

coupling angle � defined in Eq.

�10� for the CNOT operation at

large temperatures T=2TS and T

=200TS. The characteristic energy

scale for the gate operation is

ES /h=1 GHz �15�. The lines are

provided as guides to the eye.
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be strongly dominated by the noncommuting contributions,
i.e, the �̂x bath coupling for the CPHASE part of the CNOT

gate. The single qubit Hadamard part of the CNOT gate will
be additionally also affected by the �̂z bath coupling. The
two-qubit operation �CPHASE�, or in other words the nonlocal

part, of the CNOT gate is of the �̂
z

�1�
�̂

z

�2�
type and the single

qubit Hadamard gates contain both �̂x and �̂z contributions.
Thus, during the gate operation the thermalization is domi-
nated strongly by the �̂x part of the bath coupling for the
nonlocal and by the �̂z part for the local GQFs, implying that
for thermal fluctuations the �̂x-type couplings are more im-
portant in inducing interqubit transitions, while �̂z primarily
affects the single qubit gate quantifiers. What implementa-
tion to choose for a gate here, becomes a question of what
gate quantifiers are desired to be optimized. The differences
between the one bath and two bath scenario are now small.

For pure �̂z coupling of the qubit to the bath, a peculiar
effect is observed. In this case, the minimal eigenvalue of the
partially transposed density matrix that is the entanglement
capability remains negative even for T�Ts �Fig. 2�. The
negativity of the eigenvalue of the partially transposed den-
sity matrix is not just a necessary but also a sufficient crite-
rion for the nonseparability of the system in our case �31�.
Thus, no matter what the temperature or strength of the dis-
sipative effects in our system during the CNOT gate operation,
entanglement will never be eliminated completely. This can
be explained by rapid thermalization into a protected en-
tangled state. Furthermore, this effect carries over well into
the regime where both �̂x and �̂z noise are present.

Overall, the temperature �and the coupling strength� has
the largest influence on the GQFs. At T�Ts�T�10−3 K�, we

observe deviations of the GQFs from the ideal value which
are less than 10−3. At T�Ts�T�1 K� the deviations are 10−1

and quickly increasing further at larger temperatures. The
different coupling operators to the bath are the next strongest

effect. Rotating the coupling operator from �̂z to �̂x causes,
in the worst cases, three to four times stronger deviations
from the ideal value than the �̂z noise. Finally, the change
due to different types of bath couplings is generally small
compared to the differences between �̂x and �̂z type cou-
pling. This also suggests that we do not need to worry about
noise sources with at least one order of magnitude weaker
coupling strength, even if they couple through a less favor-
able coupling operator.

As an intermediate conclusion, it is found that for the
decoherence dominated regime the CPHASE operation
reached the optimum value of the GQFs for a pure �̂z cou-
pling to the bath. In the case of the CNOT operation, the
minimum is located slightly shifted to the �̂x component be-
cause of the mixture of �̂x parts during the Hadamard opera-
tions, compare with Fig. 1. For the CNOT operation, the op-
timum values of the four gate quantifiers are encountered at
different bath couplings, which are characterized by the mix-
ing angle Eq. �10�, especially for large temperatures.

Thus, the differences between the case of one common
bath and two baths are much less important than the symme-
tries between the gate operation and the bath operators. In
particular, the difference between the case of one or two
baths disappears for pure �̂z coupling to the bath. Here, de-
coherence due to flux noise or charge noise in coupled su-
perconducting flux or charge qubits was explored. Decoher-
ence due to 1/ f noise, caused by background charges or
bistable fluctuators, was not treated. If still in the motional
narrowing limit, it can be included in the Redfield equations
by introducing a peak at zero frequency in the spectral func-
tion with a magnitude given by experiment �35�. More gen-
erally, microscopic calculations are needed �36�.

VI. NONIDENTICAL QUBITS

Now, we do not restrict the analysis to the case of a uni-
form error coupling Eq. �10� anymore. In general, both qu-
bits can couple to the baths differently

�̂s
�i� = �̂x

�i� sin �i + �̂z
�i� cos �i, �24�

where i=1,2 denotes one of the qubits. For the numerical
calculations, the qubits are set to the degeneracy point K

=�i=0 and �2 is set to ES, i.e., effectively this model de-
scribes a system of two uncoupled qubits. Here, �1 and thus
also the asymmetry G= ��1−�2� / ��1+�2� is varied.

Experimentally the spread of the qubit parameters due to
fabricational imprecision is very important both because
quantum algorithms �without further modification� require a
certain level of precision and the decoherence effects in the
system of qubits have to be sufficiently small �37�.

Therefore, it is of central importance to investigate also
the effects of the parameter spread in nonidentical qubits on
the behavior of the decoherence rates. Superconducting qu-
bits are preferably operated at the degeneracy point where
decoherence effects are suppressed for superconducting
charge and flux qubits. However, the tunnel matrix elements
for superconducting qubits can differ significantly, on the
order of several percent �12,14�. Thus, the dependence of the
decoherence rates, i.e., dephasing rates and the relaxation

FIG. 3. �Color online� Dependence of the decoherence rates on

the qubit asymmetry. Here, we set K=0, �i=0, �2=ES, and vary �1.

The single and two bath cases behave identically, thus only the

single bath case is shown. The strength of the decoherence effects is

set to =10−3 and T�0.5TS. We set the bath coupling angles �24�
to �1=0 and �2=0, i.e., the bath coupling operator and the Hamil-

tonian are perpendicular. The decoherence rates are scaled by �S,

with �S=ES /h. The lines are provided as guides to the eye.
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96 6. Decoherence and gate performance of coupled solid-state qubits

rate, close to the degeneracy point on the qubit asymmetry is
an important property. The decoherence rates are defined ac-
cording to Refs. �26,15�. Namely, the relaxation rate is �R

=−�n�n, where �n are the eigenvalues of the matrix Rn,n,m,m,
n ,m=1, . . . ,4, and the dephasing rates are ��nm

=−ReRn,m,n,m.
Figure 3 depicts the dependence of the decoherence rates

on the qubit asymmetry G when the individual qubits are
operated close to the degeneracy point. A Temperature T

�0.5TS, which is typical for experimental situations, is cho-
sen for this analysis.

We observe that for pure �̂x coupling to the bath
��1=	 /2 and �2=	 /2�, the asymmetry of the qubits is irrel-
evant because the coupling to the bath and the system Hamil-
tonian commute �the indices of qubit one and qubit two
could be exchanged without changing the system�. For
mixed bath coupling of the �̂x type for one qubit ��1=	 /2�
and the �̂z��2=0� type for the other qubit, still the decoher-

ence rates do not vary for different asymmetry. The reason
for this behavior is that the �̂x bath coupling of the first qubit
always commutes with the qubit Hamiltonian, i.e., only flip-
less dephasing processes contribute to the decoherence rates
of the first qubit. When we vary the asymmetry, essentially
�1 is varied ��2=ES is kept constant�, which leads to a dif-
ferent contribution of the first qubit to the overall decoher-
ence. However, these corrections are small compared to the
full decoherence rates �i.e., not only flipless dephasing pro-
cesses� that contribute in the case of qubit two where
�HSB ,Hsys��0 and �2 stays constant.

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the case of exactly perpendicular
system Hamiltonian and bath coupling. Here, the decoher-
ence rates increase steeply for increasing asymmetry.
Note here that due to the definition of G and �2, the two

cases G=−0.6→�1= �1/4�ES and G=0.6→�1=4ES are

vastly different.
From the dependence of the decoherence rates on the

asymmetry G of the two qubits at the degeneracy point, it is
possible to estimate the maximum tolerable asymmetry for a
given constraint on the deviation of the decoherence rates
from their value for perfectly symmetric qubits. It is found
that in order for the deviation of the relaxation rate from its
value for perfectly symmetric qubits to stay below 1%, it is
required that 0.5�2��1�1.5�2; i.e., the parameter spread
of the two qubits could be remarkably large ��50% � without

considerably affecting the relaxation rates. However, detailed
analysis shows that for the deviations of the dephasing rates,
the increase happens much earlier. Moreover, there is a large
spread among the dephasing rates, which are sensitive to the
qubit asymmetries. Note that both the single bath and the two
bath case behave identically for the relaxation rate. Differ-
ences between the two cases only occur for the dephasing
rates. The angles of the bath coupling where the minimum
dephasing rates are encountered are different for the different
dephasing rates.

Typical experimental values for charge �12� and flux qubit
�14� designs indicate that the parameter spread in the tunnel
matrix amplitudes can be quite large, in the case of the
charge qubit it is a factor of �2 /�1�0.91 and for the flux
qubit �2 /�1�4.22, which corresponds to deviations of ap-
proximately ten and up to several hundred percent, respec-
tively. This difference of asymmetries is due to the fact, that
fabrication parameters such as Ec and EJ enter the exponent

of the tunnel splitting in the flux qubit case �6�. Thus, the
parameter spread of the tunneling amplitudes for the flux
qubit is larger and the decoherence rates will be considerably
affected. These experimental values emphasize that it is im-
portant to study the evolution of the decoherence effects for
nonidentical qubit parameters. Moreover, important informa-
tion about the noise sources coupling to the qubit can be
identified. From comparison of the decoherence rates for dif-
ferent qubit samples, which possess different asymmetries
between the tunnel amplitudes, it is thus possible to identify
the predominant bath coupling angle. In most qubit designs
the bath coupling angle is then uniquely related to a certain
noise source, e.g., flux noise in the case of flux qubits �38�.

Figure 4 depicts the experimentally important �14� behav-
ior of the decoherence rates when �2 and K are fixed to ES

and �1��2 is changed. We define the deviation of the de-
coherence, i.e., the relaxation or dephasing rates from their
values at the degeneracy point as

��R,�ij
= 1 −

�R,�ij
��1 � �2,K = ES,�i = 0�

�R,�ij
��1 = �2 = K = ES,�i = 0�

. �25�

In this case the two qubits are permanently coupled, and
embedded into one common environmental bath. The deco-
herence rates begin to increase linearly when �1 is larger
than �2.

Figure 5 illustrates the temperature dependence of the de-
coherence rates for the case of one common bath. The values
of the decoherence rates for the two bath case differ insig-
nificantly from the single bath case. We observe that the

FIG. 4. �Color online� Dependence of the decoherence rates on

the qubit asymmetry at T�0.5TS. Here, the case of one common

bath is investigated. The tunnel matrix element of the second qubit

and the interqubit coupling are set to �2=K=ES and �1 is varied.

For comparison with experiments, large asymmetry in the tunnel

matrix elements of the individual qubits is investigated. The bath

coupling angles are set to �1=0 and �2=0. The strength of the

dissipative effects is =10−3. The lines are provided as guides to

the eye.
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spread of the magnitude of the different decoherence rates
increases at intermediate mixing angles. As expected, the
magnitude of the decoherence rates is maximum in the case
where the system Hamiltonian and the coupling to the bath
are perpendicular to each other. For the opposite case, where
the system Hamiltonian and the coupling to the bath com-
mute, the decoherence rates vanish for decreasing tempera-
ture, i.e., only flipless dephasing processes contribute to the
overall decoherence. Note that in the case where the system
Hamiltonian and the coupling to the bath commute ��1

=	 /2 and �2=	 /2� the relaxation rate vanishes.
It is found that the dephasing rates depend strongly on the

qubit asymmetry. Nevertheless the parameter spread of the
qubit energies can be quite large �around 10%� without af-
fecting the decoherence properties considerably for the case
of a favorable bath coupling. However, for very large asym-
metries and a bath coupling, which is perpendicular to the
system Hamiltonian, the decoherence rates increase expo-
nentially with asymmetry.

VII. CONCLUSION

A system of two pseudospins coupled by an Ising-type

�̂
z

�1�
�̂

z

�2�
interaction, which models e.g., superconducting

charge or flux qubits, was investigated. It was shown that for
the system of two pseudospins the optimum gate perfor-
mance of different gate operations is closely related to their
composition of elementary gates and the coupling to the
bath. In more detail, the gate fidelity is enhanced when the
coupling angle to the bath imitates the composition of the
gate operation in terms of Hamiltonian parts pointing in dif-
ferent directions on the Bloch sphere. When considering the
gate quality factors, the temperature and aforementioned spe-
cial symmetries of the system-bath coupling have a large
influence on the decoherence properties, whereas the differ-
ences for the single or two bath scenarios are minor. For the
CPHASE operation at low temperatures, the optimum gate
quality factors are at pure �̂z system-bath coupling due to the
fact that only in this case all individual Hamiltonians neces-

sary for performing the gate operations and the system bath
coupling commute. Similarily, the CNOT gate operation ap-
proaches the best gate quality factors close to �̂z system-bath
coupling with a slight �̂x admixture due to the Hadamard
operations. These findings can be directly applied in systems
where it is possible to engineer the decohering environment
to a certain degree �39�. Moreover, special symmetries that
are identified in experiments can also be used for the encod-
ing of several physical qubits into logical qubits �16,17� to
reduce the effects of the environmental bath.

For very large temperatures, the temperature effectively
symmetrizes the system and thus entanglement is always
preserved during a CNOT gate operation independently of the
system-bath coupling. It is found that the parameter spread
of the tunnel matrix elements of the qubits, when operated
close to the degeneracy point can be quite large �approxi-
mately 10%� for a bath coupling which commutes with the
system Hamiltonian without affecting the decoherence prop-
erties considerably; which again emphasizes the importance
of using the symmetry properties of the system and bath to
improve the decoherence of the qubit system. In the special
case where the system Hamiltonian commutes with the
system-bath coupling Hamiltonian, the differences in the de-
coherence rates stay below 1% for the aforementioned spread
of the tunnel matrix elements. This special case can model
the situation in superconducting flux qubits �13,14�, where
the dominating noise source is flux noise, quite well if the
tunnel matrix elements of the individual qubits are small
compared to the energy bias of the qubits and the interqubit
coupling strength. However, in a more general setup with
nonidentical qubits, the aformentioned symmetry properties
are almost certainly not fulfilled and the performance of the
qubits will be degraded quite significantly.

VIII. OUTLOOK

Our results indicate, that in case of tunable bath coupling
operators, decoherence may be further engineered. More-
over, they indicate that symmetry-induced coherence protec-

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of selected

decoherence rates for K=0, �i=0, �1=ES, �2

=0.9�1, for the single bath case. Here, tempera-

ture and the bath coupling angles are varied. The

strength of the dissipative effects is set to 

=10−3. The decoherence rates are scaled by �S,

where �S=ES /h. The lines are provided as guides

to the eye.
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tion is remarkably stable under realistic parameter spread.
These results are expected to have significant impact on the
analysis of the recent experiments �9,14,19�. Next to its prac-
tical importance, this emphasizes the role of the spatial cor-
relations of the environmental noise that has been assumed
here, but which needs to become an integral part of the ex-
perimental characterization of the environment.
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Chapter 7

Decoherence of two coupled QD
charge qubits

7.1 Introduction

Here, a system of two coupled quantum dot charge qubits is investigated. In these lateral
quantum dot structures the qubit is defined by an additional charge in the left or right dot
of a double quantum dot system. The tunnel coupling between the two dots, i.e., the tunnel
amplitude of the qubit can be tuned by an external gate voltage. In comparison to the
superconducting qubits, this quantum dot system is not as well protected from excitations,
it is coupled to several more degrees of freedom of the solid-state system. Namely, the most
important decoherence sources for charge qubits in quantum dots have been identified as
phonon decoherence, 1/f -noise, electronics noise, and cotunneling, see Ref. [113]. Thus, a
very important design issue for the quantum dot charge qubit system is how quantum dot
charge qubits could be coupled and how the decoherence sources will act on such a setup.

In the following paper, the intrinsic decoherence due to the electron-phonon interactions
is considered [191, 192] and the gate performance for a system of two coupled quantum
dot charge qubits in a dissipative environment is evaluated. In this model for the electron-
phonon decoherence, the assumption of Gaussian wavefunctions for each of the two dots
is made, which corresponds to small tunnel couplings between the dots or large distances
between the dot centers. The noise on the two qubits has both local and collective prop-
erties. It does neither fall completely in one of the standard classes of decoherence models
for quantum registers, collective or local decoherence. From analyzing the decoherence
properties of different classes of effective spectral functions, it is possible to propose a
description of the noise in terms of multipole moments. The decoherence rates for the
two-qubit setup can be made only slightly larger than the single qubit rates by adjusting
the tunnel coupling between the dots to be small.

Because of the super-Ohmic spectrum of the phonons and the intrinsic type of bath
coupling, which is diagonal in the eigenbasis of the system Hamiltonian, the gate quality
of a cnot gate operation is limited only by the single-qubit Hadamard gates. Thus, it is
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possible by adjusting a weak tunnel coupling between the two dots that form one qubit,
to significantly improve the gate performance despite a longer evolution time. Therefore,
the overall gate performance is increased by slowing down the Hadamard operation and
the threshold for quantum error correction, cf. section 1.2, can be met by the quantum dot
charge qubit system.
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Intrinsic phonon decoherence and quantum gates in coupled lateral quantum dot

charge qubits

Markus J. Storcz,1, ∗ Udo Hartmann,1, † Sigmund Kohler,2 and Frank K. Wilhelm1
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Recent experiments by Hayashi et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 226804 (2003)] demonstrate coherent
oscillations of a charge quantum bit (qubit) in laterally defined quantum dots. We study the intrinsic
electron-phonon decoherence and gate performance for the next step: a system of two coupled charge
qubits. The effective decoherence model contains properties of local as well as collective decoherence.
Decoherence channels can be classified by their multipole moments, which leads to different low-
energy spectra. It is shown that due to the super-Ohmic spectrum, the gate quality is limited by
the single-qubit Hadamard gates. It can be significantly improved, by using double-dots with weak
tunnel coupling.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Yz, 73.21.La, 71.38.-k

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the experimental progress in analyz-
ing transport properties in double quantum dots1 has
lead to the fabrication of double dot structures with only
one electron in the whole system2,3. This well-defined
situation permits, although it is strictly speaking not
necessary4, to use quantum dot systems as quantum bits
(qubits). In order to define qubits in lateral quantum
dot (QD) structures, the two degrees of freedom, spin
and charge, are naturally used. For spin qubits5, the in-
formation is encoded in the spin of a single electron in
one quantum dot, whereas for the charge qubit6,7,8 the
position of a single electron in a double dot system de-
fines the logical states. Similar ideas can also be applied
to charge states in Silicon donors9. Both realizations are
interconnected: interaction and read-out2 of spin qubits
are envisioned5 to be all-electrical and to make use of the
charge degree of freedom.

Although the promises of spin coherence in theory10

and in bulk measurements11 are tremendous in the long
run, it was the good accessibility of the charge degrees of
freedom which lead to a recent break-through4, namely
the demonstration of coherent oscillations in a quantum
dot charge qubit. In this experiment, three relevant de-
coherence mechanisms for these charge qubits have been
pointed out: a cotunneling contribution, the electron-
phonon coupling, and 1/f -noise or charge noise in the
heterostructure defining the dots.

Recent theoretical results12 predict that the cotunnel-
ing contribution can be very small, provided that the cou-
pling between the dots and the connected leads is small.
Thus, cotunneling is not a fundamental limitation. This,
however, means that initialization and measurement pro-
tocols different from those of Ref. [4] are favorable2.

Other theoretical works13,14,15,16,17 already describe
the electron-phonon interaction for a single charge qubit
in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. Moreover, also elec-
tronic Nyquist noise in the gate voltages affects the qubit

system18. Note that the physics of the electron-phonon
coupling is different and less limiting in the unpolar ma-
terial Si19, where the piezo-electric interaction is absent.

II. MODEL

In this article, we analyze the decoherence due to the
electron-phonon coupling in GaAs, which is generally as-
sumed to be the dominant decoherence mechanism in a
coupled quantum-dot setting. The recent experimental
analysis shows that the temperature dependence of the
dephasing rate in the experiment4 can be modeled with
the Spin-Boson model and hence is compatible with this
assumption20. We develop a model along the lines of
Brandes et al.21,22 to describe the piezo-electric interac-
tion between electrons and phonons in lateral quantum
dots. Thereby, we assume the distance between the two
dots to be sufficiently large and the tunnel coupling ∆ to
be relatively small, which is a prerequisite for the validity
of the model. The Hamiltonian for a system of two dou-
ble dots with a tunnel-coupling within the double dots
and electrostatic coupling between them, see Fig. 1, can
be expressed as22

Ĥtotal = Ĥsys + Ĥbath + Ĥint, (1)

where

Ĥsys = −
∑

i=1,2

1

2
(εiσ̂z,i + ∆iσ̂x,i) − kσ̂z,1 ⊗ σ̂z,2 (2)

Ĥbath =
∑

q

h̄ωqc
†
qcq (3)

refer to the qubits and the heat bath, respectively. q is
the phonon wave number. The system-bath interaction
Hamiltonian Ĥint depends on details of the setup such as
the crystalline structure of the host semiconductor and
the dot wave functions. We will distinguish between the
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two extreme cases of long correlation length phonons re-
sulting in coupling of both qubits to a single phonon bath,
or two distinct phonon baths for short phonon correla-
tion length. The former case is more likely23 and ap-
plies to crystals which can be regarded as perfect and
linear over the size of the sample, whereas the latter
case describes systems that are vstrained or disordered
and double quantum dots in large geometrical separa-
tion. The correlation length has to be distinguished from
the wave length: The former indicates, over which dis-
tances the phase of the phonon wave is maintained,i.e.,
over which distance the description as a genuine stand-
ing wave applies at all, whereas the latter indicates the
internal length scale of the wave.

A. One common phonon bath

In the case of a single phononic bath with a very long
correlation length coupling to both charge qubits, Ĥint

can be written as

Ĥint =
∑

q

1

2

[
(αq,1 + βq,1 + αq,2 + βq,2)1̂1 ⊗ 1̂2 +

+(αq,1 − βq,1)σ̂z,1 ⊗ 1̂2 +

+(αq,2 − βq,2)1̂1 ⊗ σ̂z,2

]
(c†q + c−q) . (4)

The coefficients αq,i and βq,i describe the coupling of a
localized electron (one in each of the two double dot sys-
tems) to the phonon modes. They are given by

αq,i = λq〈l, i|ei~q~x|l, i〉, (5)

βq,i = λq〈r, i|ei~q~x|r, i〉, (6)

where the |l, i〉 and |r, i〉 denote the wavefunctions of
the electrons in the left or right dot of qubit i. We as-
sume these wavefunctions to be two-dimensional Gaus-
sians centered at the center of the dot, as sketched in
Figure 1. These states approximate the ground state in
the case of a parabolic potential and small overlap be-
tween the wavefunctions in adjacent dots. The coefficient
λq is derived from the crystal properties22.

Henceforth, we investigate the case of two identical
qubits. Due to the fact that the relevant distances are
arranged along the x-direction, we obtain the coupling
coefficients

αq,1 = λqe
iq(−l/2−d)e−q2σ2/4, (7)

βq,1 = λqe
−iql/2e−q2σ2/4, (8)

αq,2 = λqe
iql/2e−q2σ2/4, (9)

βq,2 = λqe
iq(l/2+d)e−q2σ2/4 . (10)

Here, q is the absolute value of the wavevector ~q. The
second exponential function in each line is the overlap
between the two Gaussian wavefunctions.

This two-qubit bath coupling Hamiltonian is quite
remarkable, as it does not fall into the two standard

glV
(1)

grV
(1)

glV
(2)

grV
(2)

QD
(1)

rQD
(1)

l QD
(2)

l QD
(2)

rdd l
σ σ σ σ

qubit 1 qubit 2

0

FIG. 1: (Colour online) Sketch of the two coupled identical
charge qubits realized in a lateral quantum dot structure. d =
100 nm is the distance of the dot centers in one qubit, l =
200 nm is the distance between the right dot center of qubit 1
and the left dot center of qubit 2. The width of the Gaussian
wavefunction of an electron in each dot is σ = 5 nm. The
values chosen for the distances d and l are slightly smaller
than in experimental realizations2,4 in order to provide a lower
bound for the decoherence times. In principle, there could be
tunneling processes between both qubits, i.e., the QDs two
and three in the chain, but we assume that the coupling is
pinched off by applying appropriate gate voltages. The gray
box between the qubits indicates that there is no tunneling
between the qubits.

categories usually treated in literature (see, e.g., Refs.
[24,25,26] and references therein): On the one hand,
there is clearly only one bath and each qubit couples
to the bath modes with matrix elements of the same
modulus, so the noise between the qubits is fully corre-
lated. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian does not obey
the familiar factorizing collective noise form ĤSB,coll =

X̂system ⊗ X̂bath. Such a form would lead to a high de-
gree of symmetry and thus protection from the noise
coupling24,25, however, the Hamiltonian Hint, eq. 4, can-
not be factorized in such a bilinear form. It is hence
intriguing to explore where in between these cases the
physics ends up to be. This is in particular important
for finally finding strategies to protect the qubits against
decoherence, and for estimating the scaling of decoher-
ence in macroscopic quantum computers.

In order to obtain the dynamics of the reduced density
matrix ρ for the coupled qubits, i.e., for the degrees of
freedom that remain after the environment is traced out,
we apply Bloch-Redfield theory27,28,29. It starts out from
the Liouville-von Neumann equation ih̄ρ̇ = [Ĥ, ρtot] for
the total density operator. A perturbational treatment
of the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian Ĥint results in
the master equation

ρ̇ = − i

h̄
[Ĥsys, ρ]−

1

h̄2

∫ ∞

0

dτ trB[Ĥint, [H̃int(−τ), ρ⊗ρB ]],

(11)

where ρB = exp(−βĤB)/Z denotes the equilibrium den-
sity matrix of the bath. Evaluating the trace over all
bath variables, trB, and decomposing the reduced density
operator into the eigenbasis of the unperturbed system
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3

Hamiltonian, we obtain28,30

ρ̇nm = −iωnmρnm −
∑

k,`

Rnmk`ρk`, (12)

where ωnm = En −Em. The first term on the right hand
side describes the unitary evolution and the Redfield re-
laxation tensor Rnmk` incorporates the decoherence ef-
fects. It is given by

Rnmk` = δ`m
∑

r

Γ
(+)
nrrk + δnk

∑

r

Γ
(−)
`rrm − Γ

(−)
`mnk −Γ

(+)
`mnk,

(13)
where the rates Γ(±) are determined by Golden Rule
expressions28,30, see Eqs. (20) and (21), below. The
Redfield tensor and the time evolution of the reduced
density matrix are evaluated numerically to determine
the decoherence properties of the system due to a weak
electron-phonon coupling. Note that in addition, Ohmic
electronic noise can be taken into account by employ-
ing the spectral function31 JΣ(ω) = JOhmic(ω) + J(ω),
where J(ω) contains only the phonon contribution. It
is also possible to take 1/f -noise in the quantum dot
system into account in the same way. The 1/f -noise
essentially determines the magnitude of the dephasing
part of the decoherence. Thus, it is in turn possible to
impose for the zero frequency component J(0) the ex-
perimental value of the dephasing rates or a value from
a microscopic model32. However, in many cases it turns
out to be non-Markovian and/or non-Gaussian, leading
to non-exponential decay, which can neither be described
by Bloch-Redfield theory nor parameterized by a single
rate.

In order to compute the rates, the electron-phonon in-
teraction Hamiltonian has first to be taken from the lo-
calized representation to the computational basis, which
is straightforward. To compute Bloch-Redfield rates, it
is necessary to rotate into the eigenbasis of the system.
After this basis change, the spectral densities J`mnk(ω)
are calculated along the lines of Ref. [22] as

J`mnk(ω) = 〈
(
B−1CB

)
`m

(
B−1CB

)
nk
〉q, (14)

where B is the matrix for the basis transformation from
the computational basis {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉} to the
eigenbasis of the system and 〈·〉q denotes an averaging
over all phonon modes q with frequency ω. The matrix
C is diagonal in the computational basis, C = diag(αq,1−
βq,1 + αq,2 − βq,2, αq,1 − βq,1 + αq,2 − βq,2, αq,1 − βq,1 +
αq,2 − βq,2, αq,1 − βq,1 + αq,2 − βq,2).

The explicit derivation shows that it is most convenient
to split the total spectral function J`mnk(ω) [see Eq. (14)]
into odd and even components

J`mnk(ω) = e`mnkJe(ω) + o`mnkJo(ω) , (15)

where the prefactors e`mnk and o`mnk of the even/odd
part of the spectral function are matrix elements coming
from the basis change from the computational basis to
the eigenbasis of the system and

Je/o(ω) =
π

4

∑

q

|αq,1−βq,1±αq,2∓βq,2|2δ(ω−ωq). (16)

They evaluate to

Je,o(ω) =
πh̄ωg

4

[
2 − 2

ωd

ω
sin

(
ω

ωd

)
∓ ωl

ω
sin

(
ω

ωl

)
± 2

ωl+d

ω
sin

(
ω

ωl+d

)
∓ ωl+2d

ω
sin

(
ω

ωl+2d

)]
e−ω2/2ω2

c , (17)

where g = 0.05 is the dimensionless electron-phonon cou-
pling strength for the commonly used material GaAs21,22

and cS the speed of sound. The different frequen-
cies represent the distances in the system: ωd = cs/d,
ωl = cs/l, ωd+l = cs/(d + l) and ω2d+l = cs/(2d + l),
and ωc = cs/σ. This structure can be understood as fol-
lows: The electron-phonon interaction averages out if the
phonons are rapidly oscillating within a dot, i.e. if the
wavelength is much shorter than the dot size — this pro-
vides the high-frequency cutoff at ωc. On the other hand,
long-wavelength phonons do not contribute to decoher-
ence between dots i and j, if the wavelength is much
longer than their separation because then, the energy
shift induced by the phonon displacement will only lead
to a global phase. Furthermore, we can approximate the

leading order at low frequencies as

Je(ω) =
2πh̄gd2

3c2s
ω3 + O(ω5), (18)

Jo(ω) =
πh̄g(l2d2 + 2ld3 + d4)

10c4s
ω5 + O(ω7). (19)

This different power-laws ω3 to ω5 can be understood
physically as illustrated in Figure 2. “Even” terms are
the natural extension of the one-qubit electron-phonon
coupling, adding up coherently between the two dots.
In the “odd” channel, the energy offset induced in one
qubit is, for long wavelengths, cancelled by the offset in-
duced in the other qubit. Thus, shorter wavelenghts are
required for finding a remaining net effect. An alterna-
tive point of view is the following: The distribution of
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4

qubit 1 qubit 2

qubit 2qubit 1

even contribution

odd contribution

FIG. 2: Illustration of the even (top) and odd (bottom) con-
tributions to the total rates. Filled circles indicate occupied
dots. For long-wavelength modes, the energy shifts induced
by underlying phonons in the two dots add up coherently in
the even case but cancel in the odd case. Note, that moving
charges from the black to the white dots changes the dipole
moment in the even but not in the odd case.
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FIG. 3: (Colour online) Spectral functions Je,o(ω) in the case
of one common phonon bath for the fixed parameters cs =
5000 m/s, g = 0.05, d = 100 nm, l = 200 nm and σ = 5 nm.
Inset: zoom for small frequencies.

the two charges can be parameterized by a dipole and
a quadrupole moment. The “even” channel couples to
the dipole moment of the charge configuration similar to
the one-qubit case. The “odd” channel couples to the
quadrupole moment alone (see Figure 2). Thus, it re-
quires shorter wavelengths and consequently is strongly
supressed at low frequencies. This explains the different
low-frequency behavior illustrated for realistic parame-
ters in Figure 3. Thus, we can conclude that for small
frequencies the odd processes are suppressed by symme-
try — even beyond the single-dot supression and the sup-
pression of asymmetric processes.

With these expressions for the spectral densities, one
can proceed as in Ref. [26] and determine the rates that
constitute the Redfield tensor to read

Γ
(+)
`mnk =

J`mnk(ωnk)

2h̄

[
coth

(
h̄ωnk

2kBT

)
− 1

]
, (20)

Γ
(−)
`mnk =

J`mnk(ω`m)

2h̄

[
coth

(
h̄ω`m

2kBT

)
+ 1

]
. (21)

For ωij → 0, these rates vanish due to the super-Ohmic
form of the bath spectral function. From this, we find the
time evolution of the coupled qubit system and finally
also the gate quality factors.

B. Two distinct phonon baths

When each qubit is coupled to its own phononic bath,
the part of the Hamiltonian that describes the interaction
with the environment Hint is given by

Ĥint =
∑

q1

1

2

[
(αq1

+ βq1
)1̂1 + (αq1

− βq1
)σ̂z,1

]

×(c†q1
+ c−q1

) ⊗ 1̂2 +

+
∑

q2

1

2

[
(αq2

+ βq2
)1̂2 + (αq2

− βq2
)σ̂z,2

]

×(c†q2
+ c−q2

) ⊗ 1̂1 . (22)

This scenario can be realized in different ways: One can
split the crystal into two pieces by an etched trench. Al-
ternatively, if there is lattice disorder and/or strong non-
linear effects, the phonons between the dots may become
uncorrelated.

The calculation of the coupling coefficients works in a
similar way, but there are two different indices q1 and q2
to represent the phononic baths of each qubit

αq1
= λq1

eiq1(−l/2−d)e−q2

1
σ2/4, (23)

βq1
= λq1

e−iq1l/2e−q2

1
σ2/4, (24)

αq2
= λq2

eiq2l/2e−q2

2
σ2/4, (25)

βq2
= λq2

eiq2(l/2+d)e−q2

2
σ2/4 . (26)

The expression for the spectral functions J`mnk(ω)
turns out to be exactly the same as the one in the last
section with the only difference that instead of αq,i, the
coupling between electrons and phonons is now expressed
as αqi

(with i = 1, 2 for both qubits). Therefore, in or-
der to obtain the spectral density J`mnk(ω), one has to
average over two distinct baths, i.e.

J`mnk(ω) = 〈
(
B−1CB

)
`m

(
B−1CB

)
nk
〉q1,q2

. (27)

Again, we find two different functions that we name in
the same way as in the previous section, Je(ω) and Jo(ω),
which are given by
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Je,o(ω) =
πh̄ωg

4

[
2 − 2

ωd

ω
sin

(
ω

ωd

)
∓ 2

(
ω l

2

ω
sin

(
ω

ω l
2

)
−
ωd+ l

2

ω
sin

(
ω

ωd+ l
2

))2 ]
e−ω2/2ω2

c . (28)
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FIG. 4: (Colour online) Spectral functions Je,o(ω) in the case
of two distinct phonon baths for the fixed parameters cs =
5000 m/s, g = 0.05, d = 100 nm, l = 200 nm and σ = 5 nm.
Inset: magnification for small frequencies.

The prefactors from the basis change also enter the ex-
pressions for the rates in the same way as in the last
section. The spectral functions Je,o(ω) are plotted in
Figure 4; the inset depicts the proportionality to ω3 for
small frequencies.

III. GOLDEN RULE RATES

We proceed as in Ref. [26] and determine the Golden
rule rates that govern the Redfield tensor. Thereby, we
find both the time evolution of the coupled system and
the gate quality factors.

Let us first discuss the impact of this particular bath
coupling on the dephasing and relaxation rates. The de-
coherence rates, i.e., the relaxation and dephasing rates,
are defined according to ΓR = −

∑
n Λn, where Λn are

the eigenvalues of the matrix composed of the elements
Rn,n,m,m, n,m = 1, . . . , 4, and Γϕnm

= −ReRn,m,n,m

for non-degenerate levels |ωnm| > |Rn,m,n,m| and in
the absence of Liouvillian degeneracy, |ωnm − ωkl| >
|Ra,b,c,d| a, b, c, d,∈ {k, l,m, n}, respectively31.

As a reference point, we study the rates in the uncou-
pled case. In this case, and in the absence of degeneracies
between the qubits, there is a clear selection rule that the
environment only leads to single-qubit processes, i.e., de-
coherence can be treated at completely separate footing.
As a result, all rates are identical between the qubits. To
make this obvious, we rewrite the original Hamiltonian in

the one-bath case, combining Eq. (4) with eqs. (7)–(10)
as

Ĥint =
∑

q

[
− 2ie−q2σ2/4 sin

(
qd

2

)(
e−iq(l+d)/2σ̂z,1 +

+eiq(l+d)/2σ̂z,2

)
+ E01̂

]
(
c†q + c−q

)
(29)

which — besides a phase factor which is meaningless for
single-qubit transitions — is identical to the standard
electron-phonon Hamiltonian for double dots22.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the en-
ergy relaxation rate ΓR and the two dephasing rates Γφ13

and Γφ24
compared to the single qubit relaxation and de-

phasing rates. In this notation, Γφij
is the rate at which a

superposition of energy eigenstates i and j is decays into
a classical mixture. We considered the following three
cases, characterized by values on the matrix element rel-
ative to a characteristic system energy scale Es: (a)
large difference of the εi and ∆i (i = 1, 2) between both
qubits and no coupling between the qubits (ε1 = ∆1 =
(1/40)Es, ε2 = ∆2 = −(21/40)Es and coupling energy
K = 0), (b) small asymmetry between the parameters
for both qubits and no coupling (ε1 = ∆1 = −(1/2)Es,
ε2 = ∆2 = −(21/40)Es and K = 0), and (c) with-
out asymmetry between the qubits and a rather strong
coupling between the qubits (ε1 = ∆1 = −(1/2)Es,
ε2 = ∆2 = −(1/2)Es and K = 10Es). One generally
would expect a different value of the distance between
the dot centers in the qubits d, when the tunneling cou-
pling is varied. However, in our case of the dot wave-
functions which overlap only in their Gaussian tails, this
effect is very small (below 1 nm for a change in the tun-
neling amplitude ∆ of approximately ∼ (1/2)Es) for the
lengthscales that we are considering. Note, that in Ref.
3 a substantial change of ∆ over more than an order of
magnitude was obtained experimentally by a rather mild
adjustment of the gate voltage, so it is consistent that a
small change of ∆ can be achieved by a tiny adjustment.
Therefore the value d = 100 nm is used for the electron-
phonon coupling encoded in Je and Jo in all cases.

For case (a), we find that all rates are for all temper-
atures larger than the single qubit rates, as one would
expect33. In more detail, for the single bath case, the
ratio of the relaxation rates is approximately 1.9, the ra-
tio of the single-qubit dephasing rate and the two-qubit
dephasing rate Γφ24

is around 0.9 and for the dephasing
rate Γφ13

, the ratio is 1.0. The behaviour of the even
and odd parts of the spectral function in the single bath
case can be explained from the spectral function Fig. 3,
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FIG. 5: (Colour online) Temperature dependence of the relaxation and dephasing rates normalized by the single-qubit relaxation
and dephasing rates. The two-qubit relaxation rate is given by the trace of the relaxation part of the Redfield tensor in secular
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for small ω one finds that Jo < Je. For the case of large
frequencies, however, the even part of the spectral func-
tionincreases and even dominate beyond the threshold
ω >∼ ωd. Overall, it is found that in the case of a single-
bath the decoherence effects are significantly suppressed
compared to the two-bath scenario. For the two-bath
case, the ratios are for the relaxation rates approximately
3.9, for the dephasing rate Γφ24

around 1.9 and for the
dephasing rate Γφ13

it is 2.0. Note that for the two-bath
case Je < Jo always and for the case where both tun-
nel matrix elements in the Hamiltonian vanish, the rate
vanishes, too.

After decreasing the asymmetry between the two
qubits as in case (b), the rates decreased but are still
comparable with the single qubit rates, besides the last
dephasing rate Γφ24

. This can be understood, if one con-
siders the energy spectrum of the eigenvalues of the sys-
tem Hamiltonian. In cases (a) and (b) there is signifi-
cant difference between the qubits, so it is straightfor-
ward to map the two-qubit rates onto the corresponding
single qubit rates and they are largely determined by
single-qubit physics. In case (c), we consider a fully sym-
metric case in the qubit parameters, but with a finite
and large coupling between the qubits. This coupling
lifts the degeneracy but makes the rate a generic two-
qubit rate which belongs to a relatively robust transition
with small transition matrix elements for the single bath

case. At high temperatures, these symmetry-related ef-
fects wash out as discussed in Ref. [34]. However, the
high-temperature rates do not coincide with the single-
qubit rates, as the underlying energy scales are still dif-
ferent and in generally larger for the two-qubit situation.

Overall, the ratio of the two-qubit and single-qubit re-
laxation rates decreases for increasing temperature due
to the reduction of correlation effects in the double dot
system, besides case c), where a symmetry based on the
underlying Hamiltonian becomes important.

IV. QUANTUM GATE PERFORMANCE

For the characterization of the quantum gate perfor-
mance of this two-qubit system, it is necesssary to intro-
duce suitable quantifiers. Commonly, one employs the
four gate quality factors introduced in Ref. [35]; fidelity
F , purity P , quantum degree Q, and entanglement capa-
bility C to chararcterize a gate operation within a hostile
enviroment.

The fidelity, i.e., the overlap between the ideal prop-
agator and the simulated time evolution including the
decoherence effects, is defined as

F = 〈Ψin| Û †ρoutÛ |Ψin〉, (30)
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where the bar indicates an average over a set of 36 unen-
tangled input states |Ψin〉 = |ψi〉 |ψj〉, with i, j = 1, . . . , 6.
The 6 single-qubit states |ψi〉 are chosen such that they
are symmetrically distributed over the Bloch sphere,

|ψ1〉 = |0〉 , |ψ2〉 = |1〉 , |ψ3,...,6〉 =
|0〉 + eiφ |1〉√

2
(31)

where φ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2. Here, Û is the ideal unitary
time evolution for the given gate, and ρ̂out is the reduced
density matrix resulting from the simulated time evolu-
tion. A perfect gate reaches a fidelity of unity. The purity
P measures the strength of the decoherence effects,

P = tr(ρ2
out). (32)

Again, the bar indicates the ensemble average. A pure
state returns unity and for a mixed state the purity can
drop to a minimum given by the inverse of the dimension
of the system Hilbert space, i.e. 1/4 in our case.

If the density operator ρ describes an almost pure
state, i.e., if the purity is always close to the ideal value
1, it is possible to estimate the purity loss during the gate
operation from its decay rate along the lines of Ref. [36].
Thereby, one first evaluates the decay of (d/dt)trρ2 for
an arbitrary pure qubit state ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. From the basis-
free version of the master equation (11), follows straight-
forwardly

d

dt
trρ2 = − 2

h̄2

∫ ∞

0

dτ trS+B[Ĥint, [H̃int(−τ), ρ⊗ ρB]]ρ.

(33)
By tracing out the bath variables, we obtain an expres-
sion that contains only qubit operators and bath corre-
lation functions. This depends on the state |ψ〉 via the
density operator. Performing the ensemble average over
all pure states as described in the Appendix A, we obtain

Ṗ =
2

h̄2(N + 1)

∫ ∞

0

dτ tr〈[Ĥint, H̃int(−τ)]+〉B,eq, (34)

where N = 4 denotes the dimension of the system Hilbert
space of the two qubits. We have used the fact that
trĤint = 0. Although the discrete and set of states em-
ployed in the numerical computation is obviously differ-
ent from the set of all pure states, we find that both
ensembles provide essentially the same results for the pu-
rity.

If the bath couples to a good quantum number, i.e.,
for [Ĥsys, Ĥint] = 0, the system operator contained in

the interaction picture operator H̃int(−τ) remains time-
independent. Then, the τ -integration in (34) is effectively
the Fourier transformation of the symmetrically ordered
bath correlation function in the limit of zero frequency.
Thus, we obtain

Ṗ = − 2

N + 1
lim
ω→0

∑

i

Ji(ω) coth
h̄ω

2kT
, (35)

where

Ji(ω) =
π

4

∑

q

|αq,i − βq,i|2δ(ω − ωq) (36)

denotes the spectral density of the coupling between
qubit i and the heat bath(s).

In the present case of a super-Ohmic bath, the limit
ω → 0 results for the coupling to a good quantum num-
ber in Ṗ = 0. This means that whenever the tunnel
coupling in the Hamiltonian (2) is switched off, i.e. for
∆1 = ∆2 = 0, the purity decay rate vanishes. Thus,
we can conclude that the significant purity loss for the
cnot operation studied below [cf. Eq. (41)], stems from
the Hadamard operation. This is remarkably different
from cases with other bath spectra: For an ohmic bath,
for which Ji(ω) ∝ ω, expresion (35) converges in the
limit ω → 0 to a finite value. By contrast, for a sub-
ohmic bath, this limit does not exist and, consequently,
the purity decay cannot be estimated by its decay rate.
During the stage of the Hadamard operation, ∆2 = ∆
while ∆1 = 0. Then, the interaction picture versions of
the qubit-bath coupling operators read

σ̃z,1(−τ) = σ̂z,1, (37)

σ̃z,2(−τ) = σ̂z,2 cos(∆τ/h̄) − σ̂y,2 sin(∆τ/h̄). (38)

In the case where both qubits couple to individual en-
vironments, the expression for the change of the purity
can be evaluated for each qubit separately. For qubit
2, we still have a coupling to a good quantum number,
while for qubit 1, the appearence of cos(∆τ/h̄) results in
a Fourier integral evaluated at the frequency ∆/h̄. Thus,
we finally obtain

Ṗ = −4kT

5
lim
ω→0

J1(ω)

h̄ω
− 1

5
J2(∆/h̄) coth

∆

2kT
. (39)

For the super-Ohmic bath under consideration [see eqs.
(18) and (19)], the first term in Eqn. (39) vanishes.

In the case of one common heat bath, the estimate of
the purity decay is calculated in the same way. The only
difference is that we have to consider, in addition, cross
terms of the type σ̂1,z ⊗ σ̂2,z , i.e. terms that contain
operators of different qubits. The contribution of these
terms, however, vanishes when performing the trace over
the bath variables in Eq. (34). Thus, we can conclude
that within this analytical estimate, the purity decay rate
is identical for both the individual bath model and the
common bath model.

The so-called quantum degree

Q = max
ρout,|Ψme〉

〈Ψme| ρout |Ψme〉 (40)

is the overlap of the state obtained after the simulated
gate operation and the maximally entangled Bell states.
Finally the entanglement capability C is defined as the
smallest eigenvalue of the density matrix resulting from
transposing the partial density matrix of one qubit. As
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FIG. 6: (Colour online) Temperature dependence of the deviation of the four gate quality factors from their ideal values for the
cnot gate. The decoherence due to phonons is taken into account. The black line shows the results for a single phonon bath
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∆i = Es (i = 1, 2) due to the spacing of the double dots. In the curves for the deviation of the purity, we included lines for the
analytical expressions 1 from Eq. (34) and 2 from Eq. (39).

shown in Ref. [37], the non-negativity of this smallest
eigenvalue is a necessary condition for the separability of
the density matrix into two unentangled systems. The
entanglement capability approaches −0.5 for the ideal
cnot gate.

It has been shown that the controlled-NOT (cnot)
gate together with single-qubit operations is sufficient
for universal quantum computation. Here, we investi-
gate the decoherence during a cnot gate which generates
maximally entangled Bell states from unentangled input
states. In Figures 6 and 7 the simulated gate evolution in
the presence of phonon baths is shown. Using the system
Hamiltonian, the cnot gate can be implemented through
the following sequence of elementary quantum gates26,38

UCNOT = U
(2)
H exp

(
−iπ

4
σ̂z,1

)
exp

(
−iπ

4
σ̂z,2

)
×

× exp
(
−iπ

4
σ̂z,1σ̂z,2

)
exp

(
−iπ

2
σ̂z,1

)
U

(2)
H ,

(41)

where U
(2)
H denotes the Hadamard gate operation per-

formed on the second qubit. This gate sequence just
involves one two-qubit operation at step three. The pa-
rameters for the numerical calculations are given below

Figs. 6 and 7.

In Fig. 6, the gate quality factors for the case of a single
or two distinct phononic baths are shown. It is observed
that for the case of a single phonon bath they achieve
better values. This offset is due to the larger number
of non-vanishing matrix elements in the coupling of the
noise to the spin components for the two bath case. Here,
due to several non-commuting terms in the coupling to
the bath and the different Hamiltonians needed to per-
form the individual steps of the quantum gate, the gate
quality factors saturate when the temperature T is de-
creased. This happens at around T = Ts = 12mK corre-
sponding to Es = 1/4 GHz as the characteristic energy
scale.

Figure 7, depicts the same behaviour of the gate qual-
ity factors as in Figure 6 with the only difference that the
tunnel coupling ∆2 is smaller by a factor of 4 during the
Hadamard operation. The qualitative behavior is very
similar to that in Figure 6, but the deviation from the
ideal values for the gate quality factors is much smaller
and already fulfills the criterion of an allowed deviation of
10−4. The reduction of the tunnel amplitudes by a factor
4 corresponds to a very small change of the distance d in
the two qubits (namely, from 100.0 nm to 100.3 nm) ow-
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ing to the Gaussian shape of the electron wavefunctions,
provided their distance is sufficiently large22.

We have already mentioned that the phonon contri-
bution to decoherence still allows for the fidelity values
below the threshold 1 − F < 10−4 from Ref. [39]. For a
reliable quantum computer, however, such intrinsic de-
coherence mechanisms should beat the threshold at least
by an order of magnitude. This can be achieved as fol-
lows: As we have seen, the Hadamard gate is the step
limiting the performance as during the Hadamard the
system is vulnerable against spontaneous emission at a
rate γ ∝ E3, where E is the typical energy splitting of the
single qubit. The duration of the Hadamard, on the other
hand, scales as τ ∝ 1/E. Thus, the error probability and
the purity decay reduces to 1 − e−γτ ' γτ ∝ E2. Thus,
by making the Hadamard slower, i.e., by working with
small tunnel couplings between the dots, the gate perfor-
mance can be increased. This works until Ohmic noise
sources, electromagnetic noise on the gates and controls,
takes over. This is demonstrated nicely in Fig. 7, where
the cnot gate for a modified Hadamard opertation (on
the second qubit) with ∆2 = ε2 = (1/4)Es is depicted. It
is clearly observed that by decreasing the tunnel matrix
element and by increasing the evolution time the deco-

herence is reduced and the threshold for the gate quality
factors to allow universal quantum computation40 can be
achieved.

The gate quality of a CNOT under decoherence has
been studied in Refs. [26,38] for standard collective
and/or single-qubit noise in Ohmic environments. The
single-qubit case for charge qubits in GaAs has been stud-
ied in Ref. [17] with emphasis on non-Markovian effects.
Even in view of this, and in view of the emphasis of the
strong tunneling regime, that work arrives at the related
conclusion that intrinsic phonon decoherence in this sys-
tem can be limited. Please note, that the approximations
in the microscopic model give an upper bound of valid-
ity for the validity of effective Hamiltonians as studied
in Ref. [17] as descibed in Refs. [7,15,21,22]. The work
presented here is not affected by this restriction due to
the emphasis of the case of small tunnel coupling.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the influence of a phononic environ-
ment on four coupled quantum dots which represent two
charge qubits. The effective error model resulting from
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the microscopic Hamiltonian does not belong to the fa-
miliar classes of local or collective decoherence. It con-
tains a dipolar and quadrupolar contribution with super-
ohmic spectra at low frequencies, ω3 and ω5 respectively.
The resulting decoherence is an intrinsic limitation of any
gate performance. In particular, we have investigated
within a Bloch-Redfield theory the relevant rates and
the quality of a cnot gate operation. The two employed
models of coupling the qubits to individual heat baths
versus a common heat bath, respectively, yield quantita-
tive differences for the gate qualifiers. Still the qualitative
behavior is the same for both cases.

Within an analytical estimate for the purity loss, we
have found that the decoherence plays its role mainly
during the stage of the Hadamard operation. The physics
behind this is that during all the other stages, the bath
couples to the qubits via a good quantum number. Con-
sequently, during these stages, the decoherence rates are
dominated by the spectral density of the bath in the
limit of zero frequency which for the present case of a
super-ohmic bath vanishes. The results of our analyti-
cal estimate compare favorably with the results from a
numerical propagation.

The fact that on the one hand, the bath spectrum is
super-ohmic, while on the other hand, the Hadamard op-
eration is the part that is most sensitive to decoherence,
suggests to slow down the Hadamard operation by us-
ing a rather small tunnel coupling. Then, decoherence is
reduced by a factor that is larger than the extension of
the operation time. This finally results for the complete
gate operation in a reduced coherence loss. Thus, the
gate quality is significantly improved for dots with weak
tunnel coupling and can intrinsically meet the threshold
for quantum error correction.
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APPENDIX A: AVERAGE OVER ALL PURE

STATES

In this appendix, we derive formulas for the evalu-
ation of expressions of the type tr(ρA) and tr(ρAρB)
in an ensemble average over all pure states ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|.
The state |ψ〉 is an element of an N -dimensional Hilbert
space. Decomposed into an arbitrary orthonormal basis
set {|n〉}n=1...N , it reads

|ψ〉 =
∑

n

cn|n〉, (A1)

where the only restriction imposed on the coefficients cn
is the normalization 〈ψ|ψ〉 =

∑
n |cn|2 = 1. Hence the

ensemble of pure states is fully described by the distri-

bution

P (c1, . . . , cN ) = γNδ(1 −
∑

n

|cn|2). (A2)

We emphasize that P (c1, . . . , cN ) is invariant under uni-
tary transformations of the state |ψ〉. The prefactor γN

is determined by the normalization
∫
d2c1 . . . d

2cN P (c1, . . . , cN ) = 1 (A3)

of the distribution, where
∫
d2c denotes integration over

the real and the imaginary part of c.
The computation of the ensemble averages of the coef-

ficients with the distribution (A2) is straightforward and
yields

cmc∗n =
1

N
δmn (A4)

cmc∗ncm′c∗n′ =
1

N(N + 1)
(δmnδm′n′ + δmn′δnm′). (A5)

Using these expressions, we consequently find for the en-
semble averages of the expressions tr(ρA) and tr(ρAρB)
the results

tr(ρA) = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 =
trA

N
, (A6)

tr(ρAρB) = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉〈ψ|B|ψ〉 =
tr(A)tr(B) + tr(AB)

N(N + 1)
(A7)

which have been used for deriving the purity decay (33)
from Eq. (34).

While this averaging procedure is very convenient for
analytical calculations, the numerical propagation can be
performed with only a finite set of initial states. In the
present case, the averages are computed with the set of
36 states given after Eq. (30). In the present case, we
have justified numerically that both averaging procedures
yield the same results. Thus, it is interesting whether this
correspondence is exact.

For the case of one qubit, N = 2, the discrete set of
states is given by the states |ψ〉 = c1|1〉 + c2|2〉 where
(c1, c2) is chosen from the set of 6 vectors

(
1
0

)
,

(
0
1

)
,

1√
2

(
1
eiφ

)
, (A8)

where φ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2. Computing the averages for
the states (A8) is now staightforward and shows that
this discrete sample also fulfills the relations (A4) and
(A5). Thus, we can conclude that for the computation of
averages, both the discrete and the continuous sample.

For more than one qubit, however, arises a difference:
While the sample of all pure states also contains entan-
gled states, these are by construction excluded from set
of direct products of the 6 one-qubit states (A8). Still
our numerical results indicate that the different samples
practically result in the same averages.
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Chapter 8

Design of coupling elements for
superconducting qubits

8.1 Introduction

A major milestone on the road to quantum computation is the development of systems of
many coupled qubits while maintaining sufficient control over these qubits [14, 193]. For
superconducting flux and charge qubits there exist several different proposals to couple
individual qubits [74], e.g., via a capacitor [194, 195], direct inductive coupling [92, 196],
an LC-oscillator chain [197], or a flux transformer [81, 82]. A typical experimental setup
for two flux qubits that share a common line and are coupled inductively (note that the
kinetic inductance is increased greatly when the neighbouring qubits share a line) is shown
in Fig. 8.1. In this design, each two flux qubits share a common line of superconductor and
the circulating (screening) currents in each loop induce a flux through the neighbouring

qubit loops, which will lead to σ̂
(i)
z ⊗ σ̂

(i+1)
z -type coupling terms in the Hamiltonian. A

drawback of this direct inductive coupling scheme is that the coupling can not be switched
on and off, which would be very desirable in order to realize precise quantum gate oper-
ations. Another setup for a tunable coupling of flux qubits is the flux transformer, which
is sketched in Fig. 8.3; a superconducting loop is fabricated on top of the two qubits sep-
arated by an insulating layer in-between. In the off-state, the transformer loop contains
an integer number of flux quanta supplied by an external field. In this state the response
of a current to a change in flux is small, however, when the the critical current of the
device is increased a circulating current in the transformer loop builds up, which mediates
the coupling. Alternatively, it is possible to replace the single Josephson junction that
interrupts the coupling loop by a SQUID loop, which can be switched by the external flux
that pierces this additional loop [82]. However, then the severe problem of flux cross-talk
between the loops is introduced. Recently, also another scheme for a tunable coupling via
a flux transformer has been proposed, see Ref. [199]. One possiblity to simplify the original
design of the flux transformer, is to replace the regular Josephson junction in the trans-
former circuit by junctions with an intrinsic π-shift [200–203] or based on trapped fluxoids
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Figure 8.1: Sketch of an Ising chain of inductively coupled flux qubits, picture from [196].

in a regular superconducting ring [204]. This leads to a well-defined off-state of the flux
transformer for zero flux bias, whereas for the original design the additional SQUID loop
that replaces the Josephson junction of the flux transformer has to be biased by exactly
half a flux quantum in the off-state, which is inconvenient and causes flux noise on the
qubits even in the off-state of the coupler.

Here, the coupling via a flux transformer that will lead to an Ising type of zz-coupling
will be investigated for flux qubits. In order to overcome the problems of inserting an-
other SQUID loop to tune the interaction mediated by the flux transformer, it is pro-
posed to use a so-called Josephson-Field-Effect-Transistor (JoFET). The JoFET [198, 205–
209] can be viewed as a tunable Josephson junction. It resembles a regular metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). In-between the source and drain contacts,
a InGaAs/InAS layer is fabricated as depicted in figure 8.2 and under the channel defined
by the SiO2 between the Nb contacts a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed.
The electron density of the 2DEG, which acts as a weak link between the two supercon-
ductors, can be tuned by an external gate voltage. Thus, it is possible to tune the critical
current of the junction with an external gate voltage. This is very favorable compared to
the direct inductive coupling, because the on/off state of the transformer is well defined
and the problem of flux cross-talk can be avoided. For applications of the flux transformer,
it is important to investigate the noise properties of switches for the transformer loop.
The qubit should rest in a low noise environment and decoherence due to the coupling cir-
cuit should be suppressed. In the following paper, the decoherence properties of different
switches for the flux transformer are investigated. It is found that the JoFET introduces
no fundamental restrictions in terms of additional noise acting on the qubit.

First, the working principle of the flux transformer will be explained in more detail.
The flux transformer consists of a SQUID loop around the two qubits with a Josephson
junction as an on/off switch (cf. Fig. 8.3). In practice, the transformer loop is fabricated
on top of the flux qubits with an insulating layer in between. Referring to this picture, the
following equations for the flux through qubits one and two, generated by currents in the
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Vg

Nb

V

Nb

InAlAs buffer

GaAs substrate

InGaAs/InAs

Si doping

2SiO  gate insulator

Al gate metal

I

Figure 8.2: Schematic drawing of a JoFET, cf. [156]. The superconducting source and
drain contacts are made from niobium. Under the channel defined by the SiO2 in between
the contacts, the inversion layer constitutes a quasi two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG),
which can be considered as a weak link between the superconducting electrodes. The
electron density of the 2DEG can be manipulated with an external gate voltage. The
critical current of such devices can be tuned by the applied gate voltage up to approximately
50 µA at Vg = 20 V, see Ref. [198].

qubits and the flux transformer, can be read off [72, 210]

∆Φ1 = L1I
1
circ +M1,T I

T
circ +M1,2I

2
circ (8.1)

∆Φ2 = L2I
2
circ +M2,T I

T
circ +M2,1I

1
circ, (8.2)

where L = L1 = L2 are the self-inductances of the qubits, M1,T = M2,T = MT are the
mutual inductances between the transformer and the qubit, and M1,2 ≈ 0 is the direct
mutual inductance between qubits one and two. The so-called circulating currents Icirc are
the screening currents in each of the qubit loops. In order to avoid confusion with the
screening current in the transformer loop, these screening currents of the qubit loops will
be referred to as circulating currents in accordance with literature [76, 81, 82]. Moreover,
it is convenient to introduce the following notation, MTT is the self-inductance of the
transformer loop, MTQ = MTQ = Mi,T , i = 1, 2 is the mutual inductance between the
qubit and the transformer loop and MQQ = Li, i = 1, 2 is the self-inductance of the qubit.

The direct inductive mutual coupling between the two qubits is assumed to be small,
i.e., the qubits are fabricated in a substantial distance from each other. The extra flux
∆Φ1 and ∆Φ2 shifts the energy levels of the two qubits by an amount

∆ε1,2 = ∆Φ1,2
∂ε1,2

∂Φ1,2

. (8.3)
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circ

qubit 1 qubit 2

circ
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T
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I

Figure 8.3: Sketch of a flux transformer that couples two superconducting flux qubit loops
taken from [211].

From the Hamiltonian of the two-qubit system

H =
2∑

i=1

εiσ̂
(i)
z + ∆iσ̂

(i)
x +Kσ̂(1)

z σ̂(2)
z , (8.4)

it is immediately immanent that in the case of two qubits with identical parameters, the
energy shift ∆ε1,2 of both qubits by K = ∆ε1,2 can be denoted by

K = ∆Φ1,2
∂ε1,2

∂Φ1,2

= ∆Φ1,2
∂

∂Φ1,2

I1,2

circ

(
Φ1,2 −

1

2
Φ0

)

= ∆Φ1,2I
1,2

circ = ∆Φ1,2I
1,2
C sin(γ1,2) (8.5)

where γ(1),(2) denotes the gauge invariant phase difference resulting from the three Joseph-
son junctions in each superconducting qubit loop.

Introducing the screening flux, which corresponds to the circulating current of the
transformer loop, ΦS = ∆ΦT and writing it in a similar form as equations (8.1) and
(8.2) yields together with the equations for ∆Φ1 = Φ1 and ∆Φ2 = Φ2 (we introduced the
abbreviations just for the sake of simplicity) in matrix form the system of equations

~Φ = M~I


ΦS

Φ1

Φ2


 =




MTT MTQ MTQ

MTQ MQQ 0
MTQ 0 MQQ






IS
I1
I2


 , (8.6)

where the direct mutual inductance between the qubits was assumed to be very small. By
defining 1/D := (MQQMTT − 2M2

TQ) we can conveniently write the matrix inverse M−1:

M−1 = D




MQQ −MTQ −MTQ

−MTQ (MTT − (M2
TQ/MQQ)) M2

TQ/MQQ

MTQ M2
TQ/MQQ (MTT − (M2

TQ/MQQ))


 (8.7)
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And the screening current IS can be conveniently expressed as

IS = D(MQQΦS −MTQΦ1 −MTQΦ2). (8.8)

It is useful to insert experimental values in order to estimate the value of the average
screening current in the transformer loop, e.g., when the qubit system is in the state
|↑↑〉. The following experimental values can be gathered, MQQ ≈ 13 pH, MTT ≈ 30 pH,
MTQ ≈ 15 pH, I1,2

circ ≈ 10−6 A, γ ≈ 10−1 (strong coupling) and assumed two qubits with

identical parameters (fluxoid quantization ΦS = Φ0 − γ/2π holds)

IS = D(MQQΦS − 2MTQ(I1,2

circMQQ + IT
circMQT )) ≈ −4.4 · 10−7A + 3.3 · 10−3IT

C . (8.9)

For the JoFET, a typical value of IT
C ≈ 25 · 10−6 A and the screening current becomes

|IS| ≈ | − 4.4 · 10−7 + 8.3 · 10−8| A = 3.57 · 10−7 A. Thus, it is found that the coupling
of the qubits to the transformer loop can be made reasonably large and a considerable
screening current develops in the transformer loop. However, the transformer circuit will
also introduce noise for the qubits. Thus, the noise properties of the transformer circuit
have to be investigated in detail because even a very good coupler in terms of coupling
strength and tunability is unemployable if it introduces strong noise for the qubits. For
modeling the intrinsic noise of the JoFET (or Josephson junction) in the transformer
loop, the resistively and capacitively shunted junction (RCSJ) model is employed [68]. In
the RCSJ-model the dynamics of the gauge invariant phase are given by the differential
equation

~C

2e
γ̈ +

~

2eR
γ̇ + IT

C sin(γ) + δI(t) = IS. (8.10)

The correlation of the current noise is given by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

〈δIδI〉ω = coth (β~ω/2) ~χ′′(ω), (8.11)

where χ′′(ω) is the imaginary part of the generalized susceptibility. This equation can be
rewritten in terms of the circuits admittance Y (ω)

〈δIδI〉ω = coth(β~ω/2)~ωReY (ω). (8.12)

From Fig. 8.3 the real part of the admittance for the RCSJ model in the tranformer loop
can be calculated

χ′′(ω) = Re

(
1

iωC
+R−1

)
=

1

R
, (8.13)

which is thus found to lead to an Ohmic spectral function. From the effective circuit an
intrinsic Drude-type of cutoff with ωc = R(MTT + LJ)/MTTLJ is found, where LJ is the
Josephson inductance of the junction in the transformer loop. From Eqn. (8.11) one can
then calculate the fluctuations in the energy bias using the relation δε = 2IcircδΦ, see Ref.
[211],

〈δε(t)δε(0)〉ω = J(ω)coth(β~ω/2). (8.14)
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In the following paper, the properties of different switches for the superconducting flux
transformer are investigated. It is found that most noise from the coupler is imposed on
the qubits during the switching of the transformer. Moreover, the JoFET as well as high-Tc

materials (note that the noise of the high-Tc materials itself can be very challenging [212–
214]) with an intrinsic π-shift are suitable as switches for the transformer loop, because
they cause only little dissipation.
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Design of realistic switches for coupling superconducting
solid-state qubits

Markus J. Storcza) and Frank K. Wilhelm
Sektion Physik and CeNS, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Theresienstr. 37, 80333 München, Germany
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Superconducting flux qubits are a promising candidate for solid-state quantum computation. One of

the reasons is that implementing a controlled coupling between the qubits appears to be relatively

easy, if one uses tunable Josephson junctions. We evaluate possible coupling strengths and show

how much extra decoherence is induced by the subgap conductance of a tunable junction. In light

of these results, we evaluate several options of using intrinsically shunted junctions and show that

based on available technology, Josephson field effect transistors and high-Tc junctions used as p
shifters would be a good option, whereas the use of magnetic junctions as p shifters severely limits

quantum coherence. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1612901#

Quantum computation promises qualitative improvement

of computational power as compared to today’s classical

computers. An important candidate for the implementation of

a scalable quantum computer are superconducting qubits.1,2

After experimental demonstration of basic features, e.g., in

flux qubits,3,4 the improvement of the properties of such set-

ups involves engineering of couplings and decoherence, see,

e.g., Ref. 5.

To perform universal quantum computation with a sys-

tem of coupled qubits it is very desirable to be able to switch

the couplings ~although there are in principle workarounds!.6

It has already been described that for flux qubits, this can be

achieved by using a superconducting flux transformer inter-

rupted by a tunable Josephson junction,2 i.e., a superconduct-

ing switch, as shown in Fig. 1. The primary and most

straightforward proposal for the implementation of this

switch is to use an unshunted dc-superconducting quantum

interference device ~SQUID! based on tunnel junctions uti-

lizing the same technology as for the qubit junctions. Al-

though this holds the promise of inducing very little extra

decoherence, it suffers from two practical restrictions: ~i! the

SQUID loop has to be biased by exactly half a flux quantum

in the off state and ~ii! the external control parameter is a

magnetic flux, which introduces the possibility of flux

crosstalk between the qubits and the switch. The combina-

tion of ~i! and ~ii! implies that even small flux crosstalk will

severely perturb the off state of the switch.

This can be avoided by using different switches: A

voltage-controlled device such as a Josephson field effect

transistor ~JoFET!7 or a super–normal–metal-conductor

~SNS!-transistor completely avoids the cross-talk problem.

As an intermediate step,8 one can improve the SQUID by

using a large p junction, in order to fix the off-state at zero

field. Such p junctions can be found in high-Tc systems9 or

in systems with a magnetic barrier.10 All these junctions are

damped by a large subgap conductance because they contain

a large number of low-energy quasiparticles.

In this letter, we quantitatively evaluate the coupling

strength between two qubits coupled by a switchable flux

transformer. We evaluate the strength of the decoherence in-

duced by the subgap current modeled in terms of the resis-

tively shunted junction ~RSJ! model. Based on this result, we

assess available technologies for the implementation of the

switch.

We start by calculating the strength K of the coupling

between the two qubits without a switch and then show how

it is modified by the presence of the switch. From Fig. 1 and

the law of magnetic induction we find the following equa-

tions for the flux through qubit 1 and 2 induced by currents

in the qubits and the flux transformer

dS FS

F1

F2

D 5S M TT M TQ M TQ

M TQ M QQ 0

M TQ 0 M QQ

D S IS

I1

I2

D , ~1!

where M QQ is the self-inductance of the qubits ~assumed to

be identical!, M TQ is the mutual inductance between the

transformer and the qubits and the mutual inductance be-

tween the qubits is assumed to be negligible. The fluxes dF
in Eq. ~1! are the screening fluxes in the transformer and the

two qubits, i.e., the deviations from the externally applied

values. Henceforth, we abbreviate Eq. ~1! as dF5MI. These

formulas are general and can be applied for any flux through

a!Electronic mail: storcz@theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de

FIG. 1. The flux transformer inductively couples two flux qubits ~see Ref.

2!. It can be switched, e.g., by a dc–SQUID or by a tunable shunted Joseph-

son junction.
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the transformer loop. It is most desirable to couple zero net

flux through the device, which can be achieved by using a

gradiometer configuration.11 For this gradiometer case, we

get IS52(M TQ /M TT)(I11I2), which we might insert into

Eq. ~1! and find for the inductive energy

E ind5S M QQ2

M TQ
2

M TT
D ~I1

2
1I2

2!22
M TQ

2

M TT

I1I2 . ~2!

The terms resulting from the off-diagonal elements of Eq. ~1!
can directly be identified as the interqubit coupling strength

K522(M TQ
2 /M TT)I1I2 which enters the ŝz ^ ŝz Ising-

coupling described in Refs. 2 and 12. Note, that the dynam-

ics of the qubit flux is dominated by the Josephson energies,2

to which the diagonal term is only a minor correction.

We now introduce the tunable Josephson junction into

the loop. Using fluxoid quantization, we rewrite the Joseph-

son relation11 IS5Ic sin@22p(FS /F0)# and insert it into Eq.

~1!. The resulting nonlinear equation can be solved in the

following cases: ~i! If uIS /Icu!1 ~‘‘on’’ state of the switch!

we find K522(M TQ
2 /M TT

! )I1I2 with M TT
!

ªM TT

1(F0/2pIc)5M TT1Lkin(0). This can be understood as an

effective increase of the self-inductance of the loop by the

kinetic inductance of the Josephson junction at zero bias. ~ii!
In the case uIS /Icu'1, ‘‘off’’ state, the circulating current is

close to the critical current of the switch, hence the phase

drop is 6p/2 and we find an analogous form K5

22(M TQ
2 /M TT8 )I1I2 with M TT8 5M TT1(F0/4uIcu), i.e., at

low Ic the coupling can be arbitrarily weak due to the enor-

mous kinetic inductance of the junction close to the critical

current.

We now turn to the discussion of the decoherence in-

duced by the subgap conductance of the tunable junction.

The decoherence occurs due to the flux noise generated

through the current noise from the quasiparticle shunt.

Hence, both qubits experience the same level of noise. The

decoherence of such a setup has been extensively studied in

Ref. 12 as a function of the environment parameters. In this

letter, we evaluate these environment parameters for our spe-

cific setup.

We model the junction by the RSJ-model for a sound

quantitative estimate of the time scales even though the

physics of the subgap conductance is usually by far more

subtle than that. We evaluate the fluctuations of the current

between two points of the flux transformer loop sketched in

Fig. 1. L is the geometric inductance of the loop, LJ is the

Josephson inductance characterizing the Josephson contact

and R is the shunt resistance. The correlation is given by

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem ^dIdI&v

5coth(b\v/2)\v Re Y(v), where Y (v) is the admittance

of the effective circuit depicted in Fig. 2. Following the lines

of Ref. 5, this translates into a spectral function of the energy

fluctuations of the qubit of the shape ^de(t)de(0)&v

5J(v)coth(\v/2kBT) with J(v)5av2/(v2
1vc

2) with the

important result that the dimensionless dissipation parameter

here reads

a5

4Icirc
2 M TQ

2 LJ
2

hR~L1LJ!2 ~3!

and an intrinsic cutoff vc5R(L1LJ)/LLJ . Here, LJ

5F0/2pIc is the kinetic inductance of the junction. From

Eq. ~3! we receive in the limit L@LJ the expression a
}1/RIc

2 and for L'LJ , L!LJ it follows that a}1/R . From

the results of Ref. 12, we can conclude that a'1026 poses

an upper bound for gate operations to be compatible with

quantum error correction. In the following sections we will

evaluate a for different types of junctions in the switch, a

JoFET, a superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor ~SFS!
junction and a high-Tc junction by inserting typical param-

eters. We use the normal resistance RN to estimate the shunt

resistance in the RSJ model. Here, it is important to note that

the parameters Ic and RN of the junction determine the suit-

ability of the device as a ~low-noise! switch, which are given

by a combination of material and geometry properties. In the

following we exemplify the calculation of the dissipative ef-

fects with several experimental parameter sets.

For present day qubit technology13 we can assume L

'1 nH, Icirc'100 nA M TQ'100 pH. In the following, we

estimate a for a number of junction realizations, adjusting

the junction area for sufficient critical current.

A JoFET can be understood as a SNS junction where the

role of the normal metal is played by a doped semiconductor.

By applying a gate voltage, it is possible to tune the electron

density of the semiconductor.

The critical current of such a junction containing Nch

channels can be found using the formula of Kulik and

Omel’yanchuk Ic5(pD)/(RNe).11,14 RN5h/(2e2Nch) is the

point-contact resistance. In a JoFET, the back gate essentially

controls Nch . The typical normal resistance is around RN

'10 V . For a JoFET the critical current of the Josephson

junction is Ic'30 mA and the Josephson inductance is LJ

'11 pH.7

Inserting the earlier estimates we get a'731026. This

means that the dissipative effects are weak and a JoFET

should be a reasonable switch that poses no new constraints.

Besides the obvious technological challenge,7 one drawback

of JoFETs is that due to wide junctions with dimensions of

around w5500 nm they are likely to trap vortices, which can

cause 1/f noise by hopping between different pinning sites.

However, this can be reduced by pinning, e.g., by perforating

the junction.

If we go away from the on state with the JoFET, we

reduce both Ic and GN linearily by depleting the density of

states. Figure 3 shows that we find that the dissipative effects

are strongest during the switching process when

LJ(re /re
on)'L , and not in the on state of the switch. In the

off state of the switch ~for re(0)→0) also a goes to zero. If

the switch is tuned from the off state to the on state, a
reaches a local maximum and then decreases again. This

makes the JoFET a very attractive switch: It induces an ac-

ceptably low level decoherence in the on state and can be

made completely silent in the off state.

FIG. 2. Equivalent circuit diagram of the flux transformer circuit. The

JoFET is modeled by a resistively shunted Josephson junction.
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A SFS junction in the p state is based on a metallic

material, thus the estimate of the shunt resistance in the RSJ

model yields a much smaller result than in the case of the

JoFET, R'1025 V .10 The critical current of the SFS junc-

tion is Ic'0.2 mA. Thus, leaving the transformer properties

unchanged, we find LJ'1.7 pH. Using these estimates the

strength of the dissipative effects is of the order of a
'0.16. This makes such a device unsuitable at the present

level of technology, however, it appears that superconductor-

insulator-ferromagnet superconductor ~SIFS! junctions15 are

by far closer to the desired values, see Fig. 4.

High-Tc junctions can be realized in different ways.

Here, we take from Ref. 9 parameters for a typical noble

metal ~Au!-bridge junction with a film thickness of about

w'100 nm. The product IcRN'1 mV and rN58.3 V nm.

We assume that in principle Ic for the p state and the 0 state

are the same. For a contact area of around 900 nm2, Ic

'1 mA and RN'1 V . Now the strength of the dissipative

effects is easily evaluated to be a'6.531028, which is

much better than SFS p junctions and even better than the

JoFET.

We estimated the strength of the dissipative effects that

will occur due to the switch for several possible switches.

These results are summarized in Fig. 4 for typical parameters

of the analyzed systems. We find that the noise properties of

a JoFET and p shifters based on high-Tc materials introduce

no important noise source. On the other hand, the parameters

found from p shifters based on magnetic materials are much

less encouraging.
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FIG. 3. The dimensionless dissipation parameter a as a function of the

electron density in the two-dimensional electron gas for a JoFET. The inset

shows a linear plot of the region with the largest a.
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Chapter 9

Decoherence Free Subspace (DFS)
encoding

9.1 Introduction

Decoherence Free Subspaces (DFS) are generally considered as one possible tool to reduce
or, in very special cases, even completely prevent environmental action on the qubit system,
which results in decoherence. Historically, first the conditions for DFSs have been pointed
out [215–218] and then investigations of the robustness of the decoherence free states [219]
to perturbations which break the symmetry have been made.

Consider a general Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ĤS + ĤSB + ĤB, (9.1)

where the different parts of the Hamiltonian describe the system, the system-bath inter-
action, and the bath. Here, the system-bath interaction is taken bilinear in the system
(spin) and bath operators, ĤI =

∑
α Ŝα ⊗ B̂α. Obviously, for ĤSB = 0, system and bath

are decoupled and evolve independently of each other, i.e., the evolution of the system is
decoherence free (DF). However, for non-vanishing system-bath interaction, one looks for
subspaces of the full Hilbert space that fullfill the condition of DF dynamics.

The conditions for a DFS are [220],

1. There exists a set { |k̃〉 } of eigenvectors of the spin operators Ŝα with Ŝα |k̃〉 = cα |k̃〉
for all α, |k̃〉. Here, the eigenvectors are degenerate, i.e., the eigenvalue cα depends
only on α and not on k.

2. The system Hamiltonian ĤS leaves the subspace invariant and the evolution starts
within this subspace.

As long as these requirements are met, the dynamics will be DF.
It has been shown that universal quantum computation can be performed within the

encoded subspace for a single exchange Hamiltonian [221]. And the duality between quan-
tum error correcting codes (QECCs) [36] and DFSs has also been pointed out, e.g., in
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Figure 9.1: Schematic picture of a DFS
encoding to protect from collective de-
phasing. The DFS is a subspace of the
whole Hilbert space. The logical (en-
coded) states are denoted by the sub-
script “L”.
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Figure 9.2: Cartoon of the partition
of all the gates in SU(4) into local
single-qubit gates and non-local two-
qubit gates, taken from Ref. [222].

Refs. [220, 221]. Let us now exemplify one special case of collective dephasing for a sys-

tem Hamiltonian that commutes with σ̂
(i)
z . In this case the system-bath interaction is

ĤSB =
(∑

i σ̂
(i)
z

)
⊗ B̂. Figure 9.1 depicts a DFS encoding for this example, here a system

of four physical qubits is encoded into two logical qubits, denoted by the subscript “L”.

When the collective spin operator Ŝ in this example acts on the four states depicted in
Fig. 9.1, all states lead to the same eigenvalue. Of course, one has to work out in detail
that all conditions for a DFS are fulfilled, but this example nicely explains the advantages
and design of DFSs. Investigations on the DFS encoding have been carried out for some
physical realizations of qubits, in Ref. [223] DFSs have been introduced in the context of
collective amplitude damping. Scalable schemes, e.g., for ion trap quantum computation
in decoherence-free subspaces [224] have been proposed and for NMR quantum computers
the properties of a DFS have been intensively studied [225, 226].

Yet, the application of the DFS encoding to real solid-state physical systems is profound
because of the many different decoherence sources and the fact that little is known about
the correlations of the noise. Thus, despite the beautiful theoretical idea of DFSs, it is very
hard in practice to identify systems that can take full advantage of the DFS encoding.

To exploit the full advantage of DFSs, it is necessary to identify systems that are subject
to collective noise. Thus, it is important to identify the degree of correlation of the noise
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Figure 9.3: Weyl chamber trajectory illustrating the cnot operation for the anisotropic
exchange interaction, i.e., for an inter-qubit coupling Hamiltonian Hc = σ̂
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obtained from the representation in the geometric theory presented in Ref. [222]; L1,2 and
K1,2 are local single-qubit gates.

in qubit systems to develop strategies to fight decoherence. The noise correlations are
characterized by the correlation length scale.

Two-qubit gates can be represented geometrically in the Weyl chamber, which provides
a projection of SU(4) into R

3 [227]. Namely, every unitary operation U ∈ SU(4) can be
decomposed in [222]

U = k1exp
[
−i(c1σ̂(1)

x σ̂(2)
x + c2σ̂

(1)
y σ̂(2)

y + c3σ̂
(1)
z σ̂(2)

z )
]
k2, (9.2)

with k1, k2 ∈ SU(2)⊗SU(2) and c1, c2, c3 ∈ R. In the Weyl chamber, all non-local operations
can then be expressed in terms of the three parameters c1, c2, and c3. These parameters
are the three-dimensional coordinates in the Weyl chamber. By detailed analysis [222],
it is found that the representation of non-local two-qubit operations is a tetrahedron in
R

3. Figure 9.3 exemplifies the trajectory for a cnot gate with two coupled qubits as
described in the paper in the following section. Note also that it was shown in [222]
that any quantum gate can be implemented by three interactions and eight single-qubit
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Figure 9.4: Experimental demonstration of quantum state tomography for a DFS en-
coded four-photon qubit state from [46]. The entries of the density matrix of the
qubit before and after transmission through a noisy transmission channel are depicted.
The DFS encoding protects the quantum state. The trace-fidelity of the transfer is

Fρin,ρout
= tr

[(√
ρoutρin

√
ρout

)1/2
]

= 0.9958 ± 0.0759.

gates. However, in a latter work [228] the authors discovered the quantum gate B that
can implement any arbitrary two-qubit quantum operation with a minimal number of both
two- and single-qubit gates, i.e., any non-local two-qubit operation can be obtained from
only two applications of the B gate, which is useful for physical systems where the B gate
is easily implemented.

The general feasibility of DFS encoding has been demonstrated with photon states [46].
In this experiment, four-photon states have been generated by parametric down conversion
and used to encode one qubit inside a DFS. Then these photons were transmitted via a
noisy transmission channel, where the noise is simulated by transmission of the photons
through quarter- and half-wave plates. Finally, quantum state tomography of the qubit
states showed the immunity against the noise. These results are depicted in Fig. 9.4.

In the following paper [229], the DFS encoding for a realistic model of superconduct-
ing solid-state qubits is investigated. These qubits are coupled via the aforementioned
anisotropic exchange interaction [195]. It turns out that the noise stemming from the cou-
pling elements, which is assumed to be correlated between neighbouring qubits, can be
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completely suppressed by encoding into a DFS. However, next to the DFS encoding also
the special form of the bath spectral function needs to be exploited in order to provide
perfect protection.

In more detail, the 1/f -noise from the coupling elements that couples to a single qubit
(here, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality only a single-qubit will be
considered) can be described by the Hamiltonian

Hφ =
1

2

(
ε ∆eiδφ

∆e−iδφ −ε

)
+HB =

1

2
eiσ̂zδφ/2

(
ε ∆
∆ −ε

)
e−iσ̂zδφ/2 +HB (9.3)

where HB is the Hamiltonian that describes the environmental bath of harmonic oscillators
with coordinates X̂i interacting with the qubit via the term δφ =

∑
i ciX̂i. This kind of

Hamiltonian describes the effect of background charges on a flux qubit, which act via the
Aharonov-Casher effect [230, 231]. It is well known that these background charges typi-
cally produce 1/f -noise that can be described by a general semiclassical noise-correlation
function in the frequency domain,

1

2
〈δφ(t)δφ(0) + δφ(0)δφ(t)〉ω = Sφ(ω) = αsω

sω1−s
c e−ω/ωc coth(~βω/2), (9.4)

in the limit when s→ 0 and ω � T , where Sφ = (2Tαs/ωc)1/ω. Although the magnitude
of the 1/f -noise is usually small, the reason why 1/f -noise is still noxious is that there is
a large spectral weight at low frequencies.

The effect of the charge noise can be viewed as an effective unitary transformation
which can be properly undone by an appropriate inverse transformation. Namely, the
Hamiltonian Eqn. (9.4) can be mapped by using the unitary matrix U(t) = e−iσ̂zδφ/2. Here,
δφ(t) is an operator (or, in the Schrödinger picture, a time-dependent variable), thus the
transformation of the wave function |ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉 corresponds to the transformation of the
Hamiltonian Hε = UHφU

† + (i(d/dt)U)U †. Physically, this corresponds to going to the
frame which is co-rotating with the noise and the extra term can be viewed as an inertial
force. Thus, one can write

Hε =

(
ε ∆
∆ −ε

)
+ i

1

2
δεσ̂z +HB,

where δε = δφ̇ is the time-derivative of the phase. This corresponds to a spin-boson
model, where the fluctuating force is the time-derivative of the phase. Note that the time-
derivation corresponds to a factor iω in frequency space. Therefore, one can identify the
spectral density of the corresponding spin-boson model

1

2
〈δε(t)δε(0) + δε(0)δε(t)〉ω = Sε(ω) = αsω

s+2ω1−s
c e−ω/ωc coth(~βω/2), (9.5)

which reduces to a super-Ohmic power spectrum Sε(ω) = α0ω
2/ωc. Thus, the transfor-

mation presented here effectively transforms 1/f -noise to regular flux-noise with a super-
Ohmic spectrum.
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Solid state qubits realized in superconducting circuits are potentially scalable. However, strong decoherence

may be transferred to the qubits by various elements of the circuits that couple individual qubits, particularly

when coupling is implemented over long distances. We propose here an encoding that provides full protection

against errors originating from these coupling elements, for a chain of superconducting qubits with a nearest

neighbor anisotropic XY-interaction. The encoding is also seen to provide partial protection against errors

deriving from general electronic noise.
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Superconducting flux qubits have been shown to possess

many of the necessary features of a quantum bit �qubit�,
including the ability to prepare superpositions of quantum

states1,2 and manipulate them coherently.3 In these systems,

the dominating error source appears to be decoherence due to

flux noise.4 Present designs for arrays of multiple flux qubits

that are coupled through their flux degree of freedom are

easily implemented from an experimental point of view.5

However, when scaling up to large numbers of qubits, they

suffer from technical restrictions such as possible flux

crosstalk and a need for physically large coupling elements,

which are expected to act as severe antennas for decoher-

ence. The possibility of avoiding errors by prior encoding

into decoherence free subspaces �DFS� that are defined by

the physical symmetries of the qubit interaction with the en-

vironment is consequently very attractive. Such encoding is

also attractive for superconducting charge qubits,6,7 which

are subject to similar decoherence sources.8

In this work, we show how to develop such protection for

qubits coupled by the nearest neighbor XY-interaction that is

encountered in both flux and charge qubit designs.9,10 We

demonstrate that for this coupling, a two-qubit encoding into

a DFS provides full protection against noise from the cou-

pling elements. Moreover, all encoded single-qubit opera-

tions are also protected from collective decoherence deriving

from the electromagnetic environment. The protection is

seen to result from a combination of symmetry in the cou-

pling element and a restricted environmental phase space of

the multi-qubit system—the DFS alone would not be suffi-

cient. The analysis makes use of an exact unitary transfor-

mation of 1/ f phase noise in the coupling element �hence

with a sub-Ohmic power spectrum� into regular nearest-

neighbor correlated flux noise on the qubits that is character-

ized by a super-Ohmic power spectrum. To assess the perfor-

mance of the encoding we add to this coupling-derived noise

a single-qubit Ohmic noise source that represents the generic

uncorrelated environmental factors and analyze the fidelity

of encoded quantum gate operations.

The Hamiltonian of a linear chain of XY coupled qubits

reads

Hq = H0 + Hint

=�
i

��i�̂z
�i� + �i�̂x

�i� + Ki,i+1��̂x
�i��̂x

�i+1� + �̂y
�i��̂y

�i+1��� ,

�1�

where H0=�i��i�̂z

�i�
+�i�̂x

�i�� is the uncoupled qubit Hamil-

tonian, and Ki,i+1 is the strength of the inter-qubit coupling,
Hint. We assume that it is possible to switch the coupling
Ki,i+1 and the flux bias �i��x,i� of each qubit separately. Such

a Hamiltonian can be realized using flux qubits with capaci-
tive coupling.10 The switch for this interaction can in prin-
ciple be implemented using PIN varactor diodes, microme-
chanical devices, or small Josephson junctions.11 Switching
on the coupling suppresses the tunnel amplitudes10 �i. The
Hamiltonian of Eq. �1� can also be readily implemented in
charge qubits, i.e., Cooper pair boxes coupled by Josephson
junctions,9 whose coupling strength can be tuned through an
external magnetic field. In both cases, the couplers are large
objects and hence act as efficient antennas for charge and/or
flux noise when the coupling is on. When the coupling is
switched off, this noise is confined within the coupler and
does not affect the qubits.

The decoherence sources relevant to Eq. �1� are back-
ground charges. This can be represented as 1/ f noise in the
coupler as we explain below. In addition general electromag-
netic �e.m.� noise, both local flux or electronics noise,
couples to single qubits and, for long wavelength, also to
multiple qubits. The e.m. noise is represented as usual by
Ohmic noise which has both uncorrelated and collective
components. The effect of these environmental decoherence
sources on Eq. �1� is represented by the usual �linear� cou-

pling to a bath of oscillators Hb=�i
�ai

†ai+
1

2
�, characterized

by a spectral density J���=�i��i�
2���−�i�, with the cou-

pling strength characterized by a dimensionless parameter12

	.
We first show how the coupling and local noise are de-

scribed in this framework. Background charge fluctuations
�q�t� arising in the capacitive coupling elements between

qubits i and i+1, induce geometric Aharonov-Casher13

phases �
�t���q�t� when the qubit flux states tunnel be-

tween eigenstates of �̂z. This results in a correlated two-qubit

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 72, 064511 �2005�
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error operator exp�i�
��̂
z

�i�
+ �̂

z

�i+1��� acting on Hq. The low-

frequency limit of this phase noise in the coupling elements
can be approximated as a Gaussian 1/ f noise process deriv-
ing from coupling to a sub-Ohmic oscillator bath with asso-
ciated spectral density12,13 J


2qb���= �	0 /�0�sign���e−�/�c.

Here and henceforth we set � ,kB=1. This leads to a classical
power spectrum in the frequency domain

S
��� =
1

2 ��
�t��
�0� + �
�0��
�t���

=J

2qb���coth��/2T�

	 �2T	0/�c�� �2�

for �T, which characterizes the environmental phase
space of the correlated two-qubit errors due to capacitive
coupling. Uncorrelated single qubit errors deriving from lo-
cal electronic elements are represented here by bath coupling
to the flux states, i.e., �̂z errors. This is typically represented
by a bath having an Ohmic spectral density,14 J�,�

1qb

=	���c
2 / ��c

2+�2�, which thus characterizes the environ-

mental phase space of the uncorrelated single-qubit errors.
We note that very recently, �̂x single-qubit errors �i.e., bit flip
errors� have also been identified.15 The third source of errors,
correlated errors deriving from long wavelength electromag-
netic radiation, can be removed by encoding into a DFS as
we show below, independent of the form of the spectral den-
sity associated with the source of such collective decoher-
ence.

We can formally introduce the noise due to background
charges into the total Hamiltonian Hq+Hb by transforming
the total Hamiltonian with a unitary operator Uqb

=exp�i�
��̂
z

�i�
+ �̂

z

�i+1���, resulting in

H = H� + Hb = UqbHqUqb
† + Hb, �3�

with associated spectral density J

2qb���. Thus, the error acts

in the interaction picture as a time-dependent unitary trans-
formation and it can be eliminated by undoing the transfor-
mation. In NMR �nuclear magnetic resonance� language, this
is a transformation to the “co-fluctuating” frame. The unitary
transformation is properly undone by a time-dependent uni-
tary transformation in the interaction picture, which trans-
forms the states as ����=Uqb

† ��� and the coupled Hamiltonian
as

Heff = Uqb
† HUqb − iUqb

† d

dt
Uqb, �4�

− iUqb
† d

dt
Uqb =

1

2
��̂z

�i� + �̂z
�i+1���
̇ . �5�

The last term is understood as an effective system-bath in-
teraction, written more explicitly

HSB = − iUqb
† d

dt
Uqb =

1

2
��̂z

�i� + �̂z
�i+1�� � �

n

i�n�n�an − an
†� .

�6�

Note that Hq=Uqb
† H�Uqb. Physically, this arises from the

transformation into the noninertial co-fluctuating frame as an
inertial force. It is recognized that �6� is the regular spin

boson coupling HSB,eff=�i��i�ai+�i�
*ai

†� with �i�= i��i. In
this transformed representation we now have correlated flux
errors, i.e., pairwise coupling of the qubit �̂z operators to
energy fluctuations given by the time-derivative of the fluc-

tuating correlated coupler phase, �
̇. Most importantly, the
associated spectral density of the oscillator bath is also trans-
formed, becoming J�

2qb���=�2J

2qb���=	0�2 sign��� /�0,

which is now super-Ohmic. Similar arguments can be ap-
plied to the flux noise arising when two charge qubits are
coupled by a SQUID, except that here the coupling �flux�
noise is usually Ohmic rather than sub-Ohmic, so that the
transformed spectral density is proportional to �3 rather than
to �2. Note, that the flux states only get transformed by
phase factors, hence computation and measurement carried
out in this basis are unaffected by this transformation.

To protect against these correlated errors we employ a
two-qubit encoding �0�L= �01�, �1�L= �10� which is recogniz-
able as the smallest DFS encoding that can protect against
collective dephasing.16 It, therefore, automatically protects
against any correlated phase errors, including our third
source of error deriving from long wavelength e.m. noise.

We will show that as a result of the symmetry in the bath,
in particular, because of the form of its spectral density, this
encoding also provides complete protection against the noise
arising during capacitive coupling. This results in perfect
performance of both encoded single qubit and two qubit op-
erations when correlated errors during two-qubit operations
are the only source of decoherence. Uncorrelated single qubit
errors are then the only remaining mechanism leading to a
reduced fidelity of quantum gates. We find below that for
single qubit errors of less than or equal strength to two qubit
errors, the DFS encoding still provides a significant, al-
though now incomplete, protection.

The two logical qubits are encoded into four physical qu-
bits using the encoding scheme �00�L= �0101�P , �01�L

= �0110�P , �10�L= �1001�P , �11�L= �1010�P, where L and P de-
note logical and physical states, respectively. We assume that
the four physical qubits constitute a linear array �this need
not be contiguous� which we label 1,2,3,4. This four-
dimensional subspace is left invariant by collective errors
involving qubits 1 and 2, Uqb with i=1, as well as by errors
involving qubits 3 and 4, Uqb with i=3, but not by collective
errors involving qubits 2 and 3, i.e., Uqb with i=2, see Ref.
16. A simple counting argument shows that a DFS that pro-
tects against all two-qubit errors including those between the
two encoded qubits does not exist.

The latter errors arise when switching on the coupling
between qubits 2 and 3 with Hint as described above, in order
to perform logical two- qubit operations. Thus, in a Hamil-
tonian formulation within the basis spanned by the encoded

subspace vectors, the coupling error �̂
z

�2�
+ �̂

z

�3�
between qu-

bits 2 and 3 does not have identical degenerate eigenvalues
as would be required for a DFS.17 Moreover, the physical
single qubit errors also do not fulfill this requirement of de-
generate eigenvalues. In the language of quantum error cor-
recting codes �QECC�18 where a DFS is a particular example
of a degenerate QECC16 we, therefore, conclude that our
encoding is not fully degenerate under the action of both the
correlated two-qubit and single qubit errors and does not
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constitute a true DFS for both classes of errors. A true DFS
would be completely degenerate, giving identical syndromes
of unity for all of these errors. As a result of this lack of
degeneracy, additional operations are in principle needed for
correction of the uncorrelated noise, i.e., of the physical
single-qubit errors, as well as for correction of the coupling
error Uqb, i=2. Nevertheless, we will see below that the lat-
ter coupling errors resulting from the background charge
fluctuations are actually suppressed by the bath properties
and its symmetry after application of the transformation Uqb,
so that only the single qubit errors need to be actively cor-
rected.

The encoded single-qubit operations, given here without
loss of generality for the first encoded logical qubit only, can
be shown to be

e−i�̄z
�1�

� = e−i�̂z
�2�

� �7�

e−i�̄x
�1�

� = e−iH̃int
12

� �8�

e−i�̄y
�1�

� = ei�̄z
�1� �

4 ei�̄x
�1�

�e−i�̄z
�1� �

4 , �9�

where H̃int= �Hint /�0� and �= t�0. The first operation is

straightforwardly achieved by tuning the flux bias. To imple-

ment the second operation, �̄
x

�1�
, we need to cancel the effect

of H0. This is also straightforward, if �i and �i can be tuned
to zero. If � cannot be tuned to zero, it is nevertheless still
possible to act with Hint alone, by combining a short time
Trotter expansion with operator conjugation as follows. First,
we recognize that conjugation of Hq with �̂z can invert the
sign of �i

e−iHq�−�1,−�2�t = e−i��̂z
�1�

+�̂z
�2���/2e−iHq��1,�2�tei��̂z

�1�
+�̂z

�2���/2.

�10�

The alternation of Hq��1 ,�2 ,K12� with Hq�−�1 ,−�2 ,K12�
results in the desired action of Hint, up to commutator errors

between Hint and ��̂
x

�i�,�j�
which can be suppressed by mak-

ing a Trotter expansion:

lim
n→�

�e−iHq��1,�2,K12�t/2ne−iHq�−�1,−�2,K12�t/2n�n = e−iH̃int
12

�.

�11�

This scheme requires only relatively small values of n to be
effective. Direct simulation shows that for n
10, the rela-
tive deviation of individual matrix elements Unm from Unm

ideal

is smaller than 1%. During all these encoded single qubit
operations the encoded qubit remains in the DFS encoded
subspace and so is fully protected against correlated two-
qubit errors deriving from both the capacitive coupling and
from any other electromagnetic correlated noise.

Encoded two-qubit operations require pairwise coupling
of physical qubits from the two encoded qubits �0�L and �1�L,

e.g., qubits 2 and 3 as mentioned above. The encoded Ūzz�t�
two-qubit controlled-phase operation is

Ūzz�t� = e−i�̄z
�1�

�̄z
�2�

�=eiSx
�
4 eiH̃int

23
�/2e−i�x

�2� �
2 eiH̃int

23
�/2eiSx�

�
4 ,

�12�

where Sx�= �̂
x

�2�
− �̂

x

�3�
and Sx= �̂

x

�2�
+ �̂

x

�3�
. This can be com-

bined with an encoded single qubit Hadamard gate to pro-
duce the controlled NOT �CNOT� gate.14 Now the first ele-

ment of Ūzz�t� ,eiSx��/4, takes the DFS states outside the

subspace to form superpositions of DFS and non-DFS states
and populate the non-DFS states �0111�, �0100�, �1011� and
�1000�. Detailed analysis reveals that the two-qubit operation
Eq. �12� will always take the encoded qubits out of the DFS
encoded subspace. However, during these excursions out of
the DFS, when only coupling errors are present, only pure
dephasing processes which do not flip eigenstates can con-
tribute to decoherence,14 since the coupling to the bath com-
mutes with the interqubit coupling. The rates of these
dephasing processes are proportional to S�0�
=lim�→0J�

2qb���coth�� /2T�, which vanishes as a result of

the super-Ohmic shape of J�
2qb derived from the tunneling-

flux transformation introduced above. Consequently these
processes “lack phase space” in the environmental degrees of
freedom and hence are fully suppressed. This excursion out
of the DFS encoded subspace into a larger region of the full
Hilbert space in which only pure dephasing processes con-
tribute to the decoherence can alternatively be viewed as an
excursion into a larger subspace that is characterized by sup-
pression of relaxation processes.

We demonstrate the benefits of the DFS encoding by nu-
merical studies of the CNOT gate, calculated from the simu-
lated evolution of the reduced density matrix for the coupled
flux qubits using the Bloch-Redfield description of the spin-
boson model of the qubit and its bath coupling characterized
by14 J���. This approach is valid for 	0 ,	�1. To quantify

the gate performance we evaluate the fidelity19 F of the en-
coded quantum gate operation, defined by F

=
1

16� j=1
16 ��in

j �UG
+ �G

j UG��in
j �. Here UG is the unitary matrix

describing the desired ideal gate, and �G
j =��tG� is the density

matrix obtained from attempting a quantum gate operation in
a hostile environment, i.e., with errors, evaluated for all ini-
tially unentangled product states19 from the encoded logical
basis, ��0�= ��in

j ���in
j �. The states ��in

j � are defined in Ref.

20.
Figure 1 shows the calculated gate fidelity for an encoded

CNOT operation ŪCNOT, obtained from Ūzz together with the
relevant encoded single qubit gates. We see that, as predicted
by the above analysis, when only two-qubit errors are active
�	1qb=0� the gate performance is perfect. When additional

uncorrelated single-qubit errors during single qubit opera-
tions occur �	1qb�, the gate fidelity is seen to decrease as the

strength of these errors increases. The DFS encoding is thus
seen to give 100% protection against the primary coupling
errors in addition to correlated background errors. It does not
protect against uncorrelated single qubit errors, in fact, due
to the larger overhead, DFS encoding alone is sensitive
against these �compare sets I and II�. However, the uncorre-
lated single qubit errors can be well treated by active quan-
tum error correction, particularly if the error rates for single
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qubit and correlated errors are comparable. It is also possible
to combine this encoding scheme with a QECC in order to
achieve fault-tolerance. Using the scheme proposed in Ref.
21, the leakage problem of standard QECC methods can be
overcome.

Saturation of the gate quality at low temperatures occurs
because all decohering processes �except spontaneous emis-
sion� are frozen out. This occurs when kBT	Emin, where
Emin is the lowest energy splitting in the system. Here, Emin

=�0. Even during the excursion out of the DFS, transitions
between the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian involving spon-
taneous emission are forbidden by symmetry. Thus, at low
temperatures, only energy-conserving “pure dephasing” pro-
cesses influence the gate. These are proportional to the noise
power S��→0�. For an Ohmic environment, this noise is

purely thermal,14 S�0��T, so that the gate performance is

still limited at any finite temperature. For the super-Ohmic
case, S�0�=0 at any T �Fig. 1�. When 	� is small, the fidelity

can be considerably increased because the errors from the
coupling elements introduce no new constraints; i.e., if, for

equal coupling strength to the electromagnetic environment,
the appropriate relative weight of two qubit errors is larger
than that of one qubit errors, it is evident that the DFS en-
coding provides considerable protection. Thus, for optimiz-
ing two-qubit gates it is of crucial importance to identify,
whether or not the noise is correlated between qubits. This is
a critical challenge for experiment. An experimental signa-
ture of correlated noise is, e.g., the superior coherence of the
states used as logical qubits in this work.

In conclusion, we have shown that using a DFS encoding
of superconducting flux or charge qubits can significantly
enhance their gate performance for the entangling two-qubit
operations that are required to implement quantum computa-
tion. The DFS-encoding proposed here ensures that all en-

coded single-qubit operations are protected against 1 / f noise
in the capacitive coupling elements, as well as from corre-
lated electromagnetic noise. The latter are the errors originat-
ing from the coupling of the qubits to a common electromag-
netic environment. When only the capacitive coupling errors
arising during two-qubit operations are present, even though
these are not automatically protected by this DFS encoding,
we find that perfect fidelity can still be achieved. We have
shown that this is a consequence of two symmetries of the
bath. First, commutation of the system-bath coupling with
the interqubit coupling results in elimination of spontaneous
emission between qubit eigenstates. Second, a vanishing bath
spectral density for dephasing processes results from the ex-
act correspondence of the 1/ f sub-Ohmic charge noise in the
coupler to super-Ohmic flux noise on the qubits.

The phase space restriction found here derives from the
choice of the XY-interaction between the qubits: coupler
noise from other interactions would explore the full phase
space during the two-qubit operation. Thus the XY-coupling
is a very attractive coupling scheme whenever decoherence
is a major concern. From the results presented here, we ex-
pect that this DFS-inspired encoding, which is also very ef-
ficient, requiring only two physical qubits per logical qubit,
will therefore be useful for reducing the noise in quantum
circuits based on superconducting qubits.
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Chapter 10

Optimum control of superconducting
solid-state qubits

10.1 Introduction

Here, a system of two capacitively coupled Josephson charge qubits [194, 232] with full con-
trol only over the gate voltages of the two Cooper pair boxes (the superconducting islands)
is investigated. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 10.1. In a recent experiment
the cnot gate (a conditional gate operation) has been demonstrated with this setup [232],

Figure 10.1: Picture of the experimental two charge qubit setup of the NEC group which
was used for the demonstration of a conditional gate operation. The charge qubits are
manipulated by dc pulses on the voltage gates. The first qubit is fabricated in SQUID
geometry, i.e., the tunnel amplitude can be changed on a timescale much longer than the
experimentally realized gate operation. Picture taken from Ref. [232].
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however, the fidelity of the gate operation, i.e., the overlap of the experimental propagator
and the ideal unitary propagator, was found to be below 50% [232]. The charge qubits in
this experiment were manipulated by fast DC-pulses (rectangular pulses) of total durations
80− 260 ps with rise-times of about 40 ps. In general, the approach of decomposing quan-
tum gates into elementary operations is, for small system size, greatly outperformed by
custom-built pulse sequences obtained from optimum control theory. However, clearly for
larger systems the optimization problem can not be solved easily anymore. Thus, it would
be still desirable to find small time or decoherence-optimal building blocks for extensive
quantum gate operations on a larger quantum computer with many qubits. Clearly, not
only in the context of a small system, pulse shaping techniques are an important tool for
the manipulation of quantum systems and appriopriate control might increase the gate
fidelity drastically, as will be shown in the paper associated with this section.

10.2 Optimal control theory

In order to find a time-optimal pulse sequence for the manipulation of the qubit system,
which leads to a time evolution of the system that is close to the desired ideal propagator,
the time evolution is split in n small time steps

U = exp(−itnĤ(n)) × · · · × exp(−itkĤ(k)) × · · · × exp(−it1Ĥ(1)). (10.1)

Where the overall sequence should be time-optimal, i.e., t =
∑

k tk should be minimal and

the Hamiltonians Ĥ(k) are piecewise constant [233]. It is most convenient to split the total
Hamiltonian that is associated with the timestep tk into a drift term (free evolution) and
a control term (which can be manipulated, e.g., by gate voltages)

Ĥ(k) = Ĥd + Ĥc = Ĥd +
∑

j

u
(j)
(k)Ĥ

(j)
(k), (10.2)

where u
(j)
(k) is the value of the control, e.g., the gate voltage, for the j-th qubit and the k-th

timestep. When the gate fidelity is unity, i.e., the obtained propagator equals the ideal
desired propagator, it is found that

||U − Uideal||2 = ||U ||22 + ||Uideal||22 − 2Re tr
(
U †

idealU
)

= 0, (10.3)

and Re tr
(
U †

idealU
)

has to be maximized for a fixed overall time t. This is done via optimal

control theory, using the scalar-valued Hamiltonian function

h(U(tk)) = Re tr

(
λ†(tk)(−i(Ĥd +

∑

j

u
(j)
(k)Ĥ

(j)
(k))U(tk))

)
, (10.4)

derived from the equation of motion U̇(t) = −iĤU(t) with the initial condition U(0) = 1̂
with the Lagrange multiplier λ(t), which satisfies λ̇(t) = −iĤλ(t). Then Pontragyagin’s
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maximum principle [234] requires

∂h(U(tk))

∂u(j)
= −Im tr

(
λ†(tk)Ĥ

(k)U(tk)
)

= 0. (10.5)

Then a gradient-flow based recursion method is employed [235, 236] to determine the
amplitude of the j-th control for the k-th time-interval. Thus, it is found for the j-th
control and the iteration step r + 1

u
(j)
r+1(tk) = u(j)

r (tk) + ε
∂h(U(tk))

∂u(j)
, (10.6)

with an appropriately chosen discretization stepsize ε. Note that this procedure has to be
repeated for a set of final times tk that decrease to the minimal time t′, as long as the
fidelity for the obtained propagator is large enough, i.e., above a threshold that was set
beforehand.

10.3 System Hamiltonian

First, the Hamiltonian of the two-qubit system in terms of Pauli spin-matrices will be
derived. Starting from Eqn. (1) in [232] in the charge basis

Ĥ =
∑

n1,n2=0,1

En1n2
|n1, n2〉 〈n1, n2| −

EJ1

2

∑

n2=0,1

(|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|) ⊗ |n2〉 〈n2|

− EJ2

2

∑

n1=0,1

|n1〉 〈n1| ⊗ (|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|), (10.7)

it is found that after expanding all terms of this expression gives

Ĥ = E00 |00〉 〈00| + E01 |01〉 〈01| + E10 |10〉 〈10| + E11 |11〉 〈11|

− EJ1

2
((|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|) ⊗ |0〉 〈0| − EJ1

2
((|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|) ⊗ |1〉 〈1|

− EJ2

2
|0〉 〈0| ⊗ (|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|) − EJ2

2
|1〉 〈1| ⊗ (|0〉 〈1| + |1〉 〈0|), (10.8)

where

E00 = Ec1(ng1 − 0)2 + Ec2(ng2 − 0)2 + Emng1ng2, (10.9)

E01 = Ec1(ng1 − 0)2 + Ec2(ng2 − 1)2 + Emng1(ng2 − 1), (10.10)

E10 = Ec1(ng1 − 1)2 + Ec2(ng2 − 0)2 + Em(ng1 − 1)ng2, (10.11)

E11 = Ec1(ng1 − 1)2 + Ec2(ng2 − 1)2 + Em(ng1 − 1)(ng2 − 1). (10.12)

Now a set of Pauli matricies in the computational basis |00〉 , |01〉 , |10〉 , |11〉 is introduced

σ̂(1)
z =




−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 , σ̂(2)

z =




−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


 , σ̂(1)

z σ̂(2)
z =




1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


 ,

(10.13)
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which are all diagonal in the computational basis. To rewrite the Hamiltonian (10.8) in
terms of the Pauli-matrices we first treat the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian. It is useful
to note that it is very simple to split up the diagonal part

Ĥ =




a 0 0 0
0 b 0 0
0 0 c 0
0 0 0 d


 (10.14)

into parts that are proportional to the Pauli matrices, because this space is spanned by
σ̂

(1)
z , σ̂

(2)
z , σ̂

(1)
z ⊗ σ̂

(2)
z and 1̂. Therefore, the diagonal matrix Eqn. (10.14) can be split into

Â1 = Ĥ − 1

4
(a+ b+ c+ d)1̂ (10.15)

Â2 = Â1 −
1

2
((A1)11 + (A1)22)σ̂

(1)
z (10.16)

Â3 = Â2 −
1

2
((A2)22 + (A1)44)σ̂

(2)
z (10.17)

Â4 = Â3 −
1

2
((A3)22 + (A3)33)σ̂

(1)
z σ̂(2)

z = 0. (10.18)

Thus, the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥdiag = −
(

1

4
Em(ng1 + 2ng2 − 1 − ng1ng2 + ng1(ng2 − 1)) +

1

2
Ec1(2ng1 − 1)

)
σ̂(1)

z

+

(
1

4
Em(ng1(ng2 − 1) − ng1ng2 − ng1 + 1)) +

1

2
Ec2(1 − 2ng2)

)
σ̂(2)

z

−
(

1

4
Em(ng1(ng2 − 1) − ng1ng2 + ng1 − 1)

)
σ̂(1)

z σ̂(2)
z . (10.19)

This can be further simplified to become

Ĥdiag =
1

4

(
(Em(1 − 2ng2) + 2Ec1(1 − 2ng1))σ̂

(1)
z

+ (Em(1 − 2ng1) + 2Ec2(1 − 2ng2))σ̂
(2)
z + Emσ̂

(1)
z σ̂(2)

z

)
. (10.20)

The off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian is composed of the single-qubit spin-flip terms

Ĥoff = −EJ1

2
σ̂(1)

x − EJ2

2
σ̂(2)

x . (10.21)

Therefore, the whole Hamiltonian expressed in terms of Pauli matricies is

Ĥ =
1

4
(Em(1 − 2ng2) + 2Ec1(1 − 2ng1))σ̂

(1)
z − EJ1

2
σ̂(1)

x

+
1

4
(Em(1 − 2ng1) + 2Ec2(1 − 2ng2))σ̂

(2)
z − EJ1

2
σ̂(2)

x +
1

4
Emσ̂

(1)
z σ̂(2)

z . (10.22)
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From this expression it is clearly seen that due to the permanent coupling of the qubits,
the controls ng,i (the gate voltages Vg,i) are mutually coupled. Next, after having derived
the Hamiltonian of the two-qubit system, it is important to investigate the timescales and
energy scales, which will determine the dynamics of the qubit evolution. From Ref. [232]
the energies

Ec1 = 580µeV = 140GHz,

Ec2 = 671µeV = 162GHz,

Em = 95µeV = 23GHz,

EJ1 = 45µeV = 11GHz,

EJ2 = 41µeV = 10GHz, (10.23)

are extracted. In Ref. [232], the controlled-NOT pulse takes 255 ps or 264 ps (depending
on the input state – therefore, the cnot operation is of course not unitary anymore) with
a fall and rise-time of the pulses of about 40 ps.

10.4 Generalization to the three qubit Hamiltonian

Compared to the two charge qubit setup, the three charge qubit setup in an open chain
geometry, i.e., without connecting the third qubit to the first qubit (which would lead to

a term proportional to σ̂
(1)
z ⊗ σ̂

(3)
z in the three charge qubit Hamiltonian), the role of the

middle qubit is special. This can be clearly observed in the Hamiltonian which shall be
derived below. A typical three charge qubit setup is depicted in Fig. 10.4. There is a
second important change on top of the different shape of the Hamiltonian. The charging
energy of the second qubit will be significantly decreased due to the increase of the overall
capacitance seen by the second qubit. This occurs only for the second (or middle) qubit
due to the additional coupling capacitance seen by this qubit. In the case of a closed chain
geometry this decrease of Ec would of course occur for all qubits.

The general expression (10.22) can easily be generalized for an open chain of N qubits
and leads to nearest neighbour qubit-qubit interaction. The overall Hamiltonian is

Ĥ =
N∑

i=1

Bi(t)σ̂
(i)
z − EJi

2
σ̂(i)

x +
N−1∑

i=1

Ji,i+1σ̂
(i)
z σ̂(i+1)

z . (10.24)

To derive the pseudo magnetic field strengths Bi (or in other words the qubit bias) and
the qubit-qubit coupling strength Ji,i+1 explicitly, we shall use the method from the last
section and obtain for the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian

Ĥdiag = −1

4
(2Ec1(1 − 2ng1) + Em1(1 − 2ng2))σ̂

(1)
z

− 1

4
(2Ec2(1 − 2ng2) + Em1(1 − 2ng1) + Em2(1 − 2ng3))σ̂

(2)
z
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Figure 10.2: The three charge qubit setup in an open chain geometry. Each of the super-
conducting Cooper pair boxes is capacitively coupled to the neighbouring boxes. However,
the last qubit in the chain is not connected to the first qubit in the chain. Due to this
asymmetry, the charging energy of the middle qubit is decreased.

− 1

4
(2Ec3(1 − 2ng3) + Em2(1 − 2ng2))σ̂

(3)
z

+
1

4
Em1σ̂

(1)
z ⊗ σ̂(2)

z +
1

4
Em2σ̂

(2)
z ⊗ σ̂(3)

z (10.25)

From comparison of Eqns. (10.24) and (10.25) the elements Bi and Ji,i+1 of the Hamiltonian
are easily identified. Please note that the tunneling terms in the Hamiltonian remain
unchanged. Thus, it was again sufficient to calculate only the diagonal elements because
the qubit coupling is diagonal in the computational basis and thus only the well known
single qubit tunneling terms survive as off-diagonal elements. Moreover, it is important to
note that (due to the given geometry) additionally only the diagonal terms proportional

to σ̂
(1)
z , σ̂

(2)
z , σ̂

(3)
z , σ̂

(1)
z ⊗ σ̂

(2)
z , and σ̂

(2)
z ⊗ σ̂

(3)
z can occur in the Hamiltonian.

Note again that one could probably also find a closed chain geometry for a three charge
qubit design that would not only lead to the nearest neighbour interaction terms given
above, i.e., for the closed chain setup all coupling terms σ̂

(1)
z ⊗σ̂(2)

z , σ̂
(2)
z ⊗σ̂(3)

z , and σ̂
(1)
z ⊗σ̂(3)

z

would appear in the Hamiltonian and the decrease of the qubit charging energies would
occur isotropic. The coupling topology also predetermines the overall time needed to
perform quantum gate operations [233]. In particular, the information flow in a system of
qubits where each qubit is coupled to every other qubit is optimal in terms of the execution
time of any quantum algorithm.
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Figure 10.3: Plot of the eigenenergies of the single charge qubit Hamiltonian including two
leakage levels for a gate charge ng ∈ [−1, 2]. Here, ∆q denotes the qubit energy splitting
at degeneracy, ∆l is the splitting of the leakage levels at the qubit degeneracy.

10.5 Energy levels and leakage

Fig. 10.3 depicts the energy levels over a broad range of gate voltages Vg = 2eng/Cg. From
Figs. 10.3 and 10.4 it is found that anticrossings between one of the leakage levels and
one of the qubit levels are present at ng = 0 and ng = 1.5; close to the qubit degeneracy
point, the splitting between the qubit levels and the leakage levels is more than 103µeV.
Thus, simple spectroscopic arguments indicate that the leakage levels are only of minor
significance during the manipulation of the two-qubit system with pulsed controls because
the magnitude of the gate voltages is such that ng is varied between approximately ng = 0
and ng = 0.6.

In this section, leakage into higher charge states is considered, for a detailed description
of the leakage problem for superconducting charge qubits see also Refs. [237–239]. For
each qubit the basis states expressed in terms of the number of Cooper pairs on the
island are |n〉 = |−1〉 , |0〉 , |1〉 , |2〉. In the first instance and for the sake of simplicity
only a single charge qubit is considered. However, all simulations of the time-evolution
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Figure 10.4: Plot of the eigenenergies of the single charge qubit Hamiltonian including the
leakage levels. Here, ∆q denotes the qubit splitting at degeneracy. Clearly, the leakage
levels are separated from the qubit levels by a large energy gap around ng = 0.25 ∼ 0.5.

of the qubits under the optimized controls that are presented in the following sections
are calculated using the full Hamiltonian of two superconducting charge qubits with two
additional leakage levels each.

From the diagonalization of the full leakage Hamiltonian for a single qubit the corre-
sponding energy levels are found. These are shown in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4, whereas Fig.
10.5 depicts the anticrossing of the qubit levels (the working transition) and the anticross-
ing of the leakage levels at the degeneracy point, where the gate charge is ng = 1/2. Here,
the characteristic parameters of the single qubit are taken from the experiments [232],
Ec = 580µeV and EJ = 41µeV. Note that EJ directly determines the energy splitting of
the qubit at the degeracy point.
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Figure 10.5: Plot of the eigenenergies of the qubit Hamiltonian around degeneracy. Both
plots resolve the anticrossings of the qubit levels and the leakage levels at the degeneracy
point. The left plot shows the qubit splitting, the right plot shows the splitting of the next
anticrossing (leakage levels) at degeneracy.

10.6 Generation of entanglement

The concurrence of a bipartite quantum state is defined as C = 〈ψ∗|σ̂(1)
y ⊗ σ̂

(2)
y |ψ〉, where

the concurrence C ∈ [0, 1]. Here, C = 1 characterizes a non-separable entangled state
and C = 0 is a separable state that can be written as a product state. Interestingly,
the concurrence for the input state |ψi〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 + |1〉) ⊗ |1〉 is CNEC = 0.688 in the

case of the pioneering experiments performed at NEC [232] and for the optimized pulse
sequence it is found that Coptimized = 0.998. Thus, a huge increase in the value of the
concurrence is readily observed for the optimized pulse sequence. From this one would
be tempted to conclude that the degree of entanglement that is generated by the cnot

gate in the pioneering experiments is quite small. However, this is not true. The so-called
Horodecki criterion M(ρ) > 1, where M measures the non-locality of a state encoded in
its density matrix ρ [240], is fulfilled for both realizations. Thus, also for the imperfect
and not pulse optimized experimental realization of the cnot gate, the cnot gate clearly
generates entanglement and the outcome for several examples of factorized input states (see
below) violates at least one of Bell’s inequalities. When the stability of the entanglement
creation characterized by the averaged concurrence is concerned, though, it becomes clear
that the optimized pulse sequence is uniformly stable. Namely, the average concurrence
for input states that lead to completely entangled states when the cnot gate is performed,
for example when averaged over the states 1√

2
(|0〉+ |1〉)⊗ |0〉 and 1√

2
(|0〉+ |1〉)⊗ |1〉, gives

CNEC = 0.794 and still Coptimized = 0.998. In summary, non separable entangled states are
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Figure 10.6: Weighted (with the phase angle) absolute values of the propagator matrix
elements for the simulated cnot operation performed with Gaussian pulses. The trajectory
of the Gaussian pulses was fitted to the pulse sequence obtained from optimal control
theory. The right plot depicts the difference between the operations with and without
taking leakage into account. The excellent fidelity is clearly visible.

created even for the cnot gate performed by the NEC group. Weyl chamber trajectories
(see chapter 9 for an introduction to the Cartan decomposition and the Weyl chamber)
for the pioneering cnot gate that was performed by the group at NEC [232] and the
optimized cnot gate are both presented in the supplementary material given with the
following paper.

10.7 Time evolution of the optimized cnot gate

For the experimental implementation of the optimized pulse sequence it is useful to fit
the theoretically determined trajectory for the gate voltage controls on the two qubits,
e.g., with superpositions of several experimentally realizable Gaussian or harmonic pulses.
The fitted pulse sequence of harmonic pulses is discussed in detail in the following paper,
however, the results for decomposition of the overall pulse sequence into Gaussian pulses
will be discussed here.

First, the fidelity of the optimized pulses is evaluated. The trace fidelity is defined as

F =
1

N
|tr(U †

cnotU)|, (10.26)

where Ucnot is the propagator of the ideal cnot gate and U is the propagator for the
simulated cnot gate including the leakage levels.
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The numerical calculation of the time propagation gives the results presented in table
10.1 for a set of Gaussian or harmonic pulses that were fitted to the optimized trajectory
for the qubit controls; this trajectory was evaluated via optimal control theory. The results
were obtained for a simulation with a pulse duration of t = 55 ps and 250 or 50 discretiza-
tion steps (Gaussian pulses or harmonic pulses). For the cnot gate realized with Gaussian

Pulse F (no leakage) F (leakage)
Gaussian 0.999834 0.997976
Harmonic 0.989471 0.984742

Table 10.1: Comparison of the trace fidelity for different shapes of the control pulses that
are applied to the two superconducting charge qubits.

pulses the resulting propagator with and without leakage and the difference between the
two cases in terms of the matrix elements of the propagator is shown in Fig. 10.6. Again,
for all simulations the characteristic parameters of the Hamiltonian are taken from the
pioneering paper by the NEC group, see Ref. [232]; namely, Ec1 = 580µeV, Ec2 = 671µeV,
Em = 95µeV, EJ1 = 45µeV and EJ2 = 41µeV .
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10.8 The single-qubit Hadamard gate

The optimized pulses obtained from optimal control theory provide a possibility of effec-
tively manipulating only a single qubit in a two-qubit system while leaving the other qubit
unaffected. This is demonstrated here with the example of a Hadamard gate that is per-
formed on one of the permanently coupled qubits only. The ideal propagator for this gate
reads U = Ĥ(1) ⊗ 1̂(2).

It is found that both qubits need to be manipulated (pulsed) in order to achieve an ef-
fective idle operation on one of the qubits and the Hadamard operation on the other qubit.
The time-optimal trajectories for the manipulation pulses are illustrated in Fig. 10.7. Here,
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Figure 10.7: Time optimal single-qubit Hadamard gate for a system of two constantly
coupled Josephson charge qubits. The qubit parameters for the simulations are those of
Ref. [232]. Plot courtesy of A. Spörl, TU München.

the Hamiltonian again is splitted into a drift and control part H = Hd +Hc and the qubit
energies are taken from the experimental work presented in Ref. [232], namely EJ1

= 41µ
eV, EJ2

= 45µ eV, and E12 = 95µeV. From the figure, it is recognized that the pulse
amplitudes can become relatively large (δng1 ≈ −0.6 . . . 0.6) for the qubit on which the
Hadamard gate is performed, however, this pulse sequence is not yet optimized for small
amplitudes in the same way it was done for the cnot gate. The trace fidelity Eqn. (10.26)
is F = 0.9999678 for this pulse sequence and it is again remarkbly good. However, note
that here no leakage to other than the qubit levels was taken into account in the simula-
tions. The duration of the pulses is tHadamard = 47 ps. Thus, the optimized pulses can also
help to effectively decouple a perpetually coupled system of two (or more) qubits.

In the following paper the optimization of the control of superconducting charge qubits for
a two-qubit cnot and three-qubit Toffoli gate will be discussed.
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In two and three coupled Josephson charge qubits we exemplify how to take pulse controls for
realising quantum gates from fidelity-limited pioneering stages to the decoherence limit of near
timeoptimal high-fidelity controls. Thus a cnot gate can be obtained with a trace fidelity > 1−10−9

for the two qubits. Even when including higher charge states, the leakage is below 1%, although the
pulses are non adiabatic. The controls are five times faster than the pioneering experiment (Nature
425, 941 (2003)) for otherwise identical parameters—i.e. a progress towards the error-correction
threshold by a factor of 100. We outline schemes to generate these shaped pulses by few LCR-
circuits. The approach generalises to larger systems, as shown by realising a Toffoli gate in three
linearly coupled charge qubits 13 times faster than a circuit of nine cnots of above experimental
work. In view of the next generation of fast pulse-shape generators, the combination of methods
is designed to find wide application in quantum control of pseudospin and macroscopic quantum
systems such as charges in super- and semiconductors, excitons, and Bose-Einstein condensates.

PACS numbers: 85.25.Cp,85.35.Gv, 82.56.Jn, 03.67.Lx

Regarding Hamiltonian simulation and quantum com-
putation recent years have seen an increasing array of
quantum systems that can be coherently controlled. Next
to natural microscopic quantum systems, a particular at-
tractive candidate for scalable setups are superconducting
devices based on Josephson junctions [1–3]. Due to the
ubiquitous bath degrees of freedom in the solid-state en-
vironment, the quantum coherence time remains limited,
even in light of recent progress [4, 5] approaching theoret-
ical bounds. Thus it is a challenge to generate the gates
fast and accurately enough to meet the error correction
threshold. This poses fundamental questions, such as (i)
to which extent are gate accuracies and speeds limited by
the presence of nearby higher levels? (ii) does a constant
and relatively strong interaction promote or hinder the
gate performance and which parameter is limiting the
gate time? and (iii) given the challenge in building con-
trol electronics: which properties do pulses for quantum
gates in these pseudospin systems have to have?

Recently, progress has been made in applying opti-
mal control techniques to steer quantum systems [6] in
a robust, relaxation-minimising [7] or timeoptimal way
[8, 9]. Spin systems are a particularly powerful paradigm
of quantum systems [10]: N spins- 1

2 are fully control-
lable, if (i) all spins can be addressed selectively by rf-
pulses and (ii) if the spins form an arbitrary connected
graph of weak (Ising-type) coupling interactions. The op-
timal control techniques of spin systems can be extended
to pseudospin systems, such as charge or flux states in
superconducting setups, provided their Hamiltonian dy-
namics can be expressed to sufficient accuracy within a
closed Lie algebra, e.g., su(2N ) in a system of N qubits.

As a practically relevant and illustrative example, we

consider two capacitively coupled charge qubits con-
trolled by DC pulses as in Ref. [1]. The infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space of charge states in the device
can be mapped to its low-energy part defined by zero or
one excess charge on the respective islands [2]. Identi-
fying these charges as pseudospins, the Hamiltonian can
be written as Htot = Hdrift + Hcontrol, where the drift or
static part reads (for constants see caption to Fig. 1)

Hdrift = −

(

Em

4
+

Ec1

2

)

(σ(1)
z ⊗ 1l) −

EJ1

2
(σ(1)

x ⊗ 1l)

−

(

Em

4
+

Ec2

2

)

(1l ⊗ σ(2)
z ) −

EJ2

2
(1l ⊗ σ(2)

x )

+
Em

4
(σ(1)

z ⊗ σ(2)
z ) , (1)

while the controls can be cast into

Hcontrol =

(

Em

2
ng2 + Ec1ng1

)

(σ(1)
z ⊗ 1l)

+

(

Em

2
ng1 + Ec2ng2

)

(1l ⊗ σ(2)
z ) .

(2)

Note that the Pauli matrices involved constitute a min-
imal generating set of the Lie algebra su(4); hence the
system is fully controllable. The control amplitudes ngν ,
ν = 1, 2 are gate charges controlled by external volt-
ages via ngν = VgνCgν/2e. They are taken to be piece-
wise constant in each time interval tk. This pseudospin
Hamiltonian motivated by Ref. [1] also applies to other
systems such as double quantum dots [11] and Josephson
flux qubits [12], although in the latter case the controls
are typically rf-pulses.

In a time interval tk the system thus evolves under

H
(k)
tot = Hdrift+H

(k)
control. The task is to find a sequence of
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2

FIG. 1: (Colour online) Fastest gate charge controls obtained
for realising a cnot-gate on two coupled charge qubits (left
part: control qubit, right part: working qubit). The total
gate charges for the qubits are ngν = n0

gν + δngν with ν =
1, 2. Here, n0

g1 = 0.24, n0
g2 = 0.26 and the qubit energies

Ec1/h = 140.2 GHz, Ec2/h = 162.2 GHz, EJ1/h = 10.9 GHz,
EJ2/h = 9.9 GHz, and Em/h = 23.0 GHz were taken from the
experimental values in [1]. The 50 piecewise constant controls
are shown as bars (uniform width ∆ = tk = 1.1 ps); the trace

fidelity is 1

2N

˛

˛tr{U†
targetUT }

˛

˛ > 1 − 10−9. Red lines give the
analytic curves in Eqn. 3; the blue ones superimposed show a
pulse synthesised by an LCR-filter (see below and Fig. 3).

control amplitudes for the intervals t1, t2, . . . , tk, . . . , tM
such as to maximise a quality function, here the over-
lap with the desired quantum gate or element of an
algorithm Utarget. Moreover, for the decomposition of

UT = e−itM HM

e−itM−1HM−1

· · · e−itkHk

· · · e−it1H1

into
available controls {H

(k)
ν } to be timeoptimal, T :=

∑M

k=1 tk has to be minimal. The gate fidelity is

unity, if ||UT − Utarget||
2
2 = 0 = ||UT ||

2
2 + ||Utarget||

2
2 −

2Re tr{U †
targetUT }. Maximising Re tr{U †

targetUT } can

be solved by optimal control: set h
(

U(tk)
)

:=
Re tr{λ†(tk)(−i(Hd +

∑

uνHν))U(tk)} with the
Lagrange-type adjoint system λ(t) following the equa-
tion of motion λ̇(t) = −i(Hd +

∑

uνHν)λ(t). Pon-
tryagin’s maximum principle requires ∂h/∂uν ≡
Re tr{λ†(−iHν)U} = 0 thus allowing to implement
a gradient-flow based recursion. For the amplitude
of the νth control in iteration r + 1 at time interval
tk one finds with ε as a suitably chosen step size

n
(r+1)
gν (tk) = n

(r)
gν (tk) + ε ∂h(r)(tk)

∂n
(r)
gν (tk)

as explained in more

detail in Refs. [13, 14]. T is the shortest fixed final time
allowing for a given fidelity to be obtained numerically.

Throughout the work, we take the parameters from the
experiment [1]. Fig. 1 shows the fastest decompositions
obtained by numerical optimal control for the cnot gate
into evolutions under available controls (Eqns. 1 and 2).
In contrast to the 255 ps in Ref. [1], T = 55 ps suffice to
get ||UT − Utarget||2 = 5.3464× 10−5 corresponding to a

trace fidelity of 1
2N

∣

∣tr{U †
targetUT }

∣

∣ > 1 − 10−9.

The supplementary material illustrates how the se-
quence of controls (Fig. 1) acts on specific input states
by representing the quantum evolution on local Bloch

spheres complemented by showing the coupling evolu-
tion in the Weyl chamber. These pictures trigger phys-
ical insight: for a cnot, the duration T = 55 ps has
to accomodate at least a π

2 rotation under the coupling
Hamiltonian ( 1

2σz ⊗ σz) lasting 21.7 ps concomitant to

two π
2 x-rotations under the drift component ( 1

2σ
(2)
x ) each

requiring 25.3 ps. This is in contrast to NMR, where
the coupling interactions are some 100 times slower than
the local ones, so timeoptimal controls can be envis-
aged as Riemannian geodesics in the symmetric space
G/K = SU(4)/SU(2)⊗2 [8]. However, in our charge
qubit system, the time scales of local and non-local inter-
actions are comparable, and the local drifts in K gener-
ated by σx are even time-limiting, while phase shifts gen-
erated by σz via the gate charge are fast (cf. Eqns. 1-2).
Assuming in a limiting simplification that two π

2 x-pulses
are required, the total length cannot be shorter than 50.6
ps. A sigmoidal phase distortion from a geodesic state in-
version is cheap timewise. While the duration of T = 55
ps of our controls is close to the simplifying infimum of
50.6 ps, the controls in Ref. [1] last 255 ps; they entail
several closed great circles on the Bloch sphere and are
far from geodesic (details in the supplement).

Note that the time course of controls in charge
qubits turns out palindromic (Fig. 1). Self-inverse
gates (U2

gate = 1l) relate to the more general time-and-
phase-reversal symmetry (TPR) observed in the con-
trol of spin systems [15]: for example, any sequence
e−itxσxe−ityσye−itzσz is inverted by transposition con-
comitant to time reversal tν 7→ −tν and σy 7→ −σy.
Since the Hamiltonians in Eqns. 1-2 are real and sym-
metric, they will give the same propagator, no matter
whether read forward or backward.

The pulses are not very complicated, as the time course
of the controls on either qubit (ν = 1, 2) can be written
with high accuracy as a sum of 6(7) harmonic functions
(coefficients in Tab. 1 of the supplement)

ngν(t) =

5(6)
∑

j=0

aν(j) cos
(

2πων(j)
t

T
+ φν(j)

)

. (3)

The limited bandwidth allows to maintain high fidelity
even if leakage levels formed from higher charge states of
the qubit system are taken into account: we now explic-
itly apply the pulses to the extended system obtained
by mapping the full Hamiltonian [1] to the subspaces of
−1, . . . , 2 extra charges per island. The two-qubit cnot

gate is thus embedded into the group SU(16), still the
full propagator generated by the above controls projects
onto the cnot gate giving a trace fidelity > 0.99. Even
the time courses starting with any of the four canonical
two-qubit basis vectors hardly ever leave the state space
of the working qubits: at no time do the projections onto
the leakage space exceed 0.6 %. Clearly, optimisation in-
cluding explicit leakage levels could improve the quality
even further in systems where necessary [16].
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3

FIG. 2: (Colour online) Spectroscopic explanation of the high quality of the control sequences of Fig. 1: the spectral overlap
of the Fourier-transforms (right walls) of the controls of Fig. 1 with the energy differences corresponding to the one-charge
transitions into leakage levels (solid lines on the surface) is small at gate charges in the working range (within black dashed
lines). In the 3D representation, intensities at allowed (solid lines) vs forbidden transitions (broken lines) into leakage levels are
given in terms of transition-matrix elements (normalised by charging energies E2

c1, E2
c2) with an extended control Hamiltonian

as in Eqn. 2 expressed by Hc(δngν) in |〈Ψf |HcΨi〉|
2: the working transitions (blue) are far more probable than the allowed

ones into leakage levels (red) that have no overlap with the excitation bandwidth of the pulses; forbidden ones are very weak.

In simplified terms, the high quality can be understood
by relating the limited bandwidth to the transitions be-
tween the eigenstates of the local parts of Hdrift in Eqn. 1:
while one-charge transitions to leakage levels like |−1〉 ↔
|0〉 and |2〉 ↔ |1〉 are allowed, two-charge transitions like
| − 1〉 ↔ |1〉 and |2〉 ↔ |0〉 are forbidden in terms of
the transition-matrix elements |〈Ψfinal|HcontrolΨinitial〉|

2

as can be seen in Fig. 2. Note the charge control on
gate 2 in Fig. 1 is around δng2 = 0.2 thus driving the
working transition |0〉 ↔ |1〉, while the ‘spectral overlap’
of the Fourier-transform of the time course in both con-
trols with energy differences corresponding to one-charge
leakage transitions in Fig. 2 is small. Hence simple spec-
troscopic arguments underpin the high fidelity.

The actual pulse shape generation is a challenging but
possible task. Note that the minimal length of the pulse
is given by the coupling strength. In the pertinent time
scale, however, there are no commercially available de-
vices for generating arbitrary wave forms.Yet, high-end
pulse generators [17, 18] or ultrafast classical Josephson
electronics [19] are close to the necessary specifications.

As a proof of principle, it is important to note how
to generate these pulses experimentally, which can read-
ily be exemplified using the well-established technique of
shaping in Laplace space: we start with an input current
pulse Iin(t) shorter than the desired one of a shape which
is arbitrary as long as it contains enough spectral weight
at the harmonics necessary for the desired pulse. Such
pulses are easily generated optically or electrically[18].
This pulse is sent through an appropriately designed dis-
crete electrical four-pole with transfer function Z12. We
have carried out this idea for a rectangular pulse of length
τr = 1.1ps as an input and our two gate pulses as out-
puts. We have developed a transfer function in Laplace

space Z12(s) by fitting Vg(s) = Z12(s)Iin(s), see Fig. 3.
Owing to causality, the poles of Z12 are either on the neg-
ative real axis or in conjugate pairs of poles on the left
half plane. Each conjugate pair corresponds to an LCR-
filter stage, whereas each real pole corresponds to an RC
lowpass-filter [20]. With 8 LCR filters and two low-pass
filters the pulses are very close to the desired ones, see
Fig. 1, and a trace fidelity of 94 % can be achieved for
the entire cnot. Clearly, the quality could be further
improved with more refined technology. This approach
can also accomodate the generally frequency-dependent
transfer function from the generator to the sample as
shown in the Supplementary Material.

Note that our controls are fairly robust with regard to
±5% variation of the tunneling frequencies EJ1,2 and the
coupling term Em as well as to Gaussian noise on the
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FIG. 3: (Colour online) Filter characteristic for shaping the
pulse on the working gate. The bars show the poles si of
the transfer function in the Laplace plane. Poles outside the
negative imaginary axis also lead to the complex conjugate
pole and can be implemented by an LCR-Filter. The height
of the bar gives the modulus of the residue in this pole.
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FIG. 4: (Colour online) Left: Trace fidelities resulting from
the controls of Fig. 1 when the parameters Em and EJ in
Eqns. 1-2 vary by ±5%. In this range, the quality profile can
be fitted by a tilted 2D Gaussian (parameters in Supplement).
Right: Fidelities under Gaussian noise on control amplitudes
and time intervals parameterised by the standard deviations
2σ∆/∆ and 2σamp/amp ranging from 0 to 5%. (As in Fig. 1,
∆ := tk; amp := δngν with ν = 1, 2.) Each data point is an
average of 25′000 Monte-Carlo simulations.

control amplitudes and time-itervals as shown in Fig. 4.

Likewise, in a system of three linearly coupled charge
qubits, we realised the Toffoli gate by experimentally
available controls (Fig. 5), where the speed-up against a
circuit of 9 cnots is by a factor of 2.8 with our cnots

and by 13 with the cnots of Ref. [1]. Due to the com-
paratively strong qubit-qubit interactions in multiqubit
setups, a direct generation of three-qubit gates is much
faster than its compostion by elementary universal gates.
This also holds when developing simple algorithms [21] on
superconducting qubit setups: a minimisation algorithm
for searching control amplitudes in coupled Cooper pair
boxes was applied in [22], where the optimisation was
restricted to only very few values. In Ref. [23], an rf-
pulse sequence for a cnot with fixed couplings was in-
troduced, which, however, is much longer and uses more
of the available decoherence time.

In conclusion, we have shown how to take pulse con-
trols for realising quantum gates in pseudospin systems
from fidelity-limited pioneering stages to the decoherence
limit of near timeoptimal high-fidelity controls. In su-
perconducting charge qubits, the progress towards the
error-correction threshold is by a factor of 100 (details
in the Supplement). Limiting the optimal-control based
shapes to low bandwidth allows for non-adiabatic pulses
with remarkably low leakage to higher states thus jus-
tifying the pseudospin− 1

2 truncation to the low-energy
part of the spectrum. Moreover, shapes could be kept
simple enough to be realised by few LCR-circuits, so the
approach will find wide application, in particular for the
next generation of fast pulse-shaping devices.

We expect the decoherence time scales dominated by
1/f contributions to T2 will not change largely under the
pulses, so time optimal controls provide a significant step
towards the accuracy threshold for quantum computing,
even if the optimisation of decoherence times reaches its

FIG. 5: Fastest gate charge controls obtained for realis-
ing a Toffoli gate on a linear chain of charge qubits cou-
pled by nearest-neighbour interactions with a trace fidelity of
1

2N

˛

˛tr{U†
targetUT }

˛

˛ > 1 − 10−5. Parameters: Ec1/h = 140.2
GHz, Ec2/h = 120.9 GHz, Ec3/h = 184.3 GHz, EJ1/h = 10.9
GHz, EJ2/h = 9.9 GHz, EJ3/h = 9.4 GHz, Em1,m2/h = 23
GHz, n0

g1 = 0.24, n0
g2 = 0.26, n0

g3 = 0.28.

intrinsic limits.
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Supplementary Material:

Optimal Control of Coupled Josephson Qubits

A. Spörl, T. Schulte-Herbrüggen, S.J. Glaser, V. Bergholm, M. Storcz, J. Ferber, and F.K. Wilhelm
(Dated: September 26, 2005)

OVERVIEW

In the first place, it is the purpose of this supplement to illustrate the quality of the qubit dynamics under the pulse
controls obtained numerically in order to provide more insight. Given these numerical controls, the second paragraph
demonstrates how easily the pulse shapes can actually be generated by classical network synthesis. Moreover, we wish
to emphasize that the controls obtained are fairly robust to ±5% variation of the tunneling frequencies EJ as well as
the coupling strength Em thus embracing typical errors of spectroscopic parameter determination. Finally, we show
that the current work gained two orders of magnitude towards approaching the error-correction threshold of ' 10−4.

QUALITY OF THE QUBIT DYNAMICS UNDER THE OPTIMISED CONTROLS

Figure 1 shows the qubit dynamics of the reduced system given by local Bloch-spheres. The left one belonging to
qubit A (control), shows the projections ρA = TrBρ and vice versa for the right one. The sigmoidal distortion of the
inversion discussed in the main text is time-wise cheap due to fast local controls along σz . Bloch vectors inside the
spheres indicate entanglement between the qubits as in Fig. 2. The experimental pulses used in Ref. [1] entail much
longer trajectories with loops and several nearly closed great cycles (see Figs. 3-4); they are far from geodesic.

The Weyl chamber of Fig. 5 provides a visualisation complementary to the local Bloch spheres: under the controls
of Fig. 1 (main text) it picks out the coupling evolution in G/K = SU(4)/SU(2)⊗2. In NMR time scales, this is time-
limiting, hence there time optima are geodesic [2], whereas here in the charge qubits, local and non-local evolutions
take similar times thus giving a mildly recurrent curve.

FIG. 1: Evolution of the product state |Θ(0)〉 = |0〉|0〉 under the optimised controls resulting in |Θ(T )〉 = |0〉|1〉. The evolution
0 ≤ t ≤ T with T = 55 ps is represented by the reduced states trB|Θ(t)〉〈Θ(t)| (left sphere) and trA|Θ(t)〉〈Θ(t)| (right sphere)
on the respective local Bloch spheres with the grid lines spaced by 10◦. The blow-up shows the top of the left Bloch sphere.

FIG. 2: Evolution of the Bell state |Φ+〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉 + |11〉) into the final state 1√
2

(|01〉 + |11〉) (filled red dots). The Bell state

is maximally entangled and hence has local representations in the centre of the respective Bloch spheres, while the final state
is a product state represented by points (filled red dots) on their surfaces. The projection on the left is a view from the top
onto the plane inserted into the left Bloch sphere.
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FIG. 3: For comparison: same evolution of the product state |Θ(0)〉 = |0〉|0〉 as in Fig. 1, but using the pulse of the experiment
in the NEC group [1]. The evolution 0 ≤ t ≤ T with T = 255 ps is represented by the reduced states trB|Θ(t)〉〈Θ(t)| (left)
and trA|Θ(t)〉〈Θ(t)| (right) on the respective local Bloch spheres. The trajectory completes two full circles (see inset) before
reaching its final state near the south pole. Grid lines are spaced by 10◦ on the Bloch spheres, and by 1◦ in the inset.

FIG. 4: Evolution of the Bell state |Φ+〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉 + |11〉) as Fig. 2, but using the control of the experiment [1]. Parameters

of that pulse on the second qubit are: δng2 = 0.25, total length 255 ps with 40 ps rise time and 40 ps fall time, digitisation:
1000 points. Note the different final states as compared to Figs. 1 and 2 indicative of a resulting gate whose matrix elements
coincide with the proper cnot in absolute value, but not in phase. (Actually, the phase deviations are not uniform throughout
the elements).

FIG. 5: Coupling evolution under the controls of Fig. 1 (main text) represented in the Weyl chamber. With local and non local
controls being of comparable time scale, where the time for a local π-pulse is actually time-limiting, the time-optimised controls
(a) give a mildly recurrent smooth curve which ends at the point ( π

2
, 0, 0) as expected for a cnot requiring a π

2
evolution under

the coupling term 1
2
σz ⊗ σz. In contrast, the coupling evolution under the controls of Ref. [1] is meandering back and forth (b)

and terminates (red dot) without reaching π
2

exactly.
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TABLE I: Parameters giving the envelope to the control amplitudes ngν(t) for the two qubits ν = 1, 2 as in Eqn. 3 in the main
text. T = 55 ps. The fits give χ2 = 0.008231 for qubit 1 and χ2 = 0.003668 for qubit 2.

j a1(j) ω1(j) φ1(j) a2(j) ω2(j) φ2(j)

0 − 4.4647 0 0 −17.4138 0 0
1 − 4.5071 0.0130 9.3846 −23.7277 0.4400 1.7869
2 6.5080 3.2896 − 0.7031 −10.0067 1.2108 2.5555
3 14.5596 3.3968 2.1083 − 8.5767 1.9801 3.3284
4 −14.2523 3.5523 1.6296 −15.5114 2.5745 4.6400
5 − 6.1681 3.6477 4.4777 −19.2964 2.8057 7.0698
6 – – – − 8.4275 2.9355 9.8117

PULSE SHAPING HARDWARE

This section details the pulse shaping scheme outlined in the main text. For the pulses of Fig. 1 of the paper,
Table I gives the Fourier-type decompositions according to Eqn. 3 (main text).

The data in Fig. 3 of the paper and in Fig. 6 of this supplement have been obtained as follows: we have fitted
a rational function Z12(s) in Laplace space, such that Vout(s) = Z12(s)Iin(s) where Iin is a 1 ps current pulse and
ng,i = CG,iVout,i/2e for the two qubits, i = 1, 2. This function is represented best by its residue decomposition
Z12 =

∑
i

ri

s−si

. With this decomposition, there are a number of approaches to design a lumped circuit with this
transfer function, such as the method of Gewertz [3] that systematically eliminates poles and introduces loops in the
electrical circuit: one LCR-loop for each pair of complex conjugate poles, and one RC-filter for each pole on the real
axis. Thus, the degree of the polynomial in the denominator gives a clear view on the size of the necessary circuit.

In reality, the transfer function from the pulse shaping circuit (which at room temperature can conveniently be
placed to the sample) is not constant. Most reliably, it can be measured e.g. by using a capacitor simulating the qubit.
In the linear case, it can be expressed as another four-pole impedance matrix Zsample. The total transfer function of
the series configuration of those four-poles will then be Z12 = Z12,sampleZ12,filter/(Z22,filter +Z11,sample). This outlines,
that unless the transfer function to the sample is not filtering out the relevant frequencies (i.e. becomes small for
values of s important to Vout), it will be possible to design an appropriate filter taking into account the properties of
the experimental setup. With this approach, the full transfer function Z12 shapes the pulse.

When designing the filter as well as the pulse one can readily accomodate the experimental necessities. Due to
unavoidable fabrication uncertainties, the optimum pulse will be slightly different for each individual pair of qubits.
Thus the parameters for the Hamiltonians in Eqs. 1-2 of the main paper have to be determined spectroscopically
before re-running our algorithm to adapt the optimal pulse shapes, which can easily be done on a regular PC.

Pulses can also be formed by other means, such as superimposing short pulses of shapes easy to generate with
different heights, widths, and delays. The two main candidates for this approach are (i) Gaussian pulses [4], which
can be generated at room temperature and pass the necessary cryogenic filtering nearly undistorted and (ii) SFQ
pulses, which can be generated on chip (hence avoiding the filters) using ultrafast classical Josephson electronics [5].

Note, that our optimization method also applies to control by microwave Rabi-type pulses [6], where pulse shaping
appears to be easier as time scales are usually longer.
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FIG. 6: Pole structure of the transfer functions necessary for shaping the pulses on both the control (left) and target (right)
qubit. Parameters correspond to Fig. 3 of the main paper.
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ROBUSTNESS OF THE OPTIMISED CONTROLS

Interestingly, the controls of Fig. 1 (main text) are already remarkably robust with respect to joint variations
of the tunneling energies EJν (ν = 1, 2) as they may result from homogeneously differing oxygen content in the
alloy of the junction material as well as deviating coupling strength Em. These parameters have to be determined
spectroscopically, where the relative error normally does not exceed 5 %. Fig. 7a shows that even the time-optimised
controls as short as T = 55 ps cope with such variations. Significant improvement of the broad-band behaviour,
however, could not be obtained by pulse sequences up to a total duration of T = 75 ps thus suggesting that broad-
band cnot controls tailored for the special (and rare) instances with ill-defined experimental parameters will require
considerably longer pulse schemes. A similar robustness is observed in Monte-Carlo simulations of Gaussian noise on
the control amplitudes or time units as seen in Fig. 7b.

FIG. 7: (a) Trace fidelities resulting from the controls of Fig. 1 in the main text when the parameters Em and EJ in Eqns. 1-2
vary by ±5%. In this range, the quality profile can be fitted (χ2 = 3.84 × 10−8) by a tilted 2D Gaussian distribution with
standard deviations of 0.80 for δEm/Em and 1.27 for δEJ/EJ . The correlation coefficient is −0.38 corresponding to a tilt
angle of −30◦ between the x-axis and the major principal axis of the ellipse. (b) Fidelities under Gaussian noise on control
amplitudes and time intervals ranging from 0 to 5%. Scaling the standard deviations by 1.96 σ∆/∆ and 1.96 σamp/amp means
95 % of the simulated noise values lie in the intervals 0± 1.96 σ. (As in Fig. 1, ∆ := tk; amp := δngν with ν = 1, 2.) Each data
point is an average of 25′000 Monte-Carlo simulations. At the origins (+) of (a) and (b), the trace fidelities are 1 − 10−9.

TOWARDS THE ERROR-CORRECTION THRESHOLD: GUIDELINES AND FRONTIERS AHEAD

Apart from illustrating the results in the main text, it is the purpose of this Supplement to make a strong case for
the next generation of fast pulse shapers. Actually we regard them as paramount for reaching the goal of scalable
quantum computation with superconducting Josephson elements. Let F denote the fidelity of a gate of duration
T , and let T2 be the pertinent overall decay time. Assuming independent errors, the quality of a gate is roughly
determined by q ' Fe−T/T2 ' F (1 −

T
T2

), where the error rate 1 − q ' 10−4 is an estimate for the error-correction
threshold (see e.g. [7]). This goal can be met by improvements on three frontiers:

1. fighting decoherence by making T2 longer,

2. cutting gate times by making T shorter,

3. improving fidelity by making F larger,

where this work shows how to cope with the latter two by means of optimal control.

(1) In fact the Josephson devices known today [1, 6, 8] have already undergone a great deal of hardware optimisation
bringing decoherence down close to its theoretical limits. The observed decoherence times in charge qubits are on
the scale of T2 ' 0.5 to 2.5 ns for two-qubit dynamics [9], and 10 ns for single qubits [10]. Both can be improved
by using echo techniques [11], which hints at 1/f noise as the limiting factor. Other improvements of T2 rely on
operating with microwave pulses [6, 12] at an optimum bias point on the expense of much slower pulses limited by
the Rabi frequency. Although our technique may incorporate both strategies, echo and microwave pulses, we base
our technological estimate in the next section on an optimistic T2 of 10 ns, which appears to be accessible in a charge
qubit setup as in [1].
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(2) The pulse controls currently available are too slow to fully exploit the power of the experimental setting: within
a decay time of 10 ns, just 40 cnots of the current duration of 250 ps can be performed (with the rise times in the
order of 35 ps). On the other hand, the capacitively coupled Josephson hardware elements themselves have large
intrinsic frequency scales allowing for fast operation and may well reach the decoherence-limited threshold—provided
gates could be executed some 10 times faster than in the current experimental setting, where we have shown that
within 10 ns, approx. 200 time-optimised high-fidelity cnots can be run.

(3) For obtaining sufficiently high fidelities experimentally, an important part of the future challenge will boil down to
the accurate determination of the experimental system response: once this can be done, a non-ideal system response
can easliy be incorporated into our algorithms thus allowing for getting fidelities that are essentially limited by the
robustness of the experimental setting (cf. Fig. 7). With fidelities of F up to 1− 10−9 being ideally accessible by our
pulses, the total error rate is then entirely limited by decoherence ( T

T2

).

Summary of the cnot gate. With the pulses presented here, the total error rate 1− q is limited by decoherence ( T
T2

)

and amounts to 1 − q = 0.0055, which does not reach the error correction threshold of 1 − q ' 10−4 yet. However,
it compares favorably to the one in the pioneering setting [1], where a fidelity of F ' 0.4188 was obtained (largely
limited by the phase twists) for a pulse of duration T = 250 ps thus leading to a value of q = 0.4083. So our results
present an improvement of two orders of magnitude in the error rates (1 − q = 0.0055 instead of 1 − q = 0.5917).

Summary for the Toffoli gate. The effects are nearly as dramatic: in a linear chain of three qubits coupled by nearest-
neighbour interactions, a Toffoli gate needs nine cnots, which gives an error rate of 1 − qpioneer = 1 − 0.40839 =
0.9997 using the cnots of Ref. [1], an error rate of 1− qnetwork = 1− 0.99459 = 0.0483 with nine of our cnots, while
the error rate of the Toffoli gate shown in Fig. 5 of the main text is 1− qdirect = 1− 0.99999 e−180ps/10ns = 0.0178,
assuming for the moment that the T2 in a coupled three-qubit Josesphson system would also be in the order of 10
ns. Clearly, the latter error rate is again entirely decoherence-limited and thus strongly suggests to generate quantum
modules directly and in a time optimal way from the experimentally available controls rather than decomposing them
into elementary universal quantum gates first.

Concluding Guidelines
Our results make a strong case for faster pulse generation, both shorter in total length and with the possibility of
shaping the external structure. This is a corner stone for future progress. In constrast, even though the current
experimental controls could further be optimised fidelity-wise, a simple calculation already shows that this will not
suffice for significant improvements given the time scales of current pulse shaping technology: in the case of a cnot,
the quality would always be limited by e−T/T2 = 0.975 even at fidelities of F = 1. On the same footing, if higher fidelity
is achieved by additional compensation pulses, the total sequence becomes longer and the quality again deteriorates.
Rather, one should strive for making the Josephson hardware system even faster without introducing higher T2 decay
rates. Since with reasonable fidelities the limitation is entirely on decoherence, above all, the ultra-fast pulse-shaping
devices being developed right now will enable significant progress. Clearly, this technological frontier has not been
really explored so far, yet the timescales needed are not excessively short compared to what has been realized with
electro-optical methods involving pulsed lasers and switches [13]. For getting sufficiently high fidelities experimentally,
another frontier will rely on accurately determining the experimental system response, which should then be included
into the numerical algorithms.

The combination of optimal control and network synthesis methods presented here thus gives a proof of principle
by way of example, and the broadly applicable techniques will lead to similar improvements in further solid-state
qubit setups, e.g., semiconductor quantum dots. Other experimental settings, such as microwave pulses at optimum
points, where both decoherence and control are slower will profit likewise. The tools of optimal quantum control are
thus shown to be both very powerful and general and hence await broad application in spin and pseudospin systems.
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Chapter 11

EPR pairs in superconducting charge
qubits

11.1 Introduction

In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) in their famous work [241] raised the ques-
tion whether quantum mechanics is incomplete through discussion of the correlations be-
tween two particles. Bohr in his comment to this work [242] showed that quantum theory
is consistent, though, he did not argue whether quantum mechanics is complete or incom-
plete [231]. The claim by EPR implies an inequality that is not satisfied by some of the
quantum correlations; namely Bell’s inequalities are violated [243]. These have been gen-
eralized by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) [244] in order to allow to test the
EPR correlations.

Here, the generation and quantum state tomography of EPR pairs, in superconducting
charge qubits and the decoherence of the generated EPR states will be discussed. Therefore,
the maximally entangled Bell states

|ψ±〉 =
1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉), |φ±〉 =

1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉). (11.1)

are used to test the quantum mechanical correlations, i.e., the entanglement.
The entanglement can be quantified by an entanglement measure [240], e.g., the lin-

earized entropy [24], entanglement capability [183], or concurrence [245]. In the follow-
ing paper, the quantum mechanical correlations in the two charge qubit system will be
metered by the concurrence as defined in Refs. [245, 246]. In more detail, the con-
currence [245] of a state |ψ〉 with a density matrix ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|, is given by C(ρ) =
max{0,

√
λ1 −

√
λ2 −

√
λ3 −

√
λ4}, where the λi are the eigenvalues of ρρ̃ in decreasing

order of magnitude and
ρ̃ = (σ1

y ⊗ σ2
y)ρ

∗(σ1
y ⊗ σ2

y). (11.2)

As an entanglement measure, the concurrence indicates non-locality. For maximally en-
tangled states, e.g., the Bell states which are the ideal EPR correlations, the concurrence
is unity, whereas fully separable states yield zero as the value of the concurrence.
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In the charge qubit system that is considered here, two important drawbacks restrict
the performance of the quantum gate operations on the two charge qubit system, which
are needed in order to generate and measure the EPR pairs. First, there is no full control
over all terms in the Hamiltonian, i.e., the coupling between the two qubits is fixed and set
by a coupling capacitance. Here, we assume that one can tune the Josephson energy via an
externally applied flux through the SQUID loop of the charge qubit (that is fabricated in
SQUID geometry) and the gate charges, i.e., the charge energies or bias of the qubit. Still,
the coupling term between the qubits is not tunable and set constant. Thus, a scheme
for manipulation of the qubits and quantum state tomography has to be developed that
takes these special properties into account. Second, decoherence due to fluctuations of the
control voltages and a smaller amount of 1/f -noise (due to hopping background charges),
which can be effectively modeled by Gaussian noise, affects the qubit (states) and can
severly limit the decoherence times of the qubit system. Therefore, numerical simulations
of the time evolution of the prepared EPR pairs that take decoherence into account were
performed within the Bloch-Redfield formalism that is presented in chapter 4.3 of this
thesis.

It will be shown how conditional gate operations on any qubit can be realized, also with
the constant coupling term between the qubits. Starting from the natural ground state
of the circuit, any EPR pair can be generated by a set of basic quantum gate operations.
Moreover, the correlations can be verified by a test of Bell’s inequality with the generated
EPR pairs, which is described in detail. This test can be performed by obtaining the
correlation function from repeated measurements of the qubit states.
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We propose an efficient approach to prepare Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs in currently-existing

Josephson nanocircuits with capacitive-couplings. In these fixed-coupling circuits, two-qubit logic gates could

be easily implemented while, strictly speaking, single-qubit gates cannot be easily realized. For a known two-

qubit state, conditional single-qubit operations could still be designed to evolve only the selected qubit and keep

the other qubit unchanged; the rotations of the selected qubit depends on the state of the left one. These con-

ditional single-qubit operations allow to deterministically generate the well-known Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

pairs, represented by EPR-Bell (or Bell) states, at a macroscopic level. Quantum-state tomography is further

proposed to experimentally confirm the generation of these states. The decay of the prepared EPR pairs is ana-

lyzed using numerical simulations of the system dynamics. Possible applications of the generated macroscopic

EPR pairs to test Bell’s Inequality (BI) are also discussed.

PACS number(s): 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Wj, 85.25.Dq.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanics (QM) is a very successful theory. It

has solved many physical mysteries in both macroscopic su-

perconductivity and microscopic elemental-particle systems.

Still, laboratory studies of its conceptual foundations and

interpretation continue to attract much attention. One of

the most important examples is the well-known Einstein-

Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) “paradox”, concerning the complete-

ness of QM. Based on a gedanken experiment, Einstein,

Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) claimed [1] that QM is incom-

plete and that so-called “hidden variables” should exist. This

is because a two-particle quantum system might be prepared

in a correlated state such that a measurement performed on

one of the particles immediately changes the state (and thus

the possible physical outcome) of the second particle, even

though the two particles could be separated by large distances,

without direct communication between them. This “paradox”

lead to much subsequent, and still on-going, research. Bell

proposed [2] an experimentally testable inequality to exam-

ine the existence of the hidden variables: if this inequality is

ever not satisfied, then there are no so-called local “hidden

variables” and thus there are quantum non-local correlations.

Bell’s Inequality (BI) has served as one of the most impor-

tant witnesses of entanglement, which is a correlated feature

of composite quantum systems and takes an important role in

future quantum information processing.

During the past decade, a number of interesting experi-

ments [3] using entangled photon pairs have been proposed

and carried out to investigate the quantum nature of two-

particle entangled states. These experiments showed that BI

could be strongly violated, and thus agreed with quantum me-

chanical predictions. Yet, two essential loopholes have not

been strictly closed in these experiments. First, the required

EPR pairs were generated in a small subset of all pairs created

in certain spontaneous processes, and thus were not determin-

istically prepared. Second, besides the problem of detector

efficiency, the expected locality could not be strictly satisfied

as the individual experimental measurements of two particles

were not realistically spacelike separated. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to study two-particle entanglement in different, e.g.,

massive or macroscopic systems, instead of fast-escaping pho-

tons. Theoretical proposals include those with e.g., neutral

Kaons [4], Rydberg atoms [5], ballistic electrons in semicon-

ductors [6], and trapped ions [7]. Experimentally, in 1997 two

Rydberg atoms had been first entangled to form EPR pairs in

a high Q cavity by the exchange of a single photon [8]. Later,

by exchanging the quanta of the common vibrational mode,

EPR correlations of ultralong lifetime had been generated be-

tween a pair of trapped cold ions separated a few microm-

eters apart [9]. Consequently, experimental violations of BI

have been verified with the EPR correlations between the two

ions [10] and between an atom and a photon [11].

Recent developments of quantum manipulation in coupled

Josephson systems [12, 13] allow to experimentally investi-

gate the quantum correlations between two macroscopic de-

grees of freedom in a superconducting nano-electronic de-

vice [14]. Proposals have been made for producing quan-

tum entanglement between two superconducting qubits, e.g.,

indirectly coupled by sequentially interacting with a current-

biased information bus [15, 16], coupled inductively [17, 18],

and coupled via a cavity mode [19]. It has also shown [20] that

micowave pulses applied to the gate-voltages can entangle two

charge-qubit coupled by a large Josephson junction. By intro-

ducing effective single-qubit operations, we have shown [21]

that the BI could also be tested even in capacitively-coupled

Cooper-pair boxes. The robustness of the scheme proposed

there [21] is better suited for weak interbit couplings, e.g.,

when the ratio of the interbit-coupling energy Em and the

Josephson energy EJ of the qubit is small. Here, for an arbi-
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FIG. 1: Two capacitively-coupled SQUID-based charge qubits. The

quantum states of two Cooper-pair boxes (i.e., qubits) are manipu-

lated by controlling the applied gate voltages V1, V2 and external

magnetic fluxes Φ1, Φ2 (penetrating the SQUID loops). P1 and P2

(dashed line parts) read out the final qubit states.

trary interbit coupling, we propose an approach for producing

EPR correlations by manipulating the well-known EPR-Bell

(or Bell) states

|ψ±〉 =
1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉), (1)

and

|φ±〉 =
1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉). (2)

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we pro-

pose a few elementary quantum operations to deterministi-

cally manipulate two superconducting-quantum-interference-

device (SQUID)-based Josephson charge qubits coupled ca-

pacitively. We show that conditional operations on any se-

lected qubit, keeping the state of the other qubit unchanged,

are still possible in the present constant-coupling circuit. By

making use of these operations, in Sec. III, we propose a

two-step approach to deterministically generate any EPR pairs

from the circuit’s ground state |ψ(0)〉 = |00〉. Further, we

discuss how to experimentally confirm the generation of EPR

pairs by using a tomographic technique via various experi-

mentally realizable projected measurements. In Sec. IV, con-

sidering the existence of typical voltage-noises and 1/f -noise,

we numerically analyze the decays of the prepared EPR cor-

relations within the Bloch-Redfield formalism [22]. In Sec.

V, we discuss the possibility of testing BI with the generated

EPR pairs. Conclusions and discussions are given in Sec. VI.

II. MANIPULATIONS OF TWO

CAPACITIVELY-COUPLED JOSEPSHON CHARGE

QUBITS

We consider the two-qubit nano-circuit sketched in

Fig. 1, which was used in recent experiments [12, 23].

Two superconducting-quantum-interference-device (SQUID)

loops with controllable Josephson energies produce two

Josephson qubits, fabricated separately (e.g., up to a few mi-

crometers [12, 23]) and coupled via the capacitance Cm. The

qubits work in the charge regime with kBT � E
(j)
J �

E
(j)
C � ∆ (with j = 1, 2), wherein both quasi-particle

tunnelling and excitations are effectively suppressed and the

number nj (with nj = 0, 1, 2, ...) of Cooper-pairs in the boxes

is a good quantum number. Here, kB, T, ∆, E
(j)
C , and E

(j)
J

are the Boltzmann constant, temperature, superconducting

gap, the charging and Josephson energies of the jth qubit, re-

spectively.

Following Refs. [12, 23], the dynamics of the system can

be effectively restricted to the subspace spanned by only the

four lowest charge states: |00〉, |10〉, |01〉 and |11〉, and is thus

described by the following simplified Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑

j=1,2

1

2

[
E

(j)
C σ(j)

z − E
(j)
J σ(j)

x

]
+ E12 σ

(1)
z σ(2)

z , (3)

with E12 = Em/4, Em = 4e2Cm/CΣ, E
(j)
J =

2ε
(j)
J cos(πΦj/Φ0), and E

(j)
C = ECj

(ngj
− 1/2) +

Em(ngk
/2 − 1/4), j 6= k = 1, 2 being the coupling-,

Josepshon- and charge energies, respectively. Here, ngj
=

Cgj
Vj/(2e), ECj

= 4e2CΣk
/CΣ, and CΣ = CΣ1CΣ2 − C2

m.

Above, e is the electron charge and Φ0 the flux quantum.

ε
(j)
J and CΣj

are the Josephson energy of the single-junction

and the sum of all capacitances connected to the jth box, re-

spectively. The pesudospin operators are defined as σz =
|0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1| and σx = |0〉〈1| + |1〉〈0|.

Obviously, the interbit-coupling energy E12 = Em/4 is

determined by the coupling capacitance Cm and therefore

given by fabrication and fixed, i.e., not controllable. How-

ever, the charge- and Josephson energies of the qubits, E
(j)
C

and E
(j)
J , can be controlled by adjusting the applied gate-

voltages Vj and fluxes Φj . Although any evolution of this

two-qubit system is solvable, we prefer certain relatively sim-

ple quantum operations for conveniently engineering arbitrary

quantum states. These operations can be achieved by properly

setting the above controllable parameters.

First, one can switch off all the charge- and Josephson en-

ergies and let the circuit evolve under the Hamiltonian Ĥint =

E12 σ
(1)
z σ

(2)
z , i.e., undergo a free time-evolution

Û0(τ) = exp

[
−iE12τ

~
σ(1)
z σ(2)

z

]
, (4)

in the operational delay τ . We assume the circuit stays in this

parameter setting, until any operation is applied to it. In this

case, the Bell states Eqs. (1) and (2) will not evolve, once they

have been generated.

Second, if ng1 = ng2 = 1/2 (co-resonance point) and

E
(1)
J = E

(2)
J = EJ , then the circuit has the Hamiltonian

Ĥco = −EJ (σ
(1)
x + σ

(1)
x )/2 + E12 σ

(1)
z σ

(2)
z , which corre-

sponds to the following compact time-evolution operator

Ūco =
1

2




a b b c
b a∗ c∗ b
b c∗ a∗ b
c b b a


 ,
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with a = cos(tΩ/~)− iE12 sin(tΩ/~)/Ω + exp(−itE12/~),
b = iEJ sin(tΩ/~)/Ω, c = cos(tΩ/~)−iE12 sin(tΩ/~)/Ω−
exp(−itE12/~), and Ω =

√
E2
J + E2

12. The sub-index “co”

refers to “co-resonance”. Thus, we can simultaneously flip

the two qubits, i.e., |00〉 � |11〉, and |01〉 � |10〉, by setting

the duration as cos(tΩ/~) = − cos(tE12/~) = 1. Another

specific two-qubit quantum operation

Ûco =
1

2




1 − i 0 0 1 + i
0 1 + i 1 − i 0
0 1 − i 1 + i 0

1 + i 0 0 1 − i


 (5)

can also be implemented, if the duration is set as cos(tΩ/~) =
sin(tE12/~) = 1.

Note that a single-qubit logic gate cannot be strictly

achieved in the system with strong constant interbit-coupling.

Considering the correction of the constant-coupling, we have

proposed an effective approach to approximately implement

expected single-qubit logic operations [21]. Below, we want

to manipulate only one qubit and leave the other one unaf-

fected. Various conditional single-qubit quantum operations

(thus, no strict single-qubit quantum logic gates) will be de-

signed to evolve one selected qubit, depending on the state of

the other one.

If we switch off all charge energies and one of the Joseph-

son energies, e.g., E
(2)
J = 0, this will typically yield a Hamil-

tonian Ĥ
(1)
J = −E(1)

J σ
(1)
x /2 + E12 σ

(1)
z σ

(2)
z . In this case the

circuit undergoes the time evolution

Ū
(1)
J =




ζ1 ξ1 0 0
ξ1 ζ∗1 0 0
0 0 ζ∗1 ξ1
0 0 ξ1 ζ1


 ,

with

ξ1 = i sinα1 sin

(
tγ1

~

)
, cosα1 =

E12

γ1
,

ζ1 = cos

(
tγ1

~

)
− i cosα1 sin

(
tγ1

~

)
,

γ1 =
1

2

√
(2E12)2 + (E

(1)
J )2 .

This implies that there are two invariant subspaces

{|00〉, |10〉} and {|01〉, |11〉} for this conditional dynamics;

the evolution of the first qubit depends on the state of the sec-

ond qubit, although the later one is unchanged during the dy-

namics. This operation reduces to

Û
(1)
J =

i√
2




−1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1


 , (6)

if the Josephson energy is set beforehand to E
(1)
J = 2E12 and

the duration is set to satisfy the condition sin(γ1t/~) = 1.

Similarly, the conditional quantum evolution of the second

qubit, keeping the first qubit unchanged, can be implemented

by only switching on the Josephson energy of the second

qubit. For example, if E
(2)
J = 2E12 is set beforehand and the

duration satisfies the condition sin(γ2t/~) = 1, γ2 = E12

√
2,

then

Û
(2)
J =

i√
2




−1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 −1


 , (7)

can be obtained.

The above conditional manipulations on a selected qubit

can be further engineered by introducing other controllable

parameters, e.g., switching on the charging energies of qubits.

In fact, under the Hamiltonian Ĥ
(1)
CJ = E

(1)
C σ

(1)
z /2 −

E
(1)
J σ

(1)
x /2 + E12 σ

(1)
z σ

(2)
z , the circuit undergoes a time-

evolution

Ū
(1)
CJ =




µ+ ν+ 0 0
ν+ µ∗

+ 0 0
0 0 µ− ν−
0 0 ν− µ∗

−


 ,

with

µ± = cos

(
tγ±
~

)
− i cosα± sin

(
tγ±
~

)
,

ν± = i sinα± sin

(
tγ±
~

)
, sinα± =

E
(1)
J

2γ±
,

γ± =
1

2

√
[E

(1)
C /2 ± 2E12]2 + [E

(1)
J ]2.

If the charge energy of the first qubit is beforehand set as

E
(1)
C = 2E12 (thus cosα− = 0), and the duration is set

as cos(tγ+/~) = 1, then the following two-qubit Deutsch

gate [24]

Û
(1)
+ (θ1) =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos θ1 i sin θ1
0 0 i sin θ1 cos θ1


 , θ1 =

tE
(1)
J

2~
, (8)

is obtained. This gate implies that the target qubit (here it is

the second one) undergoes a quantum evolution only if the

control qubit (here, the first qubit) is in the logical state ”1”.

If the duration is set to simultaneously satisfy the two condi-

tions: sin θ1 = 1 and cos(tγ+/~) = 1, then the above two-

qubit operation is equivalent to the well-known controlled-

NOT (CNOT) gate, apart from a phase factor. Obviously,

if the charge energy of the first qubit is set beforehand as

E
(1)
C = −2E12, then the target qubit undergoes the same evo-

lution only if the control qubit is in the logic state “0”, i.e.,

Û
(1)
− (θ1) =




cos θ1 i sin θ1 0 0
i sin θ1 cos θ1 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 . (9)

Note that, due to the presence of the constant interbit-

coupling E12, the charge energy E
(1)
C depends on both gate-

voltages applied to the two Cooper-pair boxes. Switching
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off the charge energy E
(2)
C = 0 requires that the two gate-

voltages should be set to satisfy (ng2 − 1/2)/(ng1 − 1/2) =

−2E12/EC2 . Under this condition the charge energy E
(1)
C

could still be controlled by adjusting either V1 or V2.

III. MACROSCOPIC EPR-CORRELATIONS:

DETERMINISTIC GENERATIONS AND TOMOGRAPHIC

CONFIRMATIONS

Now, it will be shown how to deterministically generate

EPR correlations between the above two capacitively-coupled

Josephson qubits. Then, we propose an effective approach,

which is experimentally feasible, to confirm the generation of

the EPR states by using tomographic techniques in the present

fixed-coupling system. Naturally, we begin with the ground

state of the circuit |ψ(0)〉 = |00〉, which can be easily ini-

tialized by letting the circuit work far from the co-resonance

point via a large voltage bias.

First, we superpose two logical states of a selected qubit,

e.g., the first one. This can be achieved by simply using a

pulse of duration t1 to implement the above quantum opera-

tion (9), i.e.,

|ψ0〉
Û

(1)
−

(θ1)−→ |ψ1〉 =
1√
2
(|00〉 ± i|10〉). (10)

Here, the plus sign corresponds to the time durations for θ1 =

E
(1)
J t1/(2~) = π/4, and 5π/4. The minus sign corresponds

to θ1 = E
(1)
J t1/(2~) = −π/4, and 7π/4.

We next conditionally flip the second qubit, keeping the first

one unchanged. The expected operations can be simply ex-

pressed as either |00〉 → |01〉, keeping |10〉 unchanged, or

|10〉 → |11〉, keeping |00〉 unchanged. The former (latter)

operation requires to flip the second qubit if and only if the

first qubit is in logic state “0” (“1”). These manipulations

can be achieved by evolving the circuit under the Hamiltonian

Ĥ
(2)
CJ = E

(2)
C σ

(2)
z /2 − E

(2)
J σ

(2)
x /2 + E12 σ

(1)
z σ

(2)
z . When the

charging energyE
(2)
C is set beforehand toE

(2)
C = −2E12, two

of the Bell states can be deterministically created as follows

|ψ1〉
Û

(2)
−

(θ2)−→ |φ±〉 =
1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉), (11)

by accurately setting the duration t2 of the manipulation

Û
(2)
− (θ2) =




cos θ2 0 i sin θ2 0
0 1 0 0

i sin θ2 0 cos θ2 0
0 0 0 1


 (12)

to simultaneously satisfy the conditions sin θ2 = 1 and

cos(γ′t2/~) = 1. Here, θ2 = E
(2)
J t2/(2~), and γ′ =√

(E
(2)
C )2 + (E

(2)
J /2)2. Inversely, by setting E

(2)
C = 2E12

beforehand, the other two Bell states can be produced as

|ψ1〉
Û

(2)
+ (θ2)−→ |ψ±〉 =

1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉), (13)

by using the single-step operation

Û
(2)
+ (θ2) =




1 0 0 0
0 cos θ2 0 i sin θ2
0 0 1 0
0 i sin θ2 0 cos θ2


 (14)

of the duration satisfying the conditions sin θ2 = −1 and

cos(γ′t2/~) = 1.

The fidelity of these EPR correlations can be experimen-

tally measured by quantum-state tomography, i.e., recon-

structing the density matrix of the prepared quantum state.

From this reconstructed density matrix, relevant quantum in-

formation quantities, such as the degree of entanglement and

entropy, can be calculated. For the complete characterization

of an unknown two-qubit state with a 4×4 density matrix ρ =
(ρij,kl) (with i, j, k, l = 0, 1), we need to determine 15 inde-

pendent real parameters, due to trρ =
∑
i,j=0,1 ρij,ij = 1, and

ρij,kl = ρ∗kl,ij . This can be achieved by a series of measure-

ments on a sufficient number of identically prepared copies of

the measured quantum state. The operations presented above

for the generation of EPR pairs could provide enough copies

of any expected EPR pairs to be reconstructed. Experimen-

tally, Bell states of pseudo-spins (e.g., in nuclear magnetic res-

onance systems [25], two-level trapped cold ions [9], and the

photon pairs [26]) have been tomographically reconstructed

by only using a series of single-qubit manipulations. Recently,

we have proposed a generic approach to tomographically mea-

sure solid-state qubits with switchable interactions [27]. Due

to the relatively strong interbit-coupling, which is always on in

the circuits considered here, specific operations are required to

realize the tomographic reconstruction of the EPR pairs gen-

erated.

The state of a charge qubit is often read out by capacitively

coupling a single-electron transistor (SET) to the measured

qubit [28]. The dissipative current I
(j)
c flowing through the

jth SET, coupled to the jth qubit, is proportional to the prob-

ability of a projective-operator measurement P̂j = |1j〉〈1j |
on the state of density matrix ρ, i.e., I

(j)
c = tr(ρP̂j). Such a

projective measurement is equivalent to the measurement of

σ
(j)
z , as σ

(j)
z = (Îj − P̂j)/2 with Îj being the unit operator.

For the present system one may perform three kinds of pro-

jective measurements: i) the P1-measurement (with projected

operator P̂1 ⊗ Î2) acting only on the first qubit (independent

of the state of the second qubit); ii) the P2-measurement (with

projected operator Î1⊗P̂2) operating only on the second qubit

(independent of the state of the first qubit); and iii) the P12-

measurement (with projected operator P̂1 ⊗ P̂2) simultane-

ously acting on both Cooper-pair boxes.

All diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ can be di-

rectly determined by performing these three kinds of projec-

tive measurements on the system. In fact, ρ11,11 can be deter-

mined by the P12-measurement as

ρ11,11 ∝ I(12)
c = tr(ρP̂1 ⊗ P̂2). (15)

Next, ρ10,10 could be determined by P1-measurement as

ρ10,10 + ρ11,11 ∝ I(1)
c = tr(ρP̂1 ⊗ Î2). (16)
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Also, we can determine ρ01,01 by the P2-measurement as

ρ01,01 + ρ11,11 ∝ I(2)
c = tr(ρÎ1 ⊗ P̂2). (17)

The remaining element ρ00,00 could be determined by the nor-

malization condition trρ = 1.

The 12 non-diagonal elements which are left, should be

transformed to the diagonal positions of new density matrix

ρ′ = ŴρŴ †, by performing a proper quantum operation Ŵ
on the original density matrix ρ. For example, after a quantum

manipulation Û
(1)
J , evolving the system to ρ = Û

(1)
J ρ Û

(1)†
J ,

we can perform the P12-measurement to obtain

I
(12)

c ∝ tr[ρ P̂1 ⊗ P̂2]

=
1

2
[ρ01,01 + ρ11,11 − 2 Re(ρ01,11)], (18)

for determining Re(ρ01,11); and perform the P1-measurement

to obtain

I
(2)

c ∝ tr[ρ P̂1 ⊗ Î2] =
1

2
[1 + 2 Re(ρ00,10 − ρ01,11)], (19)

for determining Re(ρ00,10). All the remaining 10 off-diagonal

elements of ρ can be similarly determined.

Table I summarizes such a procedure for tomographic char-

acterization of an unknown two-qubit state in this fixed-

coupling two-qubit system. We need to first apply to ρ the

quantum operations listed in the first column of Table I. Af-

terwards, the projected measurements listed in the second col-

umn of Table I must be made. In this way, all the matrix ele-

ments of ρ can be determined. Of course, this is not a unique

approach for determining all fifteen independent elements of

the density matrix. In fact, the expected tomographic recon-

struction could also be achieved by only using the P̂1- and

P̂2-measurements, and making the P̂12-measurement unnec-

essary.

With the density matrix ρ obtained by the above tomo-

graphic measurements and comparing to the density matrix

of ideal Bell states, e.g.,

ρ|ψ±〉 =




1 0 0 ±1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

±1 0 0 1


 , ρ|φ±〉 =




0 0 0 0

0 1 ±1 0

0 ±1 1 0

0 0 0 0


 ,

the fidelity of the EPR pairs generated above can be defined

as F|ψ±〉 = tr(ρρ|ψ±
〉) and F|φ±〉 = tr(ρρ|φ±

〉), respectively.

So far, we have shown that macroscopic EPR correlations

could be produced between two capacitively-coupled Cooper-

pair boxes. Further, these macroscopic entangled states can

be characterized by using tomographic techniques via a series

of projective measurements. Below, we will numerically es-

timate the lifetimes of these macroscopic quantum entangled

states and discuss their possible application to test Bell’s in-

equality.

TABLE I: Tomographic characterization of an unknown two-qubit

state ρ = (ρij,kl) with i, j, k, l = 0, 1 in capacitively-coupled

Josephson circuits. Each row of this table requires operating on an

identically prepared initial state ρ.

Operations Measurement Determining

No P̂1 ⊗ P̂2 ρ11,11

No P̂1 ⊗ Î2 ρ10,10

No Î1 ⊗ P̂2 ρ01,01

Û
(1)
J P̂1 ⊗ P̂2 Re(ρ01,11)

Û
(1)
J P̂1 ⊗ Î2 Re(ρ00,10)

Û
(2)
J P̂1 ⊗ P̂2 Re(ρ10,11)

Û
(2)
J Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Re(ρ00,01)

Û
(1)
−

(π

4
)Û

(2)
+ (π

2
) P̂1 ⊗ Î2 Re(ρ00,11)

Û
(1)
+ (π

4
)Û

(2)
+ (π

2
) P̂1 ⊗ P̂2 Re(ρ01,10)

Û
(1)
−

(π

4
) Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ00,10)

Û
(1)
+ (π

4
) Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ01,11)

Û
(2)
−

(π

4
) Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ00,01)

Û
(2)
+ (π

4
) Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ10,11)

Ûco P̂1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ00,11)

Ûco Î1 ⊗ P̂2 Im(ρ01,10)

IV. DECAY OF MACROSCOPIC EPR PAIRS DUE TO

GATE-VOLTAGE NOISE

The EPR pairs generated above are the eigenstates of the

idle (i.e., no operations on it) circuit without any charge- and

Josephson energies, and thus are long-lived, at least theoreti-

cally. Considering the influence of various disturbing pertur-

bations, these pure quantum states will finally decay to the

corresponding mixed states. In fact, experimental solid-state

circuits are very sensitive to decoherence because of the cou-

pling to the many degrees of freedom of the solid-state envi-

ronment. However, coherent quantum manipulations on the

generated EPR pairs are still possible if their decay times are

not too short.

The typical noise sources in Josephson circuits consist of

linear fluctuations of the electromagnetic environment (e.g.,

circuitry and radiation noises) and the low-frequency noise

due to fluctuations in various charge/current channels (e.g.,

the background charge and critical current fluctuations). Usu-

ally, the former one behaves as Ohmic dissipation [29] and

the latter one produces a 1/f spectrum [30], which is still not

fully understood in solid-state circuits (see, e.g., [31]). Here,

we assume that the decay of the EPR pairs arises from linear

environmental noises, i.e., we investigate the fluctuations of

the gate voltages applied to the qubits. Moreover, the effect

of background charges that cause dephasing are modeled by

setting the zero-frequency part of the bath spectral function to

a value given by the experimentally obtained [32] dephasing

rates for the charge qubit system. The effect of gate-voltage

noise on a single charge qubit has been discussed in [29]. We

now study two such noises in a capacitively-coupled circuit.

Each electromagnetic environment is treated as a quantum
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system with many degrees of freedom and modeled by a bath

of harmonic oscillators. Furthermore, each of these oscillators

is assumed to be weakly coupled to the Cooper-pair boxes.

The Hamiltonian containing the fluctuations of the applied

gate voltages can be generally written as

H̃ = Ĥ + ĤB + V̂ ,

with

ĤB =
∑

j=1,2

∑

ωj

(
â†ωj

âωj
+

1

2

)
~ωj, (20)

and

V̂ = σ(1)
z (X1 + βX2) + σ(2)

z (X2 + γX1), (21)

being the Hamiltonians of the two baths and their interactions

with the two boxes. Here,

Xj =
ECj

Cgj

4e

∑

ωj

(g∗ωj
â†ωj

+ gωj
âωj

)

with âωj
, â†ωj

being the Boson operators of the jth bath, and

gωj
the coupling strength between the oscillator of frequency

ωj and the non-dissipative system. Due to the mutual cou-

pling of the two Cooper pair boxes, there will be crosstalk of

the noise affecting each qubit. This is modelled in the spin-

boson model with two bosonic baths presented above by the

terms with the additional factors β and γ. The amount of

this crosstalk is given by the network of capacitances or the

corresponding energies only; namely, β = Em/2EC2 and

γ = Em/2EC1 , and by inserting experimental values one

finds that β ≈ γ ≈ 1/10.

The effects of these noises can be characterized by their

power spectra. The spectral density of the voltage noise for

Ohmic dissipation can be expressed as

J(ω) = π
∑

ωj

|gωj
|2δ(ω − ωj) ∼ πα~ω. (22)

Here, a Drude cutoff with cutoff frequency ωc = 104 GHz,

which is well above all relevant frequency scales of the sys-

tem, is introduced via J(ω) = α~ωω2
c/(ω

2
c + ω2). Here, α

is a dimensionless constant characterizing the strength of the

environmental effects. Introducing the impedance, Zt(ω) =
1/[iωCt + Z−1(ω)], the spectral function for these fluctu-

ations could be expressed as J(ω) = ωRe(Zt(ω)). Here,

Z(ω) ∼ RV is the Ohmic resistor and Ct is the total capaci-

tance connected to the Cooper-pair box.

The well-established Bloch-Redfield formalism [22, 33]

provides a systematic way to obtain a generalized master

equation for the reduced density matrix of the system, weakly

influenced by dissipative environments. A subtle Markov ap-

proximation is also made in this theory such that the result-

ing master equation is local in time. In the regime of weak

coupling to the bath and low temperatures, this theory is nu-

merically equivalent to a full non-Markovian path-integral ap-

proach [34]. For the present case, a set of master equations

are obtained in the eigenbasis of the unperturbed Hamilto-

nian [29]

ρ̇nm = −i ωnm ρnm −
∑

kl

Rnmk` ρk`, (23)

with the Redfield tensor elements Rnmk` given by

Rnmk` = δ`m
∑

r

Γ
(+)
nrrk + δnk

∑

r

Γ
(−)
`rrm− Γ

(−)
`mnk − Γ

(+)
`mnk,

(24)

and the rates Γ(±) are given by the Golden Rule expressions

Γ
(+)
`mnk = ~

−2

∫ ∞

0

dt e−iωnkt〈HI,`m(t)HI,nk(0)〉,

Γ
(−)
`mnk = ~

−2

∫ ∞

0

dt e−iωnkt〈HI,`m(0)HI,nk(t)〉.

Here, HI,`m(t) is the matrix element of the bath/system cou-

pling term of the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture, and

the brackets denote thermal average.

The strength of the dissipative effects is characterized by

the dimensionless parameter α. From experimental measure-

ments of the noise properties of the charge qubit system [35],

it is found that the strength of the Ohmic noise is given by

α =
4e2R

~π
≈ 1.8 · 10−3, (25)

where R ≈ 6 Ω. Thus, current technology gives a noise floor

of approximately α ∼ 10−3, which will be used for the nu-

merical simulations. For visualization of the decay of the Bell

states, we compute the concurrence [36], given by

C = max
{
0,
√
λ1 −

√
λ2 −

√
λ3 −

√
λ4

}
. (26)

Here, the λi are the eigenvalues of ρρ̃ and ρ̃ = (σ1
y ⊗

σ2
y)ρ

∗(σ1
y ⊗ σ2

y). The concurrence is a measure for entan-

glement and indicates non-locality. The maximally entangled

Bell states (i.e., the ideal EPR correlations) yield a value of

1 whereas a fully separable state gives 0. The results of the

simulations are shown in Fig. 2, where the time evolution

of the concurrence C shows the decays of all Bell states, for

temperature set to an experimentally feasible value of 10 mK.

Compared to the durations of quantum manipulations (∼ 100
ps), the lifetimes of the operationally idle EPR pairs are suffi-

ciently long.

For the case where only the coupling term between the

qubits is present and all single-qubit terms in the Hamiltonian

are suppressed, Fig. 2(a) shows that the Bell states exponen-

tially decay. In this case, only pure dephasing, i.e., the zero

frequency value J(ω = 0), contributes to overall decoher-

ence rates, as Ĥ = Ĥint = E12 σ
(1)
z σ

(2)
z and [Ĥ, V̂ ] = 0,

see Ref. [37]. The results from microscopic calculations of

the magnitude of 1/f -noise in these structures are incorpo-

rated by introducing a peak in the spectral function at zero

frequency. The magnitude of this peak is then determined
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by the microscopic derivations of the strength of the 1/f -

noise in the superconducting charge qubits. Namely, here

we set the zero frequency contribution, i.e., the dephasing

due to the 1/f -noise to an experimentally reported value of

Γϕ ≈ 107 Hz [32]. Note that the individual contributions

from different noise sources sum up in the spectral function

J(ω) = Jf (ω) + J1/f (ω), which also holds at ω = 0. It is

interesting to note that the decay time is independent of the

inter-qubit coupling strength E12. In more detail, when the

coupling energy E12 in the Hamiltonian is increased the de-

cay does not change. The reason for this behavior is that the

pure dephasing is only affected by the zero frequency part of

the spectrum, which is obviously independent of the individ-

ual frequency splittings, i.e., the characteristic energy scale of

the Hamiltonian. Also, one of the most important results from

our numerical results (i.e., the decay time of |φ±〉 is longer

than that of |ψ±〉) is consistent with the analog experimental

one in ion traps [9]. This is because |φ±〉 is superposed by

two states with the same energy, while |ψ±〉 corresponds to

higher energy and is more sensitive to such perturbations.

When the Josephson-tunneling terms exist, e.g., E
(1)
J =

E
(2)
J = EJ , we see from Fig. 2(b) that the decays of the

generated EPR pairs are significantly faster than in the for-

mer case without any tunneling. This is becasue the addi-

tional Josephson tunneling provides additional decoherence

channels since the Hamiltonian of the circuit now does not

commute with the couplings to the baths. Moreover, also the

overall energy scale in the Hamiltonian increases. In this case,

the weaker interbit-coupling corresponds to the slower decay

of the EPR pairs.

V. TESTING BELL’S INEQUALITY

A possible application of the deterministically generated

EPR pairs is to test BI at the macroscopic level. Due to the

existence of interbit constant-coupling, the required local op-

erations of encoding classical information {θj} into the EPR

pairs cannot be strictly implemented. In Ref. [21] we pro-

posed an approach to overcome this difficulty by introducing

the effective single-qubit operations including corrections due

to the constant-coupling. Instead, here we approximately per-

form the encoded procedure by sequentially using the condi-

tional single-qubit operations

Û
(1)
J =




ϑ1 χ1 0 0

χ1 ϑ∗1 0 0

0 0 ϑ∗1 χ1

0 0 χ1 ϑ1


 ,

and

Û
(2)
J =




ϑ2 0 χ2 0

0 ϑ∗2 0 χ2

χ2 0 ϑ∗2 0

0 χ2 0 ϑ2


 ,

0 10 20 30 40 50
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FIG. 2: Simulated time evolution of the concurrence C for a two-

qubit system coupled to a noisy environment and initially prepared

in the Bell states. Here, the temperature is set to T = 10 mK and

the strength of the dissipative effects for the two baths is α1 = α2 =
10−3. (a) captures the long-time decay of the concurrence for differ-

ent entangled input states in the case of vanishing single-qubit terms,

i.e., when only the inter-qubit coupling terms are present. (b) com-

pares the decays of |ψ
−
〉 for different interbit-couplings (Em = EJ ,

and 0.1EJ ) without (E
(1)
J = E

(2)
J = 0), and with Josephson tunnel-

ing (E
(1)
J = E

(2)
J = EJ = 55µeV).

individually on the two qubits. The operation Û
(j)
J is

not a strict single-qubit operation (although it only evolves

the jth qubit,), as it depends on the state of the kth

qubit j 6= k = 1, 2. Above, χj = i sinαj sinβj, ϑj =
cosβj − i cosαj sinβj , cosαj = E12/γj , and γj =√
E2

12 + (E
(j)
J /2)2, βj = tγj/~. For the case of α1 = α2 =

α, the validity of the above quasi-local encodings could be

described by the variation of the degree of entanglement (i.e.,

concurrence) of the EPR pairs

∆C = 1 −
√

1 − [sin(2α)(1 − cos(2ϕ1 + 2ϕ2))/2]2 (27)

with ϕj = 2βj . Obviously, ∆C = 0 corresponds to the ideal

locality or maximal locality. After the encoding, we simulta-

neously detect [13] the populations of qubits and check if they

are in the same logic states: the excited one |1〉 or the ground

state |0〉.
Theoretically, the correlation of two local variables, ϕ1 and

ϕ2, can be defined as the expectation value of the operator

P̂T = |11〉〈11|+ |00〉〈00|−|10〉〈10|−|01〉〈01|= σ̂
(1)
z ⊗ σ̂(2)

z

and reads

E(ϕ1, ϕ2) = cos2 α+ sin2 α cos(ϕ1 + ϕ2). (28)

Experimentally, all the above operational steps can be re-

peated many times in a controllable way for various param-

eter sets. As a consequence, the correlation functionE can be

measured by

E(ϕ1, ϕ2) =
Nsame(ϕ1, ϕ2) −Ndiff(ϕ1, ϕ2)

Nsame(ϕ1, ϕ2) +Ndiff(ϕ1, ϕ2)
, (29)
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TABLE II: Variations of the concurrence, ∆C, correlations E, and

CHSH-functions f , for certain typical parameters of the interbit cou-

pling Em and the controllable classical variables ϕ1 and ϕ2.

Em (ϕ1, ϕ2) ∆C E(ϕ1, ϕ2) f

(−π/8,−π/8) 0.00699 0.76569

EJ (−π/8, 3π/8) 0.00699 0.76569 2.6627

(3π/8,−π/8) 0.00699 0.76569

(3π/8, 3π/8) 0.26943 −0.36569

(−π/8,−π/8) 0.00238 0.72434

EJ/10 (−π/8, 3π/8) 0.00011 0.70784 2.8264

(3π/8,−π/8) 0.00011 0.70784

(3π/8, 3π/8) 0.00363 −0.70285

(−π/8,−π/8) 0.00001 0.70711

EJ/100 (−π/8, 3π/8) 0.00001 0.70711 2.8284

(3π/8,−π/8) 0.00001 0.70711

(3π/8, 3π/8) 0.00004 −0.70706

for any pair of chosen classical variables ϕ1 and ϕ2. Here,

Nsame(ϕ1, ϕ2) (Ndiff(ϕ1, ϕ2)) are the number of events with

two qubits found in the same (different) logic states. With

these measured correlation functions, one can experimentally

test the BI in macroscopic systems.

We consider the following typical set of angles:

{ϕj , ϕ′
j} = {−π/8, 3π/8} and the interbit cou-

plings Em = 4E12 = EJ , EJ/10, EJ/100, respec-

tively. The corresponding variations ∆C of the concur-

rence and the correlation E(ϕ1, ϕ2), which yields the

Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt (CHSH) [3] function

f = |E(ϕ1, ϕ2) + E(ϕ′
1, ϕ2) + E(ϕ1, ϕ

′
2) − E(ϕ′

1, ϕ
′
2)|,

are given in Table II. It is seen that the variations ∆C of the

concurrence after the quasi-local operations Û
(j)
J , j = 1, 2

decrease with decreasing interbit coupling. For very weak

coupling, e.g., Em/EJ = 0.1 (or 0.01), the applied con-

ditional single-qubit operations can be regarded as local,

away from 0.4%, (or 0.004%). Besides these tiny loop-

holes of locality, Table II shows that the CHSH-type Bell’s

inequality [3]

f(|ψ′
+〉) < 2 (30)

is obviously violated.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Similar to other theoretical schemes (see, e.g., Ref. [18]) the

realizability of the present proposal also faces certain techno-

logical challenges, such as the rapid switching of the charge-

and Josephson energies of the SQUID-based qubits and deco-

herence due to the various environmental noises. Our numer-

ical results, considering various typical fluctuations, showed

that the lifetime of the generated EPR pairs adequately allows

to perform the required operations for experimentally testing

Bell’s inequality. Indeed, for current experiments [12], the de-

cay time of a two-qubit excited state is as long as ∼ 0.6 ns,

even for the very strong interbit coupling, e.g., Em ' EJ .

Longer decoherence times are possible for weaker interbit

couplings. In addition, for testing this, the influence of the

environmental noises and operational imperfections is not fa-

tal, as the nonlocal correlation E(ϕi, ϕj) in Bell’s inequality

is statistical — its fluctuation could be effectively suppressed

by the averages of many repeatable experiments.

In summary, for the experimentally demonstrated

capacitively-coupled Josephson nanocircuits, we found

that several typical two-qubit quantum operations (including

simultaneously flipping the two qubits and only evolving a

selected qubit in the case of leaving the other one unchanged)

could be easily implemented by properly setting the control-

lable parameters of circuits, e.g., the applied gate voltages

and external fluxes. As a consequence of this, macroscopic

EPR correlated pairs could be deterministically generated

from the ground state |00〉 by two conditional single-qubit

operations; only superposing two logic states of the selected

qubit and then only flipping one of the two qubits. During

these operations, the left qubit does not evolve. To experi-

mentally confirm the proposed generation schemes, we also

propose an effective tomographic technique for determining

all density matrix elements of the prepared states by a series

of quantum projective measurements. The deterministically

generated EPR pairs provide an effective platform to test, at

the macroscopic level, certain fundamental principles, e.g.,

the non-locality of quantum entanglement via violating the

Bell’s inequality.

The approach proposed here can be easily modified to engi-

neer quantum entanglement in other “fixed-interaction” solid-

state systems, e.g., capacitively (inductively) coupled Joseph-

son phase (flux) system and Ising (Heisenberg)-spin chains.
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Chapter 12

Circuit-QED – quantum optics in the
solid-state

12.1 Introduction

Quantum optics and cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED), as already introduced in
chapter 5, have been very successful in the exploration of fundamental physics of quantum
systems (including the measurement process and decoherence) and quantum computation
[44, 45, 174, 176]. In quantum optics, the generation of photons in entangled states can be
achieved by using the atomic cascades or parametric down-conversion [176], which converts
a photon into two entangled photons of smaller energy. Moreover, in quantum optics, the
polarization of photon states can be manipulated and the photons can be detected with
a high detector efficiency [174, 176]. The generation of non-classical states of light [247],
the teleportation of quantum states [248–250], and quantum cryptography with correlated
photons [251, 252] are just a few examples of important successful experiments that were
performed in quantum optics. Yet, a drawback of the quantum optics setups for quantum
computation is that there is no efficient coupling between photons.

In cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) mixed atom and photon systems that can
interact inside a resonator are considered [176]. In cQED expriments, a neutral atom
falls through high finesse cavities, i.e., resonators with a large quality factor, and strong
coupling between the atom and the photon (field) is achieved [253]. The cQED setup has
been used to investigate quantum effects in great detail [254, 255], however, the fast time
evolution in optical systems hindered the direct study of entanglement in these systems.
Photon states with a fixed number of photons have been generated on demand in cQED
[256] and even the measurement of the Wigner functions of an optical single-photon Fock
state with quantum state tomography has been performed [257]. Microwave cQED [258]
experiments show little relaxation and the atom and cavity are easily prepared in pure
states, moreover, as was already mentioned before, the setups are operated in the strong
coupling regime.

The strong coupling regime refers to the regime where the coupling between the atom
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and the photon field inside the cavity is strong compared to the cavity loss rate κ and the
atom decay rate γ. For 3D microwave cavities, the vacuum Rabi frequency that character-
izes the coupling strength between the atom and the cavity is typically on the order of
g/π ≈ 50 kHz, the cavity decay rate is κ ≈ 1 kHz, and the atom decay rate is γ ≈ 30 kHz
[176].

The idea of operating a superconducting solid-state qubit inside a cavity has been intro-
duced already some time ago for both charge qubit [259] and flux qubit (rf-SQUID) setups
[260, 261]. Also the preparation of macroscopic superpositions of cavity field states for this
type of cavity-qubit setup [262] and the generation of nonclassical photon states [263] has
been proposed. The successful experiments performed with a superconducting charge qubit
inside a cavity (a coplanar resonator) [178] showed a very impressive agreement with the
theoretical predictions both for the dynamics and decoherence of the cavity-qubit system
[143]. However, the generation of true quantum entanglement with artificial atoms and
photons inside a cavity [176] has not been demonstrated yet for a solid-state qubit setup.
Still, many of the concepts from quantum optics, such as for example electromagnetically
induced transparency that can be exploited to generate macroscopic quantum coherence
in superconducting qubits [264], are successfully applied to artificial atoms in solid-state
systems.

In summary, the important advantages of the solid-state setup compared to quantum
optics setups are that the coupling strength between the qubit and the cavity can be made
very large and that the qubit is fixed inside the cavity, i.e., the interaction time between the
qubit and the cavity field is very large. Differently from quantum optics, in the solid-state
setup the cavity field is measured and not the atom. The state of the qubit can be inferred
by measuring the output field of the cavity. Thus, in order to achieve an appreciable signal
strength for the measurement, it is necessary that the quality factor Q of the resonator is
not too large (or in other words the cavity decay rate has to be sufficiently large).

12.2 Deterministic single microwave photon genera-

tion and detection

A single microwave photon that is created by a certain transition in one qubit carries in-
formation about the state of the qubit and can be used as an information bus, e.g., to
mediate entanglement between qubits. Also, these single photons could be used for quan-
tum cryptography applications in solid-state devices and are eventually just the starting
point for interfacing the solid-state and the quantum optics domain.

The special setting of a superconducting resonator as a cavity that is operated with
photons in the microwave domain is quite different from the setups in quantum optics
experiments. First experiments with microwave photons travelling in conductors used Han-
bury Brown and Twiss (HBT) correlations [265–267] to measure the super-Poissonian and
Poissonian photon statistics of a thermal and a coherent photon source [180].

Now, important differences and properties of the solid-state setup compared to quantum
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optics experiments will be discussed. First, note that the normal conducting part of the
setup, e.g., the microwave generators at room temperature, has no shot noise but Johnson-
Nyquist noise, whereas the superconducting part has no intrinsic electronic shot noise but
photon shot noise. A single microwave photon that is generated from a transition in a rf-
SQUID or 3jj flux qubit and travels through the superconducting resonator can be viewed
as a plane wave inside the waveguide. There are several possible loss mechanisms for this
electromagnetic wavepacket, namely

• Static or dynamic charge disorder,

• Magnetic impurities in the superconductor,

• Dispersion of the electromagnetic wavepacket.

For the superconducting waveguide, the fabrication in niobium (Nb) technology will be
considered in most detail. Static or dynamic charge disorder have been shown to be
negligible, see Ref. [268], which follows from the large quality factor Q for the resonances
that are associated with the Mooij-Schön modes [268] because the photon itself can also be
viewed as a quantum of the Mooij-Schön mode [268, 269]. Magnetic impurities in the Nb
can be analyzed via data for the density of states in the gap or subgap tunnel conductance.
The data presented in Ref. [270] suggests that the effect of magnetic impurities is also
negligible. Thus, it can be shown from an effective circuit model of the superconducting
waveguide or transmission line that the dispersion relation for the photon wavepacket is
linear. Therefore, the wavepacket will be destroyed only after a significant distance that is
estimated to be about one kilometer in the superconductor.

The microwave photon inside the cavity can be generated by an appropriate transition
of a rf-SQUID or a 3jj flux qubit, cf. chapter 2.1.2. Here, it is favorable to make use of the
rf-SQUID or 3jj flux qubit as a multi-level system. This is due to the fact that if a driving
that is resonant with the qubit is applied in order to populate the excited qubit level for
the generation of photons, the cavity will also be driven. This happens because the cavity
has to be on resonance with the transition that will generate the photon. Thus, a more
elaborate scheme is required for the single photon generation. It can be realized, e.g., via
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage [271] or a Raman pulse.

For the general rf-SQUID N -level system, the interaction Hamiltonian that describes
the coupling between the system and the cavity [260, 272, 273] is given by

HI = − 1

L
(Φ̂ − Φx)Φ̂c (12.1)

= (a+ a†)(
∑

i

gii |i〉 〈i|) + g01a |0〉 〈1| + g01a
† |0〉 〈1| + g12a |1〉 〈2| + . . .), (12.2)

where the coupling constants are defined as

gij = − 1

L

√
~ωc2µ0(〈i|Φ̂|j〉 − δijΦx)Φ

′
c, (12.3)
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where Φ′
c =

∫
S
B(r) ·dS is the time independent part of the flux generated by the resonator

field, which is threading the qubit loop. The complete expression for the cavity flux, cf.
also appendix F, is

Φc =

∫

S

B(r, t) · dS, with B(r, t) =

√
~ωc

2µ0

(a(t) + a†(t))B(r, t). (12.4)

For calculation of the coupling strength between the cavity and the qubit, which is deter-
mined by the gij, it is necessary to compute the eigenstates |i〉 of the system Hamiltonian.
This can be easily done numerically either in the charge or phase basis. The total flux in
the qubit loop is the sum of the externally applied flux and the so-called screening flux,
which appears because of the finite self inductance of the qubit loop

Φ = Φx + Φs. (12.5)

For a 3jj flux qubit with a negligible self-inductance, the so-called screening current is
usually disregarded. In this case the expectation value of the total flux 〈i|Φ|j〉 will vanish at
the degeneracy point of the qubit, where the state of the qubit is in an equal superposition
state of clockwise and counter-clockwise rotating currents. Due to the small but finite
self-inductance of the real qubit, it is most convenient to view the screening current as a
perturbation

Φs = LIs = LIc sin(φ1) = LIc sin(φ2), (12.6)

which is induced in the qubit loop. The screening current essential gives the coupling
between the cavity and the qubit. In the qubit eigenbasis it can be viewed as completely
off-diagonal, mediating the coupling strengths gij with i 6= j. The coupling strengths that
are presented in the paper of this chapter were calculated from numerical simulations of
the cavity-qubit Hamiltonian and the mutual inductive coupling.

Next, a detection scheme for the detection of photons with different frequencies is
required. This can be realized, e.g., by a (non-)linear mixing with another radiation
at a certain reference frequency. The basic interferometric setup is the same both for
a homodyne and a heterodyne readout scheme. In a homodyne scheme, the reference
radiation, i.e., the local oscillator, stems from the same source as the photon, or more
generally, the signal that is to be measured. For heterodyne detection the difference is that
the reference radiation comes from a different source. For example in a laser scattering
experiment with homodyne detection, the laser light is separated into two beams. Then
one of the beams is used to perform an experiment and the scattered photons should be
read out after the experiment. This radiation is mixed with the other laser beam that
acts as a local oscillator. Then the resulting measurement can be made insensitive to
fluctuations of the laser frequency.

12.3 Flux qubit inside a cavity

A flux qubit could be coupled either to the e.m. field inside a coplanar waveguide or to
the field inside a microstrip resonator. The microstrip resonator, which is essentially a coil
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Figure 12.1: Artist view of the microstrip resonator (coil shape) with a flux qubit fabricated
inside. The capacitors at the input and output ports of the microstrip coil set the boundary
conditions for the electromagnetic waves inside the resoantor. The qubit is to be fabricated
in Al technology and the resonator in Nb technology, parameters are given in the text.

with a ground plane that is at both ends interrupted by capacitors, has the advantage of
very strong inductive coupling to the qubit, see appendix F.

The resonance frequency of the microstrip resonator is carefully designed to be approx-
imately 10 GHz, i.e., it is in the microwave domain. Microstrip resonators have already
been fabricated and operated with resonance frequencies ranging from several hundred
MHz [275] up to several GHz [276].

The qubit is then fabricated in the middle of the resonator loop. It is directly inductively
coupled to the resonator, which is wrapped up as a coil around the qubit loop in order
to maximize the mutual coupling. This mutual inductive coupling via a current-current
coupling of the type HI = MqcÎq Îc, leads to a coupling of the qubit σ̂z-coordinate to the
cavity field. The Hamiltonian of the joint qubit-resonator system is [260, 261, 272, 277]

H = −1

2
εσ̂z −

1

2
∆σ̂x − ~g(a† + a)σ̂z + ~ωr

(
a†a+

1

2

)
. (12.7)

The coupling strength g between the qubit and the cavity mode is analytically estimated
in appendix F. Numerical simulations of the cavity-qubit Hamiltonian and the mutual
inductive coupling between the qubit and the microstrip resonator loop agree well with
these calculations. For typical qubit parameters [90] and assuming that the microstrip
resonator is fabricated as a Nb coil, a coupling strength of g/π ≈ 100− 200 MHz is found1

In the eigenbasis of the system part of the Hamiltonian, the full Hamiltonian becomes

H = −1

2
Eρz + ~g(a† + a)(sin(θ)ρx + cos(θ)ρz) +Hc, (12.8)

1The calculations of the mutual inductive coupling were performed with the software FastHenry (de-
veloped at the Research Laboratory of Electronics, MIT Cambridge, MA USA).
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Figure 12.2: Circuit design of the microstrip resonator. The left panel shows the whole
circuit board, whereas the upper right panel depicts one of the capacitances that define the
boundary conditions. The lower right panel is a close up of the microstrip coil. The qubit
will be fabricated inside the coil, cf. Fig. 12.1. The pictures are from the actual sample
design that was developed at the Walther-Meissner-Institute in Garching [274].

where E =
√
ε2 + ∆2, θ = arctan(∆/ε) is the so-called mixing angle [74], and Hc is the

free energy of the cavity mode. At the qubit degeneracy point θ = π/2 and thus

H = −1

2
∆ρz + ~g(a†ρ− + aρ+) +Hc +Hκ +Hγ, (12.9)

where a rotating wave approximation that neglects the rapidly rotating terms was made in
the qubit-cavity coupling and the two extra terms Hκ and Hγ describe the cavity and qubit
decay, respectively. The cavity decay rate κ = ωc/Q can, depending on the quality factor
of the cavity, be fabricated to be approximately 1 MHz. Here, the tradeoff is between
having a sufficiently strong signal for the readout and a sufficiently small decay rate in
order to be still in the strong coupling regime g/π � γ, κ of cQED. The qubit decay rates
are typically on the order of a MHz, corresponding to coherence times of approximately 1
µs [85, 93].

Due to the effective impedance transformation of the cavity, the qubit can be very well
decoupled from electronics noise. However, it is of course not possible to decouple from
noise that is intrinsic to the qubit, e.g., fluctuators in the Josephson tunnel junctions.

It is also interesting to note that it is possible to generate squeezed vacuum states with
the non-linearities inherently present in SQUID devices [278].
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12.3.1 The dispersive readout

The Hamiltonian of the cavity-qubit system at the qubit degeneracy point, and with neither
taking into account the qubit nor the cavity decay, is given in the interaction picture with
regard to the oscillator mode as

H = −1

2
∆ρz + ~g(a†eiΩtρ− + ae−iΩtρ+), (12.10)

where Ω = ωmw − ωc is given by the frequency of the external driving and the cavity
resonance frequency. The transformation of this Hamiltonian into the interaction picture
with respect to the qubit system leads to

H ′′
I (t) = ~g(|e〉 〈g| ae−iΩtei∆/~t + |g〉 〈e| a†eiΩtei∆/~t), (12.11)

where |g〉 and |e〉 denote the ground and excited states in the qubit eigenbasis. When the
frequency difference between the qubit system and the resonator δ = Ω−∆/~ is introduced
the Hamiltonian can be simplified further

H ′′
I (t) = ~g(|e〉 〈g| ae−iδt + |g〉 〈e| a†eiδt). (12.12)

Thus, in this interaction picture the time-dependent Hamiltonian can be written in the
form [279]

HI(t) = ~

∑

j

[
A†

je
−iδjt + Aje

iδjt
]
, (12.13)

whereA†
j is composed of time-independent system operators, and obtained from comparison

of Eqns. (12.12) and (12.13). It has been shown [279, 280] that for |δj| � gj,∀j, and
|δj +δk| � gk, ∀j 6= k, the Dyson series for the propagator associated with the Hamiltonian
Eqn. (12.13) can be written as U = exp(−iHefft/~) with

Heff = ~

∑

j

[A†
j, Aj]

δj
. (12.14)

This method can be applied to the Hamiltonian Eqn. (12.12) and yields the effective Hamil-
tonian

Heff = ~
g2

δ

(
|e〉 〈e| (a†a+ 1) − |g〉 〈g| a†a

)
, (12.15)

which clearly shows the AC-Stark shift in the dispersive regime |δ| � g, i.e., the cavity
frequency is shifted depending on the state of the qubit. Note that this readout scheme is
a QND measurement, because clearly [HS, σ̂z] = 0.
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We show that flux-based qubits can be coupled to superconductive resonators by means of a
quantum-optical Raman excitation scheme and utilized for the deterministic generation of propa-
gating microwave single photons. We introduce also a microwave quantum homodyning technique
that enables the detection of single photons and other weak signals, and full state reconstruction via
quantum tomography, realizing linear optics on a chip. These generation and detection protocols
are building blocks for the advent of quantum information processing in the field of circuit QED.

PACS numbers: 85.25.-j, 42.50.Pq, 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Wj

A two-level atom coupled to a single mode of a quan-
tized electromagnetic field is arguably the most fun-
damental system exhibiting matter-radiation interplay.
Their interaction, described by the Jaynes-Cummings
(JC) model, arises naturally in the realm of cavity
quantum electrodynamics (CQED) in the microwave [1]
and optical domains [2]. There, a variety of nonclas-
sical states (e.g., squeezed, Schrödinger cat, and Fock
states [3]), among other remarkable phenomena and ap-
plications (e.g., entanglement and elements of quantum
logic [4]), have been proposed and realized. Other phys-
ical systems, like trapped ions [5], can reproduce the
JC dynamics and, consequently, exploit this analogy for
similar purposes. The intracavity field in CQED and
the motional field in trapped ions are typically detected
through a suitable transfer of information to measurable
atomic degrees of freedom [1, 5]. In the case of propa-
gating photonic fields [6], homodyne detection leads to
full state reconstruction by means of quantum tomog-
raphy [7]. Given its relevance for quantum communi-
cation, single-photon sources have been pursued in the
optical domain [8, 9]. Recently, several CQED-related
experiments have been performed in tunable, solid-state
systems. Quantum dots in photonic band-gap structures
have been used as single photon sources [10] and super-
conducting charge qubits [11] have been coupled to on-
chip cavities [12]. In addition, microwave squeezing with
Josephson parametric amplifiers [13] and aspects of the
quantum-statistical nature of GHz photons in mesoscopic
conductors have been demonstrated [14].

In this Letter, we show how to implement a determin-
istic source of microwave single photons at the output
of a superconducting resonator containing a flux qubit.
A Raman-like scheme [15] determines the coupling be-
tween the cavity and the qubit, consisting of the two
ground states of a three-level system in a Λ-type config-
uration [16, 17]. Furthermore, we show that these sin-

gle photons can be measured by means of a microwave
quantum homodyne detection (MQHD) scheme, based
on a superconducting hybrid ring [18] acting as an on-
chip microwave beam splitter (MBS). In this way, full
state reconstruction of an arbitrary traveling field can
be realized via microwave quantum homodyne tomogra-
phy (MQHT), a natural application of homodyning tech-
niques [7]. The generation of propagating microwave sin-
gle photons in a controlled way and an appropriate mea-
surement apparatus represent building blocks to establish
on-chip quantum information transfer between qubits.

A prototypical example of a flux-based quantum circuit
is the radio-frequency (RF) superconducting quantum-
interference device (SQUID) [19], a superconducting loop
interrupted by a single Josephson tunnel junction. The
RF SQUID Hamiltonian is

ĤS =
Q̂2

2Cj
+

(Φ̂ − Φx)
2

2Ls
− EJ cos

(

2π
Φ̂

Φ0

)

, (1)

where Q̂ is the charge stored on the junction capacitor Cj,

Φ̂ is the total flux threading the loop (with [Φ̂, Q̂] = ih̄),
Φx is an externally applied quasi-static flux bias, Ls is
the self-inductance of the loop, EJ ≡ Ic0Φ0/2π is the
Josephson coupling energy, Ic0 is the junction critical
current, and Φ0 = h/2e is the flux quantum. For appro-
priate design parameters, and close to half-integer values
of Φx/Φ0, the RF SQUID potential profile becomes a
relatively shallow double well whose asymmetry can be
tuned by setting Φx (see Fig. 1). In this case, the two
lowest eigenstates |g〉 and |e〉 are localized in the left and
right wells, respectively, whereas the second excited state
|h〉 is delocalized with energy above the barrier. As will
be shown later, these levels are suitable for implement-
ing a Raman excitation scheme. The energy levels can
be tuned by statically biasing Φx during the experiment,
and transitions between states are driven by pulsed ac
excitations. Other flux-based devices can also be used
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FIG. 1: (a) (Color online) Potential profile of the RF SQUID
for two distinct values of Φx [(I) and (II)] and wave func-
tions for the first three lowest energy levels (|g〉, |e〉, and |h〉).
Parameters are given in Table I. The Raman scheme is indi-
cated with arrows. (b) RF SQUID energy-band diagram near
Φ0/2 plotted vs. Φx. Zero detuning case, point (I), and large
detuning case, point (II). (c) Absolute value of the vacuum
Rabi frequency ghe as a function of Φx. The coupling reaches
40 MHz at the anticrossing between levels |e〉 and |h〉.

for the purposes of this work, for instance, persistent-
current (PC) qubits [20], which have been demonstrated
to possess relatively large excited-state lifetimes [21].

The segment of superconducting coplanar waveguide
(CWG) shown in Figs. 2 (a), (b), and (d) is one re-
alization of a monolithic resonator. Such a resonator
is characterized by eigenenergies with transition an-
gular frequencies ωk that are much larger than the
thermal energy at cryogenic temperatures. Its Hamil-

tonian is ĤC =
∑

k h̄ωk

(

â†
kâk + 1/2

)

, where â†
k and âk

are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for
mode k. Voltage and current, corresponding to electric
and magnetic fields, respectively, are conjugate opera-
tors associated with the quantized resonator, ÎC(z, t) =

(∂/∂t) ϑ̂(z, t), where z is the spatial coordinate for the

superconducting inner strip and ϑ̂(z, t) is the normal
mode expansion of the cavity field. The vacuum rms
current of a single mode k = K of the cavity is I0

c,K(z) =
√

h̄ωK/2(Dl) | sin(2πz/D − Kπ/2) |. Here, D is the
length of the resonator and l is its total series induc-
tance per unit length. The cavity is chosen to be a λ/2
open-circuited resonator operated at the second mode,
K = 2, and coupled capacitively to a CWG trans-
mission line, as in Figs. 2 (a), (b), and (d). Such a
cavity can reach external quality factors Qx = 104 at
fK = ωK/2π ≈ 10 GHz [12], corresponding to a cavity
decay rate κc/2π ≈ 1 MHz. Hence, at a base tempera-
ture Tb ≈ 50 mK, the mean number of thermal photons
is 〈nth〉 = [exp(h̄ωK/kBTb)−1]−1 ≈ 10−4 and the cavity
mode can be considered to be in the vacuum state |0〉.

Embedding the RF SQUID in the CWG resonator [see
Figs. 2 (a), (b) and (c)] allows a strong, inductive cou-
pling between any two levels of the RF SQUID and the

single cavity mode K. The resulting interaction Hamilto-
nian is ĤI = −McsÎc,K Îs, where Îc,K and Îs are resonator
and RF SQUID current operators, respectively, and Mcs

is their mutual inductance. Explicitly, we find

ĤI = − (Mcs/Ls) I0
c,K(z) (Φ̂−Φx) i [â†

K(t)−âK(t)]. (2)

The RF SQUID can be positioned near one of the antin-
odes of the vacuum current [Fig. 2 (a)] and can be bi-
ased to yield maximum coupling for any two of its eigen-
states |i〉 and |j〉. The interaction matrix element be-
tween these levels represents their coupling strength with
mode K and it is used to define the vacuum Rabi fre-
quency gij = − (Mcs/Ls)I

0
c,K(z)〈i|Φ̂|j〉/h. Moreover,

when operating the cavity mode largely detuned from
any two levels of the RF SQUID, the corresponding life-
times become strongly enhanced and an effective de-
cay rate γeff

ij ≤ κcf
2
Kg2

ij/(δ4
tr) can be assumed, where

δtr � (κc/2π) is the detuning between mode K and the
transition under consideration. The coupling ghe, the ef-
fective decay rate γeff

he /2π, and other relevant quantities
have been calculated for both RF SQUIDs and PC qubits
and the results are reported in Table I.

A main application of the system illustrated above is
the generation of single photons at frequency fK in a
manner similar to a quantum-optical Raman scheme [9,
15]. After preparing the RF SQUID in level |g〉, the tran-
sition |g〉 ↔ |h〉 is driven by a classical excitation with
Rabi frequency Ωgh and detuned by the amount δ. The
same transition is detuned from the resonator mode K by
an amount ∆ � δ, resulting in a comparatively negligible
coupling. On the other hand, the |h〉 ↔ |e〉 transition is
the only one coupled to mode K, and it is also detuned by
δ [see Figs. 1 (a) and (b)]. Choosing δ � max [Ωgh, ghe],
level |h〉 can be adiabatically eliminated [9, 15], thus lead-
ing to the effective second-order Hamiltonian

Ĥeff = h̄
Ω2

gh

δ
|g〉〈g| + h̄

g2
he

δ
|e〉〈e|â†

K âK +

+ h̄geff

(

|g〉〈e|âK + |e〉〈g|â†
K

)

, (3)

where geff = (Ωgh/δ)ghe is the effective Raman cou-
pling. The first two terms at the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) are
ac Zeeman shifts, while the last term describes an effec-
tive anti-JC dynamics, inducing transitions within the
{|g〉|n〉, |e〉|n + 1〉} subspaces. The ac Zeeman shifts as-
sociated with the transition of interest, {|g〉|0〉, |e〉|1〉},
can be compensated by retuning the classical driving fre-
quency. When the strong-coupling regime is reached,
geff

>∼ max
[

κc/2π, γeff
he /2π

]

, an effective π-pulse realizes
a complete transfer of population from state |g〉|0〉 to
state |e〉|1〉. This process leads to the creation of a mi-
crowave Fock state |1〉 inside the resonator that will leak
out in a time ∼ 2π/κc. Alternatively, in the case of
weak-coupling, the photon leaks to the outer world as
soon as it is generated inside the cavity, thereby realizing
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a deterministic single-photon source. Tailoring the pho-
ton pulse shape would require a time-dependent classical
driving Ωgh(t) [9].

The proposed Raman scheme solves a technical prob-
lem of on-chip microwave single-photon generators: the
difficulty to initialize superconducting qubits in the ex-
cited state |e〉 without inevitably populating the cavity
(recall that the state |g〉|0〉 is a dark state of the JC
dynamics) [12]. Raman pulses profit from the well de-
fined RF SQUID-resonator coupling [9], while adiabatic-
passage techniques are recommended for loosely trapped
qubits [8, 16]. The so-generated single photons can then
be guided through superconducting CWGs and trans-
ferred as propagating electromagnetic modes over appre-
ciable distances, typically beyond the few centimeters re-
quired for on-chip quantum communication.

Detection schemes based on classical homodyning [12,
18] are insufficient to resolve nonclassical states of the
electromagnetic radiation. On the other hand, microwave
single-photon detectors in mesoscopic systems do not ex-
ist to our knowledge. Here, we introduce an on-chip
MQHD technique as a means to detect weak quantum
signals, even at the level of single photons. It can be im-
plemented in three main steps. First, a signal (S) and a
local oscillator (LO), characterized by the same angular
frequency ωS = ωLO, are coherently superposed at a suit-
ably designed MBS [Fig. 2 (a)]. This unitary manipula-
tion of the input fields, the quantum part of the measure-
ment process, is performed at cryogenic temperatures.
Second, the microwave fields at the MBS output ports are
amplified at low temperatures and then downconverted
to dc signals via classical homodyning, which is carried
out with image-rejection mixers (IRMs) at room temper-
ature [18]. Finally, the dc signals are detected as rms
voltages Vd with an oscilloscope and then processed to
calculate the corresponding powers Pd = V 2

d /Zc, where
Zc is the characteristic network impedance.

The MBS is realized using a superconducting four-port
device: the hybrid ring, depicted in Fig. 2 (a). The ad-
vantageous coplanar design proposed here can be eas-
ily scaled and integrated with resonators in monolithic
circuits that can be fabricated with Nb technology [see
Fig. 2 (b)]. We now extend the classical theory of hybrid
rings in Ref. [18] to the quantum regime by analogy with
an optical beam splitter. With only the vacuum incident

TABLE I: Typical parameters and calculated relevant quan-
tities for the RF SQUID and the PC qubit [22], coupled to a
50 Ω resonator with dimensions given in Ref. [23].

Ic0 Cj Ls Mcs
∆Eeh

h
I0
c,2 |ghe|

γeff

he

2π

(µA) (fF) (pH) (pH) (GHz) (nA) (MHz) (kHz)

RF SQUID 1.4 100 266 22 6.2 16.1 20 9.5

PC qubit 0.6 7 10 1 6 16.2 5.7 106.4
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FIG. 2: (a) (Color online) Sketch of the entire generation and
detection network (Cin, C1, and C2: capacitive Π network
representing the resonator input port; Cp: parasitic capacitor
at the cavity open-circuit ending; HR: hybrid ring; PS: phase
shifter; PD: power divider; AT: attenuator). (b) Asymmet-
ric CWG resonator with integrated HR. (c) On-chip antenna
providing the classical driving Ωgh. (d) Resonator-CWG cou-
pling region. (e) The waves traveling around the HR interfere
resulting in the plotted reflection and transmission amplitude
patterns. (f) Isolation between ports three and one of the HR.

at ports two and four, and up to a global phase common
to both input beams, the reduced quantum input-output
relations of a (superconducting) lossless MBS are

[

â2

â4

]

=

[

r t

−t∗ r∗

] [

âS

âLO

]

, (4)

where r and t are the complex, frequency-dependent re-
flection and transmission coefficients, âS and âLO are the
signal and LO port operators, respectively. The latter is
chosen to be a classical coherent field which is character-
ized by its complex amplitude αLO = |αLO| exp(iθr) [3],
where |αLO| is the real part of this field and θr is its rel-
ative phase with respect to S. The numerical simulations
plotted in Fig. 2 (e) show that the MBS can be balanced

over a broad bandwidth around the desired operation fre-
quency fK , i.e., r = t = 1/

√
2 (−3 dB).

A balanced MQHD is implemented subtracting the
powers associated to the measured voltages at ports two
and four of the IRMs,

Pd,2 − Pd,4 ∝ N2 − N4 = 2 |αLO| Xθr
, (5)

where the quantity (N2 − N4) represents different re-
alizations of the measured observable (n̂2 − n̂4), with

n̂2 = â†
2â2, n̂4 = â†

4â4, and â2 = (âS + âLO)/
√

2,
â4 = (−âS + âLO)/

√
2. Furthermore, Xθr

represents dif-
ferent realizations of the measured quadratures X̂θr

≡
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(â†
Seiθr + âSe

−iθr)/2, where the LO operators were re-
placed by their complex amplitudes. Equation (5) con-
tains the essence of the balanced MQHD technique and
reveals that the quadrature of the weak signal S is ampli-

fied by a factor 2 |αLO|, and thus, for large LO voltages,
can overcome the detector (a cold amplifier) noise floor.
MQHD can be used for measuring any quadrature mo-
ment 〈X̂p

θr
〉 of signal S. It also allows one to reconstruct

the quadrature probability histogram pr(Xθr
) by repeat-

ing the measurements of X̂θr
for 0 ≤ θr < 2π [see PS in

Fig. 2 (a)], a crucial step for the realization of MQHT.
The function pr(Xθr

) is then related to the Wigner func-
tion of S, a phase-space representation of its correspond-
ing density operator, through an inverse Radon trans-
form [7]. MQHD and MQHT are powerful techniques,
allowing not only for the detection of single photons, but
also for full state reconstruction of any weak signal S.

The rms voltages Vd are the measured quantities from
which computing the powers Pd in Eq. (5). At the output
port of one of the IRMs we find

Vd = Geff |δm|
√

Nh̄ωKZc

τm
, (6)

where Geff is the effective gain of the network, δm is
the downconversion coefficient of the IRM, N is any of
N2, N4, τm is the measurement time [e.g., in the case of
strong coupling, τm = 4π/(κc + γeff

he )], and Zc = 50 Ω.
The quantum efficiency of the MQHD can be shown
to be almost unity. The two output ports of the hy-
brid ring are connected to two cryogenic amplifiers [see
Fig. 2 (a)]. The noise floor of each amplifier, as ex-
pressed through its noise temperature Tn, leads to a mean
photon number 〈n̄amp〉 = kBTn/h̄ωK . This quantity
must be exceeded by the mean number of signal pho-
tons at the amplifier input, which is ∝ |αLO|, in or-
der to realize a signal-to-noise-ratio SNR > 1. The
LO power PLO required to reach this condition is then
(|αLO|2h̄ωLO)/τm = V 2

LO/(2Zc) ≥ (h̄ωK〈n̄amp〉)/τm,
where VLO is the (real) LO voltage amplitude. As-
suming Tn ≈ 10 K (corresponding to ∼ 21 photons at
ωK = 2π × 1010 rad/s) and τm ≈ 1 µs, a lower bound
for PLO is approximately −130 dBm. Increasing the LO
power would in principle further enhance the weak quan-
tum signal. However, the trade off to large LO powers is
the leakage to the resonator resulting from the finite iso-
lation of the hybrid ring given by the scattering-matrix
parameter between LO and cavity ports, S31. Assuming
|S31| ≈ −40 dB [see Fig. 2 (f)], a power of −130 dBm at
the LO port would be attenuated to −170 dBm at the
cavity port. This power would populate the cavity with
〈neff

LO〉 ≈ 2 × 10−3 photons. Thus, an increase of the LO
power up to −110 dBm is admissible and single photons,
or other weak quantum signals, can be measured.

In conclusion, we presented a new scheme for the deter-
ministic generation of microwave single photons based on
a Raman pulse. Also, we showed how to realize MQHD

for measuring quadrature moments and MQHT for real-
izing full state reconstruction of quantum weak signals.
These proposals are essential tools for the implementa-
tion of quantum-optical CQED (e.g., Raman schemes, se-
lective interactions, quantum computing) and linear op-
tics (e.g., heterodyne detection, Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometry, and entangled-photon chains) in the microwave
domain on a chip. Moreover, they represent an important
step for the advent of quantum information processing in
the field of circuit QED [24], e.g., quantum logic and on-
chip quantum communication with internal flying qubits.
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Conclusions

In this thesis macroscopic solid-state circuits envisaged as quantum bits were investigated.
These solid-state qubits fulfill the basic criteria for quantum bits [32]. Here, the decoherence
of these qubits was analyzed and different strategies to improve the gate performance of
these qubits were presented. Moreover, a scheme for the deterministic generation of single
microwave photons as well as their detection was given.

In chapter 6, the decoherence and gate performance of a two-qubit system in a setup
typical for solid-state qubits (such as superconducting charge or flux qubits) was analyzed.
It was found that the gate performance crucially depends on the symmetries of the qubit-
bath coupling, which suggests to try to engineer the qubit-bath coupling for optimized
decoherence of the qubit system. Recent experiments [92, 184] verify these findings and
engineer the electromagnetic environment in order to decrease the level of imperfections.

Chapter 7 deals with the decoherence of two QD charge qubits, namely a double
double-QD system. In this system, the most important intrinsic decoherence source is
decoherence due to the electron-phonon coupling and decoherence in this system is carefully
analyzed. It is found that due to the qubit-coupling to the noise, which is diagonal in the
preferred qubit eigenbasis, the decoherence can be significantly reduced, by reducing the
tunnel matrix elements in a single qubit (double dot).

The coupling of two flux qubits with a flux transformer is investigated in chapter 8. It
is proposed to use a JoFET, which is essentially a Josephson tunnel junction with a tunable
critical current, as a switch for the transformer loop. The JoFET as well as non-switchable
junctions that provide an intrinsic π-shift, are analyzed with regard to the decoherence
that they impose on the qubits. It is found that the noise due to the coupling elements
introduces only a small additional noise source with correlated noise between the qubits.
Moreover, it is verified that the switching process itself should be performed rather fast
because most decoherence occurs during the switching of the switch that steers the coupling
between the qubits.

In chapter 9, a Decoherence Free Subspace encoding is given for a specific design of
superconducting charge or flux qubits. For the case of flux qubits it is shown that the most
important decoherence source, namely 1/f -noise that affects the coupling elements, can
be fully eliminated by the encoding together with a restricted phase space of the logical
qubits. Both of these properties alone would be insufficient for a complete protection from
the noise. Moreover, the encoding also fully protects from collective dephasing on the
qubits.
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At present, carefully optimized pulse sequences are not yet commonly used for the
manipulation of superconducting solid-state qubits. In Chapter 10 optimal control theory
is introduced to the domain of superconducting charge qubits. In this system, only the
single-qubit bias terms can be individually controlled, but even these are mutually coupled.
Optimized pulse sequences found by this technique for a setup of two permanently coupled
superconducting charge qubits are presented. Astonishingly, the pulse sequence found with
optimal control theory, leads to a simulated fidelity, e.g., of the cnot gate of F > 99%,
even taking into account leakage to higher levels of the pseudo-spin system embedded into
an infinite Hilbert space. Thus, it is impressively shown that in these experiments the
pulse sequence and pulse shapes, and not decoherence is the limiting factor. Especially
the optimization of the former that leads to a major improvement in the gate performance
makes the potential of the charge qubit devices obvious.

Non-locality of entangled quantum states is a fascinating property of quantum me-
chanics. The generation, decoherence and tomography of maximally entangled Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs is presented in chapter 11. Measurements on these states
are proposed that can verify the completeness of quantum mechanics in the sense of the
original work by EPR [241] for macroscopic states, non-local correlations between the states
can clearly be identified.

In chapter 12, circuit-QED, i.e., the realization of ideas from quantum optics and
cavity QED in the solid-state, is introduced and a scheme for the deterministic generation
and detection of single microwave photons is proposed. Here, an rf-SQUID or a strongly
biased flux qubit inside a resonator is used to generate single microwave photons that
can be detected by the circuit analog of a beamsplitter/interferometer setup in quantum
optics. This detection scheme provides intrinsic amplification of the signal associated with
the single microwave photon. Thus, even though the noise floor on the amplifiers that will
be used for the final measurements is on the order of at least 20 photons, the signal from
the single photon, which was in such a way pre-amplified can easily be detected. Moreover,
it is proposed to embed a superconducting flux qubit inside a microstrip resonator that
acts as the cavity. Here, compared to quantum optics setups, the atom (or qubit) is fixed
inside the cavity and the field inside the cavity can be measured to infer the state of the
atom. Also, the cavity effectively filters the external decoherence from the electromagnetic
environment due to the narrow bandwidth of the cavity resonances. These devices that
realize linear quantum optics on a chip could be used for on-chip quantum communication
and to mediate long-range interactions between qubits.
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Appendix A

Useful relations

A.1 Operator relations

The following exact relations for the matrix exponential of an operator [281], its time
derivative [281], and commutation relations [281–283] are useful, e.g., for the computation
of exponentials of time-dependent operators in a Polaron transformation [284].

d

dt
(eÂt) = Â · eÂt = eÂt · Â, (A.1)

d

dt
eÂ(t) =

1∫

0

ds · esÂ · dÂ
dt

· e(1−s)Â =

1∫

0

ds · e(1−s)Â · dÂ
dt

· esÂ, (A.2)

(eÂ)′ = Â′ +
1

2!
(ÂÂ′ + Â′Â) +

1

3!
(ÂÂÂ′ + ÂÂ′Â+ Â′ÂÂ) + . . . , (A.3)

[Â, eB̂t] =

t∫

0

ds · e(t−s)B̂[Â, B̂]esB̂ =

∫ t

0

ds · esB̂[Â, B̂]e(t−s)B̂, (A.4)

[eλÂ, eµB̂] =

λ∫

0

dt

µ∫

0

ds · e(s−t)Âe(µ−s)B̂[Â, B̂]esB̂etÂ. (A.5)
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A.2 Qubit states on the Bloch sphere

The state of a qubit can be represented geometrically on the Bloch sphere as depicted in
Fig. A.1. The qubit state is decomposed as

|ψ〉 = cos(θ/2) |0〉 + eiϕ sin(θ/2) |1〉 , (A.6)

where ϕ and θ are the angles on the Bloch sphere that describe the position of the spin
vector. The poles of the sphere are the σ̂z eigenstates.

x
y

z

θ

ϕ

|0

|1

Figure A.1: Bloch sphere representation of a qubit state. The poles of the sphere are the
eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉 of σ̂z. The angles ϕ and θ are defined in Eqn. (A.6).

Each single qubit gate can be expressed in terms of a rotation of the state vector on the
Bloch sphere around a normalized axis ~n as [14, 285].

R~n(θ) = exp(−i(θ/2)~n~σ) = cos(θ/2)1̂ − i sin(θ/2)(~n~σ), (A.7)

especially for Â2 = 1, which is the case for the Pauli matrices, it holds that

exp
(
±iÂθ

)
= cos(θ)1̂ ± i sin(θ)Â. (A.8)

When the spin is subjected to a static magnetic field Bz in z-direction, the state vector
evolves according to

|ψ〉 = cos(θ/2)e−iω0t/2 |0〉 + eiϕ sin(θ/2)eiω0t/2 |1〉 , (A.9)

i.e., the spin precesses with the Larmor frequency ω0 ∝ |Bz| around the z-axis.
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The dissipative TSS – connection to
the Kondo model and DMRG

The dissipative two-state system (TSS) (the qubit) has been analyzed in detail in chapters
4 and 6 for a small coupling strength α between the qubit and the environment. In this
chapter different approaches that extend the description of this system to large α (i.e. a
strong coupling to the environment) are presented. First, for simplicity a single qubit that
is coupled to an environmental bath of harmonic oscillators is considered

H = Hq +HI +HB = −∆

2
σ̂x + σ̂zX̂ + ĤB, (B.1)

where ĤB =
∑N

i ωia
†
iai is the Hamiltonian that describes the bath. The system-bath

coupling term can be rewritten as

ĤI = σ̂z ⊗ X̂ = σ̂z
1

2

N∑

i=1

fi(a
†
i + ai), (B.2)

with coupling strengths fi for the individual modes. The spectral function that character-
izes the bosonic bath is taken as [286]

J(ω) = π
N∑

i=1

f 2
i δ(ω − ωi) =

{
2παω, for ω � ωc,

0, for ω � ωc,
(B.3)

where in the last step the spectral function was taken Ohmic with a high frequency cutoff.
This is the special case of an Ohmic spectral function and in general J(ω) ∝ ωk, where
the spectral function is called sub-Ohmic for k < 1, Ohmic for k = 1, and super-Ohmic for
k > 1. For the Ohmic spectral function, the model presented in Eqn. (B.1) is equivalent to
the anisotropic Kondo model [287]. Here, the dimensionless parameter α parametrizes the
coupling strength to the environmental bath. The different phases of the dissipative TSS
are depicted in Fig. B.1. The figure summarizes the different phases as a function of α,
the dimensionless parameter that parametrizes the coupling to the environment. It turns
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0 11/2

(singlet)
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(doublet)
phase

boundary

Figure B.1: Phases of the dissipative two-state system in terms of the coupling strength α
[287]. The phase transition from the anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) phase to the ferromagnetic
(FM) phase is at α = 1. At the Toulouse point α = 1/2, the anisotropic Kondo model can
be solved exactly [288].

out based on NRG and Bethe ansatz calculations that depending on α the system has
different ground states, i.e., a variation of α can drastically change the properties of the
system resulting in a phase transition. The phase boundary between the antiferromagnetic
(singlet) phase and the ferromagnetic phase is at a value of the coupling strength α =
1. The properties of the dissipative TSS have been evaluated in detail. It was found
that generally three regimes are important, damped coherent oscillations (0 < α < 1/2),
exponential decay (1/2 < α < 1), and localization of the (pseudo-)spin (α > 1) [148, 155,
289–291]. Moreover, it is found that the tunnel splitting of the TSS is renormalized, i.e.,
it diverges for α→ 1, when ∆ > ωc, and the effective tunnel splitting is given by

∆eff = ∆

(
∆

ωc

) α
1−α

. (B.4)

The resonance around ∆eff corresponds to coherent oscillations with a width that is given
by the decoherence rate of the dissipative TSS.

The Kondo problem deals with a single magnetic impurity and associated spin-1/2. It
interacts via an exchange scattering potential with a band of conduction electrons. In the
Kondo model, there is a constant density of electron-hole excitations close to the Fermi
surface, which also gives rise to Anderson’s orthogonality catastrophe, see Ref. [292], and
to logarithmic infrared divergences in, e.g., the static magnetic susceptibility [148]. Kondo
himself referred to these effects as the Fermi surface effects [293]. The connection between
the Spin-Boson and the Kondo model is due to the fact that the low-energy electron-hole
excitations have bosonic character and can be viewed in terms of density fluctuations [294].
In 1D there exists an exact mapping between fermions and bosons [295, 296], which is useful
for the treatment of strongly correlated electron systems in one dimension.

The original Kondo problem deals with a single localized impurity of spin-1/2. The
localized spin interacts strongly below the so-called Kondo temperature TK with its sur-
rounding conduction electrons in the host materials. In the anisotropic Kondo model only
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s-wave scattering occurs, which allows to reduce the anistropic Kondo model essentially to
1D. In the anisotropic Kondo model only a narrow band, which is chosen to be symmetric
around the Fermi energy EF , interacts with the impurity. Following Ref. [148], after lin-
earization of the dispersion relation E(k) − EF ≡ ~εk = ~vFk, the Kondo Hamiltonian is
given by

HK = ~vF

∑

k,σ

kc†k,σck,σ +
~J ′

4
τz
∑

σ

σc†σcσ +
~J ′′

2

(
τ+c

†
↓c↑ + τ−c

†
↑c↓

)
, (B.5)

where J ′ and J ′′ describe impurity scattering for conserved spin polarization and spin-
flip scattering, respectively. Here, τ± = (τx ± iτy)/2. Note that J ′ and J ′′ are related
to the coupling strength α. It has been shown by Yuval and Anderson [297] that this
Hamiltonian is equivalent to the Spin-Boson model introduced in chapter 4. The numerical
renormalization group technique (NRG) formulated by Wilson [298–303] has proven to be
extremely powerful in the context of Kondo physics. This numerical technique is working
only for a fermionic conduction band. As can be readily seen, this is not the case for the
Hamiltonian Eqn. (B.1). Current developments are extending the NRG to treat bosonic
bands [304].

An alternative approach to solving the dissipative TSS is White’s density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) approach [305, 306]. Coming back to the model of the dissipative
TSS, it is possible to apply DMRG techniques to reduce the many degrees of freedom of
the bosonic Hilbert space of the environmental bath. Note that due to the absence of the
Pauli principle, already a single boson (oscillator) spans an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space. The truncation of the Hilbert space can be performed in several different ways
[148]. One possibility is to represent the bosonic states in terms of the occupation number
and disregard states that exceed a certain occupation number. The numerical renormal-
ization technique proposed by White et al. [305, 306] reduces the dimensionality of each
oscillator to only a few states [306]. For an excellent overview of the DMRG method see
the review Ref. [307]. The DMRG method is especially efficient when the oscillator equi-
librium position is shifted by an external force via coordinate-coordinate coupling, which
is for example the case for the well-known Spin-Boson model.

Now, an outline of the analysis of the dissipative tunneling is given, following the
approach presented in Ref. [287]. First, the important quantities for the analysis of the
dissipative TSS are given and then the calculation of these quantities with DMRG codes
is sketched. The dynamical correlation function

C(t) =
1

2i
〈[σ̂z(t), σ̂z(0)]〉 (B.6)

is calculated because it contains information about non-equilibrium processes [155], like re-
laxation, which is known from linear response theory [149]. Equivalently, one can calculate
the Fourier transform of the dynamical correlation function, the response function

χ′′(ω) =
1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt eiωt〈[σ̂z(t), σ̂z(0)]〉 (B.7)
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= Im

(
〈σ̂z

1

ω + Eg −H + iη
σ̂z〉 − 〈σ̂z

1

ω − Eg +H − iη
σ̂z〉
)

(B.8)

= Im G(ω), (B.9)

where G(ω) is the Fourier transform of the imaginary-time Green function [21]. Note that
the inverse matrix of the total Hamiltonian can not be computed, however, the expectation
value needed for the evaluation of Eqn. (B.8) can be computed using the Lanczos method
[287], which involves the continued fraction formula

〈f0|
1

Z −H
|f0〉 =

〈f0|f0〉
z − α0 − β2

1

z−α1−...

, (B.10)

where the coefficients |fi+1〉, αi, and β2
i are given by the Lanczos tridiagonal elements. For

the frequency range of interest ≈ ∆eff it is usually possible to truncate the iteration scheme
at approximately 100th order [287]. After calculation of the response function, the power
spectrum of the environmental noise is extracted straightforwardly as S(ω) = χ′′(ω)/ω.

The dynamics of entanglement of a single spin system (e.g., a qubit) and a bosonic
environment have also been evaluated using the numerical renormalization group (NRG)
method [298–303]. The NRG model has been shown to give very confident results for the
anisotropic Kondo model or other quantum impurity models [291]. Note that, however,
for lattice models like the Heisenberg spin chain, the DMRG method gives very reliable
results, whereas the NRG method does not [291, 305]. The breakdown of the NRG method
has been identified as being due to not properly taking into account the effect of boundary
conditions during iterations [305]. Thus, from a quantum computation point of view the
NRG method does not take into account the contribution that entanglement gives to the
correlations in the ground state. Therefore, the failure of the NRG method for lattice
models has been attributed to the fact that DMRG manifestly takes into account the
entanglement, whereas the NRG method does not [308].

Interestingly, apart from the DMRG and NRG studies, exact results that avoid the
boundary terms (by taking an odd number of lattice sites) have been obtained [309]. These
study the dynamics of entanglement in a spin-1/2 chain with an XY exchange coupling in a
transverse electromagnetic field. The entanglement and the scaling of entanglement close
to the quantum phase transition in this system is classified in the framework of scaling
theory. A major difference between the classical correlations and the entanglement is that
the entanglement in general remains short ranged while the classical correlation length
diverges close to the phase transition. Note that due to the universality principle, the
critical behaviour depends only on the dimension of the system and the symmetry of the
order parameter [309], which underlines the significance of these results.



Appendix C

Comparison of coupling schemes for
flux qubits

In order to perform quantum computation it is necessary to be able to scale the solid-state
qubit setups up to systems of many qubits. Naturally, superconducting charge or flux
qubits are coupled via the charge or flux degrees of freedom. Thus, in table C.1 some
of these basic coupling schemes for superconducting flux qubits are shown. The schemes
No. 1,3 and 4 refer to an inductive coupling between one of the SQUID loops of each flux
qubit [76]. In scheme No. 2, the qubits are mutually coupled via a LC-oscillator [74]. Fi-
nally, in scheme No. 5, the flux qubits are coupled capacitively to each other. Namely, one
of the superconducting islands of a flux qubit is coupled to one of the superconducting
islands of the neighbouring qubit [195]. Note that this qubit setup has to be designed very
carefully in order to allow for a mutual capacitance between two neighbouring supercon-
ducting islands whilst suppresing most of the mutual flux crosstalk between the flux qubits.
Also, the flux qubits can be coupled via interaction with photons inside a cavity, cf. chapter
12. Note that for the superconducting charge qubit, a variable electrostatic transformer
for the realization of a controllable capacitive coupling between qubits has been proposed
[310], which could potentially also be useful for qubit setups with superconducting flux
qubits. Moreover, it is not always strictly necessary to be able to tune the coupling, see
chapters 9 and 11, and the schemes for universal computations with untunable couplings
in Ref. [311].

Here, the parameters for the basic coupling schemes for superconducting flux qubits
(which are presented in table C.1) corresponding to classical short range nearest neighbour
interaction are summarized. Note that this short range interaction leads to a substan-
tial swapping overhead when performing quantum gate operations [14] as compared to an
ideally desirable “quantum” coupling between any pair of qubits. Together with the corre-
sponding energy scales for the Hamiltonian elements, also the anticipated qubit operators
that are coupled to the environmental noise are given. The energy scales are ε (single-qubit
bias), ∆ (single-qubit tunneling amplitude), and K (coupling strength between neighbour-
ing qubits). The tunneling amplitude ∆ is fabricated to be approximately between 1− 10
GHz.
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Type of coupling Hamiltonian

1 ............ ∑
i(εiσ

(i)
z + ∆iσ

(i)
x ) +Kiσ

(1)
x ⊗ . . .⊗ σ

(n)
x

or . . .+
∑

i,j Kijσ
(i)
x ⊗ σ

(j)
x

(nearest neighbor interaction easier)

2

1 2 nn−1

............ ∑
i(εiσ

(i)
z + ∆iσ

(i)
x ) +Kiσ

(1)
y ⊗ . . .⊗ σ

(n)
y

or . . .+
∑

i,j Kijσ
(i)
y ⊗ σ

(j)
y

3

1 2 nn−1
............

∑
i(εiσ

(i)
z + ∆iσ

(i)
x ) +Kiσ

(1)
z ⊗ . . .⊗ σ

(n)
z

or . . .+
∑

i,j Kijσ
(i)
z ⊗ σ

(j)
z

(nearest neighbor interaction easier)

4 ............

1 2 nn−1

∑
i(εiσ

(i)
z + ∆iσ

(i)
x ) +

∑
i,j Kijσ

(i)
x ⊗ σ

(j)
z

5

1 nn−12

............
∑

i(εiσ
(i)
z + ∆iσ

(i)
x )

+
∑

iKi,i+1

(
σ

(i)
x ⊗ σ

(i+1)
x + σ

(i)
y ⊗ σ

(i+1)
y

)

Table C.1: Simple schemes for coupling of superconducting flux qubits via the flux or charge
degree of freedom. In the lower part of the table the energy scales in the Hamiltonian and
potential noise sources are listed.

1. xx-type of coupling, the energy scales in the Hamiltonian are ε ≈ 5∆, K ≈ 0.1∆;
important noise sources are flux noise from the transformer loop ∝ σi

x, which is
correlated and regular flux noise ∝ σi

z; here, ∆ and ε are tunable, whereas the
coupling strength K is fixed but can be switched (on/off).

2. yy-type of coupling, the energy scales in the Hamiltonian are ε ≈ 5∆, K ≈
1 . . . 0.01∆; important noise sources are 1/f -noise due to hopping background charges,
which is uncorrelated and regular flux noise ∝ σi

z; here, ∆ and ε are tunable, whereas
the coupling strength K is fixed but possibly switchable.

3. zz-type of coupling, the energy scales in the Hamiltonian are ε ≈ 5∆, K ≈ ∆;
important noise sources are correlated flux noise from the transformer loop ∝ σi

z;
here, ε is tunable, the coupling K is possibly switchable, and the ∆ are fixed.

4. xz-type of coupling, the energy scales in the Hamiltonian are ε ≈ 5∆, K ≈ 0.1∆;
important noise sources are correlated flux noise due to transformer loop ∝ σi

x and
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regular flux noise ∝ σi
z; here, ∆ and ε are tunable, while the coupling K is fixed but

is possibly switchable.

5. xy-type of coupling, the energy scales in the Hamiltonian are ε ≈ 5∆, K ≈
0.1 . . . 0.01∆; important noise sources are 1/f -noise and regular flux noise ∝ σi

z; here
ε is tunable, K and ∆ are fixed.

The inductive coupling schemes are easiest to fabricate from an experimental point of view.
However, one of the most promising coupling schemes is to couple the qubits via a photon
field inside a superconducting cavity, see chapters 5, 12, F, which can also reduce the
external electronics noise on the qubits drastically.
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Appendix D

Decoherence rates for pure Ising-type
zz-coupling

Here, the Bloch-Redfield rate expressions for pure Ising-type zz-coupling will be derived.
In the case where the Hamiltonian of the coupled two-qubit system in the singlet-triplet
basis is simply given by

ĤS = −1

2
Kσ̂(1)

z ⊗ σ̂(2)
z = −1

2
diag(K,−K,K,−K). (D.1)

Obviously, the eigenbasis of this system Hamiltonian is the singlet-triplet basis and the
eigenenergies can directly be written down, λ1,3 = −(1/2)K and λ2,4 = (1/2)K. In the
same spirit, the transition frequencies ωij = (λi − λj)/h are extracted as

ω12 = ω14 = ω32 = ω34 = −K/h,
ω21 = ω23 = ω41 = ω43 = K/h,

ω13 = ω24 = ω31 = ω42 = 0, (D.2)

and for i = j trivially ωii = 0. Therefore, the Golden-Rule expressions are of the following
form for the two bath case

Γ+
`mnk =

1

8~

[
σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nkJ1(ωnk) + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nkJ2(ωnk

]
(coth(β~ωnk/2) − 1), (D.3)

Γ−
`mnk =

1

8~

[
σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nkJ1(ω`m) + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nkJ2(ω`m

]
(coth(β~ω`m/2) + 1), (D.4)

and correspondingly for the single bath case, where the only difference are the addtional
cross-terms of the form σ

(i)
z,abσ

(j)
z,cd with i 6= j. In more detail, for a single bath it is found

that

Γ+
`mnk =

1

8~

[
σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nk + σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nk + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nk + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nk

]
×

×J(ωnk)(coth(β~ωnk/2) − 1), (D.5)

Γ−
`mnk =

1

8~

[
σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nk + σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nk + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nk + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nk

]
×

×J(ω`m)(coth(β~ω`m/2) + 1). (D.6)
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Tensor element (two baths) Tensor element (single bath)
11 11 11 11
11 33 11 33
24 24 –
24 42 –
33 11 33 11
33 33 33 33
42 24 –
42 42 –

Table D.1: Non-vanishing Redfield tensor elements for pure Ising-type zz-coupling between
the qubits and σz-coupling to the bath. The labelling is according to the basis states in
the Hamiltonian given in the singlet-triplet basis.

For vanishing frequency ωnk → 0, ω`m → 0, and for Ohmic spectral functions J(ω) = αω,
these rate expressions become

Γ
(±)
`mnk =

1

4β~

[
σ

(1)
z,`mσ

(1)
z,nkα1 + σ

(2)
z,`mσ

(2)
z,nkα2

]
, (D.7)

where the αi are dimensionless parameters that characterize the strength of the dissipative
effects for the corresponding baths. Again, the rate expressions are very similiar for the
single-bath case with the aforementioned differences. For simplicity, we now assume α =
α1 = α2 and therefore also J(ω) = J1(ω) = J2(ω) = αω~/(1 + ω2/ω2

c ), where in the last
equation a Drude cutoff was introduced into the Ohmic spectral function.

Now, we would like to find the non-zero rates that constitute the Redfield tensor Rnmk`.
Therefore, it is most useful to first investigate the symmetry properties of the spin coupling
to the bath. Obviously [ĤS, ĤI ] = 0, where ĤI is the coupling Hamiltoian between the
system and the bath, holds. In more detail, the spin part of the bath coupling Hamiltonian
is given in the singlet-triplet basis by

σ̂(1)
z =




1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0


 and σ̂(2)

z =




1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0


 . (D.8)

Both spin matrices have the same matrix entries non-zero. Thus, one can conclude that
σ

(i)
z,ab 6= 0 is the case for ab ∈ {11, 24, 33, 42} = κ, i.e., possible indices for non-zero rate

expressions are all possible combinations of elements of the set κ. Here, the labelling is
according to the basis states for the Hamiltonian in matrix form in singlet-triplet basis.
Additionally, from consideration of the parity of the different products of σ̂z matrix ele-
ments, it follows that only the Redfield tensor elements given in table D.1 do not vanish.
The reason why in the single bath case the rates belonging to the transitions 2 ↔ 4 vanish,
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is that the bath can only induce these transitions in the two bath case, which is observed
when considering the full Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ĤS + ĤI + ĤB = −1

2




K − S 0 0 0
0 −K 0 −∆S
0 0 K + S 0
0 −∆S 0 −K


+ ĤB, (D.9)

where S = X̂1 + X̂2 and ∆S = X̂1 − X̂2 are the sum and difference of the bath (oscillator)
coordinates. Clearly, for a single bath X̂ = X̂1 = X̂2 and ∆S = 0 – thus, the bath
can induce the aforementioned transitions only in the single bath case. Note also that in
the single bath case the bath coordinates are only coupled to the first and third diagonal
element reflecting the remaining Redfield tensor elements for the single bath case given in
table D.1.
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Appendix E

The driven multi-qubit system

Here, a general recipe for the simulation of driven dissipative multi-qubit systems for weak
coupling to the environment will be given. Note that no Markov approximation will be
made, so that this approach can be compared to exact semi-analytical calculations within
lowest-order Born approximation, cf. Ref. [312]. Similar to the approach presented in Ref.
[158], first the projectors γ̂nm ≡ |n〉 〈m| are introduced, where n,m denote the possible basis
states of the multi-qubit system. The matrix elements of the stochastic force operator are
given by ζ̂nm. Thus it is possible to rewrite the system Hamiltonian and the system-bath
interaction

ĤS =
∑

i

−1

2
∆iσ̂

(i)
x − 1

2
εi(t)σ̂

(i)
z − K

2
σ̂(i)

z σ̂(i+1)
z

=
∑

i

−1

2
∆1 (|00〉 〈01| + |01〉 〈00|) + . . .

=
∑

n,m

Hnm(t)γ̂nm, (E.1)

ĤSB = −1

2
(|00〉 〈00| − |01〉 〈01|)

∑

i

cixi −
1

2
(|10〉 〈10| − |11〉 〈11|)

∑

j

cjxj

=
∑

n,m

γ̂nmζ̂nm. (E.2)

Then the matrix elements ρnm = 〈n|ρ|m〉 of the reduced density matrix in Born approxi-
mation read [158]

ρ̇nm(t) = −i
∑

n′,m′

Lnmn′m′(t)ρn′m′(t) −
∫ t

0

dt′
∑

n′m′

Γnmn′m′(t, t′)ρn′m′(t′), (E.3)

where both the Liouville superoperator that describes the coherent part of the system
evolution

Lnmn′m′(t) = 〈n|LSγ̂n′m′ |m〉 = Hnn′δmm′ −Hmm′δnn′ (E.4)
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and the Redfield relaxation tensor [313]

Γnmn′m′(t, t′) = 〈n| 〈LSB(t)S0(t, t
′)LSB(t′)〉β γ̂n′m′ |m〉

=
∑

kk′,rr′

(
Krr′kk′(t− t′) 〈n|[γ̂rr′ ,SS(t, t

′)γ̂kk′ γ̂n′m′ ]|m〉 −

−Kkk′rr′(t
′ − t) 〈n|[γ̂rr′ ,SS(t, t

′)γ̂n′m′ γ̂kk′ ]|m〉
)

(E.5)

were introduced. Here, the bath correlation function is defined as

Kkk′rr′(τ) = 〈exp(iĤBτ)ζ̂kk′ exp(−iĤBτ)ζ̂rr′〉β , (E.6)

where τ = t− t′, and the evolution superoperators act according to

S0(t, 0) = exp(−iLBt)T̂ exp

(
−i
∫ t

0

dt′LS(t
′)

)
=: SB(t)SS(t, 0) (E.7)

and
exp(iLBt)Ô = exp(iĤBt/~)Ô exp(−iĤBt/~). (E.8)

For our purpose

SS(t, t
′) = T̂ exp

(
−i
∫ t

t′
dτLS(τ)

)
. (E.9)

From quantum mechanics it is well known (e.g. see page 290/291 of [22]) that the time-
evolution operator can be rewritten in terms of a product of infinitesimal time-evolution
operators

Û(t, t′) = T̂ exp

(
− i

~

∫ t

t′
dτH(τ)

)

= exp

(
− i

~
H(t′ + ∆t(n− 1))∆t

)
× · · · × exp

(
− i

~
H(t′)∆t

)
, (E.10)

with ∆t = (t− t′)/n and n→ ∞. For solving the Bloch-Redfield equations numerically on
a computer, we now discretize the right hand side of (E.10) by taking n large, but finite.
To gain more insight into the structure of the elements of the Redfield relaxation tensor,
we explicitly write down equation (E.5)

Γnmn′m′(t, t′) =
∑

kk′,rr′

(
Krr′kk′(t− t′) 〈n|[γ̂rr′ ,SS(t, t

′)γ̂kk′ γ̂n′m′ ]|m〉 −

−Kkk′rr′(t
′ − t) 〈n|[γ̂rr′ ,SS(t, t

′)γ̂n′m′ γ̂kk′ ]|m〉
)

(E.11)

=
∑

kk′,rr′

(
Krr′kk′(t− t′)[〈n|r〉 〈r′|SS(t, t

′)|k〉 〈k′|n′〉 〈m′|m〉 −

− 〈n|SS(t, t
′)|k〉 〈k′|n′〉 〈m′|r〉 〈r′|m〉] −
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−Kkk′rr′(t
′ − t)[〈n|r〉 〈r′|SS(t, t

′)|n′〉 〈m′|k〉 〈k′|m〉 −
− 〈n|SS(t, t

′)|n′〉 〈m′|k〉 〈k′|r〉 〈r′|m〉]
)

=
∑

k,r

Knrkn′(t− t′)Srmkm′(t, t′) +Kmrkm′(t− t′)Snrn′k(t, t
′) −

−Krnkm′(t− t′)Srmn′k(t, t
′) −Krmkn′(t− t′)Snrkm′(t, t′). (E.12)

Where we simplified the expression by defining the matrix elements of the system evolution
superoperator

Snmn′m′(t, t′) = 〈n|SS(t, t
′)γ̂n′m′ |m〉 = 〈n|ÛS(t, t

′)γ̂n′m′Û †
S(t, t

′)|m〉 = Unn′(t, t′)U∗
mm′(t, t′),

(E.13)
where ÛS(t, t

′) is the time evolution operator of the unperturbed driven system. The
Uij(t, t

′) are the corresponding matrix elements. The Knmkl are the bath correlation func-
tions that are defined via

Knmkl(τ) = 〈exp(iĤBτ)ζ̂nm exp(−iĤBτ)ζ̂kl〉β . (E.14)

After these basic considerations, one can proceed to calculate the system dynamics by solv-
ing the master equation for the system. For the weak coupling regime the Bloch-Redfield
equations (E.5) can be solved. The master equation itself needs to be discretized in order to
be solved numerically on a (classical) computer. Here, the master equation will be given for
a discretized stepwise propagation, i.e., the evolution is propagated forward only a single
small step ∆t and then the time evolution operator Û(t0 + ∆t, t0) = exp (−(i/~)H(t0)∆t)
is calculated. Therefore, also the matrix elements of the system evolution superoperator
(E.13) are determined. When an infinitesimal time step ∆t is considered, the right part of
the differential equation (E.3) can be written as

ρ̇nm(t+ ∆t) = −i
∑

n′,m′

Lnmn′m′(t+ ∆t)ρn′m′(t+ ∆t) −

−
∑

n′m′

∫ t+∆t

t0

Γnmn′m′(t+ ∆t, t′)ρn′m′(t′) dt′ (E.15)

= −i
∑

n′,m′

[ (
Lnmn′m′(t0) + ∆tL̇nmn′m′(t0)

)
(ρn′m′(t) + ρ̇n′m′(t)∆t)

− ∆tΓnmn′m′(t0, t0)ρn′m′(t0) −
∫ t

0

dt′ Γnmn′m′(t, t′)ρn′m′(t′)

− ∆t

∫ t0

0

dt′
∂Γnmn′m′

∂t
(t, t′)ρ(t′)

]
(E.16)

= ρ̇nm(t) + ∆t
∑

n′,m′

[
(−iL̇nmn′m′(t)ρn′m′(t) − iLnmn′m′(t)ρ̇n′m′(t))

− Γnmn′m′(t0, t0)ρn′m′(t0) −
∫ t0

0

dt′
∂Γnmn′m′

∂t
(t, t′)ρn′m′(t′)

]
. (E.17)
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For the Markov approximation the last two terms can be simplified to become

ρ̇nm(t0 + ∆t) = ρ̇nm(t0) + ∆t
∑

n′,m′

[
(−iL̇nmn′m′(t0)ρn′m′(t0) − iLnmn′m′(t0)ρ̇n′m′(t0))

− ∆t

2

[
2Γnmn′m′(t+ ∆t, t)ρn′m′(t)

+ Γnmn′m′(t+ ∆t, t+ ∆t)(ρn′m′(t) + ∆tρ̇n′m′(t))
]]

, (E.18)

where the integration step was performed via the trapezoid rule.

After all, this scheme works, for small enough step size and if their period is long
enough, also for more sophisticated pulse shapes like a sine or cosine. In the program
one may choose an arbitrary memory time of the environment, which has to fit into the
memory of the computer, though. The memory will consist of a number of steps nmemory.
All values of ρnm[nt] and ρ̇nm[nt] which are calculated prior to the current time step n′

t will
be held in memory, to calculate the integral in Eqn. (E.17) that depends on the state of
the system at earlier times.

The integration of the master equation could be done with the well-established Runge-
Kutta integration method. Here, the basic working principle will be explained, however,
for application of this method, a variable step size algorithm should be implemented addi-
tionally [314]. Of course, this method is also applicable to a system of coupled differential
equations.

The following differential equation should be solved

ρ̇ = f(t, ρ), where ρ(t0) = ρ0. (E.19)

In the following we will use equidistant sampling points with a given step size h

ti = t0 + ih for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (E.20)

then the solution of (E.19) when going from t0 to t1 = t0 + h is given by the following
scheme.

t ρ k = hf(t, ρ)

t0 ρ0 k1

t0 + h/2 ρ0 + k1/2 k2

t0 + h/2 ρ0 + k2/2 k3

t0 + h ρ0 + k3 k4

t1 = t0 + h ρ1 = ρ0 + 1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)

For the next time steps, the scheme is simply iterated. From Ref. [315] it is known that
the time steps h should be chosen rather small, i.e. time resolution should be rather fine
grained.
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E.1 Implementation of the program

It is first necessary to define a Hamiltonian. For a flux qubit that is driven via a continuous
wave microwave signal, the Hamiltonian is for example

H =

(
ε0 + δ sin(ωt) ∆

∆ −ε0 − δ sin(ωt)

)
, (E.21)

with the matrix elements Hnm(t). The time derivative of the Hamiltonian is

Ḣ =

(
ωδ cos(ωt) 0

0 −ωδ cos(ωt)

)
. (E.22)

In the following, the implementation of a code for numerical simulation of the dissipative
dynamics of a (multi-)qubit system will be sketched. The individual parts will be described
in an easy pseudo-code. For the calculation of the time-evolution operator we use the
following procedure, which is derived from a series approximation of the time evolution
operator for short time intervals ∆t

U(t, t′) := function(t, t′)

U = 1̂
told = 0

∆t = |t−t′|
n

for i = 1 → n
tnew = told + ∆t

U = [1̂ − i
~
H(ε, ω, δ,∆, (t′ + ∆t(i− 1))∆t)]U

told = tnew

end.

Note that the time evolution operator is stored in a matrix (or array), whose size is de-
termined by the dimension of the Hilbert space for the corresponding Hamiltonian. The
Matrix elements of the propagator, kernel and rates are then defined via

U̇(t, t′) = i~H(ε, ω, δ,∆, t)U

Snmk`(t, t
′) = first calculate U(t, t′) and U̇(t, t′)

return (Umat)nk(U
†
mat)m`

Ṡnmk`(t, t
′) = first calculate U(t, t′) and U̇(t, t′)

return (U̇nk(U̇
†)m` + (Unk(U̇m`)

Lnmk`(t) = 1
~
(Hnk(t)δm` −H`m(t)δnk)

L̇nmk`(t) = 1
~
(Ḣnk(t)δ`m − Ḣm`(t)δnk)
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Knmk`(τ) = 2Anml`α
~β(T )2π

(
ψ
(
1, ωcτi+1

~β(T )ωc

)
+ ψ

(
1, ~β(T )ωc−ωcτi+1

~β(T )ωc

))

K̇nmk`(τ)
τ > 0
= −α(8 ∗ Im(. . .))
τ ≤ 0
= . . .

Γnmk`(t, t
′) =

∑Ndim

i,j=1 (Knijk(t− t′)Simjm(t, t′) +Kmij`(t− t′)Snikj(t, t
′)

−Kinj`(t− t′)Simkj(t, t
′) −Kimjk(t− t′)Snij`(t, t

′))

Γ′
nmk`(t, t

′) =
∑Ndim

i,j=1 (K̇nijk(t− t′)Simjm(t, t′) +Knijk(t− t′)Ṡimjm(t, t′)

+K̇mij`(t− t′)Snikj(t, t
′) +Kmij`(t− t′)Ṡnikj(t, t

′)

−K̇inj`(t− t′)Simkj(t, t
′) −Kinj`(t− t′)Ṡimkj(t, t

′)

−K̇imjk(t− t′)Snij`(t, t
′) −Kimjk(t− t′)Ṡnij`(t, t

′))

where, e.g., Anmk` = σ
(1)
z,nmσ

(1)
z,k` in the particular basis. Here, the expressions for the kernel

are taken for an Ohmic spectral function with an exponential cutoff at frequency ωc, i.e.,
J(ω) = α~ωexp(−ω/ωc), cf. Ref. [315]. For an Ohmic spectral function with a Drude
cutoff J(ω) = α~ω/(1 + ω2/ω2

c ), the kernel has real and imaginary parts (different from
the classical case), which can be evaluated [316] and is given here for a pure σ̂z-type of
coupling to the bath

Knmk`(τ) = −1

4
δnmδk`(−1)1−δn`α

(
π

~β2
sinh−2(πt/~β) + i

~ωc

2
sign(t)e−ωc|t|

)
. (E.23)

Note that also more sophisticated spectral functions can be used in the simulations, e.g.,
peaked spectral functions [317, 318].

The main algorithm of the program treats the solution of the master equation by
stepwise integration. First, an initial value for the reduced density matrix and its time
derivative is defined

ρ(0) =

(
1 0
0 0

)
, ρ̇(0) =

(
0 i

~
∆

− i
~
∆ 0

)
.

Then one can proceed to write down the main part of the program. Note that the time
is discretized in steps of size ∆t, i.e., the matrix elements of the density matrix are char-
acterized by the number of time steps nt with t = nt∆t. Now the main algorithm will be
given in a simplified pseudo-code.
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nt = 1 → Nsteps

t = (nt − 1)∆t
→ calculate the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian at this time -

this is needed to calculate, e.g., the time evolution operator

p1 = ρ̇nm[nt − 1]

p2 = ∆t(−i(
∑

k,` L̇nmk`(t)ρk`[nt − 1] + Lnmk`(t)ρ̇k`[nt − 1]))

p3 = −∆t
∑

k,` Γnmk`(t, t)ρk`[nt − 1]

t0 = t− nmemory∆t
t0 < 0? ⇒ tlowerlimit := 0

p4 = −∆t
t∫

t0

∑
k,` Γ′

nmk`(t, t
′)ρ̃k`(t

′) dt′

(remark: ρ̃ is continous and it is interpolated

between two discrete neighbouring values of ρ
that define the interval [nt1∆t, nt2∆t].)

ρ̇nm[nt] =
∑4

i=1 pi

ρnm[nt] = ρnm[nt − 1] + ρ̇nm[nt − 1]∆t
end

Note that the integration step in the last equation can be improved by use of the trapezoid
rule. Alternatively, the calculation of the term p4 and be done via

dt = |t0−t|
N

p4 = −∆tdt
2

N∑
n=0

∑
k,`

Γ′
nmk`(t, t0 + n · dt)ρ̃k`(t0 + n · dt)
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E.2 Examples for simulations
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Figure E.1: Simulated time evolution of the expectation values 〈σ̂z〉 and 〈σ̂x〉 obtained
from a numerical integration of the master equation. The black lines denote the case of a
rotating wave driving, cf. Eqn. (E.24), and the red lines denote the case of a cos-driving
that includes also counter-rotating terms. The cases of a resonant driving (solid lines) and
a detuned driving (dashed lines) are shown.

Some simple examples for the simulated time evolution of the reduced density matrix
without decoherence, i.e., for α = 0, are shown in Figs. E.1 and E.2. Figure E.1 depicts
the time evolution both for the rotating wave Hamiltonian

H =
1

2

(
ε0 ∆e−iωt

∆eiωt −ε0

)
, (E.24)

and a cosine driving (the terms e±iωt in Eqn. (E.24) are replaced by a cosine with otherwise
the same parameters). Additionally the case of a fully resonant driving and a detuned
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Figure E.2: Time evolution of the expectation value 〈σ̂z〉 for the realistic driven flux qubit
Hamiltonian Eqn. (E.21).

driving are shown. It is observed that in the case of the resonant driving, the expecation
values of σ̂z and σ̂x oscillate between their maximal values, which is not the case for the
off-resonant driving as expected. Additionally, the cosine-driving shows small oscillations
(“wiggles”) on a shorter time scale, which are due to the counter-rotating terms in the
expressions for the cosine (Bloch-Siegert shift). In Fig. E.2, the time evolution of the
Hamiltonian for a realistic driving of flux qubits Eqn. (E.21) is shown. Here, ε0/E0 =
∆/E0 = 1, δ/E0 = 0.1, where the resonance condition [146] for ~ω =

√
ε20 + ∆2 is fulfilled.

It is observed that with this realisitc driving again coherent Rabi oscillations are observed
with a beating due to the additional frequency scales.
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Appendix F

Flux qubit inside a cavity

In this appendix, the cavity-qubit system will be investigated in more detail for the specific
setup of a flux qubit inside a superconducting (microstrip) resonator, as presented in
chapter 12.3. Here, a simplified analytical estimation of the coupling strength g between
the qubit and the cavity is given. Therefore, the problem of the two-dimensional microstrip
resonator will be mapped onto the problem of a one-dimensional transmission line. Then
the field inside the resonator is quantized, the circuit Lagrangian will be derived, and the
coupling strength of the qubit to the cavity field will be estimated. In the last section, the
dispersive regime is analzyed.

The two-dimensional problem of the microstrip resonator can be reduced to a one-
dimensional problem by assuming that the coil of the microstrip resonator has a circular
shape with a mean radius that defines the length of the 1D transmission line via L = λ =
2π〈R〉N , where N is the number of turns of the microstrip coil, 〈R〉 is the mean radius
of the microstrip coil, and L is the overal length of the 1D transmission line. This can be
viewed as “unwrapping” the microstrip resonator onto a line, which is possible because of
the symmetric shape of the microstrip resonator and the electromagnetic fields.

F.1 Quantization of a 1D transmission line

First, the electromagnetic field of a general 1D transmission line will be quantized. Starting
from the general Lagrange density [319]

L =

L/2∫

−L/2

dx

(
`

2
j2 − 1

2c
q2

)
, (F.1)

where ` and c are the inductance and capacitance per unit length an q(x, t) is the charge
density, the electromagnetic fields inside the cavity are calculated. Note here again that
we consider not the Lagrange function but rather the Lagrange density, i.e.,

L =
∑

i

Li(qi, q̇i) →
∫

L(φk, ∂
αφk) d

3x (F.2)
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d

dt

(
∂L

∂q̇i

)
=
∂L

∂qi
→ ∂β ∂L

∂(∂βφk)
=

∂L
∂φk

(F.3)

i → xα, k (F.4)

qi → φk(x) (F.5)

q̇i → ∂αφk. (F.6)

By introducing Θ(x, t) ≡
∫ x

−L/2
dx′q(x′, t), Eqn. (F.1) can be written as

L =

L/2∫

−L/2

(
`

2
Θ̇2 − 1

2c
(∇Θ)2

)
. (F.7)

From this follows the Euler-Lagrange equation (in our case Θ = Θ(ϕ, t))

∂ϕ
∂L

∂(∂ϕΘ)
+ ∂t

∂L
∂(∂tΘ)

=
∂L
∂Θ

(F.8)

∂ϕ(c−1Θ′) + `Θ̈ = 0. (F.9)

Note especially that in the 1D case ∇Θ = ∂ϕΘ = Θ′. Proceeding along the lines of [143],
for the 1D case this can be written as

∂2Θ

∂x2
=

1

v2

∂2Θ

∂t2
, with v =

1√
`c

. (F.10)

This is the one-dimensional wave equation [320]. The boundary conditions are given by
the specific cavities used for superconducting qubits, i.e., for a

• superconducting charge qubit inside a linear cavity [143], Θ(−L/2, t) = Θ(L/2, t) =
0, and accordingly for a

• superconducting flux qubit embedded into a superconducting microstrip resonator
(a curled stripline), Θ(ϕ = −Nπ, t) = Θ(ϕ = Nπ, t) = 0, where ϕ is the angle in the
plane in polar coordinates and N is the number of turns of the resonator loop.

Furthermore, we need to define initial conditions

Θ(x, 0) = f(x), (F.11)

∂Θ

∂t
(x, 0) = g(x). (F.12)

We can solve the one-dimensional wave equation by separation of variables [320]. (Or
Fourier transform method or d’Alembert’s solution.) Here, a factorization ansatz Θ(ϕ, t) =
Φ(ϕ)T (t) will be used. This leads to

Φ′′(ϕ)

Φ(ϕ)
=

T ′′(t)

v2T (t)
= −λ2, (F.13)
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where the boundary conditions are Φ(−Nπ) = Φ(Nπ) = 0. This can be written as two
separated problems

Φ′′(ϕ) + λ2Φ(ϕ) = 0, −Nπ < ϕ < Nπ, Φ(−Nπ) = Φ(Nπ) = 0 (F.14)

and T ′′(t) + v2λ2T (t) = 0, t > 0. (F.15)

We find the solution (λ2 = λ2
n = (n/2N)2, n = 1, 2, . . .), where N was the number of turns

of the resonator loop

Φn(ϕ) = An sin(nϕ/2N) +Bn cos(nϕ/2N). (F.16)

Of course it is possible, using the same ansatz, to write down also a solution for Tn(t).
However, we do not need to write this down explicitly. Thus, the general solution reads

Θ(ϕ, t) =
∞∑

n=1

An sin(nϕ/2N)Tn(t) +Bn cos(nϕ/2N)Tn(t). (F.17)

The initial conditions require that for

• n odd, ±An = 0 and

• n even, Bn = 0.

In other words for n even, only terms An sin(nϕ/2N) (equals A2n sin(2nϕ/2N)) survive
and for n odd, only terms Bn cos(nϕ/2N) (equals B2n−1 cos((2n− 1)ϕ/2N)) survive. Now
we can write down the whole solution again

Θ(ϕ, t) =
∞∑

n=1

A2n sin(nϕ/2N)T2n(t) +B2n−1 cos((2n− 1)ϕ/2N)T2n−1(t). (F.18)

Moreover, we introduce φne
(t) = A2nT2n(t) and φno

(t) = B2n−1T2n−1(t) and recognize that
the two terms in the sum characterize even and odd modes, respectively. Finally we arrive
at

Θ(ϕ, t) =
∞∑

ne=2

φne
(t) sin(neϕ/2N) +

∞∑

no=1

φno
(t) cos(noϕ/2N), (F.19)

in analogy to the result obtained in Ref. [143], cf. Eqn. (A5). Please note again that it
is easy to write down also the φn(t) explicitly starting from a formal general solution for
Tn(t) in the same way as Φn(ϕ) was determined.

F.2 The microstrip resonator

In this section, the coupling strength between the qubit and the photon field inside the
cavity will be calculated. First, the problem of the microstrip resonator line is mapped onto
a one dimensional problem, i.e., we define an average radius 〈R〉, such that x = 〈R〉ϕ.
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L/20−L/2

x

Figure F.1: Schematic drawing of the superconducting transmission line resonator un-
wrapped and mapped to the problem of a one dimensional transmission line.

The total length of the microstrip resonator in terms of this average radius is given by
L = λ = 2π 〈R〉N . Starting from the solutions of the general Lagrangian that was derived
in the first section

L = 〈R〉
∫ +πN

−πN

dϕ

(
1

2
j2 − 1

2c
q2

)
, (F.20)

Θ(ϕ, t) = 〈R〉
∫ ϕ

−πN

dϕ′q(ϕ′, t), (F.21)

with boundary conditions Θ(−πN, t) = Θ(πN, t) = 0, we find the solution

Θ(ϕ, t) =

√
2

λ

( ∞∑

ko=1

φko
(t) cos

(
koϕ

2N

)
+

∞∑

ke=2

φke
(t) sin

(
keϕ

2N

))
. (F.22)

Using second quantization we find for the variable φk(t) and its conjugate momentum

φk(t) =

√
~ωkc

2

λ

kπ
(ak(t) + a†k(t)), (F.23)

πk(t) = −i
√

~ωk`

2

λ

kπ
(ak(t) − a†k(t)). (F.24)

The current is then given by the time derivative, i.e. the momentum, and reads

I(ϕ, t) =

√
2

λ

(
∑

ko

√
~ωko

2`
Ako

(t) cos

(
koϕ

2N

)
+
∑

ke

√
~ωke

2`
Ake

(t) sin

(
keϕ

2N

))
. (F.25)

This can be inserted into the expression for the magnetic field. Here we neglect retardation
effects, i.e., the dimensions of the qubit system are much larger than the wavelength of the
incident electromagnetic field. Thus, we assume a uniform magnetic field such that it is
sufficient to calculate the field in the center of the qubit loop which is a symmetry point
where the vector potential ~A vanishes

~B(~r) =
µ0

4π

∫

V

dV
j(~r′) × ~rrr′

r3
rr′

. (F.26)
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The resulting expression can be inserted into the interaction part of the Hamiltonian that
describes the qubit-cavity system when a flux qubit is placed in the center of the microstrip
coil. to give the vacuum Rabi frequency which is approximately g/π ≈ 160 MHz for the
first mode. Taking into account the effects of the ground plane, i.e., the washer, the
inductive coupling between the qubit and the cavity is increased [276, 321]. This is due to
the cut in the ground plane. With a regular ground plane, the currents in the microstrip
coil would induce currents in the ground plane that flow in the opposite direction and thus
would decrease the coupling strength. However, taking the cut ground plane into account,
the mutual coupling is increased [321]. Thus, the overall coupling strength between the
qubit and the microstrip resonator increases to about g/π ≈ 200 MHz.

F.3 Derivation of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

For a flux qubit placed in the center of the microstrip resonator coil, the Hamiltonian of
the qubit-cavity system is

H = Hc +HS +HI , (F.27)

where Hc is the cavity Hamiltonian, HS is the qubit Hamiltonian and HI is the interaction
part of the Hamiltonian. The SQUID (or flux qubit) Hamiltonian reads [74]

ĤS =
Q̂2

2C
+

(Φ̂ − Φx)
2

2L
− EJ cos

(
2π

Φ̂

Φ0

)
, (F.28)

see also section 2.1. The analysis is easily extended to a 3jj qubit inside the cavity, which
does not change the shape of the cavity-qubit coupling as presented in the following. The
cavity Hamiltonian describes a single-mode cavity Hc = ~ωr

(
a†a+ 1

2

)
with resonant fre-

quency ωr. Moreover, the coupling between the cavity and the qubit is a mutual inductive
coupling,

HI = − 1

L
(Φ̂ − Φx)Φ̂c, Φc =

∫

S

~B(~r, t) · d~S. (F.29)

If the self-inductance is large, the externally applied flux is close to Φ0/2 and temperature
is low, a double-well potential is formed where only the lowest states in the wells contribute.
Therefore, the reduced Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −1

2
εσ̂z −

1

2
∆σ̂x (F.30)

is obtained. The bias, i.e., the asymmetry of the double-well potential, reads [81]

ε(Φx) = 2Ip

(
Φ

Φ0

− 1

2

)
, (F.31)

where Ip denotes the magnitude of the persistent current in the loop. In the case of a flux
qubit embedded into a microstrip resonator, the coupling (F.29) couples the magnetic field
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mode of the cavity to the σ̂z component of the spin, due to the current-current coupling
between the two loops [76]. The magnetic component ~B(~r, t) of the cavity field has the

form ~B(~r, t) =
√

~ωr

2µ0
(a† + a) ~B(~r). In spin-1/2 notation the Hamiltonian becomes

Hq = −1

2
εσ̂z −

1

2
∆σ̂x −

√
~ωr

2µ0

(a† + a)σ̂z + ~ωr

(
a†a+

1

2

)
. (F.32)

Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with respect to the unperturbed qubit terms

Ĥ ′
q = −Ω

2
σ̂′

z −
√

~ωr

2µ0

(a† + a)(cos(θ)σ̂′
z − sin(θ)σ̂′

x) + ~ωr

(
a†a+

1

2

)
, (F.33)

with Ω =
√
ε2 + ∆2. At the degeneracy point and in the eigenbasis, only the σ̂′

x-component
of the spin couples to the oscillator. By introducing the Pauli raising and lowering opera-
tors,

σ̂′
± =

σ̂′
x ± iσ̂′

y

2
, (F.34)

and defining g :=
√

ωr

2~µ0
Bc we can re-express HI as

HI = ~g(σ̂′
+ + σ̂′

−)(a† + a). (F.35)

The terms that contain σ̂′
+a

† and σ̂′
−a oscillate in the interaction picture at twice the

frequencies of interest ωr and Ω and are therefore neglected. Thus, we finally arrive at the
Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

HJC = −Ω

2
σ′

z + ~g(a†σ′
− + aσ′

+) + ~ωr

(
a†a+

1

2

)
, (F.36)

see also chapter 12.

F.4 The dispersive read-out

To read-out the qubit one can employ a dispersive read-out scheme. It has been shown in
chapter 12 that the ac-Stark shift will pull the resonance frequency of the cavity depending
on the state of the qubit. The cavity resonance frequency in turn is easily probed by
measuring the transmitted signal power when shining in microwave radiation on the cavity.
If this microwave radiation is at one of the pulled frequencies of the cavity, the transmitted
signal and the photon number in the cavity will be large in contrast to the case where both
are detuned.

Without taking dissipative effects, e.g. cavity losses, in the cavity into account, the av-
erage photon number inside the cavity can be computed from the qubit-cavity Hamiltonian
in the rotating frame

H ′ = UHU † ≈ ~

[
ωr +

g2

∆
σ̂z

]
a†a+

~

2

[
Ω +

g2

∆

]
σ̂z (F.37)
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and for the readout process an additional coherent driving term [143]

Hmw = ~ε(t)(a†e−iω̃t + aeiω̃t) (F.38)

with time dependent amplitude ε(t) is applied to the resonator circuit. From this one finds
the equations of motion

σ̇z = 0 (F.39)

ȧ =
1

i~
[a,H ′ +Hmw]

= −i
(
ωra+

g2

∆
aσz + ε(t)e−iω̃t

)
(F.40)

∂t(aσz) = −i
(
ωraσz +

g2

∆
1a+ ε(t)σze

−iωmwt

)
. (F.41)

The time dependent solution for a(t) can be used to compute the average number of
photons n = 〈a†a〉 = Tr(ρβa

†a) inside the cavity [174]. It can be obtained by Laplace
transformation of the equation of motion for the intra-cavity field a(t) and taking into
account that σz is a constant of motion. In the follwing σz denotes the expecation value
〈σ̂z〉. It is found

sa(s) − a(0) + i

(
ωr +

g2

∆
σz

)
a(s) = −i

∞∫

0

ε(t)e−iωmwte−stdt, (F.42)

i.e., with ω′ = ωr + g2/∆ 〈σz〉 one formally gets

a(s) =
a(0)

s+ iω′ −
i

s+ iω′

∞∫

0

ε(t)e−iω̃te−st dt. (F.43)

Obviously the first term in Eqn. (F.43) will give an oscillating contribution in time and
the second term in Eqn. (F.43) depends on the shape of the pulse which is given by the
time-dependent amplitude ε(t).

The general solution for a(t) can also be obtained by a Green function solution [322].
Then, with the definition ω0 = ωr + g2/∆〈σ̂z〉, the general solution is

a(t) = eiω0t

t∫

−∞

dt′ε(t′)eiδt, (F.44)

where δ = ω̃ − ω0 is the detuning. For an off-resonant driving and a finite pulselength
the integral on the rhs has to be evaluated. In the case of a resonant driving, only the
area under the pulse is important. In this case clearly the area theorem holds because
the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian includes a rotating wave approximation. Using the
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presented approach, it is verified that for the driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian the
limit of on average a single microwave photon in the cavity can be achieved. However,
from this result a truly quantum mechanical behaviour, i.e., generation of a Fock state
in the cavity can not be deduced. Here, the pump rate of incoming photons and the loss
rate are both on the order of 106/s, i.e., on average there is a single photon in the cavity.
However, for a true (single photon) Fock state, also the deviation from the mean value has
to be small.

Note that, by assuming a two-sided cavity with input and output fields at both ends
[174] (accounting for cavity losses) the solution a(t) for the internal cavity field will be
modified and the equation of motion for the internal field is given by (F.40) and

ȧ(t) = ȧ(t)old −
γ1 + γ2

2
a(t) +

√
γ1aIN(t) +

√
γ2bIN(t), (F.45)

where the γi can be determined from the simulations of the cavity field configurations, and
aIN, bIN model the input fields at both ends of the cavity.
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Landau-Zener tunneling

When a two-level system in its ground state is biased through an anticrossing, the Landau-
Zener-Stückelberg (LZS) problem gives the probability for the system to make a transition
to the excited state [323]. LZS transitions have been reported in recent experiments [324]
with superconducting flux qubits, where a linear sweep of the bias flux was performed. Also
indirect evidence for LZS transitions was found in other experiments with superconducting
flux qubits [86, 87]. However, a detailed analytical description of the LZS problem for a
finite sweep time and taking leakage to other states into account has not been developed
yet.

Note that a system for which the sweep time through the anticrossing is infinitely long,
undergoes a completely adiabatic evolution and would always stay in the ground state.
Thus, for determining the probability for making a transition from the ground to the
excited state, the interplay between the timescales set by the energy scale of the two-level
system and the sweep time is important. This problem can be described with the following
time-dependent Hamiltonian

H(t) =
1

2

(
vt ∆
∆ −vt

)
. (G.1)

The basis states of this Hamiltonian are the ground |g〉 and excited state |e〉. In the
original LZS problem the probability for finding the system, which is prepared in the state
|g〉 at time ti = −∞, at the final time tf = ∞ in the excited state |e〉, i.e., for simplicity
ti = −tf . Kayanuma [325] has presented an elegant solution to this problem. He calculates
the probability for finding that the system remains in the initial state

P = | 〈g|T̂ exp(−i
∫ tf

tf

H(t)dt)|g〉 |2 = |c|2 (G.2)

by expanding the time-ordered exponential in powers of H, which leads to a sequence of
coupled integrals, namely

c =
∑

n

(−i∆/2)2n

tf∫

−tf

dt2n

t2n∫

−tf

dt2n−1 · · ·
t2∫

−tf

dt1 exp

(
iv

2

2n∑

j=1

(−1)jt2j

)
. (G.3)
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By introducing the following transformation

x1 = t1

xk = t1 +
k−1∑

j=1

(t2j+1 − t2j)

yk = t2k − t2k−1, (G.4)

the integrations can be decoupled and finally the Landau-Zener probability

PLZ = e−
∆

2π
2v (G.5)

is obtained. Now, a more complicated scenario will be introduced in which the sweep time
is finite and the upper level can decay with a rate Γ into a third state |h〉. Thus the effective
two-level Hamiltonian reads

H ′(t) =
1

2

(
vt ∆
∆ −vt− iΓ

)
. (G.6)

For the case where the sweep through the anticrossing happens in a finite time interval
and taking the leakage out of the level |e〉 into account, the following expression needs to
be evaluated

c =
∑

n

(−i∆
2

)2n

An

An =

tf∫

−tf

dx1

3tf∫

−x1

dx2 · · ·
(2n−1)tf∫

−xn−1

dxn

2tf∫

0

dy1 · · ·

· · ·
2tf∫

0

dynexp


iv

n∑

k=1

xkyk +
iv

2

(
n∑

k=1

yk

)2

− Γ
n∑

k=1

yk


 . (G.7)

The problematic part of this integral is the first series of xn-integrations, which are coupled
and can not easily be decoupled. Thus, a short sketch of a derivation by complete induction
is given. First, for n = 1 the problematic xk-integration simplifies and gives

A1 =

2tf∫

0

dy1
1

ivy1

e
iv
2

y2
1
−Γy1eivy1tf . (G.8)

For the step n→ n+ 1, the following expression is investigated

An =

tf∫

−tf

dx1

3tf∫

−x1

dx2 · · ·
(2n−1)tf∫

−xn−1

dxn

2tf∫

0

dy1 · · ·
2tf∫

0

dynexp

(
iv

n∑

k=1

xkyk + c(yp)

)
(G.9)

=

tf∫

−tf

dx1

3tf∫

−x1

dx2 · · ·
(2n−1)tf∫

−xn−1

dxnζ(xk, yk), (G.10)
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where c(yp) = iv
2

(
∑n

k=1 yk)
2 − Γ

∑n
k=1 yk includes all constant terms during the respective

integration. The individual xk-integrations yield factors of the form

ζ =
1

(i)nvyn(yn−1 − yn) . . .

(
eivyn(2n−1)tf eivyn−1(2(n−1)−1)tf · · ·

− eivyn(2n−1)tf e−ivyn−1xn−2 · · ·
)
ec. (G.11)

Then the resulting yk-integrations can be performed and An could be obtained in closed
form. Note that for the leaky LZS problem perturbative solutions in lowest order of ∆ can
be derived [326]. The resulting expression for finite leakage and a long sweep time is

A1 =
2

v
arctan

(
vtf
Γ

)
. (G.12)

In comparison to the case without damping (A1 = π/v), the leakage from one of the levels
can enhance the survival probability because the arctangent always stays smaller than π/2
for a positive argument. For tf → ∞, the result without leakage is recovered.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene theoretische Studien zur Dekohärenz, Manipulierbarkeit
und dem Auslesen von festkörperbasierten Quantenbits (Qubits) durchgeführt. Es werden grund-
legende physikalische Konzepte, wie die Erzeugung und Detektion einzelner Photonen in einem
Fock-Zustand, ausgearbeitet. Die Skalierbarkeit und Dekohärenz von Qubit-Systemen wird ana-
lysiert und verschiedene Vorschläge zur Verbesserung der Eigenschaften dieser Qubit-Systeme für
die Quanteninformationsverarbeitung präsentiert.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird zunächst eine Einführung in das physikalische System und die
theoretischen Grundlagen zu seiner Beschreibung gegeben. Der zweite Teil der Arbeit, der Haupt-
teil, beschäftigt sich zuerst mit den Dekohärenzeigenschaften eines Systems zweier gekoppelter
Qubits, wobei ein mögliches Qubit-System z.B. aus supraleitenden Josephson Qubits, oder auch
Quantenpunkten in Halbleiterstrukturen, besteht. Hierbei werden speziell die Dekohärenzmecha-
nismen für supraleitende Josephson Qubits und Ladungsqubits in Quantenpunkten im Detail
untersucht. Es werden die sogenannten Gatterqualitätsfaktoren bestimmt, die ein Maß für die
Exaktheit eines Quantengatters und die auftretende Dekohärenz sind. Hieraus folgt als wichti-
ges Ergebnis, daß die während der Gatteroperation auftretende Dekohärenz sehr stark von den
Symmetrien im Qubitsystem bzw. der Qubit-Bad Kopplung abhängt; besonders in festkörperba-
sierten Systemen ist es möglich, die Qubit-Bad Kopplung teilweise gezielt zu konstruieren und
dabei diese Erkenntnisse zu berücksichtigen.

Da die Kopplung zwischen den Quantenbits im idealen Fall schaltbar sein sollte, werden ver-
schiedene Schalter für die Kopplung zwischen supraleitenden Josephson Fluss-Qubits, die mittels
eines supraleitenden Fluß-Transformators gekoppelt sind, untersucht. Dabei stellt sich heraus,
dass sich verschiedene Arten supraleitender Nanosysteme eignen würden. Außerdem sollte der
Schaltvorgang, während dem die Kopplung zwischen den Qubits verstellt wird, möglichst schnell
erfolgen, da der Rauscheinfluß auf das Qubit-System während des Schaltvorgangs am größten ist.

Nachdem der Einfluß der Dekohärenz untersucht wurde, wird die Kodierung mehrerer physi-
kalischer Qubits in logische Qubits in sogenannten dekohärenzfreien Unterräumen (DFS) ausgear-
beitet. Für kollektiv an alle Qubits koppelnde Rauschquellen ist es möglich, mit dieser Kodierung
Rauscheinflüsse komplett auszuschließen. Es wird ebenfalls gezeigt, daß im speziellen Fall von zwei
kapazitiv gekoppelten supraleitenden Fluß-Qubits diese Kodierung einen vollständigen Schutz vor
dem 1/f -Rauschen der Kopplungselemente bedingt.

Weiterhin wird die optimale Kontrolltheorie zur Verbesserung der zur Manipulation der
Qubits notwendigen Pulssequenzen verwendet. Die optimierten Pulssequenzen sind deutlich kürzer
und erreichen eine wesentlich größere Genauigkeit (Exaktheit) als bereits experimentell angewen-
dete, aus elementaren nicht-optimierten Gattern aufgebaute, Gatteroperationen. Diese Ergebnis-
se verdeutlichen, daß für die untersuchten Systeme die Gatterqualität nicht durch Dekohärenz
sondern die Pulssequenz beschränkt ist. Daher ist diese Methode sehr gut zur experimentellen
Verbesserung der Genauigkeit realistischer Quantengatter geeignet.

Im letzten Teil der Arbeit werden verschiedene Konzepte aus der Quantenoptik auf Qubits

in Festkörpersystemen angewendet. Hierbei wird insbesondere ein Schema zur Erzeugung und

Detektion einzelner Photonen im Mikrowellenspektrum und die Realisierung eines Fluß-Qubits

in einem Resonator, einer sogenannten Kavität, vorgeschlagen.
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